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.. There are men who spend their time and fortunes in 
in endeavoring to convince a dull world that poverty can be 
abolished by the issue of printed bits of paper. I know one 
gentleman who holds that exchequer bills are the panacea 
for the evils of humanity. Other philanthropists wish to 
make us all rich by coining the national debt, or coining the 
lands of the country, or coining everything." 

W. Stanley ]evons, Money and the Mechanism of Exchange. 
Preface, p. vi. 
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PREFACE 

QUALITATIVE credit control may be thought of as the 
control of credit through control of the debts from which it 
arises. The control of bank credit is that aspect of the 
more general problem to which attention is directed in this 
volume. The currency function which bank credit performs 
in advanced industrial countries makes its control of peculiar 
importance. It gives rise to the modem form of an old 
problem, that of providing the community with a medium 
of exchange which will not be debased or over-issued, and 
which will still be adequate for the needs of commerce. 

In contrast to this approach to the control of credit is 
one which may be characterized as quantitative. Proposals 
based on the quantitative view usually imply that a sufficient 
control over bank credit can be obtained by altering the 
cash or reserve basis of the banking system. Little attention 
is given to the kinds or quality of the assets (debts) from 
which bank credit arises. Although it contains an evaluation 
of the quantitative approach to the control of credit, this 
treatise does not attempt a discussion of the quantity theory 
of money. Nor is it a history of credit theory. It is a 
study of the nature of credit and the credit system with a 
view to outlining fields of inquiry which, when investigated, 
may lead to the understanding necessary to operate the 
credit economy more smoothly. The object, therefore, is 
to seek a theoretical basis for fruitful research rather than 
to solve the problem of credit control. 

The author is indebted to Professors James W. Angell 
and William H. Steiner, Dr. Arthur R. Bums and Mr. Ralph 
West Robey for helpful c~iticisms of the manuscript. To 
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Professor H. Parker Willis he is deeply indebted for the 
inspiration and training received, as a student and junior 
colleague, during an association lasting over a period of six 

• years. Althougn it is impossible to express fully the extent 
of such a debt, especial thanks are due for criticisms of 
several drafts of the manuscript and for many biblio
graphical suggestions. 

Mrs. C. P. Killien made many improvements in the style. 

NEW YORIit CITY, 

JUNE 28, 1933. 

WILUAM E. DUNKKAN. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE literature dealing with credit is divided into four 
fairly well differentiated and non-communicating compart
ments. Although two or more of them are sometimes pre
sented within the covers of a single volume, they usually 
remain unrelated. 

The two most clearly defined and, at the same time, least 
connected fields are credit control and credit analysis. Writ
ers on these subjects have often written with apparent dis
regard, if not in ignorance, of each other's contributions. 
On the other hand, while each group has given recognition 
to a third topic, namely, credit theory, the nature -of credit, 
as described by the two groups, varies considerably. The 
credit analysts tend to emphasize qualitative aspects, such as 
the character, capacity, and capital of the borrower, while 
the credit control group emphasize rather the quantitative 
relationships between gold, credit and goods. 

The fourth phase of the subject has received only super
ficial treatment by the few authors by whom it has been 
discussed. This phase may be called the mechanism of 
banking, or the method by which debts are offset in a credit 
economy thus permitting the exchange of goods without the 
intervention of a commodity money. Colwell, Jevons, and 
more recently Hawtrey, have given excellent descriptions 
of this process; but these explanations have unfortunately 
never been fully expanded in theories of credit control. 

Among specialists in the four subjects under consider
ation, those concerned with the art of banking, namely, credit 
control and credit analysis have approached the problem 
from different points of view. Students of credit control 
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IS QUAUT ATWE CREDIT CONTROL 

have been concerned chiefly with the reserve basis of the 
credit structure, while credit analysts have dealt with the 
debt-credit structure itself. 

In a count~adhering to the gold standard, gold is the 
ultimate reserve base. With the introduction of central 
banking, however, the importance of this base is reduced 
because under this system the reserves of the commercial 
banks consist of deposits on the books of the central bank. 
The reserve base of these banks is thus more subject to 
control than when the banks are forced to maintain a gold 
reserve. The reserve function of gold is under this system, 
limited to the international relations of the banking system. 
The literature of .. credit control" is characterized by 
discussions of the possibilities of controlling the super
structure of credit by controlling the size of the reserve 
base. Credit control has remained an inherently quantitative 
concept based on the belief that a change in the size of the 
reserve base will induce a multiple change in the super
structure. This alteration in turn is looked upon as a 
method of bringing about changes in prices, production, gold 
movements, or other phenomena. Credit control literature 
thus abounds in contradictory explanations, both theoretical 
and empirical, of the sequence of events from changes in 

-the reserve base to changes in the criteria which are at once 
the guides and the objectives of control. Not satisfied with 
the flexibility of the reserve base introduced by central bank
ing, some contemporary writers have advocated an incon
vertible, or .. managed", money. Adherence to the gold 
standard, it is held, interferes with the freedom of the central 
bank in adjusting the reserves of the banking system (its 
own deposits) to the -needs of the situation. 

To the author this approach to the problem of credit 
control seems incomplete. It goes no farther than the 
quantitative relationship between the reserve base and com-
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mercial bank credit, while the real significance of the re
serve as a means of settling unequal debts and credits is 
overlooked. When a debt structure has been built up, re-· 
serves become important as the ultimate means of settling 
balances of debts. Since gold is the means of making these 
settlements between countries, deposits on the books of the 
central bank the means of settling debts between banks in 
the same banking system, and deposits on the books of the 
commercial banks the means of settling debts between in
dividuals, the ability of central banks to maintain gold re
serves, of commercial banks to maintain central bank de
posits, and of individuals to maintain bank deposits have a 
similar significance, namely, the ability to keep debts and 
credits equal. Credit control should aim at limiting debts 
between individuals, between banks, and between banking 
systems to those which can be cleared against credits. Regu
lation of the reserve base will not do this. The most that 
can be hoped for from this type of control is the regulation 
of the total quantity of commercial bank deposits. But it 
will not prevent the development of a debt-credit structure 
on the reserve base which may, due to its distribution, make 
the reserve base inadequate to settle the unmatched debts. 
Thus no matter what control is exerted over the reserve 
base and no matter what the nature of this base, whether 
gold, inconvertible paper, or central bank deposits, the 
problem of controlling the superstructure of credit remains. 
Lack of control leads to a condition in which the reserve 
base appears inadequate. 

Credit analysis, on the other hand, while primarily con
cerned with the control of debts, at present goes no farther 
than a consideration of the limitation of individual debts. 
Such analysis does not, as a rule, rest on a satisfactory theory 
of banking since the prevailing conception is that the chief 
function of a bank is .. money-lending n. The banker is 
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thought of as lending the .. deposits" of his clients rather 
than as 'building up deposits or liabilities by making loans. 
But the technique of credit analysis provides a better ap
proach to the broader problems of credit control, than would 
an attempt" to regulate the total quantity of credit by alter-
ing the reserve base. .' 

Expansion of the credit analysis approach suggests pos
sible methods of attacking the general aspects of the pro».. 
lem of c~edit control. Little attention has been given to 
this approach by writers on credit, and no attempt is made 
in the present volume to develop criteria for this type of 
control. Our chief interest lies in an attempt to correlate 
the various fields of credit literature with a view to point
ing out the main lines along which fruitful research may be 
pursued in the development of such criteria. \Vhen the 
two theoretical subjects mentioned above are taken into 
consideration, namely, the nature of credit, and the mechan
ism of bankirig, the advantages of this approach become 
evident. In order to indicate briefly the main outlines of 
the problem of credit control, from this point of view, at
tention must be directed to the fundamental requisite that 
a borrower be able and willing to repay his loan at maturity. 
There has been a tendency in the past on the part of the 

"banke; to rely on the personal qualities of the borrower, such 
as honesty, business ability and the like, to assure himself 
that the loan would be liquidated. Recently, however, more 
attention has been given to the financial condition of the 
applicant as shown by his financial statement, in which the 
items upon which chief reliance must be placed are the ac
counts receivable and the inventory. The value of these, 
however, can be determined only by the condition of the 
receivables and inventories of other concerns, in the same 
industry. Furthermore, the financial condition of the cus
tomers who are expected to pay the receivables is of course 
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a factor in the financial condition of the applicant. The 
banker must, therefore, come to view each industry as a 
whole, rather than confining his analysis to individual con
cerns. He must include, as a part of his analysis, a study 
of the production of the industry as a whole, the sales, the 
inventories, the debts which these goods are to liquidate, 
price movements, etc. He must learn to think in terms of 
the credit standing not only of individuals and corporations 
but of industries as well. Thus instead of an attempt to 
adjust the total quantity of credit to the volume of pro
duction or to an average of prices by alterations in the 
reserve base, the problem of credit control becomes an at
tempt to build up a superstructure of credit which will not 
place too great a strain on the reserve base, because the 
debts upon which the credit structure is built wilL be liqui
dated by goods rather than settled by payments out of the 
reserve base. 

Another aspect of the qualitative approach is found in the 
analysis of the maintenance of solvency. If we start once 
more with the individual, we find that he must continually 
obtain claims on others to an amount at least as great as 
their claims on him if he is not permanently to be faced 
with a deficit of cash or bank deposit. Likewise, each in
dividual bank is able to meet its obligations to other banks 
only in so far as it is provided by its debtors with claims 

Ion other banks to an amount at least equal to the claims 
held against it by other banks. In the same way a banking 
system is able to meet its obligations without resort ~o the 
use of reserves only in so far as claims against it are offset 
by equal claims, provided by its customers on other bank
ing systems. This is the basic thought underlying the theory 
of international trade and finance which is simply a larger 
phase of the general banking problem. Each bank or bank
ing system must therefore analyze the business of its cus-
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tomers as a whole to determine whether such business wiu 
provide the bank or banking system with sufficient claims on 
others to liquidate those which its own extensions of credit 
to its custome1"6_ are placing in the hands of other banks or 
banking systems. 

The approach to credit control by this route emphasizes 
the importance of the exchangeability of goods, and relates 
the study of credit closely to the study of economic value; 
for the sound expansion of credit is seen to be limited by 
the increase in exchange values. A general index of prices 
or a study of the relationship of the total quantity of bank 
credit to the total quantity of goods produced, is seen to be 
inadequate, for it gives no consideration to the exchange 
problems of an economy based on specialized production. 
An adequate study of credit requires that emphasis be given 
to the kinds of production, and to the conditions under 
which exchange is to take place, or to relative prices. Thus 
changes in the level of prices would seem to indicate changes 
in the degree of exchangeability of goods rather than changes 
in the value of money. Furthermore, in the study of bank 
credit the assets (debts) upon which such credit is based 
and the goods which are to liquidate them are of more signi. 
ficance than is the total quantity as compared with other 

-1otal quantities. A new light has been thrown on the need 
of limiting bank assets to short term maturities. The usual 
explanation is that ,in this way the bank remains liquid for' 
it can provide itself with cash more easily in case of need 
than if its asset~ consist of longer maturities. The oppos· 
ing school, asserting that the bank can dispose of securities 
as readily as its customers can dispose of goods, holds that 
the banking systems cannot, without more serious effects 
than will result from security liquidation, cease lending to 
commercial borrowers or ask them to repay loans. This is 
particularly true if a large number of banks are involved; 
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for a widespread demand for repayment of loans based on 
commodities will break the prices of commodities quite as 
readily as would a large-scale liquidation of securities affect . 
the securities market. But this is not the· essence of the 
problem. Since the extension of credit always involves 
the estimate of values in anticipation of the sale of goods, 
the real problem is that of estimating these values as nearly 
correctly as possible. Only in this way can the currency 
(bank credit) be kept in proper relation to the value of 
goods. Therefore, a banking system which extends credit 
only on goods which are in the process of marketing or as 
near final sale as possible, thus limiting the degree of anti
cipation, will not make as many errors in judgment as one 
which extends credit for the purpose of providing the capital 
equipment to be used in the production of other goods. Thus 
clearance will be improved and the necessity of resorting to 
reserves in order to pay for goods which have not been ex
changed against other goods will be reduced. When a 
banking system ceases to base the medium of exchange on 
exchangeable goods and becomes more deeply involved in 
production, it is treading on dangerous ground. For by 
making the bonds of industry or loans on stocks the basis 
of its deposits, the bank incurs a larger measure of liability 
for the risks of industry. Even though its debtors fail to 
repay their loans, it must meet its obligations on demand. 
Therefore, not only will industrial mistakes affect the bank's 
net worth, but losses will have to be made up by payments 
out of its reserves. The danger is particularly acute when 
the banking system is composed of a large number of banks, 
for each bank must bear its own losses and the result is 
likely to be a large number of bank failures. While this 
may seem to be justified in an individualistic philosophy, it 
is disastrous for the community. If the situation is serious 
enough it will lead to a demand that bank deposits be guar-
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anteed, either by the government or by the banks as whole. 
This is tantamount to a demand for the unification or sociali
zation of the banking system. If values are to be thus 
guaranteed, it is but natural to expect that a more ce1ltralized 
control of production by one or the other of these agencies 
will follow. This may not be wholly undesirable, but it 
should be recognized as an aspect of the banking problem. 

In the main body of the to..-t, we have chosen to open the 
discussion with a theoretical analysis of the factors under
lying the study of -credit, money, prices, and banking to 
which Part I is devoted. The concept of .. the value of 
money" is the central theme. The nature of the .. supply 
of money" and the .. demand for money" are found to 
have been incorrectly analyzed in many discussions, owing 
to a lack of differentiation between gold, credit, credit in
struments, and fiat money. Likewise, the concept of the 
.. value of money", as the inverse of the price level, is 
found to be inadequate and misleading. Chapter II is 
devoted to a study of the nature of credit, which, in a credit 
economy, is the chief form of purchasing power. In Chap
ter III, we turn to the role of banking in a credit economy 
with a view to determining the factors influencing the de
mand for gold or reserves. This is found to depend on the 
degree ·of perfection in the clearing of credit or the offsetting 
of debts. In Chapter IV. the factors leading to the break
down of clearance between individuals, between banks, be
tween banking systems, and between a banking system and 
the community are analyzed. It might be noted in passing 
that these four topics may roughly be referred to as intro
ductions to the study of business administration, bank man
agement, international trade, and economic equilibrium, 
respectively. Part II contains a review of the objectives 
and methods of quantitative credit control and an analysis 
of the effects to be expected from controlled alterations in 
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the size of the reserve basis. Part III begins with an 
attempt to ~stimate the value of the gold standard by inter
preting, in the light of the principles of clearance, changes 
in the reserve base resulting from gold mO"lements. The 
remainder of Part III is devoted to a discussion of the theo
retical basis and gives the main outlines of the technique of 
qualitative credit control. The methods of credit analysis 
are found to be well suited to the measurement of credit 
as theoretically defined in Chapter II. In Chapter XI the 
concept of credit control is developed from the principles of 
credit analysis and is based on the necessity of maintaining 
a high degree of perfection of clearance in the four aspects 
discussed in Chapter IV. In the final chapter the instru
ments, agencies and difficulties of this type of credit control 
are discussed. 



PART I 

THE THEORETICAL BASIS FOR CREDIT CONTROL 



CHAPTER I 

THE VALUE OF MONEY 
/ ntroduction 

THE question, .. How much money does a country need ", 
is an old one in the history of economic doctrine.1 Today 
many economists are trying to answer it in terms of credit. 
The change from the older approach lies in the shift from 
an emphasis on the absolute amourtt of money needed to a 
search for criteria which will direct central banking authori
ties to increase or decrease the total amount of bank credit 
available. However, credit, like money continues to be 
thought of as a total quantity in most theoretical discussions 
of its control. There seem to be two reasons for the per
sistence of this approach, one theoretical, the other empirical. 
The theoretical foundation is based on the supply and demand 
theory of value and the empirical on experience with war 
inflation. Thus, discussions of credit control center about 

1 Alfred Marshall summarized part of the discussion of this problem 
as follows: "Petty thought that the money I sufficient for' the nation is 
I so much as will pay half a year's rent for all the lands of England and 
a quarter's rent of the Houseing, for a week's expense of all the people, 
and about a quarter of the value of all exported commodities.' Locke 
estimated that • one fiftieth of wages and one fourth of the landowner's 
income and one-twentieth part of the broker's yearly returns in ready 
money will be enough to drive the trade of any country.' Cantillon after 
a long and subtle study, concludes that the value needed is a ninth of the 
total produce of the country; or, what he takes to be the same thing, a 
third of the rent of the land. Adam Smith has more of the scepticism 
of the modern age and says: • it is impossible to determine the propor
tion', though, • it has been computed by different authors as a fifth, at 
a tenth, at a twentieth and at a thirtieth ,part of the whole of the annual 
produce.''' Money, Credit and Commerce (London, 1!)z3) , footnote, p. 47. 

Colwell, writing in 1860, came to the conclusion that the amount of 
money needed in a country is indeterminable. 
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the search for new criteria by which the volume of credit 
may be regulated, or pre~ent refinements in the analysis of the 
sequence of events which are said to follow changes in the 
quantity of central bank deposits. Economists have been so 
long taught to think in terms of certain kinds of totals and 
averages that little attention has been directed to the assump
tions and theory upon which this quantitative approach is 
based. The evolution of the theory of credit control from 
the supply and demand theory of value has been so gradual 
that few have recognized the errors in its application to credit. 
Experience with suspended gold standards and war inflation 
has tended to offer such evidence of the soundness of the 
quantity theory of money that when the economist turns his 
attention to c~edit control his thoughts are unconsciously 
influenced by results obtained under fiat money. Evidences 
of the concomitant expansion of credit and prices have 
tended to reinforce the belief that price movements can be 
induced by credit policy. 

We propose, therefore, by a logical rather than an his
torical approach to examine the supply and demand analysis 
as applied to the theory of credit. 

The Quantity Theory of Money 
. At the root of the theory of credit control is the theory 
of the value of gold. A dominant approach to credit control 
has developed along"'-the following lines. Since gold is an 
economic good its value is subject to fluctuations like that 
of any other commodity. Changes in the relative values 
of economic gOOds are ordinarily reflected in changes in their 
prices, but since the price of gold, stated in terms of the 
money of account, is fixed under a gold standard, changes 
in the value of this good must be reflected in changes in the 
prices of other things.1 Since each price represents the 

I For example, compare the following: 
"Does a level of prices give us a measure of value? It does give us 
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relation between gold and some other commodity, if it can 
be determined that a change has taken place in the average 
of prices, then it follows that the value of gold has changed. 
Thus changes in an index of general prices are taken as rep
resentative of changes in the value of gold. 

Furthermore, the value of gold, like the value of other 
goods, is determined by supply and demand. In earlier 
discussions of the problem, the demand for gold did not 
receive careful attention and was assumed to be constant. 
But when in t~ese discussions the demand was taken into 
consideration, it was held to arise from the need for a 
medium of exchange, and this is the amount of exchange 
work to be done, or the volume of trade. On the supply 
side, however, much careful analysis has been made, first 
by Soetbeer whose work has been carried down "to the present 
by many writers" But in addition to the physical supply 
of gold, it was early pointed out that the rapidity with which 
it circulated was an additional influence.· Such according 
to MiII,e was the theory of prices as related to gold. 

a measure of the value of the standard commodity, but of nothing else." 
J. L. Laughlin, MOKeY, Credit, IJIld Prices (Chicago, I9JI), p. 25 . 

.. Most people, for example, who in recent years have called attention 
to the appreciation of gold have given an explanation which implies that 
there is a very direct relation between the quantity of metallic money 
and the general level of prices. They have argued that the supplies of 
gold have fallen off, that gold is hoarded by governments and banks, that 
silver has been demonetized, whilst on the other hand the volume of trade 
or the amount of exchanges to be effected has increased." J. S. Nicholson, 
Treatise 0 .. MOKeY, pp. 143-4-

For a later statement see the Reporl of the Gold Delegatio .. , of the 
FitlOlICial Committee, Leaglll! of NotiollS (Geneva, 1932), p. 26. 

81nterim Reporl (Geneva, 1930), League of Nations Gold Delegation. 
See also Laughlin, op. cit., ch. iii, vol. i. 

• For a fuller discussion of the concepts of the velocity of circulation 
see R. H. Lounsberry, .. Velocity Concepts and Prices," The Quarlerly 
Jouf"fl4l of Economics, vol. xlvi, no. I. 

H. J. Davenport, .. Velocities, Turnovers and Prices," America .. 
Economic Review, vol. xx, no. I, March, 1930. 
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It was soon recognized, however, that many exchanges 

A. C. Pi,on, Industrial FluctllGtiofll (London, 1927), pt. i, cho xv, art. vii. 
]. M. Keynes, Treatise 0" MOIIeY. 
After credit is introduced into the theory, more attention it liwn to 

the velocity of circulation. For example, in the statement of the quantity 
theory of money by Keynes in hi. Moneta,., Relo"" and by Hawtrey in 
his C,,"ency and Credit the velocity of circulation playa an important 
part. In these theories it becomes a question of whether the community 
spends its income or keeps it in the form of bank baIancea. In the 
Treatise 011 Money, Keynes seem. to carry the analysis one Itep further 
by pointing out the effects of alterations in the proportiol1l of the com
munity's income spent for consumption goods and capital goods. Later 
. in the present volume emphasis is given to the fact that the kind of 
consumption goods which the community buy. i. an important factor in 
the theory of credit and prices. Thus what ltarted as a simple concept of 
the number of times a giveD piece of money was used in a Cleriod of 
time is seen to be a complex one of the distribution of the community'. 
expenditures. 

In the following passages Marshall indicates the inadequacy of the 
simple concept of velocity and emphasizes the importance of the .tudy 
of prices and consideration of whether or not people decide to .pend 
'their incomes • 

.. The total value of a country'. currency, multiplied into the awrage 
number of times of its changing hands for busines. purpoaes in a year, 
is of course equal to the total amount of business transacted in that 
coUIJtry by direct payments of currency in that year. But thi. identical 
statement does not indicate the causes that govern the rapidity of cir
culation of currency: to discover them we must look to the amounts of 
purchjlSing power which the people of that country elect to keep in the 
form of currency. • 

". • • every change in the rapidity of circulation of goods tends to 
cause a corresponding change in the rapidity of circulation of currency, 
and substitutes for currency: • , • 

.. It will appear, on consideration, that changes in the rapidity of cir
culation of money are themselves incidental to changes in the amount of 
ready purchasing power which the people of a COWJty find it advantageous 
to keep in their own holdings." MOIIeY, Credit, and C_ee. p. 4J. 

']. S. Mill, Principle. 01 Political Bconomy (New York" 1920), vol. ii, 
p. 30. .. So that the value of money, other things being the _. nries 
inversely as its quantity; every increase of quantity lowering the nine, 
and every diminution raising it, in a ratio exactly equivalent." Vol ii, 
p. 31, .. If we assume the quantity of goods on sale, and the number of 
times those goods are resold, to be fixed quantities, the nine of moDey 
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were made by means of credit instruments. Although the 
strain on the demand for gold was thereby relieved, it was 
nevertheless necessary to add to the supply of gold, the num- . 
ber of credit instruments in use (usually including only 
bank notes and bank deposits to the exclusion of other credit 
instruments). But as these media of exchange also have 
a velocity of circulation, the theory must make allowance for 
this. The net result is that the supply of money is now 
thought of as including the supply of gold, and the supply 
of credit instruments each modified by its velocity of cir
culation, according to the theory of Professor Fisher.8 This 
theory is the basis for credit control for it introduces the 
possibility of effecting changes in the price level through 
alterations in one of the elements of the supply of "money".T 

will depend upon its quantity, together with the average number of times 
that each piece changes hands in the process." 

The early history of the quantity theory is well traced by Dr. H. 
Parker Willis in an article in the JOllrnal of Political Economy for 
September, 1896. 

e Irving Fisher, The Purchasing Power of Money (New York, 1911), 
p. 29- .. To recapitulate, we find then that, under the conditions assumed, 
the price level varies (I) directly as the quantity of money in circulation 
(M), (2) directly as the velocity of its circulation (V), (3) inverselY 
as the volume of trade done by it (T). The first of these three rela
tions is the most important. It constitutes the quantity theory of money." 

.. The equation of money circulation extended so as to include bank 
deposits reads thus: 

MV + M'V' = Z p Q or P T, p. 53. 
See chs. i and ii. 

Although much has been written about credit control since Professor 
Fisher published the work referred to above, the quantitative approach 
has remained dominant. The essential additions of the more recent 
theories have been the discussions of the sequence of events following 
changes in the quantity of central bank credit, the instruments by which 
these changes may be brought about, and the criteria to be used in 
determining central bank policy. Each of these is given attention in 
subsequent chapters. See also footnote 4-

'For a recent discussion of proposals for uedit control based on the 
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E,.,.o,.s in the Theo,.y 

While the possibility of . controlling the level of prices 
. which the theory, as thus stated, offers is attractive, the logic 

contains so many errors that they should be fully recognized 
before practical proposals are based on it. It is questionable 
whether any of the three quantities involved, namely, the 
value of money, the supply of money, and the demand for 
money, are validly represented in this way. 

I. Significance of Changes in the Price Level 
At the root of the errors, is an ambiguity in terminology. 

Originally, the theory was advanced as an explanation of 
changes in· the value of gold. But in later statements, the 
price level came to mean the value of II money ". It remains 
to be shown, however, that an analysis which applies to the 
commodity gold, applies to gold and credit. Gold and credit 
can be added together only on the implied assumption that 
credit is an additional medium of exchange sufficiently like 
gold to be considered a substitute for it.' It seems nearer 
the facts to say that credit is not a substitute for gold, but 
a potential demand for gold, a promise to pay gold, other 
means of payment failing. Very often these other means 
do fail and the demand for gold increases sharply. J. S. 

-Mill, in- a passage which is too seldom quoted, has called 
explicit attention to the limitations of the quantitative 
analysis. He sa~s, 

quantity theory of -mOney, see Caroline Whitney, .. The Equation of Ex
change and the Price Stabilization Problem," Americllfl EcOfIOmic RnNuJ, 
vol. xxii, DO. 2, June. 19J2. 

8 Only a few authors have been careful to distinguish between IIIODeY 
and credit. Most writers assume that credit is a form of 1IlOIIrY. See 
for example Keynes's classification which call. credit, .. Bank Money". 
T,.eatise 011 MOtley, ch. i, voL i. Colwell, 011 the other hand, is one of 
those who stresses the distinction: e. g., "We believe it would greatly 
lessen the abuse of credit, if the distinctioo between money and credit 
were more carefully studied and observed." The WilY. GIld Me_ 01 
Paymefl' (Philadelphia, 1860), p. SOl-
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The proposition which we have laid down respecting the depend
ence of general prices upon the quantity of money in circulation, 
must be understood as applying only to a state of things in which 
money, that is, gold or silver, is the exclusive instrument of ex
change, and actually passes from hand to hand at every purchase, 
credit in any of its shapes being unknown. When credit comes 
into playas a means of purchasing, distinct from money in hand, 
we shall hereafter find that the connection between prices and 
the amount of the circulating medium is much less direct and 
intimate, and that such connection as does exist, no longer admits 
of so simple a mode of expression.1I 

And we ask with J. S. Nicholson, "But if, as Mill states, 
the quantity theory only holds good in a state of things in 
which credit in all its shapes is unknown, the question natur
ally arises-is the quantity theory of any importance in a 
state of things in which credit in all its shapes is the dominant 
factor? "10 The difficulty of fitting credit into this type of 
analysis must at least be recognized, for while credit instru
ments, like gold, may increase the supply of media of 
exchange, they also hold the possibility of becoming a 
demand for gold. It seems, therefore, wholly illogical to 
add these diverse quantities together. Such a technique blurs 
the whole analysis for it obscures the meaning of the level 
of prices. In an economy in which gold is the only form 
of money, the concept of the price-level as representative of 

• PnKci;les of Political Economy, ble. iii, ch. viii, art. iv. 
Laughlin states the matter as follows: .. Hence, any change in the value 

of the standard will immediately modify all gold ,prices .•.. Nevertheless, 
the possibility of changing all prices by a change in the value of the stand
ard has been undoubtedly the basis of some serious fallacies in the theories 
of prices, for it has led to the belief that the level of all prices could be 
modified by operatiOl16 directed on the quantity of all money in circu
lation. The error in this belief lies in not separating the standard from 
other forms of money which act only as mediums of exchange, and in 
not realizing that prices are necessarily expressed in the standard, no 
matter what that may be." M OMY, Credit aKd Prices, vol. ii, pp. 68g-6g0. 

10 Nicholson, 0;. cit., p. 143. 
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the value of money can be grasped. . But in the later stages 
of the theory, it is difficult to understand the meaning of the 
.. value of money" when the supply of such money is made 
to include the dissimilar elements of gold and credit instru
ments, since we must suppose the credit instruments to be 
on the one hand substitutes for gold, and on the other, a 
demand for gold. 

There is a still further error, however, which interferes 
with our acceptance of the price-level as the measure of t1!e 
.. value of money." This is the mathematical one mentioned 
above. Changes in the average of prices can be interpreted 
as changes in the value of money only on the theory that a 
large number of prices changing in the same direction indi
cates the probability of a change in the value of money. If 
this assumption were correct, the movements of prices would 
necessarily be independent of each other. This is obviously 
not true.ll The chief factor in the analysis is thus an 

11 The significance of this concept is that it places the responsibility 
for price changes on the forces of supply of and demand for money, 
usually the main emphasis being placed on .upply. Industrial activity i. 
therefore depressed or stimulated by changes in the nlue of money, 
viewed as an independent factor. For a discussion of the Ievd of prices 
interpreted as the inverse of the value of monet lee Keynes, T,.,IJIi#, 
vol. i, p. 79 "Ieq. Monetary theorists are greatly indebted to Mr. Keyna 

'for the correction of this fundamental error which has persisted unnoticed 
for so many years. But if we grant that Mr. Keynes proves the point, 
the question naturally arises, what does the change in the price level 
indicate and why is. he still concerned with price indexes. Hit answer 
is that a price index- is significant only in so far .. it it COIJlPOIed of 
the prices of goods which in themselves are .ignificant ... group. He 
lays chief emphasis on the price levd of goods which consumers use. 
This index then represents the purchuing power of money in consumption. 
The importance of this shift in point of view it that it directs attention 
to an entirely different set of factor ... the determinaots of changes in 
the price level. Instead of seeking the causes of changes in the • value of 
money" in the supply of money and the demand for money, we are led 
to a study of incomes and quantities of consumers' goods, each interpreted 
as a flow. We sballiater return to a discussion of this view ... part of 
the discussion of the sequence of events from changes ill the quantity 
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ambiguous entity and cannot be accepted as representing 
what is claimed for it, namely, the value of money.a 

2. The Supply of Money 
The other factors, namely the supply of "money" and 

the demand for "money" likewise, cannot be measured in 
the manner suggested. We have in the preceding section 
seen the difficulties and confusion introduced by credit into 
the analysis of both supply and demand. But further errors 
in the measurement of the supply of money have been intro
duced by lack of differentiation between credit and credit 
instruments. Furthermore, too much attention has been 
devoted to instruments of bank credit-deposits and notes 
-to the exclusion of commercial and private credit instru
ments. In both fields, too great importance has been at
tached to the material embodiments of credit transactions
notes, drafts, and checks-and too little to the potential 
power of persons and corporations to acquire goods and 
services without paying for them immediately. Mill points 
this out very carefully in the following passages: 

I apprehend that bank notes, bills, or cheques, as such, do not 
act on prices at all. What does act on prices is Credit, in what
ever shape given, and whether it gives rise to any transferable 
instruments capable of passing into circulation, or not. . . . 11 

The amount of purchasing power which a person can exercise 

of central bank deposits to changes in the level of prices (Chapter VI). 
It should be noted that Mr. Keynes' practical conclusions are essentially 
the same as those derived from the older theory, namely, that the level 
of prices can be controlled through alterations in the total volume of 
central bank credit. In fact, he returns to the use of an index of whole
sale prices in the later part of his treaties, thus destroying the whole 
f oree of his earlier theoretical treatment. 

'11 Later discussion will indicate that the author of this monograph 
feels that changes in the general level of prices are the result of changes 
in the degree of exchangeability of goods. 

18 Mill, op. cit., bk. iii, ch. xii, art. I. 
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is composed of all the money in his possession or due to him, 
and of all his credit. For exercising the whole of this purchas
ing power he finds a sufficient motive only under peculiar cir
cumstances; bu~ he always possesses it; and the portion of it 
which he at any time does exercise, is the measure of the effect 
which he produces on price. • • . It 

In a state of commerce in which much credit is habitually 
given, general prices at any moment depend much more upon the 
state of crodit than upon the quantity of money.lI • 

The supply of " money" or purchasing power in a credit 
economy is thus not a question of the supply of C1'edit instru
m.ents, and certainly not of a particular kind of credit in
strument, namely, bank notes or deposits. This is readily 
seen if we imagine a credit economy without banks. In 
such a community much business could still be done on credit. 
It would only be necessary that business men be willing to 
ship goods to one another in exchange for promises in the 
form of notes, accepted drafts, or book credits. A merchant 
who received such an instrument might then use it to pur
chase goods for his own business by transferring it to his 
creditor at a premium or discount, depending on whether 
it was interest-bearing or not. Business men would thus 
provide their own media of exchange, provided the state 

.. of credit was sound •.. MilI, in fact, indicates that just such 
a system apparently 9id exist for he says, 

Many bills, both domestic and foreign, are at last presented for 
payment quite covered with indorsements, each of which repre
sents either a fresh discounting, or a pecuniary transaction in 
which the bill 'has performed the function of money. Within 
the present generation, the circulating medium of Lancashire 
for sums above five pounds, was almost entirely composed of 
such bills.18 

16 Ibid., art. 2. l' Ibid .. eb. xi, art. 3-
18 Ibid., eb. xi, art. S. Marshall makes a similar statement. See M_" 

Credit and Commerce, p. 142-
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The full significance of a credit system, however, is not 
found in this purchasing and selling on the basis of deferred 
payment. The fully developed credit economy must provide 
some means of offsetting the obligations arising out of credit' 
transactions-that is, of dispensing with gold to as large an 
extent as possible. Since without banking this· would be 
very difficult, it is here that banking performs its chief 
function in the realm of exchange. Hawtrey gives a very 
full description of the process.iT When business men have 
established these obligations or debts as the result of pur
chases and sales, the bank performs the services of a dealer 
in them. By substituting its own promises for those of 
business men, it concentrates their debts in the banking sys
tem, and clears them, or liquidates them by the process of 
offset. But it does more. In the process of discounting 
and" lending ", it substitutes its own demand promise for 
a deferred promise, thus making its notes or deposits "as 
good as gold" for it stands ready to deliver gold on demand 
in exchange for its promises. It thus guarantees the busi
ness men's notes which it takes into its portfolio.18 Hawtrey 
carries the analysis to its logical conclusion by indicating 
that a credit system might exist without any gold. Fully to 
understand the nature of the supply of "money" or pur:' 
chasing power in a credit economy it is therefore necessary 
to look deeper than credit instruments which are, after all, 
only the physical embodiments of previous credit transactions. 

3. The Demand for " Money" 

Finally, in a credit economy, the concept of the demand 
for" money" is quite as ambiguous as are the concepts of 

U Hawtrey. Currency and Credi, (London, 'I!PJ). ch. i. 
18 Willis and Edwards, Banking and Business (New York, 1925), 

pp. 20, 21. .. Secondly, the bank, after recognizing or analyzing oredit, 
guarantees it. It does this by substituting its own credit for that of the 
• borrower' or owner of wealth." 
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the .. value of money", the .. supply of money". It actually 
contains two wholly distinct ideas. The original analysis 

. evidently contemplated a demand .for a medium of exchange. 
Hence, the volume of trade is taken as representative of the 
demand for a medium of exchange and, therefore, for 
money. But when the simple monetary economy gives way 
to a credit economy, the analysis is not valid. Media of ex
~hange in a credit economy do not exist independently of 
trade, as does gold in a monetary economy. If business men 
are willing to buy and sell on credit, they /J1'O'llidt thei,. own 
media of ex~hange in the form of notes, acceptances, and 
open book accounts. They are freed from reliance on a com
modity medium of exchange such as gold and from the in
convenience of its natural limitation of supply. The problem 
of the demand for a medium of exchange is thus entirely 
different in a credit economy from what it is in a monetary 
economy. 

The other idea involved in the concept of the .. demand 
for money" is the demand for gold. When gold is used 
as a medium of exchange, the demand for gold and the 
demand for a medium of exchange are the same. But when 
credit instruments are used as media of exchange the de
mand for gold is quite another thing. 
. It is usually assumed that the demand for gold varies with 

the quantity of credit instruments, particularly with the 
volume of bank ~redit instruments. Conversely, it is as
sumed that the amount of bank credit instruments is limited 
by the quantity of monetary gold. Reflection on the nature 
of a credit economy indicates that this is not so. The essen
tial characteristics of a credit economy are three, namely, 
that purchases and sales be made by the transfer of obli
gations, that these obligations be stated in terms of a money 

. of account, and that there be a system of cancelling or off-
setting these obligations. That is, in short, a credit economy . 
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is one in which a system of indirect exchange of goods may 
take place without the use of gold. In a credit economy in 
its most perfect state, no gold at all would be necessary; in 
the imperfect state of credit economies at the present time, 
however, there is a demand for gold, but it is of a wholly 
different character from that usually assumed. 

It is the increase of the volume of bank credit which paves 
the way for a possible demand for gold. It may be that an 
effort to raise prices through the expansion of bank credit 
will merely result in a demand for gold, for bank deposits 
are not only a medium of exchange but also a potential 
demand for gold. The superstructure of credit, which is so 

. often assumed to be built up on and to vary pari passu with 
a gold base, is seen to rest not on gold but on clearance. It 
is of utmost importance that a bank or a banking system 
give first attention to clearance, rather than to the amount 
of its gold reserve. It would be quite possible for either 
a bank or a banking system, to lose unit for unit of gold for 
every increment to its liabilities or bank credit extended. We 
hope to show that this clearance depends on trade, that is, on 
reciprocal purchase and sale. Only in sq far as trade clears, 
can credit clear. The offsetting of credit is only the finan
cial counterpart of the exchange of goods. Just as two 
business men might offset an unlimited quantity of debts
or credit, if they were engaged in mutual trade--so the bank
ing system, under much more complicated conditions, offsets 
the debts of business men generally. And just as one of 
the two men, mentioned above, would be in a precarious 
position if the other stopped buying from him or substan
tially reduced the amount which he was willing to take, so 
when the producers of certain commodities find their sales 
cut off or reduced, the clearance of credit between banks 
breaks down and some bank, group of banks or banking 
system suddenly finds that it has large balances to settle by 
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some other means than clearance. If this situation is suffi
ciently severe, there is a financial crisis. .. An elaborate 
process of setting-off can no longer be kept in operation; an 
intricate system of balances and equalizations which had 
been created by the evolution of business has suddenly ceased 
to work; the community grasps for some means to carry on 
its affairs, and returns to the practice of an early epoch 
when actual, physical, materialistic money was current." ,_ 
This leads to the sudden demand for gold, the cry of .. short
age of money", demands for bi-metallism, etc. because .. the 
gold standard has broken down " and there is ~onsequently 
" not enough money with which to do the business of the 
world." 20 

18W. G. L Taylor, The Credil Syslem (New York, 1913), p.,38. 
20 C/. the following: .. Such variations of prices mean that the value 

of gold is itself altered in the inverse ratio, and these variations are 
produced mainly by extensions of credit. Every one who promisa to 
pay gold on a future day, thereby increases the anticipated .uwly of 
gold, and there is no limit to the amount of gold which can thu. be 
thrown upon the market. Everyone who draw. a bill or issues a note, 
unconsciously acts as a • bear' upon the gold market. Everything gael 
well, and .apparent prosperity falls upon the whole community, 10 long 
as these promises to pay gold can be redeemed or replaced by new 
promises. But the rise of prices thus produced turlll the foreign ex
changes against the country, and creates a balance of indebtedness which 

-. must be paid in gold. The basis of the whole fabric of credit .lips away, 
and produces that sudden collapse known as a commercial crisi •• " W. S. 
]evons, Money IInd,he Mechanism 01 Excha"ge (New York, 1903), p. 309-

]evons here places emphasis on the international aspects of the prob
lem, but the same thing happens internally. The .ignificance of thi. view 
is that it fixes attention on the sharp increases in demand to which ,old 
is.subject. We are hardly justified in attributing a giveo collapse to a 
sihortage of .. money", saying that prices have gone down as the value 
of money went up. Nor are we justified in assuming that this fall of 
prices can be corrected by increasing the quantity of money, least of all, 
by incceasing the quantity of credit. i. e. an increase in the promisa to 
pay gold, when the conditions of business have brought about a .ituation 
in which those who have aleady entered into luch obligations are finding 
it difficult to fulfill their engagements. 
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The Basis of the Theory of Money 

It is often said that credit is a medium or mechanism of 
exchange. Yet practically all of the theoretical discussions 
of credit are expressed in quantitative terms as though credit 
were objective or materialistic. No emphasis at all is placed 
on " exchange". In fact, those goods which are to be ex
changed and the prices representing their exchange value 
are averaged together in indexes, thus burying the very 
factors needed to solve the problem. If, however, the sub
ject is approached from the point of view outlined above, 
namely, that credit is a potential demand for gold and not 
simply a supplement to it, attention is focused on clearance 
and, through this, on exchange. Credit is then seen to be 
a qualitative matter and not a quantitative one; it does not 
exist independently of trade, and cannot be added to, or sub
tracted from, in order to bring it into proper relation to the 
"demand for money". 

Summary 

The problems raised by this brief survey of monetary 
theory are further developed in the remaining chapters of 
Part I. The next chapter is devoted to a study of the 
nature of credit, which is a counterpart of the study of the 
supply of money in a monetary economy. The supply of 
credit, however, unlike that of commodity money or fiat 
money, is not independent of the economic goods which are 
to be exchanged. On the contrary, the amount of purchas
ing power which can be exerted through the use of credit 
is dependent on the exchange values of commodities. Since 
this purchasing power is employed in anticipation of the 
final determination of such exchange values, price changes 
will be caused by changes in the estimates of exchange values. 
This is the interpretation of the supply of purchasing power 
and the level of prices with which Chapter II deals. 

In reviewing the nature of the demand for money (p. 39 
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above) it was pointed out that two concepts are involved. 
The first of these is the demand for a medium of exchange. 
This we have suggested is met in a credit economy by writ
ing credit instruments. The other phase of the demand for 
money is the demand for a medium for settling debts which 
are not liquidated by offset. The relation of credit to money, 
therefore, cannot be thought of in simple quantitative terms, 
but depends upon the degree of perfection of clearings. 
Thus a given volume of trade, or a given quantity of credit, 
will require more or less reserve, depending on the propor
tion in which the trade and credit offset. 

Since it is through the mechanism of the banking system 
that credit is cleared, or debts are offset, it is necessary to 
examine the functions and nature of banking in order to 
understand the reasons for the breakdown of dearance. 
Chapter III presents such an analysis of banking. In 
Chapter IV the factors bringing about an increase in the 
demand for reserves as a result of the failure of clearance 
to take place are examined. As a result of the analysis in 
Part I the conclusion is reached that the proper control of 
bank credit is through the limitation of debts to those which 
will clear. Furthermore, it is held that changes in the level 
of prices over cyclical or short term periods are a result of 
the directions in which credit has been extended or of the 
di!!tribution of debt. They cannot, therefore, be controlled 
by alterations i!l the size of the reserve base. It follows 
that the more perfectly credit is controlled the less important 
becomes the influence of the reserve base. It cannot be ex
pected, therefore, that efforts to control the cyclical move
ments of prices and credit by changes in the size of the 
reserve base will be successful. The proposals to do this 
are discussed in Part II and the difficulties with which such 
attempts will be faced are pointed out. In Part III the 
lines along which credit research should be pursued are 
indicated, through an analysis based on the theoretical con
clusions reached in Part I. 



CHAPTER II 

THE NATURE OF CREDIT.1 

Introduction 

THE present chapter will be devoted to a study of the 
origin and nature of the supply of purchasing power in a 
credit economy. Confusion has been introduced into mone
tary theory by the lack of differentiation between the terms 
.. supply of money" and" supply of purchasing power". 
Since, as has been indicated in the preceding chapter, credit 
instruments are a potential demand for gold, they cannot be 
substituted for it or added to it in an extension of a quantity 
theory of money. If then credit instruments (principally 
bank notes and deposits) cannot be thought of as acting on 
prices, we are faced with the necessity of answering the ques
tion, .. What is it that acts on prices on the money side? " 
The answer is that in a credit economy it is credit which act! 
on prices. 

What is Credit! 

Thus the analysis of the demand for goods becomes a study 
of the nature of credit, for credit is the purchasing power 
which influences prices and the price level. It becomes nee·. 
essary to examine the origin of this purchasing power and 
to seek an answer to the question, .. What is credit"? 

A review of the literature of credit yields such highly 
diverse answers to this question and leaves the student in 
such a state of confusion that a rather detailed examination 
of the definitions of credit seems highly worth while. 

1 Lt is recommended that the reader examine the appendices to this 
chapter before reading the text. 

4S 
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It may well be argued that it is not necessary to know 
what credit is, in order to control iL Do we not, for ex
ample, exert a great deal of control over electricity, and yet 
not know what it is? On the other hand, however, much is 
to be gained by attempting to pursue a rigorous line of 
thought in the search for a satisfactory definition. It will 
aid in separating the essential from the incidental, and in 
preventing us from .going too far down a contributory 
channel. 

We shall seek what Arthur Schultze calls a scholastic 
definition, i. e. .. The designation of the proximate genus 
and the specific difference." I Excellent authority bids us 
be cautious. We are told that the game isn't worth the candle 
or, more strongly, that what we are attempting cannot be 
done. Hawtrey warns the reader in his opening sentence, 
.. Money is one of those concepts which, like a teaspoon or an 
umbrella, but unlike an earthquake or a buttercup, are defin
able primarily by the use or purpose which they serve."· 
.. Analysis and description are much more important than 
definition." 6 

Actually, however, there is hardly a book on the subject 
of Money and Credit which somewhere does not contain a 
sentence beginning, .. Credit is . .." The result is a defi-

.. .nition fitting the particular ideas developed at the time, rather 
than a definition arrived at as a result of careful thought 
directed to the. specific end of defining crediL We shall, 
therefore, pursue our .objective and hope that the effort will . \ 
not have been wasted. 

II TeIJChi"g 01 MathematiCl ill SecondMy School6, Macmillan and Co. 
(New York, 1926), p. 66. 

I Hawtrey, C,,"eKCY and Credit, p. I. 

• B. Y. Anderson, The Yalue 01 MOIIeY (New York, 1917), p.459o 
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Some Confusions 
I. The Use of the Word 

A familiar expression, which everyone apparently under
stands and yet which has no definite meaning, is, "to give 
credit ". It is used sometimes in an economic and sometimelS 
in a quite different sense. Now a commendable act of an 
individual is taken into consideration in forming an estimate 
of his character or worth and again the success of an under
taking is attributed to one person rather than to another. 
Used in a business sense, the expression usually means the 
right to acquire goods without making an immediate return 
of equal value; for example, the corner grocery is said to 
"give credit" to certain customers and a bank is said to 
" give credit" to a borrower. The meaning of the term all 
thus used is simply that one person gives another the right or 
power to acquire goods. 

Contrasted with "giving credit" is the expression, "to 
have credit ", In one sense there is no confusion between 
these two phrases, for if one has been given credit, he ob
viously has it. For example, if a store has given credit to 
an individual, he can correctly be said to have credit at that 
store. But there is a more fundamental connotation to the 
expression than this, when it is implied that one may" have 
credit" independently of any other particular individual, cor
poration, or bank. That is to say, the individual has credit 
and it only remains for another to recognize the fact. Wit
ness, for example, references to the " credit strength" of a 
corporation, or advertisements to the effect that" your credit 
is good in our store." Such expressions leave us with a 
fundamental problem, namely, who has the credit, the bor
rower or the lender, the buyer or the seller, or does credit 
exist independently of either? One writer has attempted to 
answer this question as follows, "Obviously, the seller does 
not give the goods and credit also. Credit is given by the 
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buyer in exchange for the goods, and by the borrower in 
exchange for the money.'" Not only do persons have credit, 
but apparently inanimate objects likewise possess this elusive 
quality. Marshall speaks of, .. The credit of a currency".' 

Uses of the word" credit ", which indicate that it is un
related to persons or objects, are many. One speaks, for 
example, of .. the proper requirements of credit", .. credit' 
as an indispensable factor" in modern economic society, and 
of exchanges being made through .. the medium of credit". 
The accountants have still another meaning for II credit fl. 
In their terminology a " credit" is an entry on a ledger--an 
entry which increases a liability or decreases an asset. This 
usage is apparently a specialized terminology and need not 
detain us further. Such diverse uses of the word are but 
indications of the confusion of thought as to the nature of 
credit. This confusion is equally apparent in attempts at the 
statement of a formal definition. 

2. The Proximate Genus 

The requirements of a definition demand the statement 
of a genus to which credit belongs and its differentiation 
from other members of that general category. It is with this 
thought in mind that we examine the definitions which have 
been offered. The categories submitted ,range from an in
stitution to a quality. Of those which class credit as a qual
ity, some put it as a quality of human beings and others as 
a quality of economic goods. How can one answer quanti
tative questions regarding credit with so little guidance as to 
what it is? Examination of the definitions given in Appen
dix I emphasizes the hopeless confusion which exists regard
ing the essential nature of credit. Summarized, these defi
nitions say that credit is: 

• Tregoe, C,.edit lind 111 M_gemeftt (New York. 1930), p. 28. 
• Marshall, 01. cit., p. 47. 
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Faith 
Confidence 
Trust 
Honor 

A privilege 
Permission 

A condition 
A quality 
Machinery 
A transfer 
Exchange 

A promise 
A debt 
Borrowing power 
A deferred payment 
Lending 

Purchasing power 
Exchange value 
A right 
Property 

A science 
A substitute for money 

49 

It is impossible to get from such a diversity of categories 
a fundamental agreement for a starting point from which to 
develop a definition of credit. Perhaps they who say that 
credit can be defined only by what it does are right, but there 
are almost as many functional definitions as objective cate
gories. An extended list is given in Appendix I. 

3. The Function of Credit 

The functions which have been attributed to credit bear a 
greater uniformity than the objective categories to which it 
has been assigned. We can still agree with Mill however, 
that, .. the functions of credit have been a subject of as much 
misunderstanding and as much confusion of ideas, as any 
single topic in Political Economy".f The major function 
assigned to credit seems to be that of bringing about the 
exchange of goods. But it is not clear how much importance 
we are to attach to the deferring of payment, the confidence 
upon which the exchange takes place, and the mechanism 
which restores a condition approximating barter. In some 
of these definitions the element of the value of the goods, 
which in some way or other is made available for the purchase 
of other goods, plays a prominent part to the subordination 

! J. S. Mill, op. cit., vol. ii, p. so. 
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of the elements of futurity and confidence. Another prom
inent function is that of bringing capital together and making 
it available for effective production. 

4. The Basis of Credit 

While some of the definitions given in the second group 
present useful concepts, they do not advance our search for 
the proximate genus. Some make vague references to busi
ness confidence, media of exchange, a machinery, business 
integrity or the value of goods. But functional definitions 
are of little assistance in answering a quantitative question 
such as, .. How much credit should there be in existence? " 
or the qualitative question, .. What is a sound credit struc
ture? " Commenting on such definitions Tregoe makes the 
following observation: .. Definitions of credit have been con
fined largely to its use and not its content, to what it does and 
not to what it is. . . . Answering this question by describing 
it as a medium of exchange; as giving value in suspense for im
mediate value; of exchanging a promise for goods or money, 
are not descriptive of the elements that adapt credit to these 
important uses.'" His own answer is not, however, very 
illuminating, for he says that the content of credit is .. a 
human power ".' But his suggestion is a good one and we 

,,·.shall ask the indulgence of the reader while once more the 
background of the discussion is presented in an appendix. 
The various bases ;Wpich have been offered are presented in 
Appendix II!O, . 

Examination '~f the bases suggested reveals hopeless con-
fusion. We ire. told that credit is based on gold, goods, 

• Tregoe, 01. cit., p. Jl. 
'Ibid., p. J8. 
10 It will be noted that some of the bases giVeD ill the IIeCOnd appendix 

utilize definitions quoted ill appendix I. This duplication ie necessary 
because the author quoted bas supplied a basie out of which credit arieel 
as well as an objective statement as to wbat credit ie or does. 
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human power, confidence, reputation, rights of action, spirit
ual values, and deferred payments. Tregoe presents an in
teresting theory in which credit is compared to a chemical 
compound which is made up of several elements. In determ
ining the soundness of credit we make an analysis much like 
a chemical analysis, to determine whether it includes the 
proper elements in the correct proportions. His statement 
of this is as follows: " A measuring rod has been constructed 
by examination and experiences to determine whether the 
credit offered in mercantile and financial exchanges is of the 
proper chemistry; this measuring-rod has been popularly 
designated as the' Three C's of Credit', which are the mea
surement of credit's spiritual and material elements." a But 
he leaves uncertain the quantities of these elements which we 
may expect to find and then further confuses us by saying 
that credit is based on gold and is a human power. 

J evons also beclouds the issue by leading us to believe that 
credit is based on the value of goods, only later to tell us that 
all of the figures in the books of banks represent gold. On 
the other hand some authors, such as Anderson and Goodliffe, 
are insistent that the basis of credit is goods. 

The Exchange Process 

Although our review of definitions and bases of credit have 
not led to any conclusive results, it has at least indicated 
certain significant relationships in a credit economy. Credit 
has been thought of as being related in some way to gold, to 
goods, and to human beings, both individually and collec
tively. Furthermore, there seems to exist a typical mechan
ism of exchange similar to and yet different from a money 
or barter economy. In order, therefore, to define credit, it 
will be necessary to develop a theory of the exchange process, 
for as Taylor says, " a theory is a description of the reflection 
of the world of acts and deeds in the mind of the writer." 11 

11 Taylor, 01. cit., p. 14-
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Since the It acts and deeds" undergo changes with the pass
age of time, it may be that some of the confusion which we 
have noted above has been a result of changing conditions as 
well as of differences in the reaction of economists to them. 

We shall not attempt to develop different classes of credit 
as such, but rather to find the significant features in economic 
transactions which are generally described as involv;ng credit 
Various classifications of credit which have been made are 
given in Appendix III. Oassifications such as these are 
useful in discussing credit phenomena or banking policy but 
will not help in explaining the essence of credit. We cannot 
learn what a horse is by being presented with classifications 
such as heavy-light; white-bay-roan-dapple-black; dray-rid
ing-coach. Just so classifications will not help in uplaining 
the nature of credit while our underlying concept is undefined. 
For example, shall the classifications be applied to various 
types of loans, sales with deferred payment, debts, power to 
borrow, purchasing power, faith, confidence, or spiritual 
values. 

Analysis of a Credit Transaction 
In some respects, it is not adv;sable to start an analysis 

of credit transactions by examining the transactions of indi-
_. vi duals. We shall find that certain questions in connection 

with them will be unanswerable until we have gone further. 
But by making temporary concessions, to be explained as we 
go along, we can learn much about the fundamental nature 
of credit from this range of phenomena, for it is situations of 
this sort which many of the writers on credit have in mind 
when trying to explain and define credit Thus we shall be 
able to discuss their assumptions and immediately eliminate 
certain misconceptions. 

Running through most discussions of credit are two basic 
types of transactions: borrowing money (and its converse, 
lending), and acquisition of goods with the payment deferred. 
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Let us now examine more closely the business transacted by 

individuals. Suppose that we should witness Jones handing 
a watch to Smith. This is a physical exchange of an eco
nomic good. What economic relations may be established 
thereby? We shall have to assume that this is a new or 
primary exchange; for otherwise it may be that Jones is 
returning Smith's watch or using this means of settling 
some other obligation. Let us dismiss the possibility that 
Jones is making Smith a present of the watch. Here no 
economic relationship would exist between the two after the 
exchange, although there might be moral or sentimental ones. 

There is a second possibility that Jones may be lending his 
watch to Smith. In that case he would want the same watch 
back. The loan is made on the basis of the lender's con
fidence in the borrower's good intentions to take care of tht; 
watch and his faith that it will be returned at the agreed time 
in good condition. Much has been made of these elements 
of confidence and faith in credit theories. (Appendices I 

and 2; see especially Wingfield-Stratford, Prendergast, War
burg, Baghot, Tregoe, Mill, Palgrave). But the existence 
of the elements of confidence, trust, faith or integrity need 
not require us to develop a special" credit theory". In 
order to answer such quantitative and qualitative ques
tions as, .. what volume of these transactions may exist at 
any given time? " or .. when woufd a system composed of 
such relationships be sound? " we should not need a special
ized economic theory to give the answer. We should, how
ever, want to know what the legal foundations of the society 
were and what attitude the people took toward moral obliga
tions. Such loans do not come under the category of credit 
transactions. While it is true that loans may involve credit 
every loan is not an extension of credit. Nor is the essence 
of credit to be found in loans (see p. 294 below). This dis
tinction may be made clear by considering the case of an 
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individual who, though not indebted to a bank, is, neverthe-
less, in possession of a bank deposit (bank credit). He might 
lend this bank deposit to another, taking a mortgage as col
lateral, or purchasing a bond. Such loans may be distin
guished from the process of extending credit, for the latter 
involves the further question of the origin of the bank credit. 

Under a third assumption, Jones might be a retailer wh() 
has just made a sale. This certainly is an economic trans
action and we shall be interested to know the terms of the 
exchange. If Smith gives Jones a twenty-dollar gold piece 
and the price of the watch is twenty dollars there has "been 
an exchange of one economic good for another of equal value. 
The exchanged commodities presumably have the same pur
chasing power but the gold has certain characteristics that 
the watch has not. Smith particularly wants a watch; it will 
directly satisfy a need. The retailer probably has no special· 
desire for the gold; he knows, however', that others will accept 
it willingly in exchange for other commodities. That is, it 
has general acceptability or what Anderson calls II a high 
degree of salability". According to this view an exchange 
consists of two sales, namely, a watch for gold and gold for a 
watch. The significance of this in credit or in economic 
theory. is that, under a system of gold money in which all 

". 'sales are made on the basis of immediate payment, the only 
purchasing power which could command goods would be that 
purchasing power residing in gold. Prices and the price level 
would be limited by the quantity of gold and its velocity of 
circulation. 

Returning to "the case under consideration, further light 
may be thrown on the nature of credit by noting that even in 
such obviously II cash" transactions, trust and confidence 
would play some part. If the dealer lacked facilities for 
assaying the gold, he would accept it in the faith that it was. 
full weight and, likewise, the buyer, unless he were a special-. 
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ist in watches, would have to repose some confidence in the 
dealer. It is impossible for us to know the qualities of all 
articles which we buy and in those cases where we are un
certain as to quality, we seek out a merchant who has a repu .. 
tation for honesty.lZ The legal code is also important for 
the honesty displayed will depend in a measure on the pro
visions for punishing persons passing light-weight coins, or 
selling falsely represented goods. 

However, if the transaction under review had taken place 
in the United States in 1933, it is unlikely that the buyer 
would have passed a gold-piece across the counter. He 
might have given one or more little printed slips of paper 
which on examination would have proved to be claims on the 
United States government or on some bank for a stated 
number of dollars. (It might also have been a gold certi
'ficate which was representative of twenty dollars in gold and 
the transaction, therefore, would have been the same as the 
previous one) . We are not prepared at the present time to 
examine the full implications of this transaction, for although 
it would ordinarily be called a "cash" transaction, there is 
evidently something to be explained, for here is a buyer, 
settling a claim against himself by transferring a claim 
against someone else to the seller. How did these claims 
come into existence? How did they come into the possession 
of the buyer? How many of them are, or should be in 
existence? These questions cannot be answered at this point, 
but must wait until we have looked further into the existing 
methods of business. However, this transaction must in 
some way be related to the phenomenon of credit, for many of 
the writers have made reference to the canceling of claims 

11 Palgrave, Dictionary of Political Ec01tOmy (London, 1919), p. 451: 
.. The fundamental notJon in credit, as the name itself implies, is trust or 
confidence, but this characteristic obviously needs limitation; for the 

• buyer of an article must always repose some confidence in the dealer even 
-when the trall6action is for cash, and the practical rule is caveat emptor." 
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by transferring claims on others, (See Appendix I, especi
ally, Anderson, Mill, Keynes, Hawtrey). It is also quite 
likely that the buyer might have transferred by means of a 
check a claim which he had on some bank. Except for the 
form, the character of this is substantially the same as that 
of the preceding settlement, namely, settling an obligation by 
transferring a claim on a third party. However, in both 
popular and economic parlance, the exchange would have been 
referred to as a .. cash" transaction. 

Or the case might have been one in which the seller handed 
the watch to the buyer who made no immediate reimburse
ment. That is, instead of giving another economic good, 
or a claim on a third person, he gave a claim on himself. 
This would fulfill most of the definitions of a credit trans
action and will, therefore, bear close examination. 11 We 
shall attempt to differentiate the various phases of this sale, 
namely, the credit, the basis of the credit, the transaction, 
the mechanism, and the instrument of credit or medium of 
exchange. 

I. Elements of a Credit Transaction 

Although an apparently simple transaction on the surface, 
this type of sale is basic in a credit economy and requires 

·-careful analysis in order to reveal the nature of credit. 
When Jones handed Smith the watch a distinctive type of 

transfer took place in which Smith obtained (or had) the 
power or privilege of acquiring an economic good. Based on 
Jones's confidence, trust and faith in Smith's ability and will
ingness to pay ~t some time in the future, the payment waJ 

11 .. The general class of transactions, to which the name credit trans
actions has been applied may be roughly designated as transactions in 
which the consideration on one side, at least, is the asswnption of a debt, 
running in terms of money (though not necessarily to be paid in actual 
money), payable either at a future time or at allOther place." B. Y. 
Anderson, 0,/. ,il., p. 472. 
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deferred. Smith gave his promise (in the form of a note 
or a debit on Jones's books) to pay and thereby assumed a 
legal obligation to do so. The note or book account acted as 
the immediate medium of exchange. The net result of the 
transaction was that Smith had the watch and a debt, and 
Jones had a right to a future payment. Since our task is to 
determine first of all the proximate genus to which credit 
belongs, it will be necessary to determine the unique feature 
of this sale. Each of the italicized characteristics has been 
offered, singly and in combination, as the answer. The un· 
satisfactoriness of these definitions lies in their incomplete. 
ness. We are always left with a question. Defining credit 
as a transfer coupled with a promise, or deferred payment, 
or a transfer in which no money passes, leaves the questions: 
.. When may such transfers take place? " .. How many 01 
them ought to exist at any time?" In short, we are left with 
no criteria of analysis or control. These definitions do, how
ever, describe a unique transfer, although it is in many cases 
not distinguished from a loan. James, in fact, while speak· 
ing of a sale of shoes which are to be paid for later, says, 
.. . . . it is clear . . . that the seller is in fact lending the 
shoes to the buyer .... " 16 We have indicated above that 
the unique feature of credit is not the loan, because lending 
usually connotes the return of the specific article. In credit 
transactions the obligation is stated in terms of a money of 
account, which is in turn defined in gold under a gold standard 
or in other terms under other standards. The creditor is 
thereby put into a vastly different position. Thus a credit 
transaction involves a deferred payment stated in monetary 
terms. But why should the seller defer the payment? 

To this question, several answers are offered. They point 
either to some undefined .. power" which the buyer possesses 

'16 F. C. James, Th, ECONOmics of MOMY, Credit olld Bonking (New 
York, 1930), p. 180. 
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or to the .. faith", .. confidence", or .. trust" which the 
seller has in the buyer. The explanation is sometimes broad
ened to include .. the whole of those economic and moral 
conditions ". Again it is narrowed to the .. personal 
honour", or the reputation of the buyer for" business integ
rity and ability". Something more definite is reached when 
the" resources" of the borrower, or .. the reputation of the 
business, its property, and the rapidity and regularity of it 
cash turnover" are introduced. 

2. Credit and Credit Instruments 

Returning again to the transaction we observe that a note 
or other form of obligation was exchanged for a watch. The: 
medium of exchange in this case was evidently the instru
ment creating the debt. Now some of the definitions of 
credit hold that credit itself is the medium of exchange, a 
substitute for commodity money. This is a confusion of 
terms which lies at the root of a great many of the disagree
ments on the subject of credit control. Obviously, a piece 
of paper carries in and of itself no power to command ec0-

nomic goods, In case it is the promisory note of the buyer it 
is obvious that its acceptability for this purpose must depend 
on other considerations which at this point we may call the 

... credit of the maker. If he has given the promissory note of 
another, the same considerations obtain. In either case the 
primary problem of credit control takes the form of the 
question: .. When and to what extent may these instruments, 
or media of exchange be created?" James says of credit 
documents: .. 11lese are tangible contracts which express de
finitely, and permanently, the nature of the credit contract 
which they enshrine, while credit is rather an intangible con
ception which is less readily perceived ".11 

1& James, o~. cit., p. 107. 
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3. The Basis of Credit 

As pointed out above, a major difficulty in separating credit 
from the auxiliary features of the transaction lies in the con
fusion over having credit and extending credit. One side of 
the situation is set forth by Tregoe as follows: " This and 
the previous chapters have clearly set forth that in trans
actions on credit terms for the goods of the seller, or the 
money of the lender, there is exchanged the credit of the 
buyer or the borrower." 11 On the other hand, business men 
and banks are constantly referred to as extending credit.1f 

When we get below the surface, it becomes evident that the 
buyer has exerted a demand for goods based on his future 
income. If the seller did not expect the buyer to have this 
income there would be no importance in "confidence" , 
"trust" or " faith". Before the seller parts with the goods 
he wishes to be certain that the buyer will be able to pay at 
the designated time. This ability rests on the income or 
earning power of the buyer. It is true that explicit analysis 
of this income is not always necessary, but may be inferred 
from the reputation of the buyer. If a man has always met 
his obligations, it is assumed that he always will. He is left, 
in fact, to analyze his own credit. Transactions of the type 
which we are here considering, enable the buyer to make affec
tive the purchasing power of future income. The amount 
of credit which an individual may exert as purchasing power 
is that portion of his future income which can be used in 
demanding goods in the present.1S 

18 Tregoe, op. cit., p. 28. 
17 .. I take credit when I induce my creditor to consent to my paying a 

month hence what might be demanded today; and I give credit when I 
allow my debtor in the same manner to put off the liquidation of his 
debt" (Italics his.) ]evons, op. cit., p. 233. 

18 An example of this may be found in installment selling. During a 
period when the retail sales of the community are being changed from 
a cash basis to an installment basis, there comes into the market purchas-
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Thus it is found that the unique and significant feature 
of the transaction is the introduction into the economic system 
of a distinct type of purchasing power. The existence of 
this purchasing power is the condition which gives the buyer 
the ability to command goods in the present in return for a 
promised payment in the future. But even possessing this 
purchasing power, the buyer must have also the reputation 
for honesty in meeting his obligations; that is, the seller must 
repose confidence and trust in him. Furthermore, the legal 
basis of the society in which he lives, will be influential in 
enabling the buyer to exert this future income in the· form 
of present purchasing power. We shall, therefore, adopt 
.. purchasing power" as the general category to which credit 
is to be assigned. The amount of purchasing power which 
this transaction introduces into the community is equal to 
the value of the goods exchanged. The potential amount 
which may be introduced is that portion of the buyer'. total 
expected income which it is felt may safely be devoted to this 
type of purchase, when his other potential obligations are 
taken into consideration. As his income extends into an 
indefinite future, a time limit must be assigned. This period 
must obviously be limited to one for which future Income 
can be fairly accurately estimated. A change in the degree 

_ .. of anticipation, adopted by a large number of business men, 
. will alter the relationship between the demand and supply of 

iog power heretofore ineffective. This additional credit or purchasing 
power strengthens the demand for commodities. and prices are therefore 
higher during the period of transition than they would have been had tbe 
system not been introduced. After the new wella of purchasing power 
have been opened, the demand then receiving no new re~forcement 
tends to be more 'constant. However, if manufacture,. misinterpret the 
increased demand and assume that sales are to increase indefinitely at the 
same rate, they are likely to expand their plants to meet diem. This 
will leave them overcapitalized when the demand levels out. It is quite 
reasonable to suppose that this transition and aftermath are partly respon
lible for the expansion and depression in recent years in the United States. 
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goods during the period when such a change is being 
introduced.tll Mill gives some indication of this idea when 
he says, .. The forms of credit which create purchasing power 
are those in which no money passes at the time, and very 
often none passes at all, the transaction being included with 
a mass of other transactions in an account, and nothing paid 
but the balance ".10 We have yet to see how the necessity 
of ultimately paying money is surmounted. This is the sub
ject matter of Chapter III. 

4. The Relation of Credit to the Value of Goods 
Is, then, credit only that portion of the purchasing power 

of future income accruing to individuals which may be made 
available for current consumption? Several writers have 
indicated that credit depends on the ability of the individual 
to make effective the purchasing power residing in goods. 
(See Appendix I, especially Anderson and Goodliffe.) 

To show the application of this concept to the transaction 
under consideration, we shall have to give our attention to 
the dealer and the business men who sell to him. Credit 
arises in this way only with certain kinds of goods and under 
certain conditions, for it is the function of the individual to 
consume goods since that is the purpose of production. Hav
ing consumed them, he cannot then use their purcJ.tasing 
power to command other goods. It is true that the individual 
does possess certain goods, and we shall return to this ques
tion later to discover which kinds of goods may be used to 
originate credit. 

S. The Position of the Retailer after the Sale 
Our retailer has parted with some of his inventory and in 

exchange has a claim on the buyer. If he must pay" cash" 

to The effect of this on prices is discussed in the conclusion to this 
chapter. 

10]. S. Mill, op. cit., vol. ii, p. S4-
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for his purchases, he will be unable to replenish his stock 
unless he has further resources of his own. But it is thtl 
essence of a credit economy that purchases throughout the: 
business system may be made on the basis of credit. Under 
some conditions it might be possible for the retailer to make 
further purchases from wholesalers or manufacturers by 
transferring to them the claim which he has on his customer. 
This might be accomplished by transferring to sellers a note 
which he had received from the buyer. He would thus be in 
a position to go·on making further sales. Thus the amount 
of credit possessed by the retailer would depend on the value 
of the goods sold. 

This, however, is not the way in which business is done. 
It is more likely that he would have debited his customer'. 
account for the amount of the sale. The situation would 
be the same if the customer had given him a note, which is 
usual in installment sales. The important condition is that 
he have a provable claim on the buyer. He would then apply 
to the wholesaler or manufacturer for further stocks which 
were to be delivered on the basis of a deferred payment. 
Before making the shipment on this basis, his supplier would 
make a II credit analysis". The central problem of this an· 
alysis is that of determining the future cash income of the . 

. retailer in excess of liabilities to be met in the same period 
of time. In the early stages of this type of analysis great 
emphasis was placed on the dealer's reputation for honesty 
and ability, and the seller's confidence and faith in his cu,. 
tomer. The effect of this, as we have seen, is to allow the 
buyer to make his own financial analysis. But in more r~ 
cent times, sellers have required buyers to submit financial 
statements in order that they might themselves make an esti· 
mate of the buyer's financial condition. Naturally the buyer 
must still be honest and in addition have the ability to tum 
his potential income into actual income; that is, he must have 
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the ability to sell merchandise and collect bills. He must at 
the same time manage his business in such a way as to make 
the cost of doing these a minimum. 

In order to simplify the situation, let as assume that OUI 

retailer does his business in .. batches ". That is, we shall 
assume that he buys a consignment of goods, sells them, and 
then buys another consignment. We must also assume that 
he has sufficient resources of his own to pay" cash" for th~ 
first" batch". After he has sold the first" batch" he will 
have claims on the buyers to the amount of the sales value of 
the first lot of his inventory and no debts. If the rule-of
thumb of two dollars of current assets to one of current liabil
ities is applied, he will be able to buy a second consignment 
approximately equal to the first, for after delivery of the 
second" batch" he would have accounts receivable to the 
amount of one lot, inventory for approximately the same 
amount (less his mark-up) and accounts payable for the 
inventory, or roughly one-half of the total of the accounts 
receivable and the inventory. Ordinarily the claims which 
the retailer has on his customers would not be transferred to 
the wholesaler or the manufacturer, but would be met by 
giving an independent claim on the retailer. Economically, 
however, the result is the same. The existence of the claim 
on the consumer has given the retailer the purchasing power 
necessary to command more goods. His ability to meet his 
obligation will depend on the ability of the consumer to pay. 
The wholesaler or manufacturer would in turn be able to 
make purchas~s on the basis of his claims on the retailer. 

Does, then, the whole structure of credit rest on the future 
income of consumers? Suppose that all retail sales were 
made for" cash". Would credit then be nonexistent? Not 
at all. In beginning the analysis of this transaction it was 
stated that, for reasons to be pointed out later, transactions 
which involved the individual were not the best with which 
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to begin an analysis of credit. Owing to our selection of an 
installment sale as an illustration, undue emphasis has been 
placed on the future income of the consumer. This is but 
one manifestation of credit, which introduces purchasing 
power into the business mechanism. 

Ultimately credit arises from the value of goods. The 
emphasis which has been placed on income is to some extent 
misleading, in the same way that the earlier emphasis on 
character, integrity, etc. has been. While the stress on in
come pushes the analysis one step further, income in the final 
analysis depends on the production of value, which in turn 
depends on the production of goods or services. At the risk 
of pushing the argument forward too rapidly, it might be 
pointed out that the value of goods and services depends upon 
their salability, these in turn on consumption, and this on 
the consumer's income and his disposition to consume rather 
than to own. This is true under a system of .. cash" retail 
sales as well as under installment sales. 

In order to make the point clear let us examine the busi
ness system which would prevail under conditions of .. cash" 
retail sales in an attempt to identify credit as related to or 
arising out of goods. Let us assume that the retailer has 
obtained his inventory by purchasing it for" cash" out of 
his own resources. He will then be in a position to make 
further purchases as rapidly as he makes sales, thus keeping 
his inventory always at the same level. Probably he will not 
do this, but will instead wait until his inventory is somewhat 
depleted, and then make a larger purchase. This, ~der our 
assumption, can be made for cash. This would mean that 
during certain periods he would have on hand idle cash. But 
he would likewise have on hand the same amount of cash 
had he made his purchases on the basis of deferred payments, 
since he would have to accumulate it to payoff his obligations. 
But if he can obtain some of his goods without paying for 
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them immediately, he can do a larger volume of business on 
the same original investment. Those who supply him with 
goods can also increase their immediate sales by sending to 
him goods for which he does not have to pay immediately. 
The manufacturers can, in addition, maintain their produc
tion at a more steady level. Thus it is to their mutual advan
tage to introduce sales on the basis of deferred payment. 

But how much can they send him? As in the case of the 
retail sales on installment payments, this will depend on his 
future income. This in turn depends on his sales. At thi~ 
point we came back to the consumer who must be willing and 
able to buy the goods. It makes no difference whether we 
have in mind particular goods or goods in general. 

The amount of credit introduced into the business struc
ture will, therefore, depend on the amount of goods sold to 
the retailer on a deferred payment basis and the price at 
which they are sold. The volume of sales which can be made 
on this basis, or using the current phrase, the amount of credit 
which can be extended, depends on the amount of goods 
which can be sold at the price quoted. Thorough-going 
credit analysis then would not stop with the personal char~ 
acteristics of the buyer, or with his income, but would ulti
mately rest on the salability of the goods out of which the 
credit arose. 

If we should now turn to those enterprises which were 
supplying goods and materials to the manufacturer or whole
saler, we should find that these latter were obtaining goods 
from their sources of supply in much the same manner as the 
retailer who was selling on the deferred payment plan ob
tained his inventory. Thus the total quantity of credit in 
existence in the community at any given time would be equal 
to the quantity of goods sold on a deferred payment basis, 
mUltiplied by the prices at which the sales had been made. The 
soundness of this debt-credit structure would depend on the 
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eventual consumption of that volume of goods at the prices 
at which the debts were contracted. 

Conclusions 

This review of the nature of credit provides a basis for an 
attempt to re-define credit. As it has been our intention in 
this chapter to investigate the nature of the supply of pur
chasing power which may affect prices, some corollaries of 
our definition are given to show its bearing on .. monetary " 
theory. 

Our conclusion is that c,.edit is that po,.tion of Ihe tlti
mated pu,.chasing power of goods. stated irs lenns of tJ morsey 
of accounl. which may be used to acqui,.e other goods without 
resorting to barter. The effect of credit on prices is thus 
seen to depend on changes in the following factors: 

(I) the willingness of those in possession of credit to use it 
(2) the willingness of others to recognize the existence of 

such credit 
(3) the estimate of the exchange value of the goods involved 
(4) the portion of such exchange value which is customarily 

permitted to be exerted as a demand for other goods 
(5) the kinds of goods on which credit is based 
(6) the length of time for which payment may be deferred 

As corollaries of the above definition, the following may 
be added: 

(I) what is currently referred to as II extending" or "giving" 
credit is in reality recognition of the credit or purchasing 
power of the " debtor H 

(2) he who acquires present value in exchange for a promise 
of deferred payment has used his credit 

(3) the basis of credit is goods 
(4) there is no simple or definite relationship between the 

quantity of credit which may be used and the quantity 
of gold 
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(5) the community is freed from the limitations on purchas
ing power imposed by the supply of a commodity money 

(6) the amount of purchasing power in a community does 
not depend on the quantity of credit instruments 

(7) the quantity of credit instruments in existence depends 
on the amount of credit which has been extended for 
they are the legal evidence of the obligations thereby 
incurred 

(8) the amount of credit instruments is more significant as 
a measure of the purchasing power which has already 
been exerted than as a measure of that which may be 
used. 

Further, the extension of credit may be differentiated from 
a loan. A loan may be a transfer of goods or money from 
one individual to another. 1£ the loan is a transfer of money, 
no additional purchasing power is introduced into the eco
nomic system, since the lender's purchasing power is reduced 
by the amount by which the borrower's is increased. When 
credit is extended, the buyer's purchasing power is increased 
without decreasing that of the seller. In fact, the purchas
ing power of the latter may be thereby increased if others 
estimate his credit more highly because his sales are appar
ently increasing. This is one of the important processes at 
work in a period of expanding business and rising prices. 
As purchases on credit increase, the resulting sales lead to 
higher estimates of the values of goods, the higher estimated 
values to more credit, and the increased purchasing power to 
higher prices. The resulting" boom" may be brought to an 
end when the values of goods are tested by sale for con
sumption or ownership and are found to have been overesti
mated. A process of cumulative contraction may then begin. 

A few authors have suggested that a sale .. on credit" 
might be viewed as a loan of goods. The unsatisfactoriness 
of this analogy lies in its omission of two of the important 
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characteristics of a credit transaction. In the first place, 
when a credit transaction takes place, the goods are valued 
in terms of a.money-of-account. Secondly, an obligation to 
pay a sum of money is incurred, and the relationship of the 
buyer and seller is thereby complicated. 

The significance of these conclusions in the theory of credit 
control lies in the direction which it gives to the approach to 
the subject. The central problem becomes the estimation of 
the values of goods. The ancillary problems revolve about 
the kinds of goods which may be made the basis of credit, 
the proportion of their estimated values which may be used 
as purchasing power, and the time for which payment may be 
deferred. 

Before these problems can be treated adequately, the second 
important requirement of a credit economy must be discussed. 
This is the mechanism by which the ultimate settlement of 
debts by the transfer of money is avoided. Thus far we 
have merely shown that in a credit economy goods may be 
purchased by giving to the seller a promise to pay money at 
some future time. In a fully developed system the payment 
of a commodity money (or other legal tender) is seldom 
necessary. Debts are settled by transferring other debts, 
final liquidation taking place through the cancellation of 
debts between mutual debtors and creditors. Full distinction 
has not always been made between this process and the use 
of credit. It is conceivable that business might be done on 
credit, with each obligation finally settled by the payment of 
legal tender. Such use of credit would not restore trade to 
a .. system of perfected barter", nor would it permit .. ex
change of goods without the use of money". It is therefore 
necessary to study the credit system as distinct from credit. 

The mechanism of cancellation is provided by the banking 
system. Because of the use of bank credit as II money" or 
•• cash" by the community, its control is peculiarly important. 
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The study of bank credit also involves the study of the rela
tionship between credit and the standard of value, or standard 
of deferred payment. As a result of the study of this mech
anism, we are able to view more clearly the nature of the 
demand for gold (or bank reserves). Furthermore, the 
control of bank credit is important because the use of other 
forms of credit may be either impeded or encouraged by the 
operation of the banking system. In the following chapter, 
the functions of banking in a credit economy are presented. 
Chapter IV deals with the conditions which may be expected 
to result from the improper extension of bank credit. The 
control of bank credit thus requires the development of crit
eria by which such conditions may be recognized and action 
based on these criteria may be designed to avoid or correct 
them. 
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APPENDIX I 

DEFINITIONS OF CaEDIT 

The definitions of credit have been separated into two broad 
groups, the first of which is presented below. This group is 
characterized by an attempt to state what credit is. The second 
group is a selected list of statements of what credit does. 

In compiling these definitions, the lists given by other authors 
have been relied upon. Principal among these are Willis and 
Edwards, Banking and Business, p. SIlt and Prendergast, Cndil 
and Its Uses, pp. 8-II. A title in parentheses Indicates that 
the definition has been quoted by that author. 

Isolated passages such as the following may not represent 
adequately the views of the author quoted. We apologize for 
any misconceptions which may thus be conveyed. Since it is not 
our purpose to write a history of credit theory. statements ex
pressing typical views have been taken from passages in which 
they are clearly stated. 

Credit is an Attribute of Borrowers ad Buyers: 

.. Credit may be defined as the business equivalent of personal 
honor." Max M. Warburg, Credil as a Factor'n Business and 
State Finance, p. 3. An address delivered before the German 
Association for Industry and Commerce, June 22, 1927. 

""Essentially credit seems to be a condition which enables a 
person to extend his control, as distinct from his ownership, ot 
resources." F. Lavington, The Englisls Capital Markel, p. IS • 

.. Credit may be defined to be an economic: quality arising out 
of a business as a going concern, and proportional in amount to 
the reputation of the business, its property, and the npidity and 
regularity of its cash turnover." Wilbur Aldrich, Money and 
Credit (Prendergast) . 

.. Credit is a power to borrow." Millicent G. Fawcett, Polit
ical Economy for Beginners. (Prendergast) • 

.. Credit may be defined as the power to secure commodities 
or services at the present time in return for some equivalent 
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promised at a future time." C. J. Bullock, Introduction to thfl 
Study of Economics. (Prendergast). 

II Credit is the power to command goods without immediate 
payment." R. E. Curtiss, Economics, Principles and Interpre
tation, p. 29S. 

II In its economic and business sense credit means the power 
to obtain present goods or services in exchange for a promise, 
implied, oral, or written, to perform some act in the future, 
usually the payment of money." James B. Trant, Bank Ad
ministration, p. 137. 

Credit is an Attitude of Sellers and Lenders: 
II Credit, as the name implies, is nothing more nor less than 

faith, and faith, on the stock exchange no less than before the 
altar, is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things 
not seen". Wingfield-Stratford, History of British Civiliz(J
tion, vol. iii, p. 6SI; (F. C. James, The Economics of Money, 
Credit, and Banking, p. 107). 

II The whole of those economic and moral conditions because 
of which men consent to make payments in the present on the 
promise of repayment in the future." Ferrais, (Willis and 
Edwards). 

II Commercial credit may be defined to be that confidence 
which subsists among commercial men in respect to their mer
cantile affairs." Henry Thornton, An Inquiry into the Nature 
and Effects of the Paper Credit of Great Britain. (Prender
gast). 

II Credit is the confidence felt in the future solvency of a 
person, which enables- him to obtain the property of others for 
use as a loan, or for consumption." Nasse. (Willis and 
Edwards). 

II Credit is the confidence that is reposed in the ability and 
purpose of men to meet future obligations." W. A. Prender
gast, Credit and Its Uses, p. 8. 

II Commercial credit is the name of that trust which is reposed 
in men because of their character and resources." Frederick 
B. Goddard, Giving and Getting Credit. (Prendergast). 
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.. Credit-the disposition of one man to trust another-is 
singularly varying." Walter Bagehot, Lombard Slreet. 
(Prendergast) . 

.. Credit is a privilege, extended by the seller to the buyer, 
entitling the latter to the use of money, commodities, or services, 
for a period of time, based upon confidence in the buyer's ability 
and willingness to pay a definite sum of money, or its equivalent, 
at the expiration of the specified period." Robert Young, 
Industrial Credits, p. 4 . 

.. It seems strange that there should be any need to point out, 
that credit being only permission to use the capital of another 
person, the means of production cannot be increased by it, but 
only transferred." J. S. Mill, PriKCiples of Political Economy, 
vol. ii, p. 50. 
Credit is an Attribute of Goods: 

.. Private Credit-the exchange-value of an individual's prop
erty, •.• " W. Goodliffe, Credit and CU"eKCY, p. 16 • 

.. It was, and is now, the degree of fitness of a commodity to 
satisfy a felt need or requirement, which constituted the abstrac
tion, which in economics we now style • value " or in the process 
of exchange, • credit' if expressed in terms of money." Ibid., 
pp. 1-2. 

Credit is a Type of ExcluJng • 

.. Credit is machinery invented to aid in accomplishing the 
_.purposes of capital." J. L. Laughlin. (Prendergast) • 

.. Credit is a transfer of goods for a promised equivalent." 
R. T. Ely, Outlines of Economics. (Prendergast) • 

.. Credit is that private economic exchange, or that voluntary 
giving and receiving of economic goods between different per
sons, where the service rendered by the first is performed from 
his confidence in the assurance given by the second that he will 
render a recompense at a future time". Wagner (Willis and 
Edwards); 

.. Exchange in which one party renders a service in the present, 
while the return made by the other faUs in the future." Knies 
(Willis and Edwards). 
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" Credit is the exchange of an actual present good against an 
equivalent which one engages to furnish within a certain 
period." Leroy-Beaulieu (Willis and Edwards). 

"The exchange of an actual reality against a future probabil
ity." Levasseur (Willis and Edwards). 

" Credit may be said to be an exchange or a transaction which 
consists in the temporary transfer of the usuance of wealth." 
E. R. A. Seligman, The Economics of Installment Selling, p. 3. 

" The practical current definition to be given to credit should 
be that of exchange in which no money passes, or as a form 
of exchange which is conducted without the use of money." 
Willis and Edwards, pp. 9-10. 

" An unique term then, to which credit is reduced, is the eco·· 
nomic promise, and more specifically, the promise of guarantee." 
Taylor, The Credit System, p. 52. 

" When we analyze its nature, however, credit is found to be 
nothing but the deferring of a payment." W. S. Jevons, Money 
and the Mechanism of Exchange, p. 233. 

" Credit is a promise to pay gold or legal-tender paper cur
rency." L. D. Edie, Money, Bank Credit and Prices, p. 5. 

0" We may distinguish credit transactions from credit, defining 
credit as the volume of debts, and credit transactions in which 
the debts are passed in exchange." B. M. Anderson, The Value 
of Money, p. 473. 

" Bank-credit is the debt of responsible institutions, payable 
on demand in money." Ibid., p. 489. 
, "Bank-money is simply an acknowledgment of a private debt, 
expressed in the money-o£-account, which is used by passing 
from one hand to another, alternatively with money-proper, to 
settle transactions." J. M. Keynes, Treatise, p. 6. While Mr. 
Keynes does not use the term credit in this definition, it is evident 
that he means bank credit for he does not discuss credit as dis
tinguished from" bank-money." 

"Credit is the lending of capital." Walras. (Willis and 
Edwards). 
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Miscellaneous 
.. In considering credit as a science .••• " W. A. Prender

. gast, Credit and Its Uses, p. 5 . 
.. Credit as a substitute for money." 1. S. Mill, op. cil. 

heading of ch. xi, bk. iii . 
.. Credit is the present right to a future payment or credit is, 

therefore, the right or property of demanding something from 
some one else. It is the right to a future payment; it is the 
name of a certain species of right or property. Gold and silver 
money may be called metallic credit." H. D. MacLeod, Til, 
Theory of Credit. (Prendergast). (Italics from the original.) 

.. We have now explained the real nature of credit, and shown 
that it is the name of a species of incorporeal Property, which 
in Law, Commerce, and Economics, and in common usage is 
also called a Debt." MacLeod, The Theory anti Practiu of 
Banking, vol. i, p. 200 • 

.. The credit which we are now called upon to consider, as a 
distinct purchasing power ••• " 1. S. Mill, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 54 . 

.. Bank credit is, however, nothing but a fund of purchasing 
power and, as we have already observed, the commercial bank, 
create the greater part of that purchasing power." F. C. James, 
Ope cit., p. 223. 

FUNCTIONAL DEFINITIONS OF CREDIT 

Credit Facilitates Trade: 
.. It is the function of credit to • coin " so to speak, rights to 

goods on shelves, land, etc., etc., into liquid rights, bearing the 
dollar mark, which are much more highly salable than the rights 
in their original form were, and which often become as salable 
as money itself, functioning perfectly as money." Anderson, 
op. cit., p. 475. 

,: . . . one chief function of modern credit is to increase the 
salability of goods, and to enable men to use the value of their 
goods in effecting exchanges without actually alienating \heir 
property in the goods." Ibid., p. 407. (Italics his) • 

.. The values of goods are estimated and expressed in terms 
of gold, which acts as the common denominator of value, but 
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metallic money ceases to be the medium of exchange. The 
banking organization effects what I have heard Mr. W. Langton 
describe, as a restoration of barter." Jevons, Money and the 
Mechanism of Exchange, p. 282. 

Credit Pruvides a Medium of Exchange: 
II Credit supplies in fact ... a species of medium of ex

change, and logically the mere exchange of products or instru·· 
ments is quite different from the actual increase of commodities." 
Palgrave, Dictionary of Political Economy, p. 451. 

Credit Defers Payment: 
II When a commodity is transferred by its maker or owner to 

another trader, but without any direct payment, the transaction 
is said to involve credit; and a credit transaction may be defined 
as an uncontrolled or deferred exchange or as an exchange not 
yet closed." Willis and Edwards, Banking and Business, p. 7. 

II A credit transaction is one which involves a delay or post. 
ponement of final payment, such as buying goods and paying 
for them at the end of the month or borrowing money to form 
a corporation." Magee, An Introduction to Money and Credit, 
p. 14· 

II The essential characteristic of credit is the immediate acqui
sition of something in return for II promise to pay in the future." 
James, op. cit., p. loS. (Italics his.) 

Credit is a Means of Settling Debts: 
II The practice which we have attributed to the dealers of 

setting off one debt against another may be described as the use 
of credit as the means of payment." Hawtrey, Currency and 
Credit, p. 3. 

II It is clear, therefore, that in the process of exchangil\g its 
own credit for that of a borrower, the bank has monetized credit. 
11 has created purchasing power which did not exist before. since 
it nas supplied the borrower with a means of paying his debts, 
without in any way reducing the amount of money in the hands 
of the other members of the community." James, op. cit., p. 
195. (Italics his). 
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Credit Assists in Directing the Flow of Capital: 

.. The public recognition of business integrity and ability 
which is the basis of credit is then a very important means of 
promoting the fr.ee flow 01 capital in the direction required by 
public interest." Lavington, The English Capital MaTket, p. IS • 

.. Credit is machinery invented to aid in accomplishing the 
purpose of capital; if an essential function of "capital is to dis
count the future, the essential characteristic of credit is the 
element in it of futurity." J. L. Laughlin, Credit. (Pren
dergast) . 

.. As the confidence on which credit is grounded extends itself, 
means are developed by which even the smallest portions of 
capital, the sums which' each person keeps by him to meet con
tingencies, are made available for productive uses. The prin
cipal instruments for this purpose are banks of deposit." Mill, 
op. cit., vol. ii, pp. 51-2. 
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APPENDIX 2 

THE BASIS OF CREDIT 

Credit is Based on Gold: 

77 

.. It is well then to state, in the most emphatic manner, that 
the whole of this vast superstructure of credit must rest on a 
metallic basis, and if this basis is cut away, the whole structure 
would fall." Nicholson, Treaties on Money, p. 74 . 

.. Bank credit is based on gold." Tregoe, op. cit., p. 71. 
(Italics his) . 

.. But we must never forget that all the figures in the book!> 
of a bank represent gold, and every creditor can demand the 
payment of the meta!." ]evons, op. cit., p. 303. (Italics mine). 

Credit is Based on Goods: 
.. Being composed chiefly of credits granted upon the discount 

of commercial paper, they (bank deposits) do not spring from 
gold or silver, they do not turn into gold or silver, they do not 
represent gold or silver: if they may be said to represent any~ 
thing, it is the value of the merchandise, the sale of which upon 
credit has given existence to the mass of both bank-notes and 
bank credit." Colwell, op. cit., P. 246 . 

.. The real basis of the value of a mortgage is not a particular 
sum of gold, but rather the value of the farm expressed in terms 
of gold. The basis of a bill of exchange is not a particular sum 
of gold, but rather is the value of the goods which changed hands 
when the bill of exchange was drawn, supplemented by the otheI 
possessions of drawer, drawee, and the endorsers through whose 
hands it has gone." .. Even a note unsecured by a mortgage, 
or not given in payment for a particular purchase, is based, in 
general, on the value of the general property of the man who 
gives it, and on the value of his anticipated income." Anderson, 
The Value of Money, pp. 326-7 . 

.. Since every credit derives from an asset, the possessor of 
an asset possesses a credit limited to the exchange value of his 
asset, but unless there exists a market for the asset, the credit 
will be potential only." Goodliffe, op. cit., p. 13 . 

.. The main staple out of which credit is made is vendible 
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goods, and the extension of credit must be attributed mainly to a 
growth of the vendible goods which can be used for making it ". 
J. A. Hobson, Gold, Prices and Wages, p. i'3. 

"The debt or credit is either the consideration for goods 
already sold, or services already rendered, or it is an anticipation 
of the proceeds of future sales or future services." Lord 
Farrer, (Hobson, op. cit. p. i'3). 

" To the extent to which the modern method is adopted, the 
granting of credit ceases to be a highly personal transaction, 
depending upon the relationship between the two parties and 
subject to psychological attractions and prejudices. Instead, it 
tends to become a routine process, by which an individual auto
matically receives credit when he shows himself to be the owner 
of certain kinds of property, and can demonstrate that he desires 
to use the credit in some acceptable economic: undertaking." 
James, op. cit., p. 113. 

"The values of goods are estimated and expressed in terms 
of gold, which acts as the common denominator of value, but 
metallic money ceases to be the medium of exchange." Jevons, 
~op. cit., p. 282. (Italics mine). 

Credit is Based on Personal Qualities: 
" Many years of survey and research in the credit field have 

not revealed to the writer a more comprehensive description of 
the credit content tha" a ' Human power'''. Tregoe, op. cit., 

-p. Ii'. -
" In other words, it is an estimate of ability and dispositio,. 

to fulfiU business engagements, which confers purchasing power i 
power to command the industry or capital of others." Frederick 
B. Goddard, Giving and Gelling Credit. (Prendergast, p. II). 
(Italics mine). 

"As the confidence on which credit is grounded extend» 
itself." Mill, op. cit., vol. ii, pp. 51, 52. 

"The fundamental notion in credit, as the name itself implies, 
is "'ust or confidence • •• " Palgrave, op. cit., p. 451. (Italics 
mine). 

"Credit is a privilege, •.• based upon confidence in the 
buyers' ability and willingness to pay a definite sum of money, 
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or its equivalent, at the expiration of the specified period." 
Robert Young, Industrial Credits, p. 4. (Italics mine) . 

.. The public recognition of business integrity and ability 
which is the basis of credit is then a very important means of 
promoting the free flow of capital in the direction required by 
public interest." Lavington, op. cit., p. IS. (Italics mine). 

Credit has a Tangible and Intangible Basis: 
.. Very early in the evolution of credit it became apparent that 

it originated in a transfer of goods; that credit was given to a 
buyer, who had no standard money, solely on the basis of tht.: 
belief in his ability and willingness to pay in the future, and 
this personal obligation was usually converted into an imper
sonal, legal means of enforcement. From the beginning it was 
clear that credit was not dependent on, nor limited by, money . 
. . . The credit was given not because of any money either the 
seller or buyer had, but because the debtor who received the 
goods sold was expected to make such use of them . . . that he 
would have goods, or their equivalent in his possession at matur
ity sufficient to meet his obligation, . . . The only link with 
money would be the possibility or impassibility of the debtor 
exchanging his own salable goods when he was ready to pay at 
maturity into legal money." J. L. Laughlin, Money, Credit and 
Prices, vol. ii, p. 7. 

.. • . . that credit is the natural sequence of man's desires to 
avail himself of the use of certain species of property j and for 
the repayment of this property in its original or equivalent form, 
he utilizes certain elements of both tangible and intangible char
acter to induce the owner to part with his property to him." 
Prendergast, op. cit., p. 7 (Italics mine) • 

.. Credit resides in the borrower and is made up of character, 
capacity, and capital." Tregoe, op. cit., p. 2I. 

.. The elements composing credit are spiritual and material." 
Tregoe, op. cit., p. 17 . 

.. Credit may • • • be defined to ,be an economic quantity 
arising out of a business as a going concern, and proportional 
in amount to the reputation of the business, its property, and the 
rapidity and regularity of its cash turnover." Wilbur Aldrich, 
Money and Credit. Prendergast, p. 10). 
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APPENDIX 3 

CLASSES OJ' CREDIT 

I. Willis and Edwards, pp. 13-14 
A. a. Personal 

b. Commercial 
c. Mercantile 
d. Bank 
e. Public 

B. a. Short-term or commercial 
b. Intermediate or productive 
c. Long-term or investment 

II. James, pp. 113-116 
A. a. Long-term 

b. Short-term 
B. a. Secured 

b. Unsecured 
C. a. Public 

b. Mercantile 
Co Personal 
d. Bank 
e. Construction 

D. a. Investment 
b. Commercial 
c. Consumptive 

III. Tregoe, p. 27 
A. Public 
B. Private 

a. Investment 
b. Bank 
c. Commercial 
d. Individual . 

IV. Selignmn,p.141 
A. Producers 
B. Consumers 



CHAPTER III 1 

THE NATURE OF BANKING 

III traduction 

THE theory of the value of money presented in Chap
ter I centered about the analysis of the supply of and the 
demand for money. The supply has been discussed in the 
preceding chapter. There it was shown that" the supply 
of money" is not limited to a commodity money or to the 
supply of media of exchange. It consists, rather, of the 
purchasing power of economic goods which can be made 
effective as a demand for other goods without barter. 
This being true, it would seem unlikely that the level of 
prices, taken as the measure of the "value of money", 
would be directly affected by changes in the supply of a com
modity money or the supply of credit instruments. Changes 
in the price level appear to be more intimately related to the 
willingness and ability of the members of the community to 
use their credit. 

Turning to the concept of the "demand for money" we 
find that· it involves three aspects; first, the demand for a 
medium of exchange, then for a generally acceptable me
dium of exchange, and finally for gold. The first of these 
need not detain us, for as we have seen, this demand is 
easily met by the creation of credit instruments in the form 
of promissory notes, acceptances, or book credits. The de
mand for generally acceptable media of exchange is met by 
the banks which provide notes and credits on their books 

1 It is recommended that the Appendix to this chapter be read before 
proceeding with the text. 
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(deposits). It will be our purpose in this chapter to ex
amine this process in detail. It is the feeling of the author 
that the third aspect, namely, the demand for gold, has been 
inadequately tx:eatedin monetary theory. But in order to 
appreciate its origin and significance, ·it is necessary to un
derstand the nature of bank credit and the mechanism of the 
banking system. The changes which occur in the demand 
for gold as a result of the extension of bank credit will be 
discussed in the following chapter. 

The Functions of Banking 

There are two essential characteristics in every system of 
credit. The first is the use of the purchasing power of 
goods to command other goods. This results in an obliga
tion stated in terms of the money of account and embodied 
in a credit instrument. The second characteristic is the 
creation of some mechanism for offsetting these debts 
against one another, thus making resort to a commodity 
money unnecessary. The service which the commercial 
banks perform lies in the facilitation of these two processes. 
The first of these services they perform by making indi
vidual credit more generally acceptable by substituting their 
own liabilities for those of the individual. The second they 

" , accomplish through the system of clearance. The problem 
of credit control thus requires a study of the conditions 
under which banks may recognize and generalize business 
credit so that complete clearance will take place. 

I. The Recognition and Generalizing of Credit 

Attention will be directed first to the fundamental bank-
..I 

ing operation of the recognition and generalization of credit. 
Obligations are thereby established in the form of bank de
posits or notes. These, once established, are transferred 
from person to person in the community as true representa-
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tives of economic purchasing power or money. It is, there
fore, of utmost importance that the estimates of the credit 
on which they are based be as accurately made as possible. 
This is necessary not only for the solvency of the individual 
bank, but for the general welfare of the economic com
munity. When we analyze the conditions under which 
banks are willing to create these claims against themselves, 
we are again confronted with the problem of the nature of 
credit. If it is granted that the bank exchanges its promise 
for the promise of the borrower, the question becomes one 
of the conditions under which the banks are willing to accept 
the promises of others in exchange for their own. This 
may be answered simply, by saying that it has faith, trust, 
or confidence in the individual. But we have seen that this 
is unsatisfactory. It is necessary to be assured of the future 
income of the borrower, and this will depend on his ability 
to earn a future income either by rendering services or pro
ducing and selling commodities successfully. 

Examination of some types of bank loans reveals the at
tempts of banks to secure a close relation between goods 
and credit. This is particularly true of .. commodity loans". 
\Vhenever the basis of the loan is a trust receipt, a ware
house receipt, or shipping documents, the relationship is 
especially direct. The discounting of a documented trade or 
banker's acceptance is another example of the banking pro
cess of making available, as purchasing power, the value of 
the goods which a merchant or manufacturer has recently 
sold. In the case of a banker's acceptance it is the discount
ing bank, rather than the accepting bank which extends the 
credit. The accepting bank merely adds to the strength of 
the promise. 

The so-called .. unsecured" loan is no less based on 
goods. In making such loans, the banks exert effort, 
through the analysis of balance sheets, to determine the 
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amount of salable goods on hand or claims which have 
arisen out of previous sales. The emphasis on the tradi
tional banking triumvirate of" character, capacity, and capi
tal" neatly summarizes part of the credit problem. The 
possession of capital (working capital in the form of inven
tory) lays the foundation for the payment of the obligation, 
capacity assures the ability to use the capital effectively, and 
character closes the cycle by providing the honesty and in
tegrity necessary to pay the debt when due. Laws to some 
extent replace character, but since laws may be circumvented, 
character is still essential. 

Real estate and securities are two additional bases com
monly provided by borrowers as the source of their credit. 
One in the possession of either of these has an economic 
good. The purchasing power in these forms, however, is 
not readily available. It can be made available by pledging 
them against a loan, but if the loan is to be made by a bank, 
the securities or real estate (or any form of fixed capital) 
must be the stock in trade of the borrower. That is, they 
must be intended for sale. During the period of the loan, 
they must be acquired by a buyer out of his current or accu
mulated income, or someone else's current income or accu
mulated purchasing power! 

The banks thus provide the community with a generally 
acceptable medium of exchange, or" money". The amount 
of credit which they caB extend will depend on the volume 
of exchangeable goods which .. business" is producing. If 
the goods on which these credit instruments are based actu
ally enter into exchange, the obligations which they bear to 
pay gold (or other forms of legal tender) will not have to 
be fulfilled, for .liquidation will be effected by clearing them 

I The reader is referred to chapter x for a full discussion of securi
ties and real estate as bases for the extension of bank credit. FuJI allow
ance is made there for the distinction between collateral and purpose. 
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against one another. When the values of the goods are 
overestimated, payment will have to be made by the issuing 
bank or banks out of reserves. Thus the test of correct 
credit extension is found in the proportion of its obligations 
which a bank must meet out of reserves. 

2. Offsetting Debts 

The second function of the banking system, namely, off
setting debts, or facilitating exchange without the use of 
money, may be more clearly presented in the form of a 
schemative diagram. The qualifications necessary for secur
ity and real estate loans will also be more evident. It is 
impossible to make such a diagram complete, for to do so 
would require charting the whole of economic society. After 
it had been completed in this manner it would be too com
plicated for use. 

The chart on page 86 represents the flow of a "batch" 
of goods from the raw material stage to the consumer. a 

Let us assume that the "extractor" (one engaged in an 
extractive industry) has claim to sufficient wealth, either his 
own or borrowed, to equip his business and produce and sell 
the first batch of goods! If the sale had been for cash, he 
would be in a position to produce a second "batch" by 
hiring more labor and buying additional supplies. How-

a A similar discussion will be found in Keynes's Treatise 011 MOIII!Y, 
vol. i, ch. x. 

• This is the usual case. The emphasis placed by banks 00 the annual 
d clean-up" of customers' debts is an evidence of this. Witness also 
statements by writers 00 credit, such as Phillips: 

.. A c:1othing merchant proposes to set up io business. He expects to 
carry a stock of goods worth on the average about $25.000. If he, with
out capital of his own, should make applicatioo for a bank 10ao of that 
amount, the application would io all but the most exceptional cases be 
refused, because the banker, who handles chiefly the funds of others, can
not advisedly place those funds where so large a risk would obtain." 
C. A. Phillips, Balik Credit (New York, 1916), pp. 4, 5. 
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ever, let us assume that he does not receive cash but a claim 
on the buyer who is represented in the chart by the .. manu
facturer ". This transaction is indicated by the arrows 
labeled "goods" and "debt". This debt may be em
bodied in a promissory note, a trade acceptance, a bank 
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acceptance, or an open book account. We have seen above 
the difficulties encountered in attempting to acquire further 
goods and labor by transferring this claim or creating a 
new one on himself. The next step, therefore, is to obtain 
a claim on a bank, either by discounting the claim on the 
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If manufacturer" or by creating a 'new one on himself by 
borrowing from the bank. In order to do this on an 
If unsecured" basis, evidence of the claim on the If manu
facturer" would be given in a financial statement. The 
essence of this transaction is that the "extractor" receives 
an immediate claim on the bank in exchange for the bank's 
deferred claim on him. We shall see later how it is possible 
for the bank to make a promise to pay gold immediately in 
exchange for someone else's promise to pay at some future 
time. The usual explanation is that the bank has funds of 
depositors which it lends out. This is not the case. Usually 
the length of time for which the bank will defer the " ex
tractor's" payment depends on the period for which he must 
wait for the "manufacturer's" remittance. This will in 
tum depend on the length of time it takes the "manufac
turer" to sell. The amount of credit involved will be de
termined by the volume of goods sold by the " extractor" 
and the price at which the contract was made. The bank 
has thus placed the If extractor" in the position of exerting 
immediate purchasing power to the amount of the goods 
which he has sold. It has, in the words of Willis and Ed
wards, "recognized his right to credit". 5 It has recog
nized his right to command the goods and services of other 
members of the community by virtue of the value which he 
has created. Furthermore, it has " guaranteed" this credit 
by substituting its promise for his. This credit has arisen 
out of the value which he has produced in the form of goods 
and not out of his character, or the bank's faith, confidence, 
or trust in him. It has not created this purchasing power 
out of nothing, as some writers have claimed.' What it 
has created is a credit instrument, based upon the credit of 
the producer. 

, Banking and Busiflus, p. 20-

'Atkins, ,t 01., Economic Behavio,. (New York, 1931), preface, p. x. 
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It may be pointed .out that banks sometimes extend credit 
on the basis of salable inventory as well as on receivables. 
In these cases, the sale and resulting receivable is antici
pated. Such loans involve a greater degree of risk, for the 
value of the' goods is not certain. A sales contract is 
necessary to transform this value into a promise to pay a 
definite amount of gold. This uncertainty is recognized in 
the practice followed by many banks of .. scaling down" the 
value of inventories appearing on balance sheets. 

The immediate claim which the .. extractor" has on Bank 
I is used to pay wages, dividends, interest on bonds, and to 
acquire supplies. For the sake of simplicity we have omitted 
those payments made for supplies. This can be done with
out serious error, for if followed far enough, every claim on 
Bank I would eventually get into the hands of some member 
of the community in the form of a wage, salary, dividend, 
or interest payment.' These people are also the consumers 
and savers represented by the rectangle at the lower right 
hand comer of the diagram. .. Saver" is used in the sense 
defined by Keynes.' 

A further assumption involved in this diagram is that 
there are no corporate surpluses but that the decision as to 
the volume of saving and consuming is left to the individual 

~ . and that corporate expansion takes place through the issue 

'For an expression of a similar concept, cl. the following: 
"All this capital in turn is paid away at wages, salaries, dividends, 

rents, royalties, etc., and goes round in a regular .tream to the retail 
market where the reservoir is tapped n. O. St. Oair, Tiu Phynolo(JJ 
01 C,.~dil and 01 Money (London, 1919), p. ~ • 

.. Thus each individual in the community contributea to the commodity 
income either his own labour, mental or manual, or the lervice of lOme 

thing or things belonging to him, and thu. does he obtain the cub 
equivalent of the same, or money income, which he can take round to the 
retail market and exchange for his share of the commodity income". 
Ibid., p. 68. 

• Keynes, op. cil., voL i, p. 126. 
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of bonds and stocks. The theoretical and practical signifi
cance of this assumption will be discussed later. 

The situation represented by the diagram at this stage 
of the analysis is as follows: the "manufacturer" is in 
possession of the goods, he is indebted to the .. extractor" 
for their value stated in gold, the bank is indebted to a group 
of people in the community for approximately the same 
amount, and the "extractor" is indebted to Bank I. The 
claims on the bank are immediate claims to gold (deposits 
and notes), while the debts of the "extractor" and. the 
" manufacturer" are defe"ed promises to pay gold. 

The next step in the sequence of events is the sale of the 
goods by the .. manufacturer" to the .. wholesaler". After 
the former has made this sale, he is in a position to borrow 
at the bank in the same manner and under the same con
ditions as does the" extractor". This claim on Bank 2 is 
then passed on to the .. extractor" to settle the debt. He 
in turn pays off his debt at Bank I by depositing the check 
on Bank 2. The" manufacturer" also uses part of the 
claim to pay wages, dividends, and interest. In a similar 
way the transactions involving the .. wholesaler ", .. re
tailer ", and .. consumer" follow. The chart provides bank
ing facilities for the consumer who is thus able to make 
future income effective for present purchases. In most 
cases at the present time, intermediary institutions bring the 
bank and the consumer together, but the net effect is the 
same as if the consumer went directly to the bank. 

If the sequence of events is studied closely, it will be seen 
that there is in existence at any given time an amount of 
bank credit equal to the value of goods in circulation. The 
length of time during which the credit is in existence depends 
on the length of time which the total of the manufacturing 
and marketing processes require. Therefore the total 
volume of bank credit in existence at any time will be de-
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termined by the amount of circulating capital in the com
munity, its price, and the length of time required by the 
producing and selling processes. I f one assumes that the 
solid squares represent a physical volume of goods at variout 
stages of production and marketing, and the dotted squares 
a volume of bank credit equaling the value or purchasing 
power of the goods, it follows that the bank credit moves 
along with the goods, but at one stage removed. That is, 
the bank of the .. extractor" is financing the goods while 
they are in the hands of the .. manufacturer", and Bank 2 

is financing them while they are in the hands of the .. whole
saler ", etc. When Bank 2 takes up the loan Bank 1 is 
relieved of the burden by the check or claim on Bank 2 

which the .. extractor" gives to it in settlement of his debL 
This concept does not allow for the growth in the value of 
the goods as they pass through the various stages, but this 
need not invalidate the analysis as we shall see below. 

Let us tum our attention to Bank I. In extending credit 
to the .. extractor", it has obligated its~lf to make immediate 
payments of gold to the amount of the loan. In exchange 
it receives his promise to pay gold at a future time. But 
we have seen that the .. extractor", and the others listed in 
the lower row, do not intend to make their promises good in 

__ .actual gold. Their debts to the banks are liquidated by giv
ing claims· on other banks which they receive from their 
customers. Nor will it be necessary for the banks to make 
their promises good in gold if all goes well 

The immediate obligations which Bank 1 has agreed to 
meet will be presented to it by banks such as Number S. 
These will usually be presented through a clearing house. 
The immediacy with which they are presented will depend 
first of all on the rapidity with which the .. extractor" draws 
checks. It will further depend upon the length of time 
required by the clearing process. Nevertheless, within a 
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reasonably short time after it has extended credit to the 
.. extractor" the bank will be presented with demands to 
pay gold. But it must be remembered that the extension of 
this credit will eventually bring in claims on other banks to 
an exactly equal amount. Therefore, if this were the only 
transaction into which the bank entered, it would lose gold 
at approximately the time it made the loan, and receive gold 
when the loan was repaid. Practically, however, this need 
not occur, for in so far as other banks are engaged in the 
same type of operations, there will be a smooth flow of 
claims in both directions. Therefore if the bank has claims 
coming into it on other banks at the time it makes this 
particular loan, the claims will offset each other and the bank 
will not need to payout as much gold or to receive as much 
gold as before. If the claims are equal, clearance will be 
perfect and there will be no movement of gold between the 
banks. When a bank is in full operation, its incoming pay
ments will also include the repayments of previous loans. 
Temporary unfavorable balances may be offset by loans 
from other banks, by rediscounting, or by the sale of securi
ties. Thus the condition of the bank's reserves over a 
period of time will depend on repayment of previous loans 
as well as on the extension of credit by other banks. The 
ability of the borrowers to repay will, in tum, depend on the 
salability of the goods at the prices at which they have been 
valued. Ultimately this ability depends on consumption 
for, although Bank I has granted credit to the "extractor ", 
the " extractor's" ability to repay depends on the ability of 
the "manufacturer" to sell and pay and the final liquida
tion of the credit depends on the purchases of consumers. 
A bank's current reserve position is therefore dependent on 
two factors: the rapidity with which it is extending credit 
in relation to the activities of other banks, and the amount 
of previous loans being repaid. 
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In addition to offsetting the claims between individual 
business men and individual banks, the banking system must 
redeem its obligations which have been paid by business men 
to the community. This occurs, as indicated in the diagram, 
when the consumers present claims to Bank S on Banks I, 2, 

3, 4 and these are offset by the claim on Bank S presented 
by Bank 4. Thus the credit extended originally by Bank I, 

on the basis of the value created by the .. extractor", is 
extinguished by the consumption of the goods by the 
consumers. 

It should be noted that three processes of offsetting are 
accomplished. Each business concern, by having one 
creditor, a bank, uses its claims on others to offset their 
c:1aims on it. By obtaining c:1aims on other banks (or its 
own) from those who are indebted to it, the business firm 
liquidates its debt to the bank. This leaves the banks to 
settle between themselves the c:1aims arising out of the 
trade of the community. They do this by what is technic
ally known as .. clearing ". Finally the obligations of the 
banks to the community ( their notes and deposits) are 
liquidated by the banks' accepting them in payment of the 
debts owed by business firms to them. 

Fentrf!l Banking 

The chart omits one important institution, namely, the 
central bank. The introduction of such an institution re
moves, one degree further from the original deMors, the 
obligation to pay gold. Although merchants and manu
facturers promise to pay each other stated amounts of gold 
as the result of sales they do not intend in fact to do this. 
These debts are liquidated by these business men, as we have 
seen, ~rough giving to each other and to banks, claims pay
able in gold on demand on other banks. This shifts to the 
banks the responsibility for making the gold payments. But 
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the banks themselves do not need to make these claims good 
to the extent that reciprocal claims balance. When a central 
bank is introduced, it is not necessary even to pay the 
unbalanced claims in gold, for immediate claims on this 
institution will be satisfactory. Thus the ultimate responsi
bility for the convertibility of the claims into gold is shifted 
to the central bank. Its major need for gold will be the 
unbalanced claims held against it by other banking systems. 
Thus, so far as gold settlements are concerned, the banking 
system in relatiQn to other banking systems is reduced· to a 
position comparable to the relation of a single bank to other 
banks. Within a banking system which has a central bank, 
claims on this central institution are .. as good as gold" to 
the various members of the system. These claims may be 
obtained by the member banks by exchanging their promises 
of future payments for the demand promises of the central 
bank, on the evidence of the possession of short term assets. 
These assets are usually pledged as collateral. Or, again, 
they may be rediscounted. The central bank should have 
the same assurance of ultimate payment by the member bank 
as the member bank has that its customers will repay. Thus 
the central bank eliminates the necessity of gold transfers 
between banks of the system when clearing balances become 
temporarily upset. Its rediscount and lending operations 
supplement the money market and the stock exchange in 
adding fluidity to the credit system. In addition to creating 
claims on the basis of the assets which the member banks use 
as collateral or for rediscount, the central bank creates 
immediate claims on itself by making purchases. The 
purchases are usually of prescribed types of commercial 
paper or government obligations. But the central bank 
creates these claims just as certainly when it purchases office 
supplies. Finally, the member banks may obtain claims on 
the central bank by depositing gold or legal tender. Since 
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the reserves of the member banks consist of claims on the 
central bank, great responsibility for the soundness of the 
whole credit structure rests on the management of the 
central bank. 

The test of the soundness of the credit structure is shown 
by the diagram to be the liquidity ·of the credit. Tregoe 
expresses this thought in the following sentence: co Its' 
liquidation is the real essence of credit, and without liquid
ating capacity the thing created is not a credit, but a waste ... ' 
By liquidation is meant cancellation of the credit. The 
banking system extends credit by recognizing a certain value 
in goods when this value is created. It transforms this 
value into generally acceptable purchasing power. This 
places in the hands of the members of the community claims 
on the banks, stated in gold. These claims are extinguished 
or the credit liquidated when the goods are consumed and 
the loans repaid. The banks do not have to make good 
their promises to pay gold so long as the claims which the 
community returns to them by the purchase of goods equal 
those created for the production or exchange of goods. If 
this liquidation does not take place, either the banks or other 
members of the community must make the promises good 
out of other resources. Hence the waste mentioned by 

'~Tregoe:' 

Even though liquidation is taking place, the total amount 
of bank credit need not diminish. As some goods are con
sumed, and the credit which has been based on them ex
tinguished, new values are produced and credit extended on 
them.10 Taylor defines liquidation as, co ••• the refreshing 

'Tregoe, op. dt .. p. 24-
10 .. But the dynamic principle is important that, although • bank'. 

deposits may continue for • long time at the tame height, aeverthe1esl, 
they are sustained by continually IUbstituted DeW promises.D Taylor, 
op. cit .. p. 51. 
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of credit with newly tested indebtedness ".11 Bank credit 
thus becomes to some extent a reflection of the value of the 
circulating capital of the community. 

Summary of the Theory of Banking 

The function which the banks thus perform IS In per
mitting the transfer of goods between A and B, while the 
purchasing power of the goods is transferred from A to C. 
The purchasing power or credit is embodied in a check or 
other medium of exchange which C may then transfer to 
D, embodied in a new check, and so on through the com
munity until ultimately the credit or purchasing power of 
the goods is extinguished by their consumption. Goods are 
thus exchanged by passing representatives of their value 
from one member of the community to another and as long 
as the flow of goods from production to consumption is 
smooth and uninterrupted, there is no demand for metallic 
money. That is to say, banking facilitates the indirect 
exchange of goods without the use of a commodity money. 
Although he does hot work the theory out completely, Jevons 
suggests the process in two passages. He says: "The value 
of goods are estimated and expressed in terms of gold, 
which acts as the common denominator of value, but metallic 
money ceases to be the medium of exchange. The banking 
organization effects what I have heard Mr. W. Langston 
describe as a restoration of barter ".11 Again in connection 
with international transactions he restates the process as 
follows: .. Thus the use of metallic money seems to be 
rendered almost superfluous, and so long as there is no 
great disturbance in the balance of exports and imports, 
foreign trade is restored to a system of perfected barter." 13 

ll1bid., p. 93-
11 Jevons, 01. cit., p. 282. 
181bid., p. 295. (Italics his.) 
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But such trade differs from barter in that a money of 
account is used and the exchange is indirect. 

Variations in the Concepts 01 Banking 

Contrasted with this description there are other concepts 
of the banking function. For example, James, while agree
ing that credit is a form of purchasing power, suggests that 
this purchasing power is created by the banks. (See 
Appendix IV.) This is inaccurate. The purchasing power 
is created when goods are produced or services rendered, in 
short, when values are created. What the bank does is to 
render this purchasing power effective for indirect exchange. 
The purchasing power exists independently of the bank, but 
to make it effective without resort to their services, barter 
would have to take place. 

Another prevalent view of banking holds that the bank 
lends to one group what it borrows from another. (See 
Appendix IV.) It is said that those having surplus "funds", 
"capital ", or II credit" deposit it with the bank or lend it 
to the bank and that the bank in turn lends it to those who 
can use it effectively for business operations. This is not 
so inaccurate as it is indefinite and incomplete. The in
definiteness is a result of the indeterminate nature of 

. II funds ", II capital ", and .. credit". The incompleteness 
lies in the fact that the function described is only a part of 
the process. It is obvious that any claims which individuals 
have against the banks, in excess of the amount of gold held 
by the banks, must have originated from the process of 
granting or recognizing credit as above described. Thus it 
is not necessary for the banks to borrow from individuals 
in order to be able to extend credit. This difference between 
a loan and the extension of credit cannot be too strongly 
insisted upon. A loan presumes the transference from one 
person to another of something which is already in existence. 
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The concept of the extension of credit goes beyond the mere 
transfer of bank credit, or funds, from one individual to 
another. It attempts to discover whence this purchasing 
power came. Once in existence, bank credit can be loaned 
by one individual to another just as a watch or an automobile 
can. Lending is, therefore, not the essence of a credit 
transaction but a great many loans are loans of credit. 
Assisting people to lend their unused bank deposits to others 
is one of the functions of a bank, and hence the generaliza
tion that this is the totality of banking. If a customer de
posits a check in a bank to which he is not previously in
debted, the bank speaks of having received II cash" or 
.. funds ". What it has received is a claim on another bank. 
Somewhere in the banking community a bank has created 
this claim against itself by the extension of credit. The 
bank in which the check is subsequently deposited has no 
.. cash" or II funds" in any objective sense. What it has 
is the ability to create claims against itself which, when 
presented to it through the clearing house, will offset the 
previous favorable balance. 

It is true that sometimes bank credit is loaned by de
positors either directly or through intermediaries. We have 
seen how bank credit extended to those who have created 
values eventually gets into the hands of individuals. Further
more, this amount of credit remains in existence until the 
borrower redeems his obligation. An employee of the 
.. extractor" shown in the chart on page 86 may be taken 
as an example. When such a company receives credit from 
the bank, it transfers part of the claim on the bank to this 
employee as compensation for his part in the creation of the 
value of the goods which it has sold. He now has several 
alternatives. He may purchase a commodity of some sort. 
In so doing, he has the. choice of consumption or ownership. 
Whichever he chooses, an amount of credit equal to the 
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amount of the purchase will be extinguished. The purchas
ing power which had previously been .. free" is now defin
itely related to some commodity. If it is a consumption 
good, the purchasing power is permanently eliminated when 
the goods are consumed. If it is a good of relative dur
ability, the purchasing power may be partly recovered later 
by disposing of the good to another. But as long as he 
continues to own it, its purchasing power is not available. 

In the second place he might decide that he did not wish 
to purchase anything immediately, but that he would like 
to do so in the near future. He might in the meantime 
permit someone else to use this deposit to purchase goods. 
This might result in a direct loan or an indirect transfer, 
with a bank as the intermediary. The borrower would have 
to make such use of the purchasing power thus obtained as 
to place him in a position to return it when wanted, be that 
on demand or at some definitely stated time. 

His third choice is the decision not to use this purchasing 
power at all to command goods. In this case he is in a 
position to allow someone else to borrow it for the purpose 
of obtaining ownership or control of durable goods. It would 
be said popularly that he had purchased an investment 
Actually, he would get some evidence of the transfer such 
as a-mortgage, a share of stock, a bond, or some other 
instrument of like nature. This might be considered a 
decision to acquire ownership. Really, however, the pur
chase of the durable good is entrusted to someone else. This 
is the case even with a share of stock which legally represents 
ownership of a portion of the assets of the corporation. 
Economically, however, purchasing power has been trans
ferred from the stockholder to the management 

Finally, instead of making these transfers directly by the 
purchase of stocks, bonds, mortgages and the like, the in
dividual may employ an intermediary to make the selection 
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of the borrower for him. Such institutions as savings banks, 
trust companies, investment trusts, life insurance companies, 
etc. are engaged in these activities. It is considerations such 
as these which have led to the generalization that it is the 
function of banking to bring together the small surpluses of 
individuals, making them available for business purposes. 
But until a clear distinction is made between this function 
and that of providing a medium of exchange (issuing money 
as it were), little progress can be made with monetary theory. 

The Effect of Bank Credit on Prices 
The effects of bank credit on prices are similar to those 

of business credit. The reader is referred to the conclusions 
in Chapter II where these have been discussed. In general, 
whenever an individual is permitted to make a purchase on 
credit, the relationship between purchasing power and the 
quantity of goods offered for sale is altered. More goods 
can be bought than could have been if the credit had not been 
added to the existing demand. When the credit is liquidated, 
an equal amount of purchasing power is withdrawn. This 
need not, however, result in a decline in the amount of 
purchasing power in relationship to the goods, for the in
dividual's next purchase may be likewise on credit. In 
this case, when the credit is liquidated, there will be estab
lished an equilibrium between the credit extended and that 
liquidated, resulting in the establishment of a new relation
ship between the supply of and the demand for goods.1

• 

The action of the community as a whole with regard to the 
use of credit will give similar results. 

The chief differences between the effects of bank credit 
and those of business credit arise from the general accept-

1. A similar statement is given by St. Qair: .. I may continue this 
course throughout my life, always anticipating next month's salary; but 
the inflation of purchasing power was confined to the one month in which 
I actually bought more than the equivalent of my income." Op. cit., p. 16. 
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ability of bank credit. When it is paid into the hands of 
the community as income, its effect on prices will be de
termined by the directions in which it is spent. The result 
may be erratic price movements in l:arious lines of industry. 
The effects of business credit, at least in the first instance, 
will be confined to the lines in which it is extended. For 
example, suppose that the manufacturers of refrigerators 
permit consumers to purchase their product on credit. While 
this practice is being introduced, the demand for refriger
ators may increase. On the other hand, suppose that banks 
were to encourage people to borrow against their next year'. 
income. In this case the effect of the increased purchasing 
power on prices would be less definite. 

The other effects of bank credit on prices will result from 
changes in the conditions under which the banks are willing 
to extend credit. As pointed out in the discussion of busi
ness credit in the preceding chapter, these are changes in: 
(I) the kinds of goods which may be made the basis of 
credit (this may also be expressed as the types of loans made 
or the purposes for which they are made), (2) the maturities 
allowed (or the degree of anticipation of income which may 
be permitted), (3) the percentage of the value of goods 
which may be extended (this may be expressed as the 
percentage of the future income which is anticipated). The 
effects of these changes are presented graphically in Figures 
1,2, and 3. 

Figure I, represents the effect of the introduction of 
credit into a system in which credit has not been used. Let 
OA represent the amount of credit extended per unit of 
time, artd OT the period during which the loan is to run. 
In each succeeding unit of time an additional amount of 
purchasing power, equal to OA, will come onto the market. 
Thus the quantity of purchasing power will continue to 
increase during each unit of time by the average amount 
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extended per unit of time. However, when the period OT 
has elapsed, that credit which was extended in the first unit 
of time will be liquidated. If the rate of extension con
tinues unchanged, there will be no net increase or decrease in 
the total quantity of credit after the time T for the amount 
extended and liquidated during each unit will be equal. The 
amount of bank deposits in existence will tend to continue 
in the amount of OC. A new relationship will have been 
established between the amount of purchasing power and 
the amount of goods. 

The same analysis and the same figure may be used to 
illustrate the effects of increasing the variety of goods upon 
which credit may be based. 

In Figure 2 the effect of increasing the average length of 
maturities is represented. Let the average amount of bank 
deposits be represented by OC, and the average maturity of 
bank assets by CT, and the average amount of credit ex
tended per unit of time by AT. Further, suppose that, at 
the time 0, average maturities are increased to CT'. When 
the time T is reached, the credit extended during the unit 
of time 0 will not be liquidated, so that the total quantity 
of credit will be increased by AT, the average amount ex
tended during the unit time T. During each successive unit 
of time the total quantity of credit will be increased by a 
similar amount until the time T' is reached, after which the 
rate of exten-sion and the rate of liquidation will again be 
equal. During the period of transition, the average total 
quantity of credit in existence will have been increased from 
OC to Oe'. Other changes aside, a new relationship be
tween "goods and credit will have been established. 

Figure 3 represents the effect of changing the percentage 
which will be loaned, as for instance, that which would 
result from the acceptance of a current ratio of two to one 
instead of a previously required three to one. Let OC 
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represent the average total of bank deposits, and CT the 
average maturity. Suppose that at the time T an additional 
amount of credit, represented by BT, is extended as a result 
of the changed basis of valuation. There will then be an 
increment of credit equal to BT. In each succeeding interval 
of time a similar amount will be added until the time T' is 
reached (CT taken as equal to TT'), when the credit ex
tended in period T will be liquidated, after which the rate 
of extension and the rate of liquidation will again be equal. 
During the period of transition, the total quantity of credit 
will have been increased from OC to 0c", at which amount 
it will tend to remain, barring other changes in banking 
practice or volume of production. 

Such transition periods may be referred to as periods of 
inflation. (See the quotation from St. Clair, footnote 14.) 
In addition to the effect on prices they may cause alterations 
in production. While this additional purchasing power is 
being introduced some prices will tend to rise. If this in
creased demand is assumed to be permanent, it may lead to 
the over-development of the lines of industry affected. When 
the demand returns to its previous level, the results of this 
expansion may lead to readjustments of these industries 
serious enough to induce a .. depression ". 

The type of inflation which is most likely to occur is that 
resulting from the overestimation of the values of goods. 
When credit is extended, certain business concerns or whole 
industries may be permitted to spend, by anticipation, in
comes which do not in fact materialize. This spending may 
be done by any or all of the factors of production engaged 
in these activities. The effect is to stimulate the demand 
for other goods. When the error becomes apparent, it will 
be necessary to curtail the expenditures of the industry in 
which the error was made. The effect of this on the in
dustries stimulated by the fictitious credit will be twofold. 
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They will find not only that the additional demand has dis
appeared, but that the demand is even less than .. normal ". 

The Relation of Bank Credit to Gold 

The justifiable conclusion to be drawn from the arguments 
thus far presented is that bank credit may be expected to 
expand and contract as changes in the volume of production 
alter the need for a generally acceptable medium of exchange. 
The only necessary limitations to the expansion of bank 
credit are set by the production of economic values. II This 
being true, what role may be assigned to gold? There 
have been two: the first is that it sets a limit to the expansion 
of bank credit; the second that it is the basis of bank credit. 
The first of these is well expressed by Hawtrey as follows: 
.. Gold may be needed for any or all of three distinct 
purposes. It may be needed for circulation as coin, or to 
form a reserve against the circulation of paper, or for export 
to a foreign country." 11 

11 It is to be noted that this is not .ynonymOUI with changes in the 
physical volume of production. Much of the labor and material. enter
ing into extractive and manufacturing activities dOei not result in pro
portional increases in values. 

II Hawtrey, op. cit .. p. 74-
C/. the following: 
" ••• -credit itself rests upon a metallic basis. Thil basi. imposes real 

limits on the advance of pricel through the extension of uedit. If pricel 
rise in that way, wages rise and retail pricea rise, and at once more actual 
cash is required for internal trade of the country. Similarly as regard. 
the foreign tradt', a rise in pricea would .timulate importl and check ell
ports, and tend to cause a drain of gold. H Nicholson. op. cit., p. 147. 

or again: 

"The demand lor money increases as national wealth grOWl and if for 
any reason the production of gold fall. behind thie rate of increase and 
is not sufficiently compensated by economies in the use of gold, conditions 
would be created which would tend to restrict the basie and hence the 
pyramid of credit and so depress prices". League of Nations, R,porl 
0/ ,he Gold Dtkgllliort, p. 30-
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None of these limitations, however, need be invariable 
in its effect. Banking history shows that each of them has 
been so modified as to reduce the force of its influence. It 
is quite likely that if the extension of credit could be properly 
controlled, gold might be dispensed with altogether. In 
recent years it has been almost entirely withdrawn from 
circulation in western countries. It has been dispensed with 
as a means of settling inter-bank obligations within a country 
through the introduction or development of central banking. 
Its importance in the settlement of international balances has 
been reduced by the practice of redeeming national currencies 
in foreign drafts. Legal minimum reserve requirements 
remain as the major factor tending to establish a quantita
tive relation between gold and credit. But such reserve 
percentages as have been maintained in practice have been 
subject to sufficient variations to caution the monetary theorist 
against assuming a definite quantitative relationship between 
gold and credit. Furthermore, the recent changes in bank
ing laws, permitting the inclusion of foreign exchange in 
the legal reserve, indicates a new attitude toward the mean
ing of reserves.lf 

If See the League of Nations, Retor' of 'he Gold Delegation, p. 13-
Beckhart lists the measures taken in the United States to safeguard 

gold during the war as follows: amendment of the federal reserve act 
to lower the reserves held by member banks, concentratinlg these reset'Ves 
in the federal reserve banks, encouraging state banks to join the federal 
reserve System or to keep their reserves with the reserve banks, exchange 
of federal reserve notes for the gold held by the banks and the public, 
discouragement of the domestic use of gold, strict control over foreign 
exchange and the export of gold. See B. H. Beckhart, Disco"", Policy 
of ,he F,deral Restnlt! System (New York, 1924), pp. 252, 253-

Burgess presents charts of the working reserves of national banks 
in the United States, showing that from 1913 to 1926 these have been 
reduced from 34% to 20.5%. (See also the charts in appendix A in the 
same book.) W. R. Burgess, The Federal R,Stf'W Banks GIld ,he Mollt!y 
Markel (New York, 1927), pp. 32, 33. 

The following table is taken from E. G. Peake," A. Acotlemic S'wly 
DJ SO,", MDIIt!y Markel GIld Other Statistics (London, 1926), P. '/2. 
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The second role assigned to gold in relation to bank credit 
is frequently stated only by implication. As a result of the 
observation that gold reserves are a fraction of the amount 
of bank credit there is a tendency to assume that the gold 
.. generates" the bank credit. The implication is strength
ened by the ability to demonstrate analytically and statistic
ally that an increase in gold reserves may permit a multiple 
expansion of bank credit. (See for example the work of 
Angell and Ficek quoted above.) But it has been our in
tention to show that the expansion of bank credit can also 
be explained on the assumption that there is no gold reserve 
at all. The point is that gold is not the generating influence. 
It is a limiting factor. We have also tried to show that it 
acts in this capacity through being drained away. That is 
to say, the extent to which the multiple expansion may be 
carried is a function of the amount lost during or after such 

TABLE 10 SHOW PROPORTIONS BETWEEN LIABII.lTIES (0. Ncnu 

AND DEPOSITS) AND GOLD 

Bank 0/ England Btmlf 0/ FraNCI R,ichsballi 
1880 .••.••••••. 53% 61 
1885 ••.•••••••• 45 34 60 
Illgo ........... 42 39 59 
18g5 ........... 58 SO 64 
1900 ........ • .. 40 46 49 
1905 ........ :.. 49 57 51 
1910 ........... 53 59 .s 

J. W. Angell and K. F. Ficek have recently published a thorougb 
analysis of the limitations imposed on the CXlIGlnsiOll of bank credit by 
reserve requirements. The limiting factors entering into their formulae 
are: the minimum reserve requirements, the percentage of cash in cir
culation to the amount of bank deposits, the percentage of loana re
quired as minimum balances, and the amount of gold exported as a result 
of the credit expansion. II The Expamion of Bank Credit," /0tI#WIJl ,,/ 
Political Economy, voL xli, DOS. 1 and 2, February and April, 193J. 

For an analysis of the supply and demand in the gold marlrd ICC 

Hawtrey, The Gold StandtJrd itl The0J7 find PrtKticl (London, 1927), 
ch. ii. 
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expansion. It is, therefore, more important to study the 
conditions which lead to these drains than to seek a per
centage relationship which gold may be expected to bear to 
bank credit. The demand for gold should be thought of as 
the amount which may be lost because of the character of 
the debt-credit structure, rather than as a percentage of the 
total volume of bank credit. In this way, it may be possible 
to learn how to control the expansion of credit so that the 
drain will not take place. It is not the international drains 
alone which are of importance, but also those between banks 
in the same country. This applies whether there is a central 
bank or not. A mUltiple expansion of credit on a given 
amount of gold may take place in such a way that some 
banks will find that they are unable to maintain their reserve 
position. This leads to a collapse of the debt-credit structure 
though no foreign drain occurs. This can be avoided only 
by close attention to the assets which the banks are acquiring 
as a result of the expansion. In the next chapter, the con
ditions under which the clearance of credit or the offsetting 
of debts may be expected to take place are presented. It is 
hoped that the discussion will demonstrate that a banking 
system operated toward the end of maintaining perfection 
of clearance will work to economically desirable ends. 
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APPENDIX 4 

TUE FUNCTIONS OP BANKING 

" As the confidence on which credit is grounded extends itself, 
means are developed by which even the smallest portions of 
capital, the sums which each person keeps by him to meet con
tingencies, are made available for productive uses. The prin
cipal instruments for this purpose are banks of deposit." J. S. 
Mill, op. cit., vol. ii, pp. 51; 52 . 

.. When the practice, however, has grown up of keeping this 
reserve not in his own custody but with a banker, many smaU 
sums, previously lying idle, become aggregated in the banker's 
hands; and the banker, being taught by experience what propor
tion of the amount is likely to be wanted in a given time • • • 
is able to lend the remainder, • . • to producers and dealers. 
. .." Ibid., p. 52 • 

.. A bank is an institution which specializes in two funda
mental operations. It lends credit to people who have need of 
of it, or in other words it guarantees the credit of individuals 
by substituting therefor the credit of the bank which is accept
able to everyone. In order to furnish this credit to those in 
need of it, the bank borrows from those who have funds to lend. 
These two main functions of borrowing and lending credit arc 
the special characteristics of banking institutions." C. W • 

...Phelps,.The Foreign Expansion of American Banks, p. S. 
Phillips also adopts this idea of borrowing and lending as the 

typical banking function. Deposits in banks are thought of as 
loans by individuals to the bank. See pages 2-3 of his Ba"k 
Credit. 

Contrast the joUO'UIing statements with those above: 
., Out of this grows the general opinion that the bank borrower 

obtains a loan of something at the bank and pays a kind of rental 
for its use at a fixed percentage rate, the aggregate sum paid 
depending upon the time for which the loan is made, while at 
the end of the time the funds are returned. A different view ot 
it is obtained when we think of the bank as rendering a service-
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that of making the customers' own purchasing power effective in 
exchange for other goods and measuring its charge in propor
tion to the time or period over which this set:Vice continues to be 
rendered." Willis and Edwards, op. cit., p. 17. 

" To draw the conclusion, as is frequently done, that the in
crease in time deposits led to the increase in investments would 
be quite erroneous. That would infer that time deposits were 
the result of savings. To a certain extent this is true, but to a 
larger extent the increase in time deposits was simply one mani
festation of the total increase in credit, expanding upon an en
larged credit base. Investments were perhaps rather a C(Uf.S1J 

for the increase in deposit totals than a result:' (Italics mine). 
B. H. Beckhart, The New York Money Market, vol. iv, p. 36. 

" When a banker lends, we say that he grants or creates credit 
or • a credit'. This is a loose way of describing a double trans
action. The banker assumes an immediate obligation to his 
customer, in exchange for the customer's obligation to him at 
a future date". Hawtrey, Currency and Credit, p. 9. 

"With a modern banking system, however, the process of 
transformation is obscured: for such a banking-system not only 
itself creates the most important forms of money (whether 
notes or cheque-breeding deposits), but creates them mainly by 
way of loans to the business world. By expending these loans 
business men procure practically the whole of that part of the 
expansion of Circulating Capital which they are not willing to 
provide by Direct Lacking." Robertson, Banking Policy and 
the Price Level, p. 51 . 

.. It is dear, therefore that in the process of exchanging its 
own credit for that of a borrower, the bank has monetized credit. 
II has created purchasing power which did not exist before, 
since it has supplied the borrower with a means of paying his 
debts, without in any way reducing Hie amount of money in the 
hands of the other members of the community." (Italics his). 
James, op. cit., pp. 194-195 . 

.. Bank credit is, however, nothing but a fund of purchasing 
power and, as we have already observed, the commercial banks 
create the greater part of that purchasing power." Ibid., p. 223. 
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II To put it crudely, banking is a'device for coining into dollars 
(note: not gold dollars but money of account )-land, stores, and 
other wealth not otherwise generally exchangeable." Irving 
Fisher, op. cit., p. 41. 

II In short, goOds in warehouse or on shipboard of a salable 
or bankable kind, i. e., of a kind which lenders believe can be 
realized upon promptly, can be coined by credit into a present 
means of payment; and their value can be immediately set into 
the circulatory movement of exchange against other goods simi
larly treated." Laughlin, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 18. 

II It enables a man having salable, specific goods to change 
them into control over goods in general and obtain any desired 
division of their value." Ibid., p. 19. 

Gregory points out that Pennington, in Tooke and Newmarch, 
vol. ii, p. 369, makes statements which, II • • • embody in a suc
cinct and remorseless style the germ of the modern theories of 
the nature of bank deposits." T. E. Gregory, An Introductio. 
1o Tooke and NewmoJ'ch's " A History of Prices and of the 
State of the Circulation from I792 to 1856 ", p. II. 

For a recent discussion of the question whether bank credit is 
best measured by loans or deposits see: Lauchlin Currie, "Treat
ment of Credit in Contemporary Monetary Theory", Th6 
Journal of Political Economy, vol. xli, no. I, Feb. 1933, pp. 
58-79· 

The_ following are examples of statements expressing the 
results obtained by the banking process: 

"The manufaCturer sells to the wholesale dealer, the latter 
sells to the retailer, and the retailer to the consumer. By the 
intervention of the banker, however, the transactions of many 
different individuals, or even of many branches of trade, are 
brought to a. focus, and a large proportion of payments can be 
balanced off against each other." Jevons, op. cit., p. 247. 

" A class pf men is formed, who make it their business to deal 
in these securities, or evidences of debt. • • • Banks become, in 
this way, substantially bookkeepers for their customers." 
Colwell, op. cit., p. 9. 



CHAPTER IV 

CLEARANCE 

Introduction 

HAVING outlined the nature of banking and the credit 
system, we are now ready to consider the demand for gold. 
It would seem from the foregoing analysis that in a perfectly 
functioning system of credit, there would be no need of gold. 
But the credit system does not function perfectly and it is 
for this reason that there is a demand for gold. Whenever 
the off-setting of debts through the banking system does not 
take place, a demand for gold arises.1 Review of the mech
;nism of a credit economy indicates four types of clearance 
which might break down, namely, clearance between indi
viduals, between banks, between banking systems, and be
tween a banking system and the public. I 

Clearance between Individuals 

The first of these is the clearance of debts between indi
viduals. The whole credit system rests on the trade rela
tions between individuals. In an economic order character. 
ized by division of labor, the continuing exchange of goods is 
the primary essential. When a credit system has been 
developed, II purchases and sales continue to be made in 
terms of gold and silver coin, but equivalent quantities of 

1 This must be modified to include the cases where a central bank holds 
the gold reserves of the other banks. In this case, the first effect is an 
increased demand for central bank deposits. 

I II Qear.mce U is used in a broad sense to mean the liquidation of debts 
by offsetting them against credits. It will be seen that banking theory, 
as presented in this monograph, is a part of the theory of economic equi
librium. 

III 
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goods thus estimated are made to pay for each other.'" In 
the purchase of goods, debts thus stated are incurred; in the 
sale of goods, similar credits are obtained. .. Goods" of 
course, must be interpreted broadly to mean II goods and ser
vices n. In order that clearance may take place, the indi
vidual must. sell as much as he buys. This process of off
setting debts against credits takes place in the individual'. 
bank account. Instead of being indebted to other business 
men and offsetting these debts by transferring to his creditors 
the obligations of his debtors he concentrates his debts in a 
bank debt which is settled by giving the bank claims on other 
banks. These claims he obtains by selling goods. 

Thus it is seen that the study of credit does not proceed 
from a study of money.· It more properly starts with an 
understanding of trade. Business in a well developed credit 
economy is not retarded by a shortage or lack of money. 
The difficulties of business arise from a breakdown of trade. 
This is not caused by a shortage of money or credit, but by 
a disruption of exchange and clearance. It cannot be righted 
by a credit policy, but must be corrected by a change in trade 
policy. If a man is unable to pay his obligations, it is an 
indication not of an inability to borrow money, but of an 
inability to sell goods. He has been engaged in an activity 

'-'which he assumed would result in exchangeable values equiv
alent to his obligations but which has not. 

When business men enter into trade or exchange transac
tions, they do- not express their obligations in terms of the 
commodities involved, but rather in abstract units variously 

• w. S. ]eVQDS, 01. til., p. 186. 
• C/. Colwell, .. The credit system does not, then, really furnish a .ub

stitute for money, 50 much as a mode of dispensing with it." 01. til., 
P.193. 

Also. .. The inquiry which we prosecute, to ascertain the nature and 
doctrine of money, is, what is commerce, and what it the nature of the 
agency of money in its affairs." Colwell, 01. til., Introduction, p. I. 
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called dollars, pounds or francs. I f business men are able to 
sell their products for a larger total number of these units 
than their debts come to, cancellation or offset is possible. If 
there is a balance, this must be settled in some other way. 
For purposes of definiteness in the transactions, it is agreed 
that these differences will be settled in a universally desirable 
commodity, gold. While the prices representing the ex
change value of the goods are expressed in gold, they are 
at least over short periods, more closely related to each other 
than to gold. The position taken here is that prices are more 
accurately thought of as representing exchange relationships 
between goods than as representing the relationship between 
individual commodities and gold. D Changes in the price level 
are more accurately thought of as changes in the degree of 
exchangeability of goods than as changes in the value of gold. 
With the development of business activity, there grows up a 
complex of prices through which goods are related to each 
other as raw material and finished products, substitute pro-

a The attention of the reader is directed to the fol\owing: "In think
ing graphical\y of price changes we should think, not of the movements 
of a single curve, such as represents adequately the Bank of England 
rate, but of a broad, irregular band, within which many lines are moving, 
some up, some down, some horizontal\y-lines which are rather far apart 
near the edges of the band but thickly congregated near the middle, and 
which keep crossing each other as they shift their relative positions • 

.. It is true that an investigator often writes of series like bank clearings 
or price indexes as if they represented magna tudes not less definite than 
the Bank of England rate. Doubtless there are problems which justify 
the practice-problems in which the one matter of significance is the net 
resultant of a complicated mass of movements. Yet such problems are 
rare, and it is always wise ,to ask explicitly whether the hy>pothesis in 
use does not require that notice be taken of the diversity of movements 
which are hidden in the simple-seeming aggregates or averages, certainly 
we do not get the full benefit of the statistical approach to the study of 
business cycles, unless we keep in mind the range and variety of the 
changes which' most of our time series represent." W. C. Mitchell, 
BNSiness Cycles, Tlae p,.oblem and lIS Setting (New York, 1927), pp. 
207-9· 
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ducts, joint products, complementary products. etc. It is 
necessary for the continuity of trade that the prices of vari
ous products be so adjusted to one another that profitable 
operation of business will be possible. I f they are so related 
offsetting of debts can take place without the employment 
of gold. It is the maladjustment of prices which interrupts 
purchases and sales, and hence induces non-clearance and a 
resort to gold. Changes in prices are more intimately related 
to changes in other prices than they are to changes in the 
total quantity of gold. They are more intimately related to 
what Mill calls the .. state of credit" than to the quantity of 
credit instruments. The amount which a business man can 
buy is dependent on the amount which he can sell. The 
prices he is able to pay depend on the price at which he can 
sell. As long as the relationship of prices is such as to keep 
trade flowing, the debts incurred in business (and conversely, 
the credit extended) will clear; and neither the volume of 
business done, nor the prices at which it is done will be 
dependent on the quantity of gold. Nor will it depend on 
the volume of media of exchange (bank credit or bank notes), 
introduced from the outside for, as shown above, business 
men create their own media of exchange with the expansion 
of trade.' The abstract units in which they state their debts 

~. are technically called the .. money of account ".' This money 

• See "pro, p. 40-
, Great emphasis bas been laid by many writers 011 the concept of money 

of account. Most of them, however, lose .ight of it in their diJc:ussioa 
of the control of credit and consider only the quantitative relationship' 
of objective exchange media. Ct. the fonowing: .. The basis of IIIOIIdary 

theory should be the money of account". Hawtrey, Ctwf'eflC1 tIfI4 Cudil, 
P. 2. (Italics his) • 

.. Suppose then that society is civilized, and that money does DOt exist. 
Goods are brought to market and exc1wIged. But even though there is 
no medium of exc1wIge, it does not follow that they must be bartered 
directJ,y for one another. If a man sells a toll of coal to another, this 
will create a debt from the buyer to the seller. But the buyer will have 
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of account becomes related to and kept at parity with 

been himself a seller to some one else and the seller will have been him
self also a buyer. The dealers in the market can meet together and set 
olf their debts and credits. But for this purpose the debts and credits, 
which represent the purchase and sale of a variety of goods, must be 
reduced to some common measure. . . • This is what is technically called 
a • money of account' • . • Even when money is used, it may occasion
ally happen that the unit for the calculation of debts diverges in some 
degree from exact correspondence with the money in circulation.." Ibid., 
p. 2 (Italics his.) 

.. Money-of-account •.• is the primary concept of a theory of money." 
Keynes, op. cit., vol. i, p. I. 

Colwell devotes an entire chapter to the concept in his Ways and 
Means. He also published two articles on the subject, one in Hunt's 
Merchants MaglUine, April, 1852, and one in the Bankers Magtuin.e, July 
and August, 1857. The following are quotations from his Ways and 
Mtans: .. Gold and Silver are commodities of great value in small com
pass, selected for coinage, and made the legal standard of payment; money 
of account is the language in which prices are expressed, and books of 
account are kept." Introduction, p. 2 • 

.. We distinguish, then between the term money, as applied to giving 
prices, to keeping books of account, to ex.pressing sums on the face of 
promissory notes, bills of exchange, and other securities, and the term 
money, as applied to coins used in making a payment; and this distinction 
we hold to be so important, that the subject cannot be well understood 
without it." Ibid., pp. 2-3 • 

.. Money by which we intend coins of gold or silver, is neither a stand
ard of value, a measure of value, nor a representative of value. The 
precious metals are commodities of value, and do not, of course, lose 
that quality, though they gain another, by being coined. They become, 
by coinage and the law of legal tender, a sttmdard of payme"". Every 
man may, by law, claim payment in coins; that is, for any commodity 
previously sold, for any debts due, every person IIlay exact the expressed 
equivalent in the commodity gold and silver assayed and coined at the 
mint in denominatiolllS agreeing with the owney of account." Ibid., pp. 
3-4 (italics mine). 

Colwell also gives an account of the history of the doctrine of money 
of account and quotes from Leon Fancher, Sur L'Or d sur L'Argenl 
and P. Kelly, T/" Universal Cambist anti Commercial IMtructor, etc. 
Of the origill5 of the doctrine he says: .. Sir James Stewart, in whose 
works we first find distinctly set forth the existence and uses of a money 
of account, did not speak of it nor propose it as a currency; he did not 
regard it as money." Ways and MtaM, p. 63. 
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II money" (usually gold) through the banks, which stand 
ready to assist in the clearance of debts and to provide the 
gold for the settlement of that portion which does not clear. 

The significance of the concept of a money-of-account lies 
in the new orientation which it gives to the idea of the value 
of money. It appears quite possible that the value of the 
money of account (as measured by an index of prices) may 
be quite different from that of gold over short or cyclical 
periods. Prices, we have seen, are not in the first instance 
related to the quantity of gold, but to other prices and the 
ability of business men to make purchases without making 
immediate payment. The payments which they eventually 
make are not made in gold, but are effected through the 
process of offsetting debts and credits. The banks assist in 
this process and so long as it takes place, the volume of gold 
in the country is not a dominating factor. There is, there
fore, the possibility of price fluctuations, starting with one 
commodity, or in some group of commodities and spreading 
to others through the interrelationships which exist between 
prices as indicated above. These changes will be reflected 
in any index of prices which may be constructed. Hawtrey 
gives a good description of the cumulative nature of these 
price changes and indicates that there is no limit to which an 
upwaid or downward movement may go under non-gold 
standard conditions.- It seems improbable however, that 
a movement once started, will proceed indefinitely, for this 
would assume that perfect adjustment between related prices 
is maintained, thus permitting the continuance of trade and 
the clearance of credit. But it is difficult to imagine such 

"No writer, so far as we know, bas apprehended more clearly the 
nature of a mODe)' of account, than the MarquiJ Garnier. He publilhed 
afterwards in 1819. a • History of Money from the highest antiquity to 
1be reign of Charlemagne '. The latter work contains a chapter of 
Moneys of account ••• " Ibid .. p. 75. 

- Cllrreru:, Gild Credit, p. IJ. 
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perfect adjustment, and statistical analysis shows that prices 
undergo serious shifts in their relationships to one another 
during periods when their average is rising.' There comes a 
time, therefore, when these business men find that the new 
relationships of prices make it impossible for them to main
tain their sales, or a balanced relationship between their re
ceipts and expenditures and then clearance breaks down. 
Conversely, with a declining tendency in prices, there comes 
a time when prices reach such a relationship that business 
men, who previously found it impossible to conduct their 
business due to a maladjustment, are again able to buy and 
sell at such prices that clearance within their business takes 
place, their credit is reestablished and they are able to make 

8" A detailed study of the movements of individual price series shows 
that the cycles which are discernible in the movements of a general price 
index are the nct resultants of a host of widely different movements in 
the prices of individual commodities. The prices of some commodities 
do not conform to general bU9iness cycles at all. Those commodities that 
do reflect a general cycle in their price movements differ materially 
among themselves in respect to the timing of revival and recession and 
in the duration and amplitude of their cyclical swings. Cycles in com
modity prices appear as broad tendencies among varied movements." 
Frederick C. Mills, The Behavior of Prices (New York, 1927), p. 437. 
See especially ch. i, sec. iv and ch. iii, sees. iv, v. 

Mills Quotes W. C. Mitchell, F. Y. Edgeworth and Norman Crump, 
". • • with a rising price level the dispersion of price relatives increases, 
while the degree of dispersion declines with falling 'Prices" •.•. 

.. A rising price level, in Crump's view, is accompanied by an increase 
of dispersion. Sooner or later the price maladjustments which result 
from wider dispersion become so acute, that trade is thrown out of gear 
and collapses. • The rise in prices contains the seeds of its own decay.''' 

Mills does not find that his own study confirms this view. .. We may 
conclude that in so far as the dispersion of prices is affected by changes 
in the price level it is the degree or violence, of the change, not the 
direction of change, which is important. The coefficient is not high 
enough, however, to indicate that changes in the price level are the only 
factors affecting dispersion. There appear to be internal movements, 
unconnected with changes in the price level, which the index of dis
persion enables us to follow." Ibid., p. 284. 
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further purchases, thus arresting an "indefinite decline in 
prices. 

Clearance between Banks 

The degree of clearance possible in business is reflected in 
the perfection of bank clearings, for banking is the hand
maiden of business. It facilitates trade but does not create 
it. While it is true that trade can flow more readily with 
banking than without it, the existence of banks will not in 
and of itself create trade where there would otherwise be no 
possibility of trade. This important and se1f~vident truth 
is very often overlooked. In periods of trade stagnation it 
is assumed that the banks hold a magical power of restor
ing business to some previous high volume by expanding their 
liabilities. This position is probably arrived at from the 
observation that the refusal of banks to finance existing trade 
retards that trade, thus forcing business to resort to a more 
cumbrous and less efficient mechanism of exchange. By 
careless logic it is assumed that the converse of this proposi
tion is also true, namely, that banks have the power of creat
ing trade or restoring trade which has broken down. 

Insofar as aU of the members of a closed economy are 
customers of the same bank and so long as they use no other 

-" forms of money, the bank can extend credit to these custom
ers without fear of losing reserves. If II A " has made a 
sale to liB" and drawn a draft against him, this draft might 
be given to ,i C " at a discount to settle a previous obligation 
or to acquire new goods. Ie But it is the function of banking 

Ie Colwell describes this process as follows: .. The practice of payins' 
or extinguishing debts by the process of clearing, now becoming so com
mOD among the banks, is not new. Three centuries ago, a very large 
proportion of the payments of Central Europe were made in that way. 
Then it was effected. 011 a large sc:a1e, between individual.; now it is 
wholly confined to the banks. Then it was the chief mode of accompli.sh
ing the vast payments arising from the trade of the multitudilJOUJ fain 
of that period; and it so continued until other modes of commerce sup-
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to eliminate this cumbrous exchange system by exchanging 
its promise for that of "B ".11 In creating this obligation 
against itself, the bank does not lay itself open to a drain of 
gold, for since by hypothesis all people use banking facilities 
and all in this particular community use the same bank, the 
check drawn by " A " will be redeposited by "C". Thus 
the clearing position of the bank will be unaffected, for the 
check drawn by " A " will just match itself when deposited 
by "C". " B" is subsequently supposed to liquidate his 
obligation to the bank by the sale of his products. In mak
ing such a sale he will receive a claim against the bank which 
was originally created by the bank in favor of another. Thus 
the bank's obligations and those of " B " are reduced by the 

planted that of the fairs. The clearing at .the fairs was simply a process 
of setting-off debts against debts-the same, in effect, as balancing book 
accounts. A said to B., you owe me a thousand florins; pay that amount 
for me to C., to whom I am in debt. This being done, A. is acquitted, 
and thus the process goes on. It is obvious that the final balances, among 
hundreds assembled for tha.t purpose, may be reached by setting-off 
mutual debts, and drawing verbally on each other at sight, where the 
process involves more than two persons, and thus continuing to pay, until 
the result is reached of those who have more coming to them than they 
had to pay, and of those who had more to pay than they had due to 
them." Ways IJ1Id Means, Introduction, pp. 14-15. 

Note: In the development of the .theory of money, the fundamental 
idea expressed above of A instructing B ,to pay C has come to be ex
pressed as the velocity of credit. This view fastens attention on the 
inherent capacity of some type of credit instrument to circulate rather 
than on the more important fact that for the p'rocess to be possible at all 
there must be a flow of trade to make the offset possible. Thus instead 
of directing first attention in the study of credit to the necessity of 
reciprocal trade in order that the credit system may perform its function 
of offsetting the debts, the impression is conveyed that the velocity of 
credit instruments is of first importance and that if it is high or can 
be increased, -trade will be improved. 

11 When the open-book method of finance is used by the business men, 
co A" retains his claim against .. B" and gives his own promise to the 
bank instead. Both methods come to much the same thing, for II A" 
would be contingently liable for a discounted draft. 
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same amount and the transaction between" A .. and .. B " i. 
finally liquidated. The goods have been exchanged and the 
memoranda of the values involved; have been cancelled.lI 

But suppose that .. B" is unable to sell his good. in ex
change for a claim on the bank. If the situation i. serious 
enough, that is, if he must reduce the price of his product too 
far, .. B" fails and is unable to repay the bank or liquidate 
the credit originally extended. What is the effect of this on 
the bank? Assuming, still, that everyone uses the bank and 
that no gold is in circulation, there is no effect on the bank. 
Its clearings will still be in balance, for every check drawn 
will be redeposited with no drain on its reserves. There i. 
apparently an upset of the equality of its assets and liabilities, 
for" B's .. obligation which formed part of the bank'. port
folio is now worthless, while its own obligations remain 
unchanged. Although the net worth of the bank will be re
duced, its reserves are unaffected, for it is still able to meet 
all of its obligations by merely transferring them from one 
account to another. In fact, we are forced to the conclusion 
that it makes no difference whether the bank has a portfolio 
at all. 

The significance of this situation lies in another direction. 
The effect has been to inflate the media of exchange and to 

"" depreCiate the value of the money of account. The volume 
of the media of exchange created, stated in terms of the 

11 "On the static assumptions, aD • ideal credit ecOl1OlJl7' i.e perfectly 
possible. If everything that needs to be marketed i.e perfectly market
able, if the stream of business flows ngularly and without friction in 
the same channels. if all contingencies are foreseen and elated in advance, 
a bank needs DO cash reserve. All payments CaD be made by bank-credit. 
Bank bookkeeping becomes merely a refinement of barter, with moneY 
remaining as a measure of values, a unit for reckoning, but not beinc 
used as a medium of exchange, or as a bearer of options, or in resena. 
The measure of values function i.e the great ltauc function of 1IJDDe1." 
B. M. Anderson, Val", 01 Mow" p. 54J. 

See also Hawtrey, Currency ,,114 Cr,dit, ch. L 
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money of account, has been larger than the value of the goods 
on which it was based, as measured by the amount of the 
money of account which people were willing to give for them. 
Since the amount of bank credit extended on the basis of 
certain goods was greater than people were subsequently 
willing to give for these goods, the people have more to spend 
on other things. What the final result will be will depend on 
the directions in which these additional funds become 
effective. 

If the bank in the above illustration is a member of a 
system of banks, its responsibilities and vulnerability are dif
ferent. The bank becomes indebted not only to its own cus
tomers but to customers of other banks. Therefore, the fail..: 
ure of " B " may result in an unmatched or uncleared drain 
on the bank's cash.I1 Thus, a bank's clearing position d~· 
pends on certain analyzable factors. Those which bring 
claims to it are; new depositors, the deposits of its customers, 
and repayment of loans, aside from incidental items of an 
earnings nature. Those which tend to· cause a drain on its 
cash are chiefly, the making of loans, the withdrawals of its 
customers, and the loss of depositors. The gain or loss of 
depositors can be eliminated from consideration for no con
sistent policy can be developed on this basis. 

Secondly, the routine deposits and withdrawals of custom
ers would ordinarily not be expected to give rise to a net 
drain or increase in cash, for usually each depositor will 
attempt to maintain some average balance. What this aver
age deposit is for each customer can be determined by careful 
analysis of the bank's accounts. The ability of the bank to 

18 .. If the issues of a bank are in such credit as to be employed as 
money, ,but not in demand enough to carry them back to the bank in 
payment, they leave the vicinity of the bank, or pass into other channels 
of circulation, and become liable to be returned, not in payments of debts 
due to the bank, but as a demand on the bank for specie." Colwell, 
op. cit., p. 505. 
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maintain its cash reserves then depends upon the relation of 
the volume of its new loans to the repayments of old loans. 
If these are not repaid the bank will be subject to unfavor
able clearings and loss of reserves. Underlying the ability 
of the bank's customers to repay, is their ability to sell. Each 
of the bank's customers must sell as much as he buys on 
credit in order for the bank to remain solvent This holds 
true even though the proceeds of the loans 'when originally 
made were paid away to customers of the same bank. The 
recipients of this bank credit have evidently made sales to 
the borrower and if members of the community which is 
served by this bank do not return to the borrower as much 
of the bank's credit as was extended to him, they may pay it 
away to the customers of other banks. 

More important, however, is the trade between the custom-
. ers of one bank and those of other banks. When a bank', 

customers make purchases from the customers of other 
banks, it is essential to the solvency of the first bank 
that either these or other customers make an equivalent 
volume of sales to the outside community. If these are 
not forthcoming the bank has not the means except by 
borrowing, to meet the unfavorable clearings. Obviously, 
it is not necessary that payments between any two banks be 

-. reciprocal any more than that the payments between two 
specific business men be reciprocal. Inter-bank clearance 
offsets the debts which can be offset, leaving only net debtors 
and creditors to settle balances. The concern of any indi
vidual bank is that it be not consistently net debtor. It will 
avoid this only when the debts and credits of each of its cus
tomers are clearing individually and when the debts and 
credits between its customers in the aggregate and the cus
tomers of other banks in the aggregate are offsetting. And 
these conditions will prevail only when the sales of each of 
its customers offset their purchase and when the sales of its 
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customers to those of all other banks are offset by purchases 
from them. 

The loss of reserves does not indicate that the bank has 
extended too much credit, but that it has extended it improp
erly. As quoted above, the proper study of money is the 
study of trade. We see, therefore, that the bank's primary 
task is to analyze the credit which it grants in such a manner 
as to determine the likelihood of the continuance of reciprocal 
trade. 

Temporary unfavorable clearing balances will appear in 
the business of every bank. While the loss of reserves need 
not mean that the bank has extended credit improperly, it may 
mean that reciprocal trade has taken place with a time lag 
of a few weeks or months. In such cases temporary borrow
ing from other banks or from the central bank will bridge 
over the gap. Also in cases where an excess volume of 
purchases from other communities are of continuing nature, 
they may be offset by the sale of the securities of the purchas
ing community to the selling community. 

Clearance between Banking Systems 

Just as each individual offsets through his bank, his debts 
and credits to the rest of the community, and as the bank 
offsets the debts and credits of its customers with the cus
tomers of other banks, so the banking system offsets the debts 
and credits between the citizens of the nation and those of 
other nations. If the transactions between the members of 
a banking system and those of all other banking systems are 
reciprocal, they can be cleared through the banking systems. 
I f they are not, the banking systems receive the signal 
through gold movements. This gold movement does not 
necessarily indicate that too large an aggregate of bank credit 
is outstanding and that credit in general should therefore be 
contracted. It does mean either that too much credit is being 
extended to domestic importers or that loans to foreigners 
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on short or long term are too large. Colwell expresses an 
important thought when he says, 

. If the importing merchants of the country have, therefore, in 
competition with foreigners, imported too many goods, and they 
find a short supply of foreign bills to make their foreign remit
tances, that furnishes no sound reason why the merchants and 
manufacturers of the interior should be embarrassed in their 
business, or why they should not be supplied-with the regular 
quantity of domestic currency which that business requires!· 

The essence of banking has probably been better expounded 
in its international relations than in any other phase. Every 
student of elementary economic theory will, like a parrot, 
repeat that imports must pay for exports.1I But the theory 

14 The Ways alld MeaM 0/ Payme"', p.223-

16 It is hardly necessary to give a detailed cxpolitioa of this theory, 
for it has been treated extensively and with a greater degree of unanimity 
than almost any other doctrine in economic theory. C/. the fotlowinc: 

"Now between any two centres the thfftDlfd for remittances iD one 
direction constitutes the $WIlly of the means of remittinc in the other. 
A disparity between them is simply a lign that .upply and demand 110 

longer balance." Hawtrey, CtlfTnlCY an4 Credit, ,. S9 (italia his) • 
.. If France exports to the amount of • hlUldred millionl to England, 

and the latter to the amount of ninety-five miltiOlll to France, the in
debtedness between them, to the amount of ninety-five mi11iOlll on each 
part, !$ ,adjusted by biltl of exchange, and other cleviCCl of credit. The 
precious metals are called in to pay the ba1ance of five millions. There 
is, indeed, no resemb1ance between this use of the preciOlll metall and 
the processes of credit by which this vast indebtedness of one hundred 
and ninety-five milliOlll would be fully paid and IettJed. On the ~ 
trary, the five mi1\ions worth of gold and .ilver employed to coyer this 
remaining debt would be merely another commodity cxported to brine 
the transactions between the natiOlll to • balance.· Colwen. 0'. cit .. p. 166. 

Note: The importance' for the theory of the value of IIIOneJ is that 
the demand for gold is not determined by the volume of trade but by the 
degree of equilibrium or reciprocity of the trade. The proces., although 
it seems to be more clear in international transac:tionl than in domeltic, 
is the same in either case. 

.. Thus the use of metat1ic IIIOIIey teemI to be rendered a1moet .uper
fluous, and 50 long as there is DO great disturbance in the balance of 
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of foreign exchange has remained in a pigeon-hole and has 
not been applied to domestic banking. The same principles 
apply to the operation of an individual bank in its relations 
to other banks, and to any group of banks, for instance those 
of a federal reserve district, as against all other banks. 
These principles are that a bank or group of banks should 
endeavor to extend credit in such a way as not to lead to a . . 
break-down of any of the types of clearance whtch we are 
here discussing. If, however, clearance has broken down 
the bank should seek by careful analysis to determine which 
of its borrowers or group of borrowers is responsible for 
this break-down and cease extending credit to them. 

Clearance between the Banks and the Community 

A final aspect of the problem of clearance is the relation 
of the banks to the individuals of the community which they 
serve. Fundamental to the understanding of this process is 
the concept of the extension and liquidation of bank credit. 
Colwell and others following him have stated this in one form 
or another, but the general import might be summarized by 
saying that " the deposits in our banks are the proceeds 01 
discounted commercial paper. The credits issued by the 
banks, of which these deposits are composed, are absorbed 
and wholly extinguished whenever they are paid to the banks. 
Their place is supplied continually by new discounts and new 
credits." 18 This statement might be amended to read: "The 
deposits in our banks are the result of the acquisition of assets 

e~ports and imports, foreign trade is restored to a system of perfected 
barter." Jevons, op. cit., p. 295 (italics his). 

Later expositions modify the simple theory of the equilibrium of trade 
by giving consideration to short and long term loans. These credit trans
actions, however, are subject to <the same types of control as are domestic 
transactions and will be discussed under the topic of control. See E. 5. 
Furniss, Foreign Exchange (Boston, 1922) and J. W. Angell, The Theory 
of IlJJernational Prices (Cambridge, Mass., 1926). 

18 Colwell, Ways alld MeallS, Introduction, p. IS. 
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by the banks." For it makes no difference what these assets 
are, discounted paper or bonds, any increase in banking 
assets leads to an increase in banking liabilities, namely 
deposits.1f 

Once bank credit has come into existence it may circulate 
among business men in the settlement of their mutual obli
gations. Ultimately, however, it is paid to individuals as 
income; for it is by means of checks against the borrowed 
deposits that business makes payments to those who have 
furnished the labor, the capital, and the land used in pro
duction.18 It may in the first instance be paid to otherbusi
ness men, but ultimately it is paid to individuals. It is in 
this way that the banks become indebted to individuals who 
are not indebted to them. It is the reverse flow of this credit 
to the banks through the channels 01 business that maintains 
clearance, in the broadcast sense, and permits the credit 
system to provide for the exchange of goods without the use 
of money. Since this credit was originally established by 
business men in the production of goods, they stand ready 
to receive it again from individuals in the payment for goods, 
to be used in the cancellation or liquidation of their debts to 

1f .. In the first place it creates them in favour of individual cIepositon 
_ . against value received in the shape either of cash or of an order (L Co 

a cheque) authorizing the transfer of a deposit in IOIIIe bank (either 
another bank or itself) •••• But there it a 1«0IIII way in which a bank 
may create a claim against itself. It may iUelf purchase assets. L Co 

add to its investments, and pay for them, in the first instance at least, 
by C9tablishing a claim against itself. Or a bank may create a daim 
against itself in favor of a borrower, in return for hit promise of sub
sequent reimbursement ••• " Keynes, Tr~tJlis, DIt M_y, vol. i. p. 24-

11" Apart from this shuffiing of debts, all the credit created it created 
for the purpose of being paid away in the form of profits, wages. 
salaries, interest, ren~n fact, to provide the incoma of all who c0n

tribute, by their services or their property, to the process of production, 
production being taken in the widest sense to include whatever prodUCCI 
values.- Hawtrey, D,. til. P. 0400 
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the banks.1e In order to remain solvent business men must 
re-acquire, from the community, bank credit on the same 
price basis as that estimated at the time the credit was ex
tended. This applies equally to the individual business man, 
to an industry, and to goods in general. As we shall see 
shortly, the total volume of credit received by individuals 
must be offered for goods, but the distribution of this credit 
by individuals as between various types of goods may not 
be the same as the estimates made by the banks and the busi
ness men in the extension of the credit.20 This is the crux 
of the problem of prices, price levels, and business cycles. 

The individual recipient of an income in the manner out
lined above has two fundamental choices. He may decide 
either to use his income in the purchase of goods for con
sumption or he may decide to II save" it. If he decides on 
consumption, he is offered a wide variety of pooducts. Be
tween them he must make his choice. If in the aggregate 
he decides to consume just as many of each type of goods 
as the business men decided to produce, all the goods will be 
taken off the market. When this is not the case, there will 
tend to be increases in the prices of those products of which 
more is wanted than has been produced and decreases in the 
prices of those products of which less is wanted than has been 
produced. What the net effect of these price changes on 

l' .. The debtors of the banks become such by giving promissory notes 
for commodities of trade in general use; and they stand ready to receive 
for these commodities that bank currency which will pay their debts." 
Colwell, 01. tit., pp. Io-II • 

.. . • . so that it may be taken as broadly true that the consumers' out
lay is applied to paying off indebtedness." Hawkey, op. tit., p. 42. 

80" We have seen that the real fund employed in the payment of 
debts is that arising from the transaction of the business by which the 
debts were created. One circumstance attending this is of very great 
importance-the fund applicable by the credit system to the payments, 
is precisely of sufficient amount to pay all the debts, for the credit and 
debt are counterparts." Colwell, 01. tit., p. lip. 
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the level of prices will be is indeterminate but will be influ
enced by the weights given to the various products in the 
index and on the way in which the products are related as 
complementary goods, substitute products and joint products. 
Even if the total amount spent for consumption goods is 
equal to the aggregate value of these goods, as estimated at 
the time of production and on the basis of which payments 
to the factors of production were made, there is no assurance 
that serious consequences to prices, employment, business, 
land and capital values, and banking will not follow. Those 
products which are left unconsumed will cause a slowing 
down in the operations of the producers, if not suspension 
and failure. The latter is almost sure to follow for the 
weaker members of the industry. This slowing down and 
suspension will cause unemployment which may last for a 
protracted period if the redistribution of the workmen, land 
and capital among the industries meets with considerable 
friction, as is very likely to be the case. Furthermore, the 
difficulties of the business men may be reflected in the condi
tion of their banks. The ability of the banks to accommo
date other industries would thereby be impaired and pro
duction in industries which are otherwise sound might be 
curtailed, owing to the lack of the customary banking fadli-

- ties. If the strain on these banks is serious enough it may 
be transmitted to others through the demand for unusual 
accommodation. And if it is so serious as to cause bank 
failures, the loss, if any, to depositors will be one more com
plicating factor. Perfect dearance, then, between the banks 
and the public depends in the first instance upon an equality 
between the amounts which individuals in the aggregate 
decide to payout for each type of consumption good and 
the estimated values of these goods at the time of 
production. 

A failure of clearance to take place may result from a dis-
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equilibrium of a larger sorti that is, the total spent for con
sumption goods may be either larger or smaller than the total 
estimated value of these goods when produced. We have 
referred to the primary decision which the individual makes 
as being that of consuming or .. saving". It is, however, 
really a decision between the purchase of one of two broad 
classes of goods-consumption goods and capital goods. 
Stated in another way it is a decision between consuming 
and owning.81 This is true, even though the individual 
himself does nothing but increase his bank balance. In this 
case he is doing what Mill so graphically describes. II He is 
passing on to another the decision as to the type of good to 
be purchased. If this is done by increasing the size of his 
checking account, the bank must take that fact into consid
eration in its use of these .. funds", for he may decide t6 
withdraw them at any time. But he may transfer his right 
of decision more directly by the purchase of bonds, stocks, 
mortgages or other instruments. He may do the same in
directly through some type of investing institution, -such as 
a savings bank, trust company, investment trust, life insur
ance company, etc. ~o matter which method is followed, 
income which is not used for consumption is added to the 
demand for ownership of capital goods or their representa
tives in the form of securities. Since ownership is desired 
for the sake of additional future income, the above might 
be stated as a demand for future income. But future in
come, or the earning capacity of capital, is dependent on 
consumption. The price level of securities (using" securi
ties" to mean rights to future earnings of capital goods) 
is therefore not determined simply by the supply of funds 

11 .. When a man is deciding what proportion of his money-income to 
save, he is choosing between present consumption and the ownership of 
wealth." Keynes, op. cit., pp. 140-141. 

aa See Appendix IV. 
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offered for them, but also by the earning power of the goods. 
As a result it cannot be said that this price level, like that 
of consumption goods, will tend to increase or decrease solely 
because the amount of .. savings" is greater or less than the 
value of capital goods, as estimated at the time of produc
tion. Since the values of capital goods are derivative values, 
the price level of securities is a derivative price level and is 
ultimately determined by the relationship between the pro
duction and consumption of consumers' goods and their re
sulting price level. 
. If, then, the banks extend credit for the production of 
goods which do not flow into consumption, this credit will 
not be liquidated in the cancellation of the borrower's indebt
edness, but will increase the demand for securities and tend 
to raise the level of security prices. At the same time the 
producers of consumption goods will not be receiving from 
the community as much as they have paid out. This tends 
to decrease the prices of their goods, and this will make the 
value of the capital less and hence the value of securities less. 
As they go down in price the .. savings" which were used 
to purchase them are wiped out. IS The effect on the banking 
system is to leave it with a quantity of frozen loans. For 
the continuous smooth operation of the credit and banking 
. system, then, it is necessary that the credit extended by the 
banking sy~tem to business for the production of goods 
flow back again to the banks from the individuals through 
business in the liquidation of its bank loans." In order for 

II Perhaps this is what Tregoe has in mind wben he lay', "Its liquida
tion is the real essence of credit, and without liquidating ClICJIICity the 
thing created is not a credit, but a waste." SII/WD, p. 94-

lit .. The great routine of the credit .ystem consists in exchanginc com
modtties and services for credits, and then in dooibuting these credits 
widely and minutely in society, whence they flow, under the demands of 
constant consumption, to the holders of the articles of constant use, by 
whom they are extinguished in payment of their debts." Colwell, tI,. til., 
pp. 195-196, 
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this to take place it is essential that the amount which the 
consumers decide to payout for consumption goods equal 
the amount which the business men have paid out as income 
to the factors of production, first, in order that business may 
have the means of paying its debts at the banks, second, to 
avoid price fluctuations, third, to prevent the banks from 
becoming frozen, and fourth that the values of securities may 
remain comparatively stable.21 The following diagram is an 

16 The position taken here is similar to Keynes's fundamental pro
position. He states the condition as follows: .. I propose to start •.. with 
the flow of the community's earnings or money-income, and with its two
fold division (I) into the parts which have been ~ansed by the production 
of consumption-goods and of investment-goods respectively, and (2) into 
the parts which are ~s#nd~d on consumption-goods and on savings re
spectivc:ly .•• if the first of these divisions of the community's income is 
in the same proportion as the second, •.. then the price-level of consump
tion-goods will be in equilibrium with their cost of production. .•. The 
price level of investment"1toods, .•• depends on a different set of consider
ations •.. " T,.~atis~, vol. i, p. 134 (italics his). 

In order to understand the full significance of this we must recall 
that he uses II community's money-income", .. earnings of the factors of 
production", and •• cost of production" to mean the same thing. This 
is also true of the analysis in the text as given above. The result is 
that if the community's outlay for consumption goods is equal to their 
earnings in the production of consumption goods, then the sales value 
of consumption goods will be equal to their cost of production, clearance 
between the banks and the community will be perfect, (for the credit 
extended will be liquidated or offset by repayments and the goods will 
have been exchanged without strain on the banks) and the price level 
of consumers' goods will remain relatively stable. Keynes, however, 
prefers to work with the other pair of variables and states as the con
dition for equilibrium that savings and investment must be equal. This 
comes to the same thing, theoretically, as the proposition above, for in 
this case the amount paid out in the production of capital goods (i. e. 
• investment" as defined by Keynes) is equal to that portion of the com
munity's income which is .. saved u; hence the portion which is spent for 
consumption goods is equal to the amount earned in their production and 
also to their cost of production. From the point of view of credit con
trol, both pairs of variables must be kept in mind, for consideration of 

. the equilibrium between savings and investment alone, leads Keynes to 
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attempt to express graphically this most important type of 
clearance. 

Some Conclusions Regarding the" Value 01 Money" 
From the discussion in Part I we may draw some conclu

sions regarding the nature of the .. supply of money". the 
.. demand for money". the .. value of money .. and the .. price 
level ". 

In a credit economy the chief form of purchasing power 
is the credit which individuals are able to make effective as a 

credit-control proposals which are unsatisfactory, as will be pointed out 
in the discussion of quantitative control. (See al.o ch. x, p. -, below.) 

C/. the following passage in Wagemann: 
.. The circular flow of payments takes place particularly along two 

main streams. One of these streams is the flow of payments Srcn in
come through expenditure and savings to prices. EveJ'1 income, and, 
consequently, the sum total of incomes, it either lpent or laved. Ex
penditure is converted into the prices paid for consumera' good. (food
stuft's, clothes, etc.) or personal ae"ices (for example. theatre tickell, 
hairdressers' charges). Savings are. as a rule. • invested' at interesL 
• Hoarding' in the old sense of the word now occura, if at all. only 
among peasants, though at the present time the increased amount of cuh 
in hand that is maintained is temporarily exerting an influence. Invest
ments are partly' direct '-es, for instance. when a tradesman buyl new 
stock or a manufacturer installs new machinery. Io loch a case. pur
chasing power reaches the commodity market direct from the businesl 

. Wldertaking, passing through the • income' ltage only on paper, al it 
were (accumulation out of trading profits). For the most part, how
ever, savings pass by way of income. from which they are lhorn away 
in order to flow straight to the credit markell (money and capital 
markets) in the most diverse forms. Thence. they finally reach the ltage 
of investment in the commodity and labor markell (passing, to IOIJIe 

extent, by way of the stock market.) Thus, they end by being tram
formed into prices-that is to say, they are used by the entrepreneur to 
buy raw materials or to pay wages. Income. therefor~hether laved 
or speDt-constantly transforms itself into prices paid for good. and 
~ces, these. in turn, are transformed into COlts of production, which, 
&mlly, are simply the income of the individual business. This circular 
flow has been expressed in a formula: Income = expenditure + laving. 
= prices = costs of production = income (the equation of exchange). 
Ernst Wagemann, EctJflOmi& Rhythm (New Yor1c, 1930), pp. 47-48. 
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demand for goods. That which they have actually used to 
command goods may be referred to as effective credit. That 
which they possess and have not exerted may be called 
.. potential credit." It may be inferred that there is a larger 
or smaller volume of potential credit lying dormant at all 
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times. If by .. purchasing power" is meant this broader 
aspect of credit, we can agree with the statement made in the 
MacMillan report, that .. obviously the general price level 
must be governed by the volume of purchasing power di
rected to the buying of current output relative to the volume 
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of this output ".11 It is, therefore, possible that an increase 
in prices may occur without a previous increase in bank crediL 
For, when purchases are first made on credit, no bank credit 
need be involved. If a consumer has credit with a retailer, 
or a retailer with a wholesaler, or any other business man 
has credit with another, a purchase may be made without 
recourse to bank credit, nor, indeed, need bank credit be 
increased at all. It is only when the bank is called upon to 
substitute its credit for that of the individual that the total of 
bank credit is affected. This may occur when a business man 
prefers to be indebted to the bank rather than to another 
business man, because by paying off the account which he 
owes he may gain a discount which is larger than the amount 
of the bank interest. It may occur also when a business has 
credit which the bank is able to recognize because of its 
knowledge of the affairs of the business while those from 
whom it wishes to make purchases have not this knowledge. 
The third need for bank credit arises when a business con
cern has payments to make, not to other businesses, but to 
the individuals who supply the labor and capital for the 
enterprise. To these the business concern cannot give its 
own obligation for a generally acceptable medium of ex
change is required. Thus it is that bank credit is a deriva-

-. tive of business credit, and as such expands with the expan
sion of trade and business. 

The real problem of money and price levels, then, is not 
bank credit, but trade and business and the conditions under 
which this potential credit is turned into an effective demand 
for commodities. The problem is thus put on a plane of the 
adjustment of prices and costs, production and consumption. 
Given favorable conditions, business men will make purchases 
and will not be deterred by a lack of money for they have in 

ZI A Report of the Committee on Finance and Industry, Cmtl. Rtlurl 
3897 (London, 1931), p. 93. 
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their own account books, their notes and drafts the necessary 
media of exchange. Their resort to banks will facilitate 
eventual offsetting of the debts thus incurred. They need 
not be deterred by a rise of prices, so long as the prospect of 
profit apparently exists. It is this calling into use of poten
tial credit which is the initial cause of the price rise and as 
the rise proceeds, their debts become correspondingly larger, 
and more demands are made on the banks. Thus bank credit 
expands. Though the increase in buying and the increase 
in prices start in some one commodity or group of commodi
ties, it is likely to become cumulative for the rise of prices 
increases the potential credit of those affected and they have 
at their command a medium of exchange not dependent on 
money. The fact therefore, that all prices, or nearly all, 
increase with an increase of the index number is no proof 
that the cause of the increase is outside the prices or on the 
supply side of an equation of exchange which contains only 
gold and bank credit. Neither is the concomitant increase 
of bank credit an evidence that the cause is on the " money 
side ", for this increase is a result of the sanguine view which 
business men take of profit possibilities. 

The operation of a modern banking system is such as 
temporarily to encourage such an expansion in the use of 
business credit and hence in prices and bank credit. The 
more widespread the movement, the easier it is for the banks 
to maintain an increased volume of bank credit. Since bank 
credit is supported by clearance, the more banks there are 
engaged in the process of expansion, the more likely anyone 
bank is to receive checks on other banks to offset the checks 
drawn against its increased loans. Even though a bank 
which is meeting the increased demands of its customers for 
discounts and loans is faced with an unfavorable clearings 
balance, its activities will lead to a net expansion in the total 
volume of bank credit in circulation. Let us suppose that in 
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order to meet this drain on its own reserves. it sells some 
bonds. The checks which were drawn against the new loans 
which it made will find their way into some other bank. pro
viding this bank with II cash II or surplus reserves which will 
be used to increase by an equal amount its own loans. dis
counts, or investments. Thus the deposits of the first bank 
are at the same level as before it made the additional credit 
extension while those of the second bank are increased by the 
amount of new loans. Looking at the bank assets. what has 
happened is that the total earning assets of the first bank are 
the same as before except that" Investments" have decreased 
and II Loans and Discounts" increased by the same amounL 
The total earning assets of the second bank have been in
creased by the .amount of the new loans. The net effect of 
.this transaction is the same as if the first bank had added to 
its loans and discounts. thus permitting its customers to draw 
checks against it for an increased amounL When these 
additional checks are presented to it for payment. it settle. 
by transferring to those presenting them part of its bond port
folio. There would actually be a triangular or more com
plicated settlement involved but to the original bank. in its 
relation$ with the rest of the banking community. the trans
action becomes analogous to the simplified version. 

. \ M~tly authors have realized that a price rise can thus be
come cumulative and that such a rise will be ac:companied by 
an increase in trade and production and bank c:rediL If But 

If For example: 
" There is an inherent tendency on the part of trader. to borrow more 

and more. This tendency works just as freely as if the ltabilizing iD
ftuence of the gold standard were not present. _Iil the demand for cash 
for circulation oc:c:asions an actual shortage in the banks' gold resenes.
Hawtrey, 01. cit., P; 30 (italics his). 

II The tendency under the keen spur of a developed banking sYltem to 
carry enterprises based upon credit beyond the point of safety, the in
fection of an entire community by the fever of speculation, are too 
familiar for comment, anll the errors of bankers in aiding and encour-
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the implications have not always been clearly recognized and 
some false conclusions have been drawn, of which the most 
popular is that the process can be reversed, namely, that an 
increased volume of bank credit will increase prices and the 
volume of trade. This thesis we shall examine in a later 
chapter. Another inference which has been drawn from the 
movement of the price index is that its fluctuations represent 
changes in the value of gold.2s The danger involved in this 
view is that of tracing price fluctuations to gold. It is said 
that because the value of gold fluctuates the level of price 
changes and the economic system is thereby subjected to all 
the evils which price fluctuations imply.2s 1£ the price level 
is to be referred to as representing changes in the value of 
money it is better to speak of changes in the value of the 
.. money of account." The increase of prices, the expansion 
of credit and hence debt, may influence the value of gold, for 
if the clearance breaks down, gold payments are resorted to. 
In such a case its value may rise because of the increased 
demand. The concomitant decline in prices should not be 
thought of as being caused by the changed value of gold for 
both declines are a result of the lack of credit and debt control. 

It follows that it is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, 

aging that which they should have striven to repress or control, have at 
times brought the utility of banking itself into question. C. F. Dunbar, 
The Histo,., and Theo,., of Batt/lin9 (New York. 1922), p. 'l. 

88 If The periodic credit expansions and credit collltractions, on the other 
hand, and the changes in the value of gold which accompany them, must 
be regarded as norma!." Hawtrey, op. cit., p. 419. 

88 If Most people. for example, who in recent years have called attention 
to the appreciation of gold have given an explanation which implies that 
there is a very direct relation between the quantity of metallic money 
and the general level of prices. They have argued that the supplies of 
gold have fallen off, that gold is hoarded by governments and banks, that 
silver has been demonetized. whilst on the other hand the volume of trade 
or the amount of exchanges to be effected has increased." Nicholson, 
op. cit •• pp. 143-44-
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to estimate statistically the total volume of purchasing power 
available at any given time. Probably the least satisfactory 
method of all is the addition of the quantity of gold to 
existing credit .instruments. The force of this becomes par
ticularly evident when it is recalled that a credit instrument 
is an acknowledgment of debt which, in other terms, is that 
portion of potential credit which has already bee .. exerted (J.I 

effective purchasing power. Thus the difficulty in estimating 
the effect of credit on prices is seen to lie in the difficulty of 
estimating the disposition of members of the community to 
exert their potential credit as a demand for goods. 

The" demand for money .. is likewise a more complicated 
matter than it appears to be at first sight. Gold, as a medium 
of exchange becomes practically non-existent. The demand 
for media of exchange is satisfied by credit instruments which 
under certain conditions cause an active demand for gold 
rather than for other goods. These conditions are deter
mined by the state of clearance of bank credit, which in turn 
is determined by the degree in which trade is reciprocal It 
cannot be held, therefore, that a mere iacrease in the physical 
volume of trade increases the demand for gold. While it is 
generally conceded that the demand for gold as a medium of 
exchange is practically nil in a community having a well 

~. developed banking system, it is held that the expansion of 
production and trade causes an increase in the demartd for 
bank reserves.a° This is a result of the expansion of bank 

10 .. The expedient to which banks almost invariably have recourse is 
to aim at preserving a certain fixed proportioo between their reserve of 
cash and their liabilities." Hawtrey, 01. cil., p. 2'/. 

C/. the following: 
.. Business men who see a prospect of profit in enlarging their pur

chases have no difficulty in securing means of payment if their bankers 
share their confidence. The physical volume of trade and prices can 
enter an ascending spiral, every increase in the one promoting an in
crease in the other. As the dollar volume of businesl expandl, a new 
series of adjustments is worked out in the distribution of coin and paper 
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credit which accompanies the expansion of the volume of 
goods. As long as this is interpreted in purely quantitative 
terms, i. e. a comparison of the total volume of bank credit 
with the total volume of gold, it would seem that improve
ments in banking technique could be made to reduce this 
demand. 

As an example of what can be done in this direction witness 
the change brought about in reserve requirements under the 
federal reserve system. Prior to the federal reserve act 
a national bank in a town or small city needed 7.417% cash 
reserve, a bank in a reserve city, 15.63% and a bank in a cen· 
tral reserve city 25%. Under the new system the cash 
needed as reserve for deposit in these cities respectively is 
2.45%,3.5%, and 4·55%. It would seem that as far as legal 
reserves are concerned, the banks, at least in the United 
States, have been given sufficient leeway to expand credit. 
They have not, however, demonstrated an ability to control 
this expansion so that it will not result in a shifting about of 
reserves leading to a collapse of the credit structure.11 

money between the banks and the public, in the issue of bank notes, 
perhaps in the international distribution of gold, certainly in the volume 
of deposits subject to check, and in the velocities of circulation. Monetary 
and banking conditions may be said to • permit' the developments, and. 
even to • favor' them; but the • active' role is still played by prices and 
the physical volume of trade." Mitchell, op. cit., p. 134-

II In numerous business cycles, we shall find that prosperity wanes from 
other causes before the dollar volume of trade has attained dimensions 
which overtax the monetary and banking systems. Many recessions 
show slight traces of monetary stringency. Thus the period when 
monetary and banking factora dominate prices and the physical volume 
of trade are brief, and ·they recur less regularly than periods of de
pression, revival, and moderate prosperity, when prices and the physical 
volume of trade play the • active' roles." Ibid., p. J35. 

11 II Credit suffers in any event from the defect of being too elastic, 
and if the substratum of legal tender money is also made elastic, this 
defect is aggravated. If treble the amount of legal tender money, and 
therefore treble the amount of credit, can be created with a given 
amount of gold, the danger of a given gold movement leading to a state 
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It is often suggested that the gold standard be abandoned 
because the supply of gold does not keep pace with the need 
for bank credit. As an alternative it is suggested that an 
alteration in banking practice be adopted to alleviate the 
obviously ridiculous situation of an entire economic struc
ture being prevented from functioning because of the lack of 
an unused gold reserve. The qualification .. unused gold 
reserve" is important, for in the sense here used, it is assumed 
to be merely a limiting factor because it is not a sufficient 
percentage of total bank deposits. As a matter of experience, 
it is found that gold because of its tnO'Vement acts as a check. 

The real limitation to the further expansion of trade and 
credit lies in the inability of an intricately interdependent 
debt structure to maintain itself by the continued flow of 
trade and liquidation of debt by offset. This throws the 
responsibility for liquidation on the banking system which 
must make good the erroneously estimated values in gold. 
Just as the expansion of credit is cumulative, that is, pur
chases on credit making possible further purchase. on credit, 
so the failure to pay debts leads to the failure of others to 
pay, thus forcing a cumulative liquidation of goods at neces
sarily lower prices. A basic cause of the decline of prices is 
maladjusted expansion of prices." In this expansion prices 

of excessive inflation is increased. If all the gold-usin, COWltriea man
aged their currencies on this plan, the periodical expansions of credit 
which take place would be greater than they alread7 are, and the financial 
crises in which they so often end would be corrapondingly more 
severe." Hawtrey, 01. cit., p. 87. 

For a discussion of the lack of importance of cash at a limitinr factor 
see Laughlin, 01. cit., TOL ii, ch. xxvi. 

at II A credit expansion in one of the countriea, involving an increase 
in the consumer$' outlay, will raise prica, but the prica of different 
commodities may rise in very unequal degrees." Hawtrey, 01. cit., p. 69-

See also F. C. Mills, Bt/uwior of Prices, pp. 285-6. 
!I Price stability and the normal functioning of the economic 'Yltem 

depend as much upon the maintenance of established internal relationa 
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not only rise in unequal degrees, but some are sustained by 
borrowing at levels which eventually will not be justified in 
the light of sales. The longer prices are maintained by 
borrowing, the more serious the reaction. 

(more exactly, perhaps, upon the avoidance of violeRt changes in these 
relations) as upon external equilibrium of the kind associated with a 
stable price level. The index of dispersion is one important measure of 
the degree' of internal change between specific dates. The excessively 
high level of the index of dispersion between November, 1920, and Sep
tember, 1921, is perhaps more immediately significant of the troubles 
which afflicted business at that time than is the falling index of general 
prices. And that the troubles of the business world since 1921 have 
been relatively mild ones is evidenced by the minor fluctuation of the 
dispersion index since that year • 

.. Internal instability of the type which an index of dispersion would 
reveal may lIIppear as a result of a broken and uneven price advance, 
as an accompaniment of an irregular price decline or it might possibly 
develop with no appreciable change in the price level." 

As examples of the different degrees in which prices change, the fol
lowing may be cited from Mills's study. Ibid., Table XII, p. ,528. 

AVERAGE PERCENTACE CHANCE BASED ON PRECEDINC LOW (HIca) 

Corn •.•.•............. 9 cycles 88% rise 40% fall 
Wheat •. .. .. .. . .. .. .. • .. 6 121 36 
Cattle .................. 10 

Cotton ................. 9~ 
Wool ................... 8 
Beef ................... 10 

Ginghams.... . .. . .. .. ... 10 

Print cloths ............. 9~ 
Bituminous coal •.....•• 9~ 
Petroleum .............. 8 
Pig iron ................ 10 

Copper ................. 10 

Silver .................. 8 
Nails •...•..•.•..•...•. 9 
Fence wire............. 9 
Quartered oak ••.••...• 8~ 
Pine boards ............ 7~ 
Brick .................. 9 
Leather, calf ........... 10 

Paper, newsprint ..••• 7~ 

See also footnote 9 in this chapter. 

48 
IJ5 
78.6 
46.6 
45.6 

108.7 

59-4 
124-4 
79.4 
65 
41·5 
60.5 

4803 
47.1 

32·7 
91.7 
49.2 
4-4 

24 
42 
26·5 
25·3 

.22·3 
42 
27.4 

39·9 
39·2 
33.2 
23.6 
29-3 
23 
13.2 
8.2 

35·3 
19-1 
19·8 
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Not only are the difficulties of debt repayments felt cumu
latively by the business community, but they are transferred 
to the banks, which causes still more serious reactions on 
business. A bank which finds its clearance balance upset by 
the nonrepayment of loans is in a different position than the 
one discussed on page 136 above. In that instance the un
favorable clearance was due to expansion of credit and was 
met by the sale of assets. It was seen that from the point 
of view of the banking system as a whole, the additional 
credit provided the .. cash" for the purchase of the assets 
disposed of. But the present situation arose, not because 
credit is not expanding at parallel rates in different banks, 
but because of the non-repayment of maturing loans. If an 
attempt were made to dispose of assets there would be no 
corresponding .. cash" to absorb them. It will not suffice 
to say that the credit originally extended must still exist 
somewhere in the community for, as we have seen, it was 
absorbed by the acquisition of the bonds by the second bank. 
Disposal of assets at this time results in a net increase in 
the amount of bonds offered for sale. The other alternative 
which the bank has is the restriction of the total amount of 
its loans. Thus the difficulties in which one or more indus
tries find themselves are transferred to others which may 
heretofore have been in sound condition. The latter are now 
deprived of the customary banking facilities and must, there
fore, restrict their operations. The scramble for reserves, 
or .. cash ", in which the banks now engage, spreads the 
difficulties to other banks until the whole business structure 
may become involved. The net result is a decline in the 
securities markets, a general tightening of credit, and a slow
ing down of business operations. 

This whole range of interrelationships and reactions has 
not received due attention because the theory of credit has 
been dealt with too much in a quantitative way. Emphasis 
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has been placed on the total volume of production instead 
of on the adjustment of production; on an index of prices, 
instead of on the relationships of prices; on the total volume 
of credit, rather than on the debt burdens of individuals, cor
porations and industries. 

When, however, a central banking system exists the ques
tion of bank reserves becomes one of the relation of central 
bank credit to its gold holdings. The movement of reserves 
between banks takes the form of transferring central bank 
liabilities from (me bank to another and the sufficiency· of 
gold reserves is determined by the necessity of gold exports 
to other countries. In addition to the demands for gold as 
a medium of exchange and for bank reserves determined by 
some percentage of bank deposits there is a third demand. 
This is the reserve required for bank notes. In modern 
industrial societies the issue of notes is in practice a monopoly 
of the central bank. The liabilities of these central banks 
serve at once as reserves for the commercial banks and as 
the hand-to-hand currency for the public. The result is that 
an increase of the money in the hands of the people acts on 
bank reserves in approximately the same way as a drain of 
gold on a banking system without a central bank. For 
example, in the United States, federal reserve notes form 
the largest part of the circulating medium and are by far the 
most susceptible to increases and decreases. I f a depositor 
in a New York City bank desires to withdraw $100 in notes, 
the bank's deposits are reduced by $100, and its reserve 
requirements by $13. But since additional currency is 
obtained by drawing against its deposit at the federal reserve 
bank, its reserves are thereby reduced $100, leaving it $87 
short in its reserve account. This drain of cash into circu
lation is variously stated as a result of a constant proportion 
which people keep between their bank balances and their 
pocket money." As prices rise or trade expands there is an 

II "The currency in circulation (notes and coin) should in the main 
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increased need for hand-to-hand currency"· While it is 
true that this increased demand for hand-to-hand currency 
might occur, it would be met, as indicated above, by an in
crease of central bank liabilities. These, we have seen, do 
not necessarily bear a fixed relationship to gold. 

Finally, a demand for gold is said to arise from the ex
ternal drain, or the movement of gold to other countries. 
This is probably the most important demand for gold on any 
individual banking system. As we have seen above, the 
responsibility for meeting this demand falls on the central 
bank. This demand, however, cannot be determined by a 
study of the total volume of central bank credit outstanding. 
As indicated previously, it is not a matter of the proportion 
between total quantities. As a result of unequal changes in 
prices, production, or consumption of various commodities 
or groups of commodities, with a resultant failure of credit 
to clear, there may occur a greater drain of gold at a time 
when the percentage of gold reserve is higher that at another 
time when clearance is more perfect and the reserVe per
centage lower. If trade conditions were such that the con
tinuing purchase and sale of goods; production and con
sumption flowed without interruption, and the banking 
systems of the world were improved to 'permit clearance of 

- bank" credit to be developed to the fullest extent, reserve 
requirements would be reduced to such a smaU percentage 
of the volume of bank credit that, except for war periods, 
they would not be a limiting factor to the amount of bank 
credit which might be in use. 

have increased in about the same ratio as the balances at the banb which 
can be disposed by cheque." G. Cassel, MOM, GM FlWeip EscltatJg, 
Alter 1914 (New Yorlc, 1923), p. 30. 

" .. Consequently, when employment is good and wages high, • certain 
amount of the money paid out each week to the workmen faib to come 
back to the banks in the following weeIc, and there is, in fact, what is 
called a withdrawal of lIlOIRy for 'internal cirazlatioa '." Hawtrey, 
op. cit., p. 22. 



PART II 

QUANTITATIVE CONTROL IN PRACTICE 



CHAPTER V 

THE CRITERIA AND INSTRUMENTS OF CONTROL 

Introduction 

CREDIT control is usually expressed in quantitative terms. 
The nature of credit, as discussed in Chapter II, has been 
given little attention, and banking as a process of offsetting 
the debts of the community has not been taken into con
sideration. Bank credit is looked upon as a total quantity 
which must be adjusted to external criteria. It is usually 
implied that this total quantity may be adequately controlled 
by changes in the liabilities of the central bank. On the 
assumption that there is a close relationship between the total 
quantity of bank credit and the level of prices, the predomi
nant aim of current credit control proposals is the main
tenance of the stability of the price level. 

The Criteria of Control 1 

Three trends of thought have been mainly responsible for 

1 A review of the reasons for open market purchases and sales by the 
federal reserve banks is given in the Hearings befo,.e lhe SeMIi' Sub
committee 011 C""ttll:Y and Banking 011 S. Res. lI, Seventy-first Congress, 
third session, Part vi, answers to question I, questionnaire # 9, pp. 795, 
796. Summarized these are: 
Reasons fo" turclatJ.ses; 

(I) To enable the federal reserve banks to meet expenses and 
dividends 

(2) To relieve a tendency to higher interest rates 
(3) To permit member banks to liquidate indebtedness 
(4) To encourage foreign borrowing 
(5) To induce business recovery 
(6) To place reserve banks in a position to check later speculation 
(7) To facilitate the financing of agriculture 
(8) To prevent gold imports 
(9) To assist exports 
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this attitude. As pointed out above, one of these grew out 
of experiences with war finance which led to inconvertible 
paper money and inconvertible bank credit. English bank
ing experience during the Napoleonic wars led the Bullion 
Committee to conclude that the depreciation of the pound 
sterling, reflected in the rise of prices, the decline of the 
pound exchange rate and the rise of the price of gold were 
due to excessive issues of Bank of England notes.. They 
therefore recommended the reduction of the volume of paper 

(10) To strengthen foreign exchanges 
(II) To preserve the gold standard 
(12) To pave the way for rediscount reductions 
(13) To check the decline of commodity prices 
(14) To prevent the absolute collapse of the .ecurity market 
(IS) To prevent a money panic 

Reasons for sales; 
(I) To assist treasury redemption 
(2) To restrain production 
(3) To check commodity inflation 
(4) To make rediscount rate effective 

. (5) To check speculation 
(6) To restrain business 
(7) To force an increase in member bank borrowing 
(8) To fon:e an increase in interest rates 
(9) To make member banks scrutinize loanapplicationa more carefully 

See also: 

H. 1.. Reed, Federal Reserw Policy, 1921-JO (New York, 1930), pp. 
12-15-25 eI seq. 

B. Strong, I"'erprelo,iort of Federal Reserw Policy, edited by W. R. 
Burgess (New York, 1930), pp. 211, 234, 257, 2sS. 

Tise MocMiliort Report, pp. 94. g6, fJ1, 121, 128. 

R. G. Hawtrey, op. ci, .. pp. 22, 26, 27, 75, 110. 

W. E. Spahr, Tise Federnl Ruerw Sys'tfff OM lise CDfI'rol of Credil 
(New York, 1931), pp. 16, 19, 24, 25, 26. 

Lionel D. Edie, op. ci,., pp. 34, 47, 1 I I. 
B. H. Beckhart, op. ci,., p. 517. 
W. R. Burgess, op. cil., ch. :d 
Willis and Steiner, Federnl Ruerw BlJrtliirtg Proc'ic, (New York, 

1926), p. 529. 
A. C. Pigau, op. cit., pt. ii, ch. vi, art. 9-
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money and a return to convertible bank notes.2 The same 
phenomena and the same suggested correctives have charac
terized every similar period since. The second bulwark 
of the quantitative approach to credit control is to be found 
in the theory of value applied to money which, as we have 
seen above, contains serious errors when the chief media 
of exchange are credit instruments. The third source from 
which the quantitative approach arises is the realization of 
the bankers that the loss of reserves requires a reduction in 
their liabilities. The real cause of the loss of reserves, how
ever, as pointed out above, lies not so much in the total 
volume of bank credit, as in the assets upon which such 
credit rests. The theoretical basis of quantitative control 
appears, therefore, to be insubstantial. 

The first two of the above approaches direct attention to 
price levels and production, as the guides to banking policy, 
while the third emphasizes the importance of reserves. But 
as long as the control of credit is regarded quantitatively, the 
banking system is offered a choice between one of three 
policies. It may contract credit, expand it, or leave it un
changed. If different criteria indicate opposite policies, one 
policy must be adopted and the others disregarded. It would 
appear, however, if we take the point of view of the banker, 
that the gold reserve must be protected. Reasoning from 
the classical specie-flow analysis, we will find no conflict 
between the policies indicated by the various criteria. Since 
gold movements are preceded by exchange rate fluctuations, 
the movements of the exchange rate become more sensitive 
guides than are gold flows and dictate the same policy.' 

8 Bullion Report, as reprinted in The Paper Pound, E. Cannan (London, 
1919). 

8" Thus the Bank of England has felt in the past, as we have been told 
in evidence, that it will be lIursuing the safest course if it keeps its eye 
primarily on the movements of the foreign exchanges as the indicator 
of the balance of international payments, and then effects its changes 
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When the fluctuations of the exchanges are analyzed they 
are found to rest on the supply of and demand for foreign 
exchange. These in tum are affected by relative price 
levels so that, for example, rising prices will lead to an 
unfavorable balance of trade, unfavorable exchanges and 
outflow of gold. Moreover the interpretation of price level 
fluctuations as being the inverse of changes in the value of 
money and the interpretation of the demand for money as 
being equal to the volume of goods, suggest the volume of 
production as the criterion for bank policy. Thus changes 
in the level of prices or production become more sensitive 
guides and suggest the same policy which exchange rate. 
and gold movements would later indicate. Leaving aside 
for the moment doubts and objections regarding this 
analysis and other guides to bank policy, let us examine 
more carefully into the nature of prices and production, as 
theoretical criteria, and the mechanism by which the desired 
objectives are to be accomplished. 

I. The Price Level 
As a guide to banking policy the .. level of price." i. a 

very nebulous concept. There are many .. levels of price ..... 
They do not move in the same directions, or to the same 

"_" degree. During the years 1928 and 1929 the price level of 
shares was going up in the United States. The price level 
of commodities at wholesale was at the same time relatively 
stable, with a slight tendency toward decline. If the central 
bank were to' increase, decrease, or hold constant the total 
volume of credit, which of these price levels should be taken 
as the criterion? If commodities are to be the guide, the 
action of the stock market should be totally ignored. On 
the other hand if the stock price index were followed, the 

in bank rate mainly in response to such movements." Macmil/a" Retorl. 
pp. ¢-97· 

• See Keynes, T,.eatise 0" MDrteY, elL Y. 
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general restrictions imposed upon business would bring 
sufficient opposition to the policy to cause federal reserve 
officials to abandon it. 

This difficulty is usually met by the statement that there 
is a constant relationship between the various broad groups 
of prices, such as commodities at wholesale, commodities at 
retail, real estate, stocks, bonds, etc. and that one group of 
prices is basic. The group usually selected as an index 
seems to be commodities at wholesale. Keynes emphasizes 
commodities at retail, or rather a consumption index, in his 
theoretical chapters, but in his later discussion of the applica
tion of the theory he returns to the wholesale index. 5 Even 
though the problem is thus narrowed, the inherent difficulty 
still persists, for a wholesale index is a composite of subsi
diary groups. At the beginning of a rise in the general 
index, it is found that some groups are rising, others falling, 
and still others registering relative stability! By the time 

5 See especially vol. i, ch. iv, secs. 1, 2 and vol. ii, ch. xxxviii, p. 391 
and vol. ii, ch. xxxvi, p. 338 where he admits that a wholesale price must 
be used. 

8 Dr. F. C. Mills's Behavior 01 Prices is of valuable assistance in inter
preting the use of an index of wholesale prices as a guide to regulating 
the total quantity of credit. Of particular importance are the following 
statements: .. The averages for 56 commodities are negative in sign, 
which means that these articles have preceded the general price index, on 
the average, in their upward movements. These constitute a trifle over 
a quarter (26.8 per ceIVt) of the total number of commodities. An up
turn of the general index, it is apparent, is due in general to price 
changes in a distinct minority of the corrunodities included in the index," 
p. 102. 

As to the number of months over which an upturn in prices lasts, 
he says: .. If nine extreme cases be ruled out, the average times of revival 
of the remaining 200 articles fall between-7 and + IS, a cange of 22 

months," p. 102. (The time here referred to is the number of months 
preceding or following the turn of the index. The period studied is 
from 1890 to 1925, covering 10 cycles.) 

Similar data taken from other tables indicate that for commodities 
of IS representative industries the revival lasted from - 5.5 to + 13.1 
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that the general index has risen to a point where it is about 
to reverse its direction, it is found that nearly all of the 
price groups have participated in the rise.' The inference 
is that a price rise once started becomes cumulative. This 
suggests a return to the beginning of the rise in an effort to 
prevent it. But there we find that no one policy is applicable 
to all price' movements. 

It has been suggested, however, that this is one of the 
advantages of the quantitative control of credit. It is 

months (p. 100). For the 66 most consistent commoditiee (out of a 
total of 2(9) the average deviations were from - 7 to + II monthl 
(pp. 103-4). 

Further, the variations in the duration of the riae were from 13.7 to 
57.6 months for 15 representative commodities (p. 107). 

With such differences in the time of revival and the duratioa of the 
rise, it might well be asked, just when and to what extent should a 
restrictive credit policy be iqstituted. The Itudy of a declining index 
in terms of its components gives similar results. 

, As to the degree to which 209 commodities conformed to the move
ments of the index, Mills found that during II price revivals, 80% might 
be said to have participated, 10% remained constant, 5% lagged, and 
5% continued a previous rise. (Ibid., p. 99-) During recessions, 78% 
had a specific date of turning which corresponded to the decline in the 
general index, l:r~% remained constant, 4~% continued a previous de
cline, and 6% were found.to be rising (p. 116). Thil conformity. how
ever, must be interpreted in the light of the conditions of timing and 

- duration indicated in footnote 6, above. 
Further, during 10 eycles indicated by the index, 

53 commodities showed 10 eyclet 
46 .. .. 9 or gJ~ eyclet 
32 

Of .. I or 8~ 
18 It 7 or 7~ .. 
J2 

.. u 6 or 6~ 
14 .. It 5 or 5~ 
II .. u 4 or 4~ .. 
9 

.. '. 3 or 3~ .. 
9 

.. .. 
:I or 2~ 

5 
., 

I or I~ II 

Twenty-six agricultural commodities and foods failed to conform to the 
standard schedule. (Ibid., p. 528.) 
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claimed that this method is democratic, affecting everyone 
alike.' But is credit democratic? Should those producers 
who are confronted with price declines be subjected to the 
same restriction as those who are enjoying price increases? 
Our analysis of the nature of credit would indicate that not 
only should those businesses which are faced with declining 
prices be subjected to the same restrictions as those with 
rising prices but should be treated even more severely. 
Furthermore, it is not clear that those industries in which 
prices are increasing should be restricted at all. The func
tion of price is to call forth increased production when 
demand increases and to restrict production when demand 
declines. An increase in the price of some commodity or 
group of commodities may mean that public preference is 
shifting to them. A decline in the price of some commodity 
or group of commodities may indicate a loss of public favor 
for that commodity or group. In this case banking policy 
toward these commQdities should be more cautious than in 
the case of those in which rising prices prevail, for those 
which are on the decline are the ones which will cause diffi
culties to the banks. Thus a price index is misleading; for 
when some prices are increasing and others decreasing, when 
some commodities are replacing others, when old favorites 
are dropping out and new products being added, the net 
effect on the index will depend on the relative weights 
assigned and in fact on whether the new products have 
yet been included in the index.9 \Ve cannot be certain, 

8" A rate control of the volume of credit has a variety of advantages. 
One is that it is democratic." Strong, Interpretation of Federal Reserve 
Policy, p. 194-

• .. This is simply another form of a difficulty long familiar: that, 
over periods of time, the composition and relative importance of the items 
entering a price index necessarily change, in ways that cannot be allowed 
for adequately by statistical methods." J. W. Angell, TMory of Inter
IIIJtiolllJl Prices (Cambridge, 1926), footnote on p. 391 • 

.. It is all very well to say that the value of the unit must not vary, but 
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therefore, that those prices which we find to have been the 
original cause of an increase in the index, really should be 
curbed. The only alternative which has been suggested is 
to wait until the cumulative rise becomes evident and then 
institute restrictive measures. But by that time the damage 
is done, for prices then bear new relationships to one another 
and we are faced with the same problem as to whether a 
single policy, designed to suit the average, will correct the 
situation. 

The stabilization of the general index as the only objective 
of banking policy unfailingly raises the question as to 
whether it makes any difference if those prices which have 
risen most will be forced down, or whether the pressure will 
fall on those prices which have risen little or not at all, thus 
offsetting the rise in others. It has been maintained by 
some that this is not the way the restriction works; they hold 
that it does not fall unequally on different prices, but causes 
a proportionate decline in all.lo But, regardless of how the 
reversal in the general index is brought about, even when it is 
relatively stable there is no assurance that prices are in such 
adjustment as to prevent an eventual breakdown in the 
smooth, flow of products from production to consumption, 
with a concomitant breakdown of the debt structure which 

-- inevitably leads to banking difficulties. Credit control 
theory thus forces us to give first consideration to the start 
of a price increase, but when we examine the situation then 
presented we realize that it is not so much a matter of the 

there js no single interpretation of the value of the nnit. III value in 
coals may be stable, while jll nlue in trousers may rise or falL" 
Hawtrey, 01. cit., p. s. 

10 .. But should an index number show a rise in the price level and then 
some central authority, like a central banking system, decides to use the 
existing mechanism to force a faU in the index number, the pressure is 
exerted all along the line, 011 all of the SS commodities and many otherJ 
_t least theoretically_ncl not on me or a few to offset those which 
have risen." Spahr, 01. cit .. p. 9-
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movement of the general index as of the relationship between 
prices. 

The quantity theory of money, however, tends to mini
mize the significance of price relationships, for if the price 
of one commodity rises, that need not cause an increase in 
the price index. This position is arrived at on the assump
tion that the total quantity of money is fixed, so that when 
more is spent for one commodity less must be spent for 
others so the index will be unaffected. But this is not so. 
Even if spending more for one commodity required spend
ing proportionately less for others, the shift of purchasing 
power from one commodity to others would not necessarily 
leave the index unchanged, because different commodities 
have different weights in the index. Under a credit system, 
however, the rise of one price does not require the fall of 
others. Since credit is extended on the basis of prices, the 
increase of a price will call forth more credit, thus adding 
to the total volume of purchasing power, and making it 
possible for the increase of one price to increase the index. 
The correct banking policy should not, in such a case, 
consist in a general restriction but in testing the justification 
of such an increase by the volume of purchases in relation 
to production of the commodity. In this way a decision 
may be reached as to whether banking liabilities may safely 
be increased on the basis of the increased price. The same 
reasoning applies to all prices and not merely to those which 
are increasing. 

Until some different method of controlling production and 
consumption is agreed upon, prices will continue to fall and 
rise among themselves. The shifting in the positions of 
prices will cause shifts in the indexes of prices, because 
different commodities have different weights and because 
they are the basis on which credit is extended, first by busi
ness men and later by banks. Gains and losses will be the 
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lot of the businesses involved. But banking policy should 
aim, in so far as possible, to isolate itself from the risks of 
business by being cautious in the extension of its Jiabilities 
particularly on the basis of rising prices. Rising prices 
which caU forth the use of more credit become the basis of 
a cumulative rise in aU prices and in bank credit, thus leading 
to a badly adjusted price and debt structure. If carried far 
enough there may develop such a divergence between the 
prices of consumption goods and the amount of income 
devoted to the purchase of these goods as to cause a break
down of a more serious character. 

2. Production 

Recently attention bas shifted from prices to production 
as the guide for banking policy. Both, however, are deriva
tives of the .. value of money" idea. If the value of money 
is determined by its supply and demand, and if the volume 
of goods determines the demand for media of exchange, a 
stable price level indicates that the supply of .. money" is 
evidently in adjustment with the demand. On the other 
hand, if the volume of credit is increased pari passu with 
the volume of goods, the value of money or the level of 
prices will remain stable. The secular growth in the volume 
of prQduction is commonly estimated at between three and 
five per cent per year." Sometimes the volume of trade in 
physical terms is substituted for the volume of production.1I 

11 .. It might at least be held that there wu no need for expansion of 
credit at a more rapid rate than the annual IleCUJar growth in the physical 
volume of trade say from 3 to 5 per cent." Reed, DI. cil .. p. 71 • 

.. The most important legislative mandate would be • provision that 
one of the objectives of Federal Reserve policy shan be the maintenance 
of the annual rate of growth of volume of credit in the United States ill 
balance with the long-term average annual rate of growth of production 
in the United States." Edie, 01. cil., p. 47. 

Repcwi of lise Leagw of Natitnu Gold DewgtJtiors, p. 3Z. par. log. 

11 .. Credit should grow at a pace adequate to meet the needs of trade." 
Edie, 01. cit .. p. 34-
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This substitution may be deliberate or it may be unconscious. 
Although trade and production are obviously not the same 
thing, if it is assumed that velocity of trade automatically 
induces a like velocity of circulation in credit, the use of 
production as a guide becomes more significant. Under this 
assumption, when goods are produced their value counter
part would be added to the total volume of credit, and as 
the goods changed hands in trade, the value represented by 
them would likewise change hands. If the goods do not 
change hands, the credit is frozen. It is no longer credit, 
in the sense of being a medium of exchange, but rather a 
representative of ownership-maybe bank ownership. 

Both prices and production may be taken as broadly in
dicative of whether or not credit expansion is very far 
wrong. These, however, furnish only a very broad indica
tion since they are too clumsy and generalized to serve as a 
working guide as to when and to what extent credit would 
be increased. 

Moreover, past experience, represented by the secular in
crease of production in England and the United States over 
a limited period of their growth, does not form a satisfactory 
guide for future production. It is representative of an era 
in the industrialization of these countries, under a certain 
type of economic organization. It is an average of periods 
of much more rapid increase and periods of much less rapid 
increase, or actual decrease. There is no reason to suppose 
that the average of these alternating periods is the rate of 
growth which would prevail if there were no alternating 
periods, and it is unquestionably one of the purposes of 
credit control to eliminate such alternations. Further, there 
is no reason to suppose that the rate of expansion in pro
duction would be the same in all stages of the industrializa
tion of a country or throughout an economic area. I f we 
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generalize the experience of individual industries it is more 
likely that the growth would follow a logistic curve." 

The secular growth of production is furthermore inade
quate as an immediate or day-to-day guide to banking policy 
because it is too simple. If bank credit is to expand by 4% 
during a year, then it should expand by 1/90 of 1 % per 
day. Thus the day's work of the central bank is cut out 
for it in advance. Nothing whatever is said of the assets 
upon which this expansion is to take place. Certainly, how
ever, it must make some difference what the bank port
folio contains; what is being produced must also make a 
difference. It is just here that the most serious objection 
to this banking policy lies. An increase in the physical 
volume of production is no guarantee of an equal increase 
in value. A banking system in which the total volume of 
credit was expanding at a rate equal to the rate of expansion 
in the total volume of production might still find itself in 
difficulties if some of the goods remained unsold. These 
unsold goods would cause some producers to fail to pay and 
would cause some banks to lose their reserves, and thus the 
process of liquidation, failures, restriction of banking 
facilities would be started, followed by the inevitable decline 
of prices, production, and employment. 

COmparison, therefore, of prices in general and total bank 
credit is inadequate, and comparison of total production and 
total bank credit is likewise inadequate. Individual prices 
must be studied in their relation to other prices, production 
of individual commodities in their relation to the production 
of other commodities must be analyzed, and both the price 
and the production of a commodity must be related to the 
volume of sales or the flow from production into con-

11 R. B. Prescott. .. Law of Growth in forecastiJlc Demand." 10fII'fttII 
of lise AMeric",. SlDtislicGl AIIOcitJlitnt, Dec., 1922, voL nili, pp. 471-479-
(See Mitchell, o~. cit., p. 224-) 
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sumption, before an estimated value of the commodity may 
be added to bank credit. 

3. Money Market Conditions 

Another group of criteria center about money market con
ditions. It is suggested that the amount of credit be varied 
in such a manner as to offset the seasonal flow of funds. 
Government financing if not offset, would occasionally upset 
the equilibrium of the money market so it should sometimes 
be the guide. Too often government financing, other than 
for quarterly periods, has played too large a part in the 
policy of central banks when such financing has been large 
and protracted. This is the usual situation in times of war. 
There have also been times in the United States when the 
operations of the federal reserve banks have been directed 
toward easing money market conditions in order to facilitate 
the flotation of foreign bonds. Finally, it is sometimes 
held that a central bank finds it necessary to purchase securi
ties to offset declining discounts in order to maintain contact 
with the market. 

An important phase of the money market criteria centers 
about the use of interest rates as a guide to central bank 
policy. It is usually held that the central bank rate should 
lead the market rate. In the United States it is felt by 
some that the federal reserve rate should fall between the 
rate on commercial paper and that on bankers' acceptances. 
Another application of the interest rate criteria is that the 
central bank should adjust its rate in relation to the rates 
prevailing in other countries. Under. the classical specie 
flow analysis, the rates of interest prevailing in the money 
market of a country, would be related to the exchange rates 
and gold movement, but again we must guard against un
critically applying this analysis to modem conditions. 
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4. Future Federal Reserve Policy 
The policy of the federal reserve banks to provide for 

possible future contingencies has been given as an explana
tion of certain operations. For example, one accumulation 
of securities was explained by the federal reserve authorities 
on the basis that this was necessary in order to have" ammu
nition" on hand to curb inflation if gold imports continued. 
Again, a low rate was explained as necessary in order to 
serve as a sufficiently low basis for an increase. 

5. Miscellaneous 
One writer has suggested reasons for the expansion of 

credit which are, to say the least, realistic." He has sug
gested that credit is expanded because cheap money is always 
popular. This is apt to be the theory followed when political 
control is predominant. Again he offers, as a psychological 
reason for the expansion of credit, the fact that such expan
sion will offset caution and conservatism on the part of 
business men. 

Finally, credit policy has been adapted to the condition of 
the banks of the country. At times the amount of member
bank indebtedness has been the guide, at others, bank 
failures. Assistance in "window-dressing" bank state
ments has also been a factor in central bank policy. This 
latter might be included in the money market factors as well 

6. Conclusions regarding Criteria 
To develop a theory of central banking is beyond the 

scope of the present book. From what has been said thus 
far, however, it would seem that as a single guide to the 
need for expansion and contraction of central bank credit, 
a price index or a production index is tOo generalized. They 
are, however, of use in indicating a tendency. But after 
their movements have become so pronounced as to be reliable. 

It H. L. Reed, 01. cit., pp. 12-15. 
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much of the damage has already been done.. On the other 
hand it is difficult to imagine a central bank management 
which would accept them as guides, when their movements 
were in the early stages. What central bank, for example, 
would begin a restrictive policy at a time when the wholesale 
price index had begun to rise after a period of depression, 
even though this recovery were as much as ten per cent? 

Taken in combination, indexes of prices and production 
are still in too generalized a form; it is only after they have 
been broken down into indexes of prices and production in 
specific industries that they become valuable as guides which 
can be used with confidence. Even so, they must be read in 
the light of sales in the industries which they represent and 
of the reliance which is being placed on borrowing. The 
total quantity of credit becomes, then, an aggregate of the 
amounts which have been carefully extended to individual 
lines of production, and alterations in the total quantity 
become the result of expansion or contraction in individual 
industries. 

Perhaps money market conditions are the best criteria for 
those central bank operations which are usually referred to 
as credit control. The equalization of the supply and 
demand for banking services during the seasonal expansion 
and contraction of trade may thus be brought about, and 
provision may thus be afforded for the necessary changes 
in the demand of the community for bank notes. The 
effects of temporary disturbances to the money market 
caused by quarterly fiscal transactions of the government 
may also be mitigated in this way. 

In addition, the central bank, by virtue of its responsibility 
as the depository of the country's gold reserve, should give 
particular attention to international relations. It can assist 
in reducing the effects of the seasonal flow of trade on 
interest rates, exchange rates and gold movements, and in 
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encouraging the necessary alterations in trade and finance 
where serious changes in the economic position of the 
country are evident. 

The Instruments 0/ Control " 
I. Interest Rates and Open Market Operations 

We tum now to the instruments which have been indi- • 
cated as enabling the central bank to alter the total volume 
of its liabilities. The rate of interest charged by the central 
bank was early looked upon as the obvious method of encour
aging or discouraging borrowers. Much has been written 
about the theory of this method of control with particular 
reference to the Batik of England. Since American theory 
is predominantly influenced by the English tradition, much 
of this discussion has been taken over without, in most cases, 
making due allowance for the differences in the structure of 
banking in the two countries. The same is in general true 
of the writings which present explanations of the mechanism 
of the second instrument, namely, open market operations. 

These two means of control are usually thought of as 
complementary: that is, an increase in the rate is regarded 
as being supplemented by the sale of securities or bills and 
vice versa, although the federal reserve banks have tried, 
on ~casion, a policy of increasing the rate and selling securi
ties. Caution must be used, however, in adapting the English 
analysis to American conditions, for these are not entirely 
the same. In the first place, England is a much smaller 

II For discussions of the instnunmts of control, lee particularly the 
following: Tite MIKMilkm R~Iorl, p. 1,52. paragrapb 356; Spahr, W. Eo. 
Tite F~d"al Reserve BattIls IUt4 C,.,djl CoNlrol, p. 35; Pilou, lruitUlriDl 
FluclllG'iofJI, pt. ii, cb. iv; Reed, F~deral Res~rw Polk" 1921-1930; 
Strong, JNI~rprdtJIio,. of F~derol Res"~ Polk" chi. So xiii. xvi, xix; 
H~ari"!ls 0,. s. R~s. 11, United States Senate. pt. vi; Beckart. DiI(OIIItI 
Polk, of lite Federal Reserw s,sI~"', chi. jj and iv, abo pp. 351, 352: 
Willi, and Steiner, Federal Res~rw BonkjrJg PrlKlke, p. 530; Buries .. 
Tite F~deral Res~rw Barth IUt4 lite Mont, Mark~I, pp. 203. 204-
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country than the United States. Secondly, the London 
money market is predominantly a foreign exchange market, 
thus making gold movements more sensitive to banking 
conditions. Thirdly, London has a highly developed bill 
market by means of which the effects of changes in rates 
are brought more directly to bear on the ultimate borrower 
than they are in New York. In the fourth place, the 
structure of interest rates in London is different from 
that in New York, owing to the difference in the character 
of the markets. In the fifth place, the structure of English 
banking is entirely different from that in the United States, 
the highly developed system of branch banks in England 
being likely to cause a much more unified banking policy 
than in the United States. And lastly, the importance of 
the stock exchange in the United States is relatively greater 
than it is in the London money market. The significance 
of these di!ferences will become evident in the next chapter. 

2. Conserving Gold 
A second group of methods at the command of the central 

bank, affecting the total volume of its credit available, has 
to do with changes in the character of its assets and liahili
ties. In the United States, for example, it has been sug
gested that in certain circumstances the federal reserve 
banks can increase their lending power by substituting 
federal reserve notes for gold certificates in circulation, 
thus leaving more gold free as a reserve for deposits. On 
the other hand, the reverse process may be used to show a 
lower reserve ratio, thus discouraging the banking com
munity from expecting an increase in federal reserve credit. 

Changing the character of central bank assets has also 
been given as a means of affecting the volume of credit. It 
has been suggested that if gold exports occur at a time 
when the central bank considers a reduction in the total 
volume of credit inadvisable, the central bank should sub-
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stitute securities for the gold thus lost. Such an operation 
has obvious limitations. The reverse process bas also been 
proposed. Another type of control through the shifting 
of assets is the substitution of securities for bills as the 
latter decline in volume, thus rendering the total volume of 
central bank credit constant. Vice versa, the central bank 
may think it advisable to sell some of its security portfolio 
as its bill holdings increase, thus preventing a too rapid 
increase in the volume of its credit. 

3. Qualitative Instruments 

All of the above instruments are purely quantitative con
trols. They assume that the sole function of the central 
bank is to adjust the total quantity of credit in accordance 
with the dictates of one or more criteria. Recently, how
ever, there has crept into the literature of banking a sugges
tion of the qualitative character of control. The bank, it is 
believed, should pay more attention to the sources of applica
tion for its credit or, taking the opposite view of the matter, 
it should be more concerned with the uses to which its credit 
is being put. A hint of this is found in Hawtrey'. writ
ings. In discussing the means by which an individual bank 
can reduce the volume of its credit, he makes the following 
comment: 

Short of an absolute refusal to lend, there is much that bankers 
can do to restrict credit. They can apply a more severe standard 
to the security offered; they can reduce the maximum period 
for which they are willing to lend; they can discriminate as to 
the purpose for which the borrower wants the loan. A banker 
knows much of the affairs of his customers, and can often 
practically veto hazardous or unnecessary enterprises, or can, 
at any rate, exercise much influence in advising caution." 

These ideas applied to central banking have taken the form 

18 Hawtrey, 01. cit., pp. 23, 24-
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of various suggestions looking toward qualitative control. 
Assuming that the chief instrument is the rate of interest, 
progressive rates have been suggested for less desirable 
paper. A more rigorous application of the same principle 
is found in the proposal to lay greater emphasis on the 
acceptability of different types of paper, all of which may 
be technically eligible for rediscount at the federal reserve 
banks. 

A different approach to the problem places emphasis, not 
on the specific paper which is offered for re-discount, but on 
the general condition of the borrowing bank. All that 
Hawtrey says about the relationship of the bank to its 
customer would apply to the relationship between a federal 
reserve bank and a borrowing member. This would not, 
of course, be applicable to the Bank of England, for the 
joint-stock banks do not ordinarily borrow from the Bank 
of England. 

Banking experience in the United States during 1929 and 
1930 was probably responsible for some increase in the con
sideration given to the qualitative aspects of control. This 
policy was applied only in the broadest terms, however, 
namely, to the increase in credit due to loans on securities 
and loans to .. business". It apparently seemed to the 
federal reserve authorities that there was nothing particu
larly wrong with business. Commodity prices had not risen, 
and there was no evidence of inventory speculation. On the 
other hand it was felt that .. too much credit was going to 
the stock market". In this situation, quantitative consider
ations were pushed into the background, for a general re
striction would fall on the just and unjust alike. Since no 
technique of qualitative control had been developed, flounder
ing and unsatisfactory instruments of warnings and 
persuasion were resorted to in an attempt to control the 
volume of security loans without contracting II business" 
loans. 



CHAPTER VI 

EFFECTS OF CENTRAL BANK POUCy-CONTRACTION 

Introduction 

REGARDLESS of the theories upon which they are based 
most proposals for credit control culminate in a program of 
central bank policy which is wholly quantitative. It is as
sumed that the central bank must operate through alterations 
in its total volume of liabilities. Hence, aside from any theo
retical relations or algebraic identities which may be said to 
exist between the total quantity of credit and prices, produc
tion, or gold, attention must be given to the effects of changes 
in central bank credit on the banking, business, and price 
structure of the community. 

To assume, for example, that an increase in the rediscount 
rate or a sale of securities by the central bank will cause a 
decline in the level of prices is to overlook a long chain of 
rea~tions involving complicated questions of money market 
organization, banking systems (particularly the relations 
between the central banks and other banks) and the motives 
of business men. On the theoretical basis underlying the 
quantity theory, as outlined above, proper adjustment of the 
total volume of central bank credit will be reflected in appro
priate changes in the price level. But central bank credit is 
not in the hands of the community to be spent for commodi
ties so that the first necessity is to show the effects of central 
bank policy on the volume of member bank credit. The tran
sition is usually made on the assumption that the volume of 
central bank credit affects the volume of member bank credit, 

166 
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which in turn affects the volume of credit paid out by business 
to the public and thus prices are made to do what the central 
bank wishes. But when we attempt to trace the effects of a 
change in the central bank rediscount rate the case is not so 
clear.l In the following discussion we shall consider sepa
rately the effects of the contraction and expansion of central 
bank credit. In the present chapter our concern will be with 
contraction. 

Importance of the Relation of the Central Bank to other 
Banks 

The first difficulty with which we are faced is the place of 
the central bank in the banking system. What types of assets 
does it hold, who are its customers, what is its relation to 
the money market, and what is the significance of its interest 
rate or rates? For example, the federal reserve banks' assets 
consist mainly of government securities and advances to 
member banks. Its open market operations are carried out 
chiefly through the government securities market, since its 

1 "So complicated is this problem, the exact effect of the Bank Rate 
on prices, by the multiplicity of other factors that it is incapable of 
statistical solution." Beckhart, op. cil., p. 454-

" A perusal of the statements of the Board leads one to conclude that 
they never were sure themselves of the exact effects of increases in the 
Bank rate." Ibid., p. 462 . 

.. We must not be satisfied, therefore, with any statement to the effect 
(e. g.) that an increase in bank rate will cause price levels to fall, unless 
it is explained to us at the same time by what intermediate action on 
the factors in the Fundamental Equation the fall is brought about." 
Keynes, op. cil., vol. i, p.' J8S • 

.. Before, however, we embark on a detailed development of these 
ideas, it may be useful to outline the accepted doctrine as it has been 
developed historically and as it exists today. It is surprisingly difficult to 
do this. No systematic treatment of the subject exists in the English 
language, so far as I am aware. You will search in vain the works of 
Marshall, Pigou, Taussig or Irving Fisher. Even Professor Cassel's 
treatment, which is somewhat fuller, does not examine the train of causa~ 
tion in any detail." Ibid., vol. i, p. J86. 
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dealings in acceptances are mostly by way of support of the 
acceptance market. The advances of the Bank of England 
on the other hand are insignificant and the effects of its opera
tions are mainly on the acceptance markeL' Owing to the 
relatively large proportion of foreign as compared with do
mestic financing in the London money market, the effects of 
the policy of the Bank of England will have a different inci
dence from that of the federal reserve banks in a money 
market where call loans for security operations are the pre
dominant type of loan. 

Again, there is a wide difference between the tyj>es of 
customers of the various central banks. In the United 
States the chief customers of the federal reserve banks are 
the member banks, while in England the joint-stock banks , 

a" The fundamental explanation of the different behaviour of the Fed
eral Reserve System and the London System i. to be f01Dld, therefore, 
firstly, in the ability of the Member Bankt to re-dilccllmt direct with the 
Reserve Banks, and secondly, in the relative level. which prevail u • 
rule between call-money, first class bill. and bank-rate." Ibid., yoL ii, 
p.2J8. 

.. For the British System hal contrived, what it true of no other 
system, namely, that the volume of the 'advancel ' of the Bank of Eng
land (as defined above) shaD be normally fIil (subject to the qualifica
tions mentioned below), and shall only come into exittence I""IorarV7 
and for short periods to meet BsonaJ and other emergencies, e. g. at 
balance-sheet dates at the end of each half-year, or when the IIIOIIe1 
market has been taken by surprise, or to meet Ver'l temporary conditions, 
or when an increase of bank-rate is anticipated in the near future." Ibid .. 
p. 22"/ (italics his) • 

.. If an English Joint-Stock Bank desires to replenish its resene
resources, there are only three waYI in which it can do 10: (I) by telling 
assets to the customers of other banks and 10 gettinc hold of • part of 
the balances of some other bank, which dearly doeI DOthing to reline 
the banks u a whole; (2) by letting Trea5Ur7 Bi111 nm off and thus 
compelling the Treasury to borrow from the Bank of England OD Way. 
and Means; (3) by depleting the resources of the bill-broken either by 
withdrawing funds previously lent to them at caU, or by ceasing to bU1 
bills, and 10 compelling the bill-brokers to borrow from the Bank of 
England by discouuting or othenrise." Ibid. Po 228. 
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are rarely borrowers at the Bank of England. The Bank of 
France has a still wider clientele among the business houses 
and individuals of the country through approximately 300 
branches. As a result of these differences in organization 
and customs, changes in the rate of re-discount at the central 
banks have different significances in different countries. 

The truth is that . . . the bank rate is not the same thing as our 
Federal Reserve Rate. The Bank of England makes two rates, 
the bank rate itself, which is public, and the private rate, which, 
as the name implies, is not issued to the public but is varied by 
the Bank from time to time as it sees fit; so it may often be that 
in Great Britain, the actual rate of discount charged by the 
Bank of England is higher or lower than the public bank rate.· 

In France it is again different, for when the bank rate is 
increased it becomes at once effective throughout the country 
to a wide clientele. 

The technique of credit control, then, will vary from coun
try to country. The differences in the power and authority 
of the central banks must be taken into consideration and 
they must determine their policy by the incidence of their 
actions. In what follows, we shall confine our discussion to 
conditions in the United States. 

Effects on Member Banks 

In discussing this question Mr. J. M. Keynes summarizes 
the theories he has found as follows: 

The traditional doctrine, which has been developed in the ninety 
years which have since elapsed, has been woven of three distinct 
strands of thought. . . . The first of these regards Bank-rate 
merely as a means of regulating the quantity of bank-money . • • 
The second strand is that which is generally uppermost in dis
cussions by practical bankers. They regard Bank-rate policy 
primarily, not as a means of regulating the price level but as a 

• Willis and Steiner. op. cil., p. 533. 
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means of protecting a country's gold-reserves by regulating the 
rate of foreign lending .••• The third strand of thought is 
one which comes nearest to what seems to me to be the essence 
of the matter. It also winds through many previous discussions, 
but seldom or never in a clear or distinct fashion. This strand 
of thought conceives of Bank-rate as influencing in some way 
the rate of investment, or at least the rate of some kinds of 
investment, and, perhaps in the q.se of Wickscll and Cassel, as 
influencing the rate of investment relatively to that of savings.-

In somewhat similar terms, the MacMillan Report sum
marizes the functions of bank-rate: 

I. Dear money tends to diminish the net amount which. 
country lends abroad or to increase the amount which it borrows. 
Both short-term lending and long-term lending are affected, 
though it is the former which feels a change soonest and most 
sensitively. Thus there is an immediate favourable eff~ on 
the country's balance of international payments and hence on its 
foreign exchanges and its gold reserves. This assumes that the 
change in the bank rate is a change relatively to rates elsewhere 
and is not merely keeping pace with changes elsewhere. 

2. Dear money tends to curtail enterprise at home and the 
volume of purchasing power which is put into circulation. 
Some part of the purchasing power which is thus curtailed 
would have been spent on imports or on home-produced goods 
which are now released for export. Thus dear money has a 
favourable effect on a country's • visible' balance of trade; which, 
again, has a favourable effect on the country'. balance of inter
national payments and hence on its foreign exchanges and on 
its gold reserves. 

3. The curtailment of enterprise at home has the secondary 
effect (by itS influence on demand relative to supply) of making 
it impossible for producers who are still continuing operations to 
sell their output at as high a price as before. Owing to the 
various difficulties in the way of closing down, especially if the 

• A. Treatise 011 MOIIeY, voL i, pp. 187-191 (italia his). 
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trouble is expected to be of short duration, and since even a 
reduced price will generally show some margin over prime cost, 
some producers will-for a time at least-accept a lower price 
for their products. This, again, will help the country's' visible' 
balance of trade. . 

4. The fall of prices considered under (3) is a fall of prices 
which is not accompanied by a corresponding fall of costs and 
is, therefore, at the expense of the producer. If such a fall 
continues for any length of time it necessarily puts a pressure 
on producers to reduce costs, including wages if necessary. 
When costs as well as prices have fallen, the help to the country's 
, visible' balance of trade resulting from the fall of prices will 
be on a more durable and reliable basis! 

That central bank policy affects the total quantity of pur
chasing power is basic in the quantitative approach to credit 
control. Even Keynes' third strand of thought ultimately 
comes to this.' His peculiar contribution is not in demon
strating that central bank policy affects prices in some way 

D Pp. 95-96. 
, .. That is to say, every effective alteration of bank-rate must be asso

ciated, except in so far as it is balanced by simultaneous alterations in 
other factors, by .some alteration in the quantity of bank-money. But 
~ere is no simple or invariable relation between the effect of an 
alteration of bank rate on the price-level, whether of liquid consumption
goods or of output as a whole, and the associated alteration in the quan
tity of bank-money. The volume of bank-money must be in due relation 
to the volume of out-put, the rate of earnings, the rate of profit, the 
velocities of different classes of deposits and the requirement of the finan
cial circulation. A change in bank-rate wilt have an effect, initially or 
subsequently, on all of these, and through them on price-levels. But its 
effect on these different factors will neither be in the same! proportion 
on all of them at a given moment, nor in the same ,proportion on arIIY 
of them at different stages of a transition; so that it is not useful 
to say that a change in bank rate changes price levels becav.re it is asso
ciated with changes in the quantity of bank-money especially if this state
ment carries any suggestion that the price levels will change more or less 
in the same proportion as the change in the quantity of bank-money." 
A T,.eatise on Money, vol. i, pp.216-217. 
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other than through the quantity of bank credit in the hand. 
of the people, but in showing why this quantity changes. It 
will be our purpose in this section to follow central bank 
policy as it affects the quantity of bank credit domestically, 
leaving the international aspects for separate discussion. 

Of first importance in the United States is the effect of 
central bank policy on the member banks. Since the federal 
reserve banks have no widespread system of branches deal
ing directly with the public, and since their dealings in accep
tances are mainly by way of market support, whatever influ
ence this policy is to have must be transmitted through the 
member banks. 

The importance of interest rate changes affords the 
. simplest explanation of the effects of central bank contraction. 
An increase in the central bank rate is supposed to cause 
the member banks to increase their rates to customers.' This 
latter increase is then said to reduce the application by busi
ness men, for loans, which in turn reduces their demand for 
goods. Further, business then pays out Jess to workers who 
consequently have Jess to spend for commodities. The 
volume of purchasing power being thus reduced, prices fall. 

Unfortunately so simple an explanation does not apply to 
conditions in the United States. The rates which the bank. 
charge their regular customers are not thus easily regulated 
by the federal reserve bank.. There are several reasons 

, .. The main factor determininJ interest rates throughout the entire 
banking system in a countrJ is the central bank'. diSCOUDt rate. ••• • 
Cassel. op. til., P. 103-

.. Like Cassel, practically all the writerl who urge the controUinc 
power of the disccl1mt-rate urge it on the ground of • naive price theory 
in acrordance with which a restriction in the demand for credit q eft"ectecI 
whenever the price of aedit, i. e. the interest rate, i. railed and expaD

sion takes place whenna' the price q lowered." J. S. Lawrence. S,obil
izaliott 01 Pric~1 (New York, 1926), p. JDQ. 

• .. It seems doubtful, however, whether for a Ioog time to come and 
taking the country as a whole, there wiD be &rrJ I1JCh clole CDDIIeCtioa 
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for this. The chief reason is found in the banking habits 
of American business. Rather than being competitive, the 
majority of banking relations are on a line-of-credit basis" 
A business concern looks to a certain bank for all of its 
accommodations and comes to expect the same terms for that 
accomodation. Furthermore, the rate which a bank charges 
bears little relation to the rate charged by the federal reserve 
banks for rediscounts, for in most cases the customer rates 
are sufficiently above the rediscount rate so that 0 or 1 % 
changes in the central bank rate are unimportant.1o 

The second reason why an increase in the rate of redis
count charged by the federal reserve banks will not cause an 

of Federal Reserve Bank rates with the volume of credit in use as was 
notro, for exanwle, in pre-war days in England, the home of central bank
ing." Beckhart, Discount Policy of the Federal Res"",e S)'stem, p. 456 
(quoting from the Federal Res""" Bulletill, 1919, p. 911). 

• .. For example, the rate which is quotro by American banks is usually 
its prevailing line-of-credit rate to customers. This is a kind of rate 
which is relatively unknown in Great Britain or France and one which 
certainly does not furnish a satisfactory footing for comparison with the 
bank rates in those countries. In Great Britain the prevailing rate which 
is citro is that which is quotro for prime two-name paper. Such paper 
has a general marketability which our line-of-credit loans never can 
have .•.• " Willis and Steiner, op. cil., P. 532. 

10 .. The ordinary rate for bank accommodation which is paid by the 
business man is the rate prevailing in the community usually as deter
minro by an understanding of a general sort between banks and limitro 
by the so-callro usury laws which supposroly control the maximum 
charge which may be made to the borrower. Thus in many of the 
western states with a legal rate of 8 or even 10 per cent, and a rate 
prevailing at the Froeral reserve bank of the district of not to excero 
4~ per cent, the margin or gap between the two is so great that changes 
in the Federal reserve bank rate of limited amounts exert no influence 
upon the rates that may be chargro by the bank to the customer .••. " 
Ibid., p. 516. 

In reply to a questionnaire sent out by a Senate sub-committee, the 
froeral reserve banks indicated that the rroiscount rate has little effect 
on interest rates outside of the money market. Hearings before SnuJle 
Sub-Com".ill" 0 .. S. Rts. 71, 71st CongrtSS, Third Sessio,., part vi, p. 750. 
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equal rise, or in fact any rise at all, in the rates charged to 
customers of the member banks is arrived at by an analysis 
of bank costs. J. S. Lawrence, after making a careful analy
sis of bank costs in the United States presents a table in 
which he shows that if the banks of the country are charging 
an average rate of 5.6630 per cenl at a time when the redis
count rate is 4Ya per cenl they need raise their interest rates 
only to 10.5310 per cent should the reserve rate be raised 
to 94Ya per cent in order to make the same profit as before." 

Reasoning from a hypothetical example, Keynes also comes 
to the conclusion that the central bank rate would have to be 
much higher than usual if it alone were to check member 
bank borrowing or cause them to raise their rates.1I 

It seems clear that we cannot rely upon a mechanistic ex
planation of the technique of credit control through the con
nection of interest rates and banking costs. In spite of this, 
however, the increase of the federal reserve rate apparently 
has a restrictive effect on banking operations. In a thorough 
review of the opinions of members of the federal reserve 
board and practical bankers, Beckhart shows that the general 
feeling is that a rise in the central bank rate does cause the 
banks to take up the work of credit restriction through closer 
scrutiny of applications, to determine the purposes for which 
the loans are desired, and leads them to take a more conserva
tive attitude toward industrial expansion. None of the mem
bers however, suggests that this contraction is general. It is 
directed toward certain elements of the bank's business. 

11 U Our last and apparently least important itaD is the interest and 
c1iSC01Ult on borrowed money. How an element which CIODItitutes but 
SM per cent of the cost of renderin&' a llel'Yice can determine the price 
of that llel'Yice i. not in the cia .. of self-evident truths... Lawrence, 0'. til., P. J09. 

See also, AngeU and Ficek. • The Espansion of Bank Credit", J_ 
fIOl 01 Polil;"Gl Ec0flDfft1, yoL xli, DO. 2, Aprill931, p. 190" "q. 

llA TreGli"",. Mtmey, yoL ii, pp. 245-246. 
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Some refuse new customers, confining themselves to their 
already recognized borrowers. Some restrict the amount 
'loaned to the stock market. One observer believes that the 
influence is more heavily felt in the commercial paper 
market. IS 

These results are more likely to be obtained if the central 
bank not only raises its rate, but likewise shows its desire for 
restriction through open market operations. By thus reduc
ing the reserves of the member banks, further expansion on 
their part would require additional rediscounting. Butwhy 
shouldn't they increase their borrowings at the federal re
serve banks rather than engage in a policy of restriction, as 
we are told they do by the practical bankers as indicated 
above. Here we see that the whole technique of quantitative 
control rests on the tenuous basis of custom and psychological 
reactions. The central banker becomes sociologist and social 
psychologist. Burgess sajS, U The importance of a change 
in discount rate lies principaUy in its beng a public recogni
tion by a group of responsible and well-informed people of a 
change in the credit situation." 14 Keynes also emphasizes 
these factors in his argument: 

In the first place, pressure is put on the Member Banks to restrain 
their use of rediscounting facilities with the Federal Reserve 
Banks by criticising them, asking inconvenient questions, and 
creating a public opinion to the effect that it is not quite respect
able for a Member Bank, or good for its credit, to be using the 
resources of the Reserve Bank more than its neighbors.15 

And again: 

Since 1925 the convention that Member Banks should not 
re-discount except for very short periods has been gaining 
ground, especially amongst the large New York banks. 

11 Beckhart, op. cit., pp. 435-471: 
14 Thl RlstnJI Banks and th, Money Market, p. 185. 
18 Op. cit., vol. ii, p. 240. 
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Whether this convention would stand the strain of a tussle be
tween the Member Banks and the Reserve Banks with the latter 
trying to enforce a policy which the former resented, remains 
to be seen.18 

Surely this is an insecure basis upon which to rest a pro
posal which is to have such far-reaching effects as are claimed 
for this type of credit control. What is even more serious, 
however, is that it is a clear demonstration that there is no 
theory of credit control involved. For, even granted that the 
rise in the central bank rate does encourage the member 
banks to follow a restrictive policy for reasons other than 
that their profits are affected, the problem of how the restric
tion is to come about is only stated, not answered. Shall the 
banks merely raise their rates to all borrowers, and let them 
compete for the loans? Or shall they grant some and refuse 
others? It is suggested that they scrutinize applications 
more closely. What shall be the basis of discrimination? 
If this policy is good at certain times, why isn't it good at 
all times? Should the banks laxly pass on any and all appli
cations until there is II a public recognition by a group of 
responsible and well-informed people" that the banking 
system has fallen upon evil days? When shall this recogni
tion be given; after the price index has risen one per cent, 
ten per cent, or some other predetermined amount? It is 
quite possible, even though the price index has not risen at all 
or may be actually declining, that an unstable debt structure 
has been built up. 

The obvious answer is that the control of credit is a con
tinuous process. It should be in operation every time an 
extension of credit is made. Only in this way will the devel
opment of unhealthy credit conditions be avoided. Credit is 
essentially qualitative, that is, some borrowers are entitled to 
extensions and some are not, ana of those who are entitled to 
borrow, some should have more and some less. The analysis 

IS Ibid .. vol. ii, p. 24J. 
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and control of credit is likewise qualitative and continuous. 
The function of the central bank is thus not that of waiting 
until a generally bad credit condition has developed to give 
a signal to the community by a ~ of one percent increase in 
its rate. Rather it should by constant vigilance do what is 
in its power to prevent the development of such situations. 
It can do this principally in two ways. First, by giving con· 
sideration to the condition of borrowing banks, it can warn 
them of the development of dangerous conditions in their 
portfolios, and enforce these warnings if necessary by re
stricting the accommodations provided. l1 There is no reason 
to suppose that the credit conditions of all banks are any 
more uniform than those of all individuals or all corporations. 
In the second place the central bank can from its wider sources 
of knowledge supply the member banks with information 
regarding the conditions of individual industries. It can en· 
force these by use of the acceptability provisions in the fed
eral reserve act in the rediscounting of paper. We have 
merely indicated the lines along which the control of credit 
must go, and will return to a fuller discussion in a later chap
ter. There are several additional aspects of the generalized 
quantitive approach which must first be investigated. 

Effects on the Money Market 

Although no direct rclationship can be established between 
increases in the central bank rate and the rate which the cus· 
tomers are charged by their banks, it appears that, when the 
reserves of the member banks are impaired and the central 
bank gives evidence of desiring a restriction of credit, custom 
or psychology does cause the member banks to curtail their 
activities. While this curtailment may not affect all of its 

17 .. On the other hand, the excessive indebtedness of some member 
banks might be dealt with by subjecting their discount applications to 
special scrutiny." Reed, Disco"'" Policy of the FedmJI Reserw Banks. 
I9U-19JO, p. 12. 
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customers proportionately, there seems to be a fair degree of 
uniformity and evidence that it is effective in the money 
market.18 The importance of this is that, whatever the 

18 Cf. for example: 
.. It has been explained to us in evidence that when the action of the 

Bank of England impels the joint stock bank. to increase or decre:ue the 
volume of their assets (and hence of their deposits), the first effect of 
the change is likely to fall on the banks' more liquid assets, namely, their 
bills and their loans to the money market, and next on their investmentl i 
whilst, if they are forced to curtail their advances, they will first of all 
cut down advances of a financial or personal character and will be mOlt 
reluctant to refuse advances to their customers for normal busine •• pur
poses. Thus the effect of credit expansion or contraction on the" amount 
of business advances will be mainly indired." MtlCMillGfl Report, p. 09-

" .•• Far more responsive to Federal reserve ratea than are rate! on 
customers' paper, are rates for two classes of paper which represent in
vestments for surplus funds of banks. Both rate. on call loaM and on 
commercial paper offered in the market through note broken .how a far 
wider range of fluctuation than do rates on customer.' paper •••• In the 
cities the call rate is probably more or les. influenced by the Federal 
reserve rate and maintains a rough correspondence to it, especially at 
times when the lending power of member.banks is fairly well employed, 
because additional demands of the call market will then be .upplied by 
borrowings effected at Federal reserve banks for the purpose of obtain
ing funds which may be used in call lending." Willis and Steiner, op. cil., 
pp. 516-517· 

"In every such country, various controlling factor. operate in the 
money market, and are influenced in determining the rate there. Among 
such-factors, the central bank rates, or rates of discount charged by the 
central banking organization or institution, always OCCUP7' a conspicuous 
place, and when the central banking mechanism is skilfully operated, the 
rates charged at .central banking institutions have an important inRumee 
in determining the actual charge for money or funds in the open 'mar
ket '." Ibid., p. SIS • 

.. Following the rate increase of the Federal Reserve Bank call money 
renewed progressively at ten, twelve, fourteeD and .ixteen per cent, and 
on November 12, after a week of hesitation, prices broke violently." 
Beckhart, Discotml Policy of llu Federal Reserv, Syslem, p. 458 (quoting 
from the Report on Business Conditions, Second Federal Reserve District, 
November 20, 1919, p. 3). 

"The advance in discount rates previously put into operation, however, 
is having an effect which is particularly noticeable in a few of the larger 
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effects of the central bank action are, they are likely to be 
confined to the money market. Care must therefore be exer
cised to avoid the assumption that these effects are felt by 
business men throughout the country, especially in a country 
as large as the United States, in which most of the financing 
of business is not through the money market but directly 
through the local banks. The restriction will be felt only 
by that group of borrowers who are able to finance themselves 
through the commercial paper market or by bankers' accept
ances, and by those interested in the government securities 
market or the call loan market. Since the federal reserve 
banks purchase principally government securities, the markets 
for other bonds will be affected only in so far as the altered 
yields on the government bonds is reflected in the yields of 
the other bonds. How effective this will be will depend on 
the risks involved. 

Although it may thus be true that the central bank 'policy 
is effective in increasing. rates in the open market, the prob-

financial centers. At these points bankers have actively taken up the 
work of credit restriction and limitation. In some cases this restriction 
has extended to the point of declining to take on new business, the banks 
confining themselves to providing for the needs of their already recog
nized customers. In other cases important institutions, although not limit
ing the scope of their commercial activities, give evidence of endeavoring 
to curtail the amount advanced by them for stock market or investment 
operations •••• The influence of the discount rate policy of the Federal 
Reserve Banks upon the investment market has if anything been less 
obvious than in the commercial banking field." Beckhart, ibid., p. 459 
(quoting from the F,deral Res~, Bull"i,., Ig2O, p. 345). 

For charts of interest rates see: 
Burgess, p. 192. 
Lawrence, p. 285. 
Beckhart, op. cit .. pp. 203, 280, 281, 324. 391, 392. 
J. M. Chapman, Fiscal Flt1ICtions of tht F,deral Rese"" Banks (New 

York, 1923), p. 166. 
W. W. Riefler, MOMY Ma,.ktls and MOMY Rates ill tht UNit,d Statts. 
MONthly Rtvitul of C,.,dit CoNditions, Federal Reserve Bank of New 

York. ' 
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lem of the effect of the increase of these rates on the opera. 
tions of the member banks still persists. Above, we found 
it necessary to reject the idea that the increase of the central 
bank rate directly influences the policy of the member banks 
through an increase of costs. This conclusion was based 
chiefly on the insensitiveness of the rates which are custom
arily charged to regular borrowers. Although in the case of 
money market rates, it is found that the central bank policy 
is effective, the same objections to the assumption that mem
ber banks are, thereby, automatically forced to restrict their 
loans hold, for .. an increase in Market-rates far less than 
proportionate to the increase in the official rate will compen
sate the member bank for its loss in discounting bills with 
the Central Bank at a rate much above the market-rate at 
which it is buying them ".11 This caution is necessary for 
the central bank policy can be made effective in the money 
market, at least in the government securities market, in the 
first instance. The sale of government securities, if carried 
out on a large enough scale, will of itself, cause their yield to 
go up. If this change of rate spreads to the other portions of 
the market, the banks will find themselves confronted with 
higher rates t>oth on their loans and on their borrowings at 
the federal reserve bank. There is obviously no reason 
why -they should not replenish by further borrowing, the 
reserves depleted by the central bank's sale of bonds. If 
other ptarket rates do not follow the yield on government 
bonds there is still no reason, on a cost basis, why the hanks 
should not increase their rediscounts. But given a condition 
where the central bank rate is above those prevailing in the 
market there are, in addition to those given above, two 
reasons why they should take such action. Keynes outlines 
them in the following passages: .. Accordingly a bank which 
borrows from the Central Bank at a cost above the market-

111 Keynes, Tr~rUis~ Off M OfIe'Y, vol. ii, p. 247. 
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rate pays the whole cost of expanding credit, but reaps only 
a proportion, and perhaps only a small proportion of the 
benefit." II There is, however, a further consideration-and 
one likely, perhaps, to have more influence in practice than 
it should have on the basis of strict calculation-namely, the 
fact that, so long as market rates are below the official rate, 
it will always appear to a bank, which is desirous of increas
ing its reserve-balance, that it will pay it better to steal away 
the reserve-balances of other member banks than to borrow 
itself from the Reserve Bank ",10 

Thus reduced to its lowest terms, the incidence of quan
titative control is finally seen to fall on only a narrow section 
of banking and business. The reduction effected in the 
total volume of credit depends on the ability of the central 
bank to induce the member banks to follow its wishes through 
moral suasion, criticism, and pleading. I f they do not do 
so the only result of the activities of the central bank is to 
shift its portfolio from government bonds to rediscounted 
paper.11 

Furthermore, assuming that the central bank policy is 
effective, there is no assurance that the mounting volume of 

20 Ibid., pp. 248-249. 
21 Even such a strong advocate of this method of credit control as Mr. 

Keynes recognizes this flaw, for he says: .. Many critics of that period 
(January to October, 1920) have ascribed the results to the failure of 
the Federal Reserve Banks to raise their discount rates on the approved 
London model. Certainly this failure aggravated the situation. But I 
doubt whether any reasonable or practicable movement of the discount 
rate could under the American system have really stopped the avalanche
market-rates would simply have moved ahead to an appropriate extent, 
and so long as prices were rising no one would mind paying them." 
TrtGli.u 011 M Ollty, vol. ii, p. 239-

In answer to the question of the effect· of changes in the federal re
serve rate, only three of the twelve banks felt that it caused a reduction 
in member bank borrowings. They added that in their opinion a reduc
tion of the rediscount rate did not stimulate borrowing. Hearings 011 S. 
Rrs. 11, part vi, p. 750. . 
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debts wUI be restricted in those fields where it should be 
restricted, that is, in connection with those debts which will 
not be repaid and whose non-payment will cause the ultimate 
downfall of the whole debt structure. As we have seen, the 
restriction will be felt primarily in the commercial paper 
market and the call loan market. But why should those cor
porations and industries '\t'hich use the commercial paper 
market be singled out from all other businesses? Their 
business might be perfectly sound.11 What chain of reason
ing can explain the transfer of such restrictions to a Florida 
real estate boom, which is taking place on expanded' bank 
credit, or to an oil boom in Oklahoma? Naturally, if one 
is primarily interested in the stability of a generalized index 
of prices, it makes no difference that some prices are reduced 
to offset increases in others. But the adjustment of prices, 
far from being realized, will be rendered still more remote. 
Such a program of credit control can be advocated only in 
the belief that the total volume of credit is of paramount 
importance, that somehow the general level of prices will be 
controlled through the variation of this total quantity of 
credit, and that the distribution of the debt structure between 
individuals and industries is of no importance. 

Effecis on Business 

An important factor in the theory of quantitative credit 
control is the influence of the central bank policy on business 

22 Professor Spahr in his prize essay on the subject of credit control 
points out this difficulty in the following statement: .. The use of the 
rediscount rate under such conditions may bring deplorable results. It 
penalizes eligible paper, innocent banks and borrowers and, in addition, 
probably causeS a reaction in the market lasting but a few day. in which 
much money is lost without any permanent or lasting good being accom
plished either in the form of controlling recalcitrant member banks or in 
stabilizing credit conditions and prices in the stock market." W. E. 
Spahr, The Federal Reserve System and the COfItrol of Cr,dit (New 
York, 1931), P.41. 
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men. "Business", used in a broad sense to include all eco
nomic activities engaged in for profit, is the link between 
the banks and the community. It is through the units of 
enterprise that bank credit reaches the individual. If, there
fore, the community is to have a larger or smaller" unspent 
margin", to use Hawtrey's phrase, business men must be 
induced to borrow more or less, as the case may be. An 
important link in all theories, therefore, has been the effect 
of the central bank policy on business. The connection is 
usually made through interest rates. We have discussed at 
length the effect of an increase in the central bank rate on 
the rates paid by business. It is quite apparent that, at least 
under American conditions, in the majority of cases the in
crease in the central bank rate does not result in higher rates 
charged to business. Whatever influence it has, is appar
ently confined to those borrowers who make use of the money 
markets. If the restrictive policy is effective on other bor
rowers, it will be through direct curtailment of loans by the 
banks to their customers. But if the control is to be quan
titative, we must put aside this direct curtailment, for this 
leads to a qualitative discussion of credit toward which we 
shall tum our attention in Part III. Thus the quantitative 
approach is limited to an analysis of the effects of higher 
interest rates in the restricted areas where they are found. 

The first approach to an explanation of the relationship 
between increasing interest rates and the price level is by way 
of the classical marginal analysis. Increasing interest rates 
are said to cut off the marginal demands for credit, thus 
reducing the total volume of bank credit and finally reducing 
prices. It is to be borne in mind that these marginal borrow
ers must be confined to that section of the community which 
uses the open market, for they are the only ones who will feel 
the effects of the higher interest rates. Recognizing this 
limitation, the important factor in bringing about the con-
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traction is costs. Just as in the case of the effects on the 
operations of the member banks supposed to be produced by 
the increase of the central bank rate, the whole success of 
the policy rests on the increased cost to borrowen of the rates 
of interest which they are called upon to pay as we hope to 
show, with as little warrant in this case as in the other. 

Taking a broad view we can agree with the pertinent 
observation of Dr. Lawrence that 

Keeping in mind the marginal principle of the cost theorists in 
accordance with which an increase in the" price" paid for 
money will reduce the demand for money by excluding marginal 
borrowers we may well ask ourselves if these marginal borrow
ers are likely to consist of those elements who provide the fever 
of speculation during the business cycle or whether they are more 
likely to be the stable elements whose influence is ever directed 
toward safety and the maintenance of the ship of business on 
an even keel ? We are not likely to find many speculators 
working on fractional percentage margins. We are likely to 
find many conservative business men operating on fractional 
percentage margins. There is every probability, therefore, that 
a rise of several per cent in the interest rate will bar marginal 
borrowers who are precisely the ones whom we can least afford 
to exclude and will fail to a very large extent in affecting the 
particular elements whom the rise in the interest rate was in
tended to check." 

That is to say it is a hit or miss policy. The principal result 
is apparently to decrease the total quantity of credit and to 
lower the prices of some things, anything apparently. There 
is no effort to curb borrowers who are too heavily in debt. 

Attempting to define more narrowly the marginal borrow
ers, most theorists soon eliminated the manufacturing enter
prises, as falling within the group. For a very cursory ex
amination of manufacturing costs win reveal that the amount 

.. Stabili&otioft of Prictl, pp. J20-J2r. 
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paid for interest forms an extremely small percentage of 
total costs. Thus the field of effectiveness is further 
narrowed. Mr. Hawtrey suggests on this point that while 
manufacturers may not be induced to curtail operations by 
the higher interest rates, those who are engaged in trading 
operations, such as wholesale dealers and traders, will do so. H 

This hypothesis is advanced on the basis that such dealers 
carry a large supply of working capital relatively to fixed 
capital and that they are, therefore, substantial borrowers 
on short term. The interest charges which they are called 
upon to pay are thus more importanL But there is no more 
evidence to support this view than there is evidence that 
higher interest rates are effective in curtailing the 
manu facturer .1' 

But a more serious consideration, which this approach 
overlooks, is the price relationships involved in the traders' 
business. The assumption is apparently that the prices at 
which goods are bought and at which they are sold are in 
perfect adjustment and that the profitableness of carrying 
on the business is determined by small changes in the costs, 
other than those for the stocks carried. But if prices are 
rising, and by hypothesis they are (otherwise there would be 
no need for the restrictive policy), the profit possibilities thus 
offered are likely to be of more importance than the increased 
cost of doing business, which results from higher interest 
rates." Thus this line of reasoning reduces to the uncon-

I ... We ha\"e already shown that a high rate of interest acts in the 
first instance on the wholesale dealer or merchant, who restricts his 
orders to the manufacturer or producer." Hawtny, op. cit., p. III. 

n .. Mr. Hawtrey admits that these additional costs will be too smaIl 
materially to affect the manufacturer, but assumes without inftStigation 
that th~ do materially affect the trader." Keynes, op. cit., yol. i, p. 194-

I • .. He does not base his argument on the arousing of an expectation 
of falling pri~leYeis in the minds of the dealers, and he makes the 
diminution of the supply of credit money the 1G.r, eYmt in his cansa! 
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vincing thesis that prices can be brought down by causing 
traders to borrow less. But they will not borrow less until 
they are faced with declining prices. We may be pardoned 
for thus speaking broadly of .. prices" for the theory with 
which we are dealing itself considers" prices" as the equiva
lent of a price level, an objective entity without reference to 
the interrelationships between the prices included. Hawtrey 
himsel f weakens the theory by stating that, .. it would seem, 
therefore, as if all the effects of a contraction of credit could 
only work slowly." And we might add that in that interim 
new maladjustments might occur. Further," the moment 
foreign trade enters into the problem, all is changed." If 

Realizing that a case cannot be made on the basis of costs, 
many writers in an effort to explain why borrowers reduct 
the volume of their applications have turned to the psycho
logical effects which the increased rates have on such borrow
ers.IS However, while it is true that probabty the most im-

train. Yet probably the question whether he i. paying 5 per cent or 
6 per cent for the accommodation he obtains from his banker inftuenc:a 
the mind of the dealer very little more than it inftuencea the mind of the 
manufacturer, as compared with the current and prospective rate of off
take for the goods he deals in and his expectation. as to their prospective 
price movements." Keynes, op. cit., voL i, pp. 194-195 (italics hi.) • 

.. It is not the mere facility of borrowing, or the difference between 
being able to discount at 3 or at 6 per cent that supplies the mom" for 
purchasing, or even for selling. Few persons of the description here 
mentioned ever speculate but upon the confident expectation of an ad
vance of price of at least 10 per cenL ••• N Ibid., p. 196, quoting 'rom 
Tooke. (Italics from the original.) 

.. But so long as the rate of interest is not deterrent-so long, that is, 
as it does not exceed the rate of profit likely to be made from the use 
of the SIUDS borrowed-there is an inherent tendency on the part of trad
ers to borrow more and more, and of bankers to lend more and more." 
Hawtrey, CUtTen" and Credit, p. JO. 

17 Ibid., p. 114-

28" There! is a fourth faetor by reference to which lOme writers (e. g. 
Professor Pigou) reinforce such other explanation as they may offer of 
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portant reason why business men curtail expansion is the 
expectation of lower prices, they need not wait for the central 
bank to give them a signal through a higher discount rate. 
If they will pay attention to the statistics of production and 
consumption and the accumulation of stocks of goods, they 
can tell for themselves whether or not they are borrowing too 
freely on the basis of prices which cannot be maintained. 
And here we are using "prices" as related to specific lines 
so that the contraction of debt and credit will be specific and 
will occur only where needed. 

Effect on Bill Brokers 

There is a type of borrower who must receive special men
tion in connection with the marginal doctrine applied to inter
est as a cosL This is the bill broker or commercial paper 
house. Operations of this sort are carried on on a very 
small profit margin with large volume of business. A small 
change in the rate of interest might, therefore, add enough 
to operating costs to induce curtailmenL It should be noted 
that if the brokers are able to pass this on to the borrower, 
the problem of why the business borrower should be re
strained by the additional interest charge remains as before. 
On the other hand, if the business represented by the paper in 
which these brokers deal is likewise carried on on a small 
margin as is likely to be the case in foreign exchange trans
actions, the higher rates do become effective in curtailing the 
demands for such credit. Also if the purchasers of such 
paper are not banks, in the sense of carrying checking ac-

the influence of bank-rate on the price-level, namely its psychological 
effect." Keynes, op. cit., vol. i, p. 199 (italics his) • 

.. The result of the higher Federal Reserve Bank rates, as far as we 
can learn, has been to impress borrowers with the necessity of borrowing 
as little as possible, and of presenting a sound case when applying for 
credit" Beckhart, op. cit., P. 462 (quoting from MofIlhTy Rmn» of th~ 
F~d"al R~s,"" Bank of Nn» York, June 20, 1920. par. I). 
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counts, but firms investing their own funds, their willingness 
to buy at a time of rising interest rates will be lessened. The 
reason for this is that the cost analysis discussed in regard to 
banks does not apply, for in the case of the banks the mul
tiple expansion of liabilities against borrowed reserves was 
the basic reason for the ineffectiveness of increased redis
count rates. Such mUltiple expansion does not apply to non
banking institutions. 

The amount of business done through such bill-brokers is, 
however, not very large in the United States in proportion to 
the direct borrowing from banks." Curtailment of their 
business cannot therefore, be relied upon as an important 
factor in the control of crediL In England, on the other 
hand, their role is more important and the policy of the Bank 
of England bears directly on them.'o More important, how
ever, is the fact of the importance of international transac
tions in the London market. The customers of the bill-brok
ers are, therefore, largely engaged in foreign exchange trans
actions and, in so far as the higher rates are passed on by 
the bill-brokers to their customers, the incidence of the re
strictive policy falls on the latter. Thus it will be noted that 
the Bank of England policy is to a large extent not a quanti
tat}:ve control of credit but a qualitative one. It is the clear
ance of credit or the matching of obligations between banking 
systems which permits the trade of the world to be carried on 
without the use of gold. When gold begins to leave a coun
try it is the signal. that this clearance is not taking place and 

21" The bulk of the requirements for credit facilities comes from in
dustry and trade -mainly domestic in its origin and character. Such. 
condition does not make for sensitiveness to the inftuence of changing 
rates such as was the case in England. where much business is done OD • 

narrow margin of profit and where banking resources were normally 
employed largely in the international loan markeL" Beckhart, 01. cit .. p. 
456. (Quoting from FederoJ Reserve Bulld",. 1919. P. 911.) 

10 See for example Keynes. Treatise 011 MOJIeJ. ",oL ii. pp. ~-2J7. 
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that the relationship between the indebtedness of the country's 
banking system and that of other countries must be altered. 
Under conditions such as prevail in London, a restriction 
of credit by the central bank aimed to protect its gold reserve 
falls directly on the type of business which should be cur
tailed, without reliance on a long chain of events via banking 
costs, business costs, total volume of credit, and price levels. 

Effect of Capital Values 

There is another approach to the effects of changes in the 
central bank rate on business which does not depend for the 
desired results on " costs" as used above. It is indicated in 
the third strand of thought in Keynes's summary of the 
theory of the" modus operandi" of the bank rate. (see 
Supra, p. 170). 

The simplest way of putting the point, as I conceive it, is to 
say that to raise the bank-rate discourages investment relatively 
to saving, and therefore lower prices, which by causing the 
receipts of entrepreneurs to fall below the normal, influence them 
to offer less employment all round; and this, sooner or later, 
brings down the rate of earnings in the same proportion as that 
in which prices have fallen; at which point a new position of 
equilibrium can be established. Now no writer, so far as I 
know, has clearly distinguished these two stages, i. e. the faIl of 
prices and the fall of the costs of production, the initial fall of 
prices having been treated as if it were the end of the story. 
But how far previous writers have perceived that to discourage 
investment relatively to saving is in itself calculated to reduce 
prices is more difficult to say.a1 

11 Jbid., vol. i, pp. 190-191 (italics his). 
Cf. .. By their energetic efforts at curtailing credits, and especially by 

their high discount rate, the Federal Reserve Banks have brought about 
an extensive, and sometimes precipitate realization of accumulated stocks, 
have severely cut down the demand for capital for all kinds of nnll con
struction and improvtmmts, and have thus put a very effective check on 
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The basis for this position is found in an analysis of the 
conditions required for the stability of the price level. This 
is somewhat analogous to the attitude taken in Chapter IV 
above. Keynes's statement of the situation is as follows: 

. . . if the output measured in cost of production is divided be
tween consumption-goods and investment-goods in the same 
proportion as expenditure is divided between current consump
tion and savings, then the price-level of consumption-goods will 
be in equilibrium with their cost of production. But if the pro
portionate divisions are not the same in the two cases, then the 
price-level of consumption-goods will differ from their cost of 
production. II . 

It is important in this connection to keep in mind that .. when 
a man is deciding what proportion of his money-income to 
save, he is choosing between present consumption and the 
ownership of wealth." •• 

An important difference between the view presented here 
and that expressed by Keynes must be noticed. Whereas he 
emphasizes the equilibrium between savings and investment, 
as a condition necessary to the stability of the price level, its 
broader significance lies in the maintenance of the even flow 
of production and consumption. Stability of the price level 

enterprise. A policy of this kind always proves the surest meanI of 
bringing down the price leveL" Cassel, 01. cit., p. 226 (italin mine). 

In interPreting Keynes's meaning, we must keep in mind his definitions 
of .. saving" and .. investment": .. Saving iI the ad of the individual 
constuner and consists in the negative act of refraining from spending 
the whole of his cuuent income on constunption. ••• IlIYestment. on 
the other hand, is the ~ of the entrepreneur whose function it iI to 

. make the decisions which determine the amount of the non-availabl. out
put, and consists in the positive act of starting or maintaining lOme 

process of production or of withholding liquid goods. It iI measured by 
the net addition of wealth whethel' in the form of find capital, working 
capital or liquid capital." T,.etJtis, Off M0Ife1, voL i. P. 172-

II Keynes, 01. cil., voL i. p. IJ4. 

·'Ibid .. pp. 140-1,,1. 
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becomes a secondary aspect of a more generalized stability. 
It might be argued that these are merely different aspects of 
the same thing. Yet there would seem to be a fundamental 
distinction. The view expressed here is that first concern 
should be given to the physical side of the question; if the 
aim of equilibrium is attained, then there is no cause for price 
disturbances. To give first attention to the price level is to 
invert the matter; for then the adjustment of the things pro
duced to one another is overlooked. As has been constantly 
emphasized in the matter of credit restriction, generalized 
contraction following an increase of an average of prices, 
gives no assurance of contraction where it is needed. Even 
assuming that events take place as predicted, and that the 
reduction of the price level is effected, there is no assurance 
that the conditions in the realm of production are any more 
satisfactory than before. Under a stability of the price level 
in the sense of an average, there may still exist maladjust
ment which will lead to further difficulties. Covering over 
with paint a pillar infected with dry rot will not prevent a 
house from falling. 

Equilibrium between savings and investment, then, is only 
a first approximation to a solution of the problem, a first 
division of factors. It is essential not only that the total of 
savings equal the total of investment, and that expenditures 
for consumption equal the cost of producing consumers' 
goods or that, in Keynes' terminology, the cost of production 
of consumers' goods be equal to the expenditures for con
sumption, but also that this shall hold true for specific pro
ducts." When the analysis is carried a step further, the 
obvious requirement is reached that the income and cost of 

.. In the following passage in Business Cycles, The Problem and its 
Setting (New York, 1927), Professor Mitchell-makes a similar obser
vation: II To make the business economy function smoothly, it is neces
sary not only that the volume and velocity of the circulati~ medium 
shall respond to the changing pace of business, but also that coin, paper 
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productio~ of each producer be equal. There are thus three 
stages in the development of the concept of equilibrium, 
progressively broader or narrower, depending on our starting 
point. Stability of the individual producing unit depends on 
the income (conversely, the amount expended by consumers) 
being equal to costs; stability for an industry (conceived as 
the sum of cooperating producing units engaged in the pro
duction of some one commodity) depends on the equality of 
the cost of production and the amount expended for consum.,. 
tion of that good; and finally, in the broadest phase, which 
considers the economic community as a whole, the amount 
spent for consumption must equal the amount earned in the 
production of consumers' goods. The converse of this is the 
Keynesian expression that savings must equal investment. 

The usefulness of the concept of the equilibrium of savings 
and investment for credit and price-level control is that it 
provides a factor, namely, investment, through which control 
can be exercised. II Investment thus defined, is supposed to 
be controlled by the bank rate for: .. It is the instrument by 
which a disturbance is set up or equilibrium restored between 
the rates of Saving and Investment: for to raise it stimulate!J 
the one and retards the other, and conversely if it is 

money, and deposit currency shall keep flowing through the handl of 
business enterprises and individual. in exchange for gooda. The flow, 
moreover, must be kept adjusted to the counterflow of gooda offered for 
sale, ill detail {J$ well {J$ in g"oll. If the dollar volume of an, kind of 
goods flowing to market exceeds the flow of purchasing power which the 
prospective buyers are receiving and expending for that kind of gooda, 
business troubles result-troubles that are trifling or grave •• the quan
tities involved are small or large." p. 139 (italics 1I1iM). 

II .. This means, in substance, that the control of prices it exercited in 
the contemporary world ,h"OfIgh th, cOlftrol of th, "aI, of iIIwll7Mrtl. 
There is nothing that the central authority can do, whether it operates 
by means of the bank-rate or by means of open-market dealing .. except 
to influence the rate of investment." Keynes, 01. tit., vol. ii, p. 211. 

(Italics his.) 
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reduced ".1. As in the case of other theories regarding the 
efficacy of changes in the bank-rate, it is here assumed that 
changes in the central bank rediscount rate are reflected in 
the rates which business pays and which savers receive. 
Passing over this question for the moment, it will be helpful 
to examine in more detail a fuller account of this particular 
.. modus operandi." For the sake of exactness, rather long 
quotations from Mr. Keynes' Treatise may be pardoned.Sf 

I. Keynes, ibid., vol. i, p. 185. 
aT .. Upon what does the demand-price of capital-goods depend? It 

depends on two things-on the estimated net prospective yield from fixed 
capital (estimated by the opinion of the market after such allowance as 
they choose to make for the uncertainty of anticipation, etc.), measured in 
money, and on the rate of interest at which this future yield is capitalized. 
It follows that the price of such goods can change for either of two 
reasons-because the prospective yield has changed or because the rate 
of interest has changed. And we can pursue the analysis a step further: 
since the prospective yield must be measured for the present purpose in 
terms of money, a change in it may be due either to a change in the 
real yield, its price remaining the same, or to a change in the prospective 
price (or money value) of the real yield. . 

Now a change in bank-rate is not calculated to have any effect (ex
cept, perhaps, remotely and of the second order of magnitude) on the 
prospective real yield of fixed capital. It may conceivably affect the 
prospective price of the real yield, but only, as a rule, on goods the 
future yield of which will be spread over a comparatively short period 
of time and if the change of bank-rate constitutes a new fact in itself
by throwing new light. for example, on the policy and intentions of the 
currency authority. This conceivable effect, however, is one which we 
will for the present neglect. The connection between bank-rate (and, 
more particularly bond-rate as affected by bank-rate) and the third in
ftuence on the price of capital goods, namely. the rate of interest at 
which the prospective money-yield of fixed capital is capitalized in order 
to arrive at its present money-value, is, on the other hand, immediate, 
direct. and obvious. The connection will not, indeed, be quantitatively 
important. except on goods of which the future yield will be spread over 
a very short period, unless the bond-yield is sensitive to changes in 
bank-rate. But this is, in fact, the case, and in a higher degree than 
might have been expected. If, for example, a rise of I per cent in 
bank-rate has the effect of raising bond-rate from 5 per cent to S~ per 
cent. this means an average decrease of 1I~ per cent in the price of new 
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Essentially his chief contribution to this phase .of credit 

fixed capital-the prices of lOme categories of .och goodJ falling, of 
course, more than the average and those of other. less, according to their 
length of life and other considerations. This must necessarily be deter
rent to the production of such goods, until, a. a result of it. the falling 
off in their prospective supply has raised the money-value of their pro.
pective yield sufficiently to offset the effect of the higher rate of in
terest. • • • Moreover, the deterrent or attractive effect OD the demand for 
new capital-goods is often greater than one might expect if one wa. to 
concentrate all one's attention on the mere change of (18Y) 3~ to 5 per 
cent in the value of such goods due to the change in the rate of interest. 
For· investment is much more capable of postponement or anticipation 
without serious disadvantage (or il 50, tat least. in the minds of those 
who make the decisions) than i. consumption." Keynes, ibid .. pp. 303-30J. 

Another statement of the theory is as follow.: "Thus, generally .peak
ing, we may expect the direct and primary effectl of a rise of bank-rate 
to be a fall in the price of fixed capital and, therefore, in P', the price
level of investment goods and an increase of 18ving-of which the for
mer is more likely to be quantitatively important than the latter. 

"What are its secondary effects? The fall in the attractivenes. of 
fixed capital at the existing price will make it impossible for producer. 
of capital-goods to market their output on term. at satisfactory at before 
in relation to their cost of production and will be followed, therefore, by 
a fall in the output of such goods. At the .ame time, any increase of 
saving must mean a diminution in the flow of income directed towards 
the purchase of liquid consumption-goodJ and will be followed, there
fore, by a fall of P'." Ibid., pp. 204-20,S. 

And the tertiary effects which follow: "The decline in the rate of 
investment will cause a fall in P additional to any faU caused by the 
increase of savings, since there will be a reductioD in the mcomes of the 
producers of investment-goods available for the purchase of liquid c0n

sumption-goods 8I!necessarily follows from the Fundamental Equation." 
Ibid., p. 206. 

And: .. There is also one more aggravation. So 10ng at there is • 
prospect of losses, the natural-rate of interest will fall below its norma1 
level, thus widening the gap between the natural-rate and the market-rate, 
and requiring a reduction of the latter perhapa beyond what is practi
cable." Ibid., p. ~. 

And: .. Finally, under the pressure of growing unemployment. the rate 
of earnings-though, perhaps, only at long last_ill faiL This i. the 
consummation of the whole praces. of pressure, if we can atSIJlllO--ilS 

ordinarily we cm-that the change in bank-rate had been dictated in the 
first instance by monetary reasons, local or internationaL" Ibid., p. 7oYJ. 
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control theory lies in a shift of emphasis from the effects of 
changes in the interest rates on business costs to their effects 
on the prices of capital goods. Thus changes in interest rates 
become directly effective in curtailing production, not through 
increased costs but in the reduction of selling prices of capital 
goods. If the rate of capitalization is increased, the values 
of investment goods become less, the prices offered for them 
become less, and the profits of the producers being reduced 
or eliminated, production is curtailed. Thus, since by hypo
thesis the increase in the price level was due to expenditures 
of consumers for consumption goods 'larger than the sum 
earned in their production, and since, therefore, these addi
tional expenditures were the result of income earned from the 
production of investment goods, the decline in the production 
of investment goods will reduce incomes arising from this 
source, leaving less to be spent for consumption goods. 

Mr. Keynes has done a real service to monetary theory in 
thus presenting the theory of prices. The most important 
aspect is the shifting of emphasis from studies of the total 
quantity of bank credit, production indexes, and averages of 
widely diverse groups of prices, to the distribution of income 
and expenditure. That is, he indicates ina broad way that 
it does make some difference how incomes are employed and 
what is produced. Furthermore, by basing his theory on an 
index of the prices of consumption goods he focuses attention 
on the field of consumption, thus indicating that other prices 
(such as those at wholesale prices and those of capital goods) 
are derivatives. (Unfortunately, he abandons the consump
tion index in the second volume and reverts to the wholesale 
index)"· We infer, that is, that production in and of itself 
is insignificant unless it results in consumption at prices which 
enable the producers to cover their costs. He has given us 
the first broad categories which need investigation, namely, 

I. E. g., vol. ii, p. 391. 
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the distribution of income between saving and consumption 
and the distribution of production between capital goods and 
consumption goods. He does not, as pointed out above, indi
cate the necessity of further subdividing the flow of the 
expenditures for consumption into specific lines of goods to 
see if they match up with what is being produced. Neither 
does he indicate the necessity of subdividing the production 
of investment goods into categories to see if they fit in with 
the production and consumption of consumable goods. 

The other important difference in his theory, and that 
which is really of chief concern in this chapter, is in his reli
ance on capitalized incomes rather than on costs for the 
effectiveness of changes in the bank rate. Changes in the 
rate thus alter prices directly, at least in the field of invest
ment goods. Changes in the prices of consumption goods 
still depend on alterations in the quantity of money paid out 
to the community. But the reasons he gives why producers 
should borrow tess and produce less are at least more con
vincing than the cost theories. 

But, granted all this, two objections made to the previous 
theories apply with equal force to this one. He makes no 
progress in answering the question, .. Are changes in the rate 
of discount charged by the central bank in fact made effective 
to "business men and savers?" The other objection origi
nates in the fact that the capitalized values of investment 
goods depend quite as inuch on the earnings of these goods 
as on the rate of capitalization. What is more important, 
they depend on the estimated earnings, or more specifically on 
the expected prices. I f these expectations are too optimistic, 
over-expansion will take place even though the rate of inter
est increase. It is only necessary that expectations rise faster 
than the rate of interest, and there is no limit to the expec
tations of a really optimistic sales-manager or advertising 
agent. 
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One has the feeling that Mr. Keynes rather evades the first 
of these questions. Although he recognizes that .. we must 
not be satisfied, therefore, with any statement to the effect 
(e. g.) that an increase in bank-rate will cause price-levels 
to fall, unless it is explained to us at the same time by what 
intermediate action on the factors in the Fundamental Equa. 
tion the fall is brought about," It he omits the connection 
between the .bank rate and effective market rates. In ex
plaining his technique of control he lays down the following 
conditions: 

It is convenient to mean by .. Bank-rate" in this section of this 
chapter the effectwe rate for lending and borrowing which pre
vails in the market, i. e. not necessarily the official published rate 
of the Central Bank at which it will discount three months' bills 
of a specified type, but the complex of interest rates effective 
in the market at any time for the borrowing and lending of 
money for short periods ;.0 

and 

It will also be convenient to use the term .. bond-rate" to desig- . 
nate the complex of interest rates effective in the market for the 
borrowing and lending of money for longer periods; and we 
shall use the term II market-rate of interest" for the complex of 
bank-rate and bond-rate . . . We shall here assume that changes 
in bank-rate affect the market-rate of interest in the same 
direct;01l.·1 

It Op. "t., vol. i, p. J8S. 
eo Ibid., vol. i, p. 200 (italics his). 
U Ibid., p. 20J (italics mine). 
The last sentence seems confusing. Obviously, if .. market-rate of in

terest" means a .. complex" of the other two rates, then if one of them 
increases, the .. complex" must also increase. The interpretation of 
.. complex" here is analogous to .. average ". If this interpretation is 
correct, the .. market-rate" might well go up as a result of an increase 
in .. bank-rate" without indicating that .. bond-rate" had followed. It 
is, of course, essential to the theory that .. bond-rate" move sympatheti
cally with .. bank-rate ". If Mr. Keynes assumes that it does, the pas
sage would have been clearer had he said so explicitly. 
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Now according to Mr. Keynes, the sole instrument by 
which the central bank pdlicy is to be made effective is its 
discount rate." It becomes of paramount importance, then, 
to prove that changes in this rate will affect the other factors, 
and in the case of the particular theory under review, that it 
will affect the rates of interest effective in the investment 
market!' Of the relation of the central bank rate to market 
rates he merely says, .. The main, direct influence of the 
Banking System is over the short-term rate of interest."" 
We have already discussed this relationship in a previous 
section and need add nothing here. Certainly for the United 
States, no historical proof can be offered that the market 

.Z If Thus-in spite of the qualification. which we .hall havt. to intro
duce later in respect of the so-called • open-market' operations of Central 
Banks-it is broadly true to say that the governor of the whole I)'.tem 
is the rate of discount. For this is the only factor which is directly 
subject to the will and jiGI of the central authority, so that it I. from 
this that induced changes in all other factors must flow." Ibid. yoL ii, 
p. 211 (italics his). 

The wish fulfilment here should be noted. It is one thing to say that 
the rate of discount is .. the only factor which is directly .ubject to the 
will and fiat of the central authority H, and quite another to say that .. it 
is the governor of the whole system" • 

•• Mr. Keynes eliminates the effects on working and liquid capital in 
the following passages: .. I do not believe, however-for reaaons already 
given in Book VI - that the volume of investment either in worki", 
capital or in liquid capital i. sensitive to changes in the .hort-term rate 
of interest by itself and unless these changes create an expectation of 
changes in prices." Ibid., vol. ii, p. 339-

He further eliminates the effects on investment in manufacturing plants, 
for .. willingness to invest inore or less in manufacturing plants is not 
likely to be very sensitive to small changes in bond-rate. But the quan
tity of new fixed capital required by industry is relatively trifling even at 
the best times, and is not a big factor in the situation. All1IOIt the whole 
of the fixed capital of the world is represented by buildingt, transport 
and public utilities; and the sensitiveness of these activities even to .mall 
changes in the long-term rate of interest, though with an appreciable 
time-lag, is surely considerable." Ibid., p. 364-

U Ibid., p. 3520 
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follows the central bank rate, for, except for a short period 
after the opening of the federal reserve banks, the relation
ship has been exactly reversed. 

In discussing the second stage in the chain of events, 
namely, the affect of short term on long term rates, Mr. 
Keynes presents a chart from RieBer which shows that the 
average yield on sixty high-grade bonds had an increase and 
a decrease sympathetic with short term rates in the period 
1919-21, and an increase in 1922-23"& Beginning in 1923 
the short term rates declined sharply until the late summer of 
1924 after which they had a slight general upward tendency 
until early 1928 when they moved up sharply. The bond 
yields, on the other hand, started downward in late 1923 and 
continued this movement until early 1928, when they again 
showed a tendency to follow the short term rates. For 
England he relies on the yields of Consols to bring out the 
similarity of movement between short term rates and bond 
yields. 

But, granting that the chain of events is thoroughly proven 
by this meagre evidence, the case is far from convincing. 
For business is not financed by Consols or even by high grade 
bonds. It is financed by second and third grade bonds, 
preferred and common stocks. It is aU very well to speak 
broadly in terms of complexes of short-term rates and com
plexes of long-term rates, and complexes of these complexes, 
but the fact remains that business men do not deal in com
plexes, they deal in specific rates. The farther we get from 
Consols, the more important become earnings and anticipated 
earnings, prices and anticipated prices in the determination 
of capital values. Even if it could be shown that the rates 
on other types of securities followed those on Consols and 
high grade bonds, there is still no reason why this increase of 

to W. W. RieBer, MoJlt!y Ratts and MoJlt!y Markets ill the United States 
(New York, 1930). 
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interest rates should curtail expansion of production and the 
volume of credit. In the last analysis, this theory of control 
comes down to the method to which we have been objecting 
all through, namely, offsetting expansion in some lines by 
contraction in others. The ill effects which follow inability 
to control industrial expansion are to be offset by penalizing 
the government, public utilities, and building construction 
with higher rates'" The soundness of the credit structure 
as measured by the banking assets upon which it is built is 
not brought into view. The elimination from bank port
folios of those loans which are likely to lead to a breakdown 
of clearance and of the debt-credit system is not discussed. 
All that seems to be important is that someone reduce the 
amount of investment. 

Even Mr. Keynes is not thoroughly convinced that his 
proposed system will work, for in answering the question, 
" can the Banking System control the rate of investment? ", 
he says, 

We have not, as yet, made more than a very little progress 
towards answering this question in the affirmative. We have 
shown that the long-term market-rate of interest can be influ
enced to a certain extent in the desired direction by movements 
of the short-term rate. But even if the market-rate changes a 
little; the natural rate may be changing much faster. For one 
conclusion to hold, it is necessary, therefore, that we should 
raise a presumption of an ability on the part of the Banking 
system to cause the market-rate of interest to move as much and 
as quickly as the natural...rate is likely to move in ordinary 
circumstances. 

We shall not be able to prove this by an appeal to statistics. 
For the mere Occurence of a Credit Cycle is in itself a demon
stration of the fact that the Banking System has failed to 
change the market-rate so as to keep pace with changes in the 

.. While Mr. Keynes recognizes this fact be does DOt give it proper 
weight. See, e. g., his quotation frOID Tooke, op. cit., YoL i, pp. 195-196. 
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natural-rate. It is certain, therefore, that hitherto the Banking 
System has not succeeded in controlling the Rate of Investment 
with sufficient success to avoid serious instability. 

Thus we cannot do more at present than marshal the various 
means at the disposal of the Banking System. Only the future 
can show for certain whether the conscious and well-directed 
use of all these means, confidently employed in the right degree 
and at the right time, is capable of solving the problem.·' 

And again, .. I have more sympathy today than I had a few 
years ago with some ot the doubts and hesitations such as 
were expressed in 1927 by Governor Strong and other wit
nesses before the Committee of the United States Congress 
on Stabilization "." 

Once the limitations of the ability of the central bank rate 
to control the rates at which industry actually borrows, and 
the possibility that optimistic estimates may nullify such 
limited effects, are realized the capitalization theory, like the 
cost theory, breaks down and resort must be had to more 
qualitative explanations"- Whatever contraction is brought 
about rests with the member banks. They must be willing 
to cooperate with the central bank policy, and" its weapons 
for securing this co-operation are terror, agreement, and 
convention" DO not increases in the rediscount rate. 

Summa,.y 

Regardless of algebraic identities which may be established 
between the volume of goods, the quantity of credit, and the 

n Ibid., vol ii, pp. 362-36.1 (italics mine) . 
• 8 I bid., p. 3400 

·'It has been suggested by Mr. Keynes and others that contraction 
might be effected through influencing the issue houses. Declming bond 
prices make their operations more difficult. This, however, is not a new 
factor for the result depends on the interest rate forcing down the prices 
of securities in the face of optimistic estimates. See rreahu /1ft MOtleY, 
vol. ii, PP.367-368. and Hawtrey, C!II'n1Icy and Credit, p. 26-

10 See Keynes, op. cit., vol ii, p. J66. 
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level of prices, the explanations of the reduction of the level 
of prices and the establishment of industrial equilibrium 
through a reduction of the total quantity of central bank 
credit as such are far from convincing. Many critical links 
in the chain· connecting central bank policy with changes in 
the level of prices are woefully weak. This is particularly 
true of the attempt to relate reduced borrowings by business 
to increases in rates of interest. In order to make the case 
at all tenable, resort must be had to qualitative restriction and 
the work of economists has been exceptionally deficient in 
providing criteria by which this can be done. 

We turn· now to the other side of the question, namely, 
raising prices by increasing the volume of bank credit. 



CHAPTER VII 

EFFECTS OF CENTRAL BANK POLICy-EXPANSION 

Introduction 

THE usual method followed in expounding the theory of 
credit control is to discuss increases and decreases of prices 
as converse phenomena. This is a result of the mathe
matical approach and the quantity theory. The banking 
system is regarded as an engine for providing credit and it 
is believed that it can be run either forward or in reverse. 
Banking is looked upon as bearing an Euclidian parallelism 
.to business, as does credit to goods, and the art of banking 
consists in observing the external phenomena of production 
or prices to determine the speed and direction in which the 
engine is to be run. In this theory there is no suggestion 
of the interrelationship of credit and production and no 
recognition of the fact that the volume of credit should be 
determined quite as much by . the kinds of production as by 
the volume. And most important of all, the fact that credit 
is but another name for debt is overlooked. Further, the 
banking system is assumed to have absolute autonomy in 
providing as much or as little credit as it sees fit.l Many 
authors, in their discussions of credit control create the im-

1 See, for example, D. H. Robertson, BlJ1Iki,.g Policy olld ,he Pric~ 
Lewl (London, 192<», pp. 53-56. 

C/., .. For the world as a whole the best hope of a remedy lies in a 
monetary policy designed to increase the volume of purchasing power, 
to increase the ease of borrowing if necessary by guarantees, to diminish 
the rate of interest, long-term as well as short-term, and to stimulate in 
every possible way the spirit of entellpnse and the volume of investment," 
Th~ MocMillo,. R~por', p. 190, par. 2, Addendum I. All of this the bank
ing system is supposed to do. It should increase the volume of purchasing 

203 
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pression that they are talking of fiat money; that they con
sider that the banks assume no liability in increasing the 
volume of credit. This view of credit "Seems to be a result 
of reasoning from a commodity money through represent
ative money io bank money, as does Keynes for example, 
rather than approaching credit through the study of the 
credit system which makes possible the indirect exchange of 
goods without the use of money. provided there is a money 
of account.' 

Declining Prices not the Converse of Rising Prices 

Declining prices are thus to bt arrested by putting into 
the hands of the people more credit, more .. purchasing 
power". One of the first qualifications, however, which has 
been made to the rigorous quantitative relationship between 
credit and prices, is that the people not only have deposits 
but must also be spending them. This has sometimes been 
discussed as the velocity of circulation of credit, although 
it is really not so much a matter of velocity as of witling
ness to consume. But this variable also has been assumed 
to be under the control of the banking system and more 
specifically of the cent~ai bank.1 But, obviously, this gen-

power, increase the ease ~f borrowing-this latter by guarantees-but bJ 
whom? It should diminisb the long term rate of interest as well as the 
short -te~ but what haS become of the theory of interest? In addition, 
it is 'merely asked that the banb .tilllulate enterprile and the ~olume 
of investment. 

.. If credit is extended too freely, if it exceeds in amount the goods and 
services offered for it at that price level, then inflation taka place and 
a rise in prices ensues. If credit is not extended rapidly enough there 
is a tendency for prices to fall. The problem in crWit control is to 
regulate its supply so that it will keep step accurately with changes in 
the amount of commodities and services offered for it and thereby ,tabilize 
the price level." Spahr, 0/. til., p. 16. 

t See cbs. i, ii, iii of the T r,alis,. 

• Cf. for example, 
.. A superficial interpretation of the quantity theory would lead us to 
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eralized view is inadequate. In which lines of goods is the 
decline in consumption the greatest? Why have people 
ceased to spend as freely as before? What are they doing 
with the unspent income? This latter question is usually 
dealt with more fully than the others. Keynes, in particular, 
follows the train of events in more detail than others and in 
fact bases his theory of control on it. 

But it is our feeling that a decline in prices cannot be 
treated as the converse of a rise. Several writers have indi
cated this but have not discussed fully the implications.· 

The Difference between Credit and /ncon'l!ertible Money 

The essential difficulty in dealing with a decline is that 
banks do not deal in inconvertible credit. The expansion of 

lay all the stress on balances, and to say that prices ought to increase in 
prowrtion to the un9pent margin, i. e. to the quantity of credit and money 
in the hands of the people. But now we see that the more slowly this 
quantity increases, the greater will he the rise of prices, so long as the 
acceleration of the creation of credit continues." Hawtrey, CWrTe1ICY 

ond C,.,dit, p. 43 (italics his) . 
.. A tendency of Ie' to increase may be somewhat counteracted by lower

ing the bank-rate, because easy lending diminishes the advantage of keep
ing a margin for contingencies in cash. Cheap money also operates to 
counterbalance an inerease of Ic', because, by encouraging borrowing from 
the banks, it prevents r from increasing or causes r to diminish." 
Keynes, ],f onetory R,/o",", p. 93. 

Also, see the passages in Robertson referred to in footnote I. 

• C/., for example, 
II It behooves, however, even an advocate of moderate stability of the 

price-level to admit that it is lilrely to prove harder for the banking
system to check an unecooomic fall in prices than to restrain an un
economic rise. For first, while there is always some rate of money 
interest which will check an eager borrower, there may be no rate of 
money interest in excess of zero which will stimulate an unwilling one. 
Secondly, a policy of direct limitation of bank-loans has DO counterpart 
in periods of falling prices: the assumption ••• that the total magni
tude of the money supply lies entirely within the discretion of the 
banking-system, and not at all within that of the public, seems to have 
only a limited validity for such periods." Robertson, op. cit., p. 81 
(italics his). 
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credit necessarily implies the expansion of debt By increas
ing the volume of their liabilities, the banks subject them
selves to demands for cash. Further, in order to get the 
bank credit into the hands of the public, someone must 
borrow from ·the banks, since no technique has been devised 
for placing bank credit directly at the disposal of the com
munity without a reciprocal claim being established. Thul 
an important part of every theory is an explanation of why 
borrowing at banks should increase. By reducing the central 
bank rediscount rate and following an open market policy 
designed to make this rate effective, the stage is set for the 
increased borrowing to take place. As in the case of a 
restriction, however, the question must be faced as to what 
the effect of the central bank policy will be on the member. 
banks and on business. There is in the case of controlling 
a decline, the additional difficulty mentioned by Robertson 
(see footnote 4 in this chapter). In the case of a restriction 
of credit, while it was found that there were no mandatory 
reasons why the member banks should follow the lead of 
the central bank, they might by tradition, custom, persua
sion, or threat be induced to contract their operations. By 
being more conservative in their loan policies they could, 
through refusals, . reduce the volume of borrowing. Thil 
process has no counterpart when the central bank attempts 
to expand credit More serious, however, is the fact that 
just at the time when an expansion policy is desirable from 
the point of view of stopping a decline in the price level, 
many banks are having a difficult time maintaining solvency. 
Along with the declining prices and business failures are 
banking failures. Rather than attempting to expand their 
liabilities, the banks are finding difficulty in meeting those 
they have already incurred. With the breakdown in trade 
which characterizes the end of the expansion period, comes 
a breakdown in the clearings of banks, and hence a scramble 
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for reserves. Herein lies a fundamental fallacy in the 
theory of credit control, for the decline in prices is supposed 
to be due to a lack of "money" although in the period of 
high or rising prices just preceding the decline, the volume 
of bank deposits is at a high point. It is in meeting these 
liabilities that the banking difficulties originate, so that in the 
face of a breakdown in clearings, further expansion of 
liabilities is well nigh impossible. 

Position of the Banks in a Depression 

But supposing that the central bank can make its policy 
effective in engendering in the member banks a greater will
ingness to lend, there is the further difficulty of finding 
borrowers for, as pointed out above, there is little opportunity 
for the banks to increase the amount borrowed. They can 
only register their willingness in lower interest rates and 
more lax credit requirements. The latter policy might lead 
them to make loans to what Keynes calls "the fringe of 
unsatisfied borrowers ".8 This, however, is dangerous for 
it may breed later troubles. It is asking too much of a bank 
to take on qu~stionable loans for the social purpose of getting 
more purchasing power into the hands of the people, so 
that somewhere something will be bought and prices rise. e 

8 .. There is, thM is to say, in Great Britain an habitual system of 
rationing in the attitude of banks to borrowers-the amount lent to any 
individual being governed not solely by the security and the rate of inter
est offered, but also by reference to the borrower's purposes and his 
standing with the bank as a valuable or influential client Thus there is 
normally a fringe of unsatisfied borrowers who are not considered to 
have the first claims on a bank's favors, but to whom the bank would 
be quite ready to lend if it were to find itself in a position to lend more." 
Keynes, Treatise on Money, vol. ii, p. 365. 

e Compare the attitude expressed in the following: 
.. It is argued, for example, at a time of depression, that industry 

cannot be tempted into activity by the offer of bank advances, or that. 
if it could, that would merely mean that industrialists were borrowing 
more than was desirable or prudent • • • Such arguments are based on 
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If the community does not buy an increased amount of the 
borrower's products he will be unable to repay the bank, but 
the bank must meet the increased liabilities resulting from 
his borrowing. Thus the banks may individually be called 
on to pay the cost of the social gain and, if a borrower is a 
poor risk in a time of optimism and expanding business, how 
much more unsatisfactory would his application become 
during a period of falling sales and declining prices. 

Effects on Business 

There is left, then, the effect of the lower interest rates in 
inducing business to borrow. At the outset, the limited area 
to which these reduced rates apply, as discussed in the control 
of expansion, must be borne in mind. But in this limited 
area it is yet to be explained to us why borrowers should 
come forward. That they do not has been often noted by 
previous writers.' And there is good reason why they do 
not. In many cases, they are finding difficulty in repaying 
what they have already borrowed; and if they have no debts, 
they likewise have no sales and there is no necessity for 
borrowing. 

a misconception. When banks increase their adYances the)' t,.,oI, _" 
whoever the borrowers may be, and wbatenr their purpoIe. People do 
DOt borrow money to bold it idle, and therefore the borrowq it always 
the-precursor of a re1ease of cash and an enlargement of the consUDIeI'I' 
inaJme. ••• It may be freely admitted that it is highly detrimental that 
banks should lend to UD90UIId borrowers or for andairable parpoaes. 
But if they do, the)' create money and generate incomeI and augment 
demand DO less than if their lending were of impeccable prudeDce." 
Hawtrey, TM Arl of CnIIrGl B/J"ii"9 (New York. 19.)2), pp. 21)0-1 
(italics mine). 

, .. Today, however. the maill trouble is DOt • limitation of the amount 
of available bank credit. but the reluctance of acceptable borrowers to 
come forward." MIJtMilr-lUlOrl. Addendum i, par. 6, Po 191. 

• Despite the frequency of the rate reductioos of 1921. the total YOIume 
of reserve credit bad continued to declioe." Reed, F,tkral R,IWW Polk" 
P. IGo 
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The theoretical explanations of how the reduced interest 
rates stimulate an expansion of credit are the converse of 
those given to explain a contraction, namely, the effect on 
costs, and the effect on investment, with a few incidental 
effects applying to dealers in securities or other financial 
operations.' And what was said of these theories in 
reference to their effectiveness in controlling expansion 
applies with equal force to their effectiveness in controlling 
a decline. The cost theory is wholly inadequate for even 
the most ardent advocates of the expansion of credit as a 
cure for depression have pointed out its deficiencies.' 

The capitalization theory is also as inadequate in the ex
planation of how a depression is to be cured as it is in the 
explanation of how an expansion can be halted. In some 
respects it is even weaker in a depression than in a period of 
expansion. It depends on the decline in the interest rate 
automatically increasing the values of capital goods. But 
if the yield is zero or a minus quantity it is difficult to see 
how a decline in the denominator of the capitalization 
formula can increase the value of the fraction. That is to 
say, the income from the capital, as determined by the 

8 .. It is not unusual for the stimulus to new investment to come about 
through a lower bank-rate first of all affecting the financial, as dis
tinguished from the industrial, situation and so sending up the price-level 
of r.nstin9 investments (including the price-level of working-capital, i. e. 
the wholesale standard)." Keynes, o~. cit., vol. i, p. 211 (italics his). 

• .. For-other things being equal-an all-round reduction of the cost 
of production should not stimulate any one to increase his output, inas
much as the aggregate incomes of consumers, which are simply the aggre
gate costs of production under another name, available to purchase the 
output, are also being reduced . to exactly the same extenl" Keynes, 
()~. cit., vol. i. p. :11111 • 

.. When conditions of extreme uncertainty and depression have de
veloped. a mere change in the cost of short-term credit will not be suffi
cient by itself to attract borrowers for purposes of new enterprise who 
on other grounds are reluctanl" MacMill/Jff Rrporl. p. 103. 
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anticipation of prices and sales, is of more importance than 
the rate of capitalization.lo 

But there is a more serious error in this theory than the 
mechanistic one given above. It lies, it seems to us, in an 
incorrect interpretation by Keynes of his own premise, which 
is that the decline in the level of prices is due to a disequili
brium between savings and investment. With this we have 
said that in general we agree. His interpretation seems to 
be that when prices decline, savings are running ahead of 
investment and that the decline can be halted by stimulating 
investment. Now the actual situation seems to be that 
while prices are rising investment runs ahead of savings, the 
additional "funds" being obtained through an expansion 
of bank credit and not through a decline in consumption, as 
his premises or fundamental equations indicate. While the 
investment is taking place, incomes are larger than the value 
of the goods offered for consumption. More can therefore 
be paid for consumption goods, and more can be " saved" 
or used to purchase securities. The prices of consumption 
goods and securities can thus rise simultaneously and cumu
latively. More funds are likely to be tempted into securities, 
for the prices of goods are rising, thus increasing the profit 
possibilities; moreover the rise in security prices attracts 
speculators. This increased flow of funds into the invest
ment market prov~des larger funds for business to invest 
in capital goods. When the increased volume of consump
tion goods, resulting from the increased investment, comes 
upon the market, it is found that expenditures for consump-

10 In realization of this, Keynes has a tendency to use the psychological 
theory to bolster his case by assuming that the central bank policy en
genders favorable estimates in the minds of entr~eneur .. C/., e. c .. 
.. Certain entrepreneurs may DOW be willing to incrWe their output even 
if this means making higher offers than before to the factors of pr~ 
duction because (as the ultimate result of the inftux of _ money) theY 
foresee profits." Keynes, III. cit., vol. i, p. 264. 
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tion are inadequate to take them off. This is to be expected, 
for the incomes earned in the production of the capital goods 
have been locked up in the purchase of securities and 
absorbed in the higher prices which have prevailed for 
consumption goods. In order to dispose of the larger 
quantity of consumable goods, prices must be reduced. Now 
when prices begin to decline, the Keynsian theory expects 
the decline to be stopped by the additional expenditure for 
capital goods. That is, too much investment causes prices 
to increase and when they turn in the other direction, more 
investment is required. But when a depression has set in, 
the volume of idle plant capacity is in itself enough to 
discourage the expectation of much assistance from further 
investment. 

The theory is logical enough if we consider price increases 
and decreases independently, or merely as converses of a 
mathematical proposition. But when they are viewed as 
interrelated, an increase laying the foundation for a decrease 
and a decrease laying the foundation for an increase, a boom 
engendering a slump and a slump engendering a boom, we 
see the hopelessness of expecting the cause of the boom to 
be the cure of the slump. In a condition where business is 
finding difficulty in selling to the community what it has 
produced, just how the production of more goods is to cure 
the situation is not entirely clear. The error seems to lie 
in starting each part of the analysis from equilibrium. That 
is, with the price level neither increasing nor decreasing. it 
seems logical, in accordance with Mr. Keynes' premises, that 
an excess of saving over investment will cause retail prices 
to decline. And a stimulation of investment will reverse 
their direction.u Conversely, if prices are stable, an excess 

11 But even this is incomplete, for what is to hawen to the price level 
when the new consumption goods come onto tlte market as a result of 
the additional investment? 
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of investment over savings will cause them to increase. But 
when prices have risen as a result of the expansion of 
investment on the basis of expanded bank credit, and when 
the larger incomes thus paid out have become frozen in the 
ownership of' securities and absorbed in higher prices for 
consumers' goods, the case for more investment as a cor
rective of the resulting price decline is unconvincing. 

But if we follow Keynes closely, this whole line of reason
ing is beside the point. As remarked earlier (footnote 
43, ch. vi) he eliminates from consideration investment in 
liquid capital, working capital, and fixed capital for manu
facturing. The burden is thus thrown on transportation, 
public utilities, building construction, and governments.'1 

11 Dr. Wagemann lays greatest emphasi. on residence construction. 
C/. the following: 

"It is highly significant that the building trade-not, u many repre
sentatives of the theoretical school imagine. the industrial, but the house
building trade-is very active during a depression, although during a 
revival it may even suffer a decline. This is no doubt, to be viewed in 
connection with the fact that the building industry'. final product-the 
use of dwelling accommodation-is paid for by bouse rent, which is • 
fairly constant item in national expenditure. The building industry is, 
therefore, in a favorable position where credit is cheap and the price 
of raw materials low, while, conversely, dear credit and high raw
material prices malre its position more difficult. Whether the cydicaJ 
revival of this industry is influenced more by low prices of raw material 
or by low rates of interest remains, of course, to be demonstrated; and 
this is a problem which the theoretical school bas evidently overloobd. 

.. To summarize: Even if it is true that the revival from a depressioa 
usually begins in the production of raw materials, this is probably far 
more closely connected with price conditions than with low money rates, 
if we view industry as a whole. Nor is it correct to tay that the _y 
in a revival must' naturally' be led by those industries which produce 
producers' goods, as is indicated, for example, by the fact that an industry 
producing consumers' goods, like the publishing trade, is very actively 
productive during a depression. Publishing is economically akin to bouse 
building in this, that just as rents are fixed for years ahead, 10 the price 
of a book 'is not, as a rule, modified during the life of a single edition. 
Publishing, moreover,like house building, is in a position to profit by low 
costs of production. It is quite possible that further investigation might 
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But the borrowing power of none of these is independent 
of the condition of business. In the face of declining 

bring to light the fact that other more i~rtant industries producing 
consumers' goods are in a similar position. 

.. Many representatives of the theoretical school evidently imagine that 
if the production of consumers' goods is to be revived, it is first neces
sary to create the productive resources for the purpose. The entrepreneur, 
however, appears not to be of the same opinion, for his attention is fixed 
not on national economic problems but on the possibility of securing a 
profit for himself personally. There is no inherent reason why the pro
ductive apparatus should not during a depression be sufficiently equipped 
to meet an increased demand for consumers' goods when it was perfectly 
well able to do so a short time previously, during the preceding period of 
prosperity. As we have seen, the way towards a revival is, in fact, led by 
an upward movement in the production of producers' goods; but the 
immediate cause of this does not lie in the necessity of increasing the 
quantity of producers' goods in order to secure increased output; indeed, 
even raw materials are actually exported during a depression. The cause 
is to be sought rather in the conneotion 'between the markets in which the 
trade cycle has full play and other economic spheres where the perpetual 
fluctuations of supply and demand are prevented f:oom exercising their 
full effect on prices by certain customs and practices (price fixing, long
term contracts, and the like) the origin of which is, perhaps to be traced 
back to the epoch before the advent of modem capitalism. (See Chap. 
XXV) • 

.. These observations, which, of course, are not put forward as a theory 
of the business cycle, but with a view simply to throwing light on a certain 
particular relationship, bring us back to the question of the significance in 
business affairs of credit fluctua.tions. I have, I think, succeeded in mak
ing it appear probable that the rate of interest plays a somewhat second
ary part in the cyclical process. Such responsibility as can be attributed 
to it for the up-and-down movement is, however, independent of the 
banks in so far as its variations have their origin in the general fluctu
ations in the state of business. The banks can by no means be said to 
have no influe~e on the tempo and extent not only of the trade cycle, 
in general, but also of cyclical fluctuations in the several branches of 
business activity. They are able, in a number of ways, to shape credit 
policy, through their determination as to whom and on what terms credits 
are to be granted and the elGtent to which they will consent to grant 
supplementary credits. In the main, however, business proceeds un
fettered by credit policy. Variations in the total volume of credit are 
determined far more by industry than by the banks." EcoflOmic Rythm, 
pp. J92-J95. 
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revenues there is little reason to expect much assistance from 
a theory based on increased borrowings of such elements in 
the economic organization. Much, of course, wiD depend 
on the severity of the depression. Slight reductions in 
prices and production might be to some extent corrected 
through these channels. But in a serious situation with the 
railroads finding difficulty in meeting existing obligations, 
with power consumption greatly reduced, with much vacant 
office space, and serious difficulties in municipal finance, it is 
too much to expect such borrowers further to increase their 
liabilities. 

Reliance on Offsetting Difficulties in one Field by Stimula
tion of Others 

The idea of government, particularly the national 
government, borrowing and expanding public works has 
gained wide popular and academic favor. A strong argu
ment which meets one of the difficulties mentioned above, is 
that such expansion does not result in bringing more goods 
onto the market to be sold. There is a clear increase in the 
amount of income, or .. money ", over consumption goods. 
In addition there is a direct stimulus to the demand for 
construction goods. 

Basically, such a program rests on the assumption that the 
difficulties with which some fields are confronted can be 
offset by stimul~tion of others. Attention is fixed on total 
incomes, and.defiCiencies in one field are to be offset by 
increases in pthers. In the same way, deficiencies in the 
demand for products from one source are to be made up by 
increased demand in others. Decline in the use of steel, 
for example; in the automobile industry would be offset by 
an increased demand for structural steel for government 
buildings. In so far as the program encourages these 
offsets, it is useful But too often a greater fluidity of 
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capital and labor is assumed than is warranted. In a situa
tion where the producers of wheat are faced with competi
tion from more efficient methods at home and expanded 
plantings abroad, little can be done by indirection. Some 
capital, labor and land must be redistributed and no other 
policy will correct the situation. Whether the situation is 
dominated by conditions which can be offset or those which 
cannot, is open to careful investigation and should be so 
treated, rather than on an emotional basis. If the latter 
conditions prevail, the policy would be not only useless but 
harmful, for it would stimulate an artificial and temporary 
demand for products which, when curtailed, would leave 
a new series of maladjustments. 

Role of Government Finance 

A further difficulty is usually presented in the form of 
government finance. Too often the true nature of such 
a policy is overlooked in the wish for an expansion of credit. 
If the government is to playa part in a stabilization program 
it must be the balance wheel in the credit structure and 
maintain itself in a position to borrow when others have 
exhausted their potential credit. It must reserve a sufficient 
portion of its potential borrowing power or credit to meet 
the situation. When few others have borrowing power it 
must be able to come into the field as a heavy borrower. 

When the government takes such action the position of 
the banks in the depression must be borne in mind. Since 
the government can borrow either on short term or long 
term it must prepare the way in both fields. At a time 
when banks are straining every facility to maintain their 
reserves they cannot be expected to absorb large quantities 
of government securities, either short term or long term. 
During a period of expansion, therefore, the government 
should liquidate a large portion of its short term indebted-
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ness to the banks. It can then expect its obligations to 
receive better acceptance in an emergency. 

In addition to the short term or bank loans, the govern
ment may rely on the issue of bonds. But these bonds play 
a peculiar part in American banking. They are generally 
looked upon by banks as a very liquid resource. In a con
dition of general banking strain, however, they can serve as 
such only by being sold to the public, not merely to other 
banks. In order to have them thus taken by the public, 
they must offer a fair return, say 4 or S per cenL Now if 
the government has been following a policy of issuing its 
bonds at very low rates, the banks will be able thus to 
improve their position only by taking a loss. If, in addition, 
the treasury brings out a large new issue at such a time, the 
difficulty is augmented. Furthermore, the government 
cannot now offer higher rates to attract the public to it. 
offerings, for by so doing it will freeze the investment which 
the banks have already made in its bonds. It must there
fore be prepared to pay higher rates on its issues during 
prosperous times. 

All of this requires that government finance be guided 
partially by monetary needs. This would certainly be an 
innovation in treasury policy, for monetary requirements 
historically have been made subservient to government 
finance. When the credit control advocates have convinced 
secretaries of treasuries, chancellors of exchequers, and 
ministers of finance of these necessities, their case will be 
stronger. 

Another variation of the theme of governmental assistance 
is that inst~d of borrowing for public works, etc. it is 
suggested that the government borrow to pay unemployment 
insurance. This has the advantage of going directly to the 
heart of the matter and of not only assisting in distributing 
purchasing power at a time when incomes are declining, but 
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putting such purchasing power into the hands of those who 
stand to suffer most by the inefficiency and inequality of the 
economic system. This appeals to one's sense of humaneness 
as well as to one's theoretical reasonings. Instead of hoping 
that in some roundabout way a general increase in spending 
will work around to the dislocated areas and set them right, 
the government places consuming power in the hands of 
those who would otherwise be left to starve until a bit of the 
additional purchasing power seeped into their industry. The 
complete theory of unemployment insurance cannot be dis
cussed here, but it should include the factors of govern
ment finance mentioned above and provisions for liquidat
ing the bonds issued as well as a program for the movement 
of labor, capital and land into uses which will sustain them 
in the exchange economy and out of those where they are 
no longer needed. 

Importance of the Condition of the Central Balik 

Thus far we have been concerned with the question as 
to " Who is to borrow" in order that an increased quantity 
of bank credit may be distributed and prices raised. But 
there is another line of attack which is often followed, 
namely, that it is not necessary to find borrowers. The 
banking system is to pump by main force more bank credit 
into business. This is to be carried out through the purchase 
of securities. The underlying assumption is that the central 
bank is wholly autonomous and that its condition can be 
entirely neglected. As a matter of fact it is not supreme, 
but must act as a member of the world banking community. 
Too rapid expansion of liabilities by one central bank 
subjects the reserves of the country to withdrawal by other 
countries, in the same way that too rapid expansion of loans 
by one bank, which is a member of a system, jeopardizes its 
reserves. The only alternative is to mak( the liabilities of 
the central bank irredeemable. Of the advisability of this 
we shall have more to say in the next chapter. 
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Within the limits of a gold standard, it is often assumed 
that bank credit is sustained by gold reserves. Furthermore, 
an expansion of central bank credit is expected to lead to a 
multiple expansion of member bank credit. But the concept 
of a credit system, outlined in preceding chapters of this 
monograph, leads to the conclusion that neither gold nor 
central bank credit is the source of member bank credit. The 
source is to be found in the debts of business. The credit 
structure is maintained by clearance. Without clearance 
there is no multiple expansion of credit on the basis of a 
given gold reserve, or central bank deposits. \yithout 
clearance banking becomes" money-lending", as a central 
bank would soon find through loss of reserves if it expanded 
its liabilities in the face of an unfavorable international 
financial situation. 

Turning aside, for the moment, from international com
plications, we find that increased expansion of security 
purchases by the central bank, with a concomitant increase 
in its deposits, would not lead to multiple expansion of 
member bank credit. When it is attempted to reverse the 
sequence of business expansion and credit expansion, so that 
bank credit expands first, the purchases by the central bank 
will have only a single effect. Naturally, there will be some 
passing from hand to hand of this bank credit as the purchase 
of securities from one individual sets him free to purchase 
something else. But the additional purchasing power avail
able to the communitY is only that which came from the 
first purchase by the bank. Unless it can be shown that 
others in the community will also use their potential credit 
to make purchases in such a way that their debts can be 
offset, there will not be a multiple expansion. 

We have taken but the first step when we have assumed 
an increase of security purchases by the central bank. What 
is the effect of this on other elements in the community? 
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The first effect on the banks is to encourage them to reduce 
their borrowings from the central bank. For, by hypo
thesis, we are in a depression, banking resources are strained 
and resort has probably been had to borrowing by the 
banks.lI Thus the effects are nullified at the outset, the only 
result being a shift in the character of the central bank 
portfolio. But the banks can be surfeited with reserves if 
the purchases are continued long enough, international 
aspects aside. Yields on government bonds can thus be 
forced down. As the banks begin buying other securities, 
their yields also go down, short term rates in the meantime 
having been reduced. As security prices go up, additional 
borrowing through new issues is encouraged. But this last 
and crucial step in the theory is limited by the factors men
tioned in the discussion of the effectiveness of reduced 
interest charges in stimulating borrowing. If the condition 
of prices and earnings prospects for industry are such as to 
discourage borrowing, in spite of the reduced interest 
charges, the rise of the security prices can only be temporary 
and they must eventually return to their former level, at 
the expense of those who have been influenced by the central 
bank policy.1t Thus the situation is worse than before. 

The major objection to such a program is that there is 
no credit control involved at all. Banking liabilities are 
created on a large scale with no thought of how they are to 
be used, no thought as to how they are to be liquidated. The 

11 .. Thus the usual effect of a purchase of government securities by 
the Reserve Banks is a corresponding reduction in the borrowing of 
member banks." Burgess, The Federal Reserw BaJlks afld the Mowy 
Marlut. p. 21G. 

It .. The retraction would inevitably depreciate the value of the securi
ties into which its creation had lured the investor and an u~pleasant 
impression would be created." MacMilkul Retort. Memorandum of 
Dissent by Lord Bradbury, par. 8, p. 266. 
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banks, which are already frozen as a result of the depres!lion. 
are choked still further with securities and what eventually 
becomes of the funds is of little concern. The basis is thus 
laid for the next banking crisis. The seeds of a depression 
are thus planted in the preceding one. 

Likewise in industry, anyone who wishes to borrow is 
encouraged with little reference to the ultimate success of 
his venture. Without correcting the maladjustments of the 
situation, new ones are encouraged. Thus, as in banking. 
so in business, the basis for a new breakdown is created.'1 
The stimulation would be short-lived, lasting only while the 
new investment in. working or fixed capital was being made. 
If possibilities for expansion exist, it is much sounder bank
ing to let industry seek the necessary financing, pay a slightly 
higher charge for it (which as all the evidence seems to 
indicate would not be a deterrent) and give the banks a 
chance to review and pass on the proposal. 

Conclusions 

I. Quantitative Control is Inherently Inconsistent 
Finally, a theory of credit control which includes a policy 

for correcting a depression, or a decline in prices, is pr;mtJ 
facie inconsistent with itself. It nullifies the whole discus
sion of the control of expansion, since it is admitted that this 
is impossible. If the expansion cannot be controlled, then 
credit cannot be controlled; if an increase of prices cannot be 

IICf· 
"Judgments had to be made whether further ease in the credit marketa 

at that time (1921) would stimulate unhealthy tendencies in business.· 
Reed, 01. cil., 14-

.. It would be unsafe for the Bank to increase materially the total 
volume of credit without considering how it will be employed.- MIJCMi/ltJ" 
Report. Addendum i, par .... P. 191 • 

.. In the first place, cheap money in the United States .trengthened 
the tendency, already present in spite of a relative ebb of business in 1921, 
to a rise in the price of common stocks.- Ibid .. par. IS9. p. 71. 
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halted, the price level cannot be controlled. If we have a 
theory of banking policy which applies to rising and falling 
prices, then we assume that we are .to be confronted with 
rising and falling prices and not with stable prices. If prices 
are to go on rising and falling, then the banking system, by 
following a policy guided by these changes, will only make 
the fluctuations worse. 

This is evident in the theories of credit control themselves. 
Inevitably the question must be answered, "When is the 
credit-creating engine to be thrown into reverse? ". If the 
restrictive policy is effective, and prices begin to fall, should 
the policy be reversed immediately? Should prices be per
mitted to fall by some predetermined percentage? A restric
tive policy defeats its own ends, for, to quote Hawtrey, 

in fact, once the rate of interest has begun to take effect and to 
depress prices, the fall of prices itself reinforces its effects. 
This is one more instance of a phenomenon which is constantly 
recurring in the theory of credit, and which is indeed at the root 
of the inherent instability of credit; a disturbing cause gives rise! 
to ulterior effects which in turn have a tendency to stimulate 
the cause itself.1' 

And from Keynes, 

Bankers are over-encouraged by the comparative ease with which 
they bring prices down, and think that the. job is already done 
when only the first and easiest st~p has been accomplished; and 
they are then taken by surprise at the protracted period of unem
ployment and business losses which ensues before the money
earnings per unit of output are adjusted to the new equilibrium. 
For economists have tended to overlook both the possibility of a 
short-period divergence between prices and efficiency-wages 
and the impossibility of a long period divergence between them. 
We are often told (e. g.) that a rise of bank-rate causes prices 
to fall, which" makes a country a good one to buy in and a bad 

10 Hawtrey. Currency and Credit. p. 129-
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one to sell in", etc. etc. We are not told that a rise of bank-rate 
causes wages to fall. But if not, what is to happen to entre
preneurs and to employment? And if so, what is the nature 
of the transition from high bank-rate to low prices and from 
low prices tQ low wages.1f 

A protracted period of unemployment and business losses is 
undesirable, but how is it to be avoided if the rise of prices 
cannot be controlled? The logical outcome of the control 
theory as usually stated would be a constantly rising price 
level, for failing to control the increase of prices, and then 
attempting to prevent the subsequent decline means a desire 
for a constantly rising price level. 

If attention is fixed on the depression phase (as the atten
tion of English economists has been for the past decade or 
so), it is quite natural to devote major though~ to methods 
of restoring the balance between wages and prices and 
getting the national economic structure in adjustment with 
those elsewhere so that international trade can once: again ,0 forward. One has the feeling that this is really the 
problem which interests Mr. Keynes, and not a general 
theory of credit control. If the national prices and wages 
are higher than in other countries, and if the reduction in 
prices to permit international competition means reduced 
w~ges and a protracted period of unemployment and business 
losses, and if it is desired to avoid these, then the most 
immediate remedy is to alter the relationship between the 
national money and that of other countries. II But this is 
an expedient for dealing with a particular situation and not 
a general theory of control. For after the readjustment has 
been made, what is the policy to be? The MacMillan 

17 Keynes, T,.eatise Ott MOtley, p.272 (italics hit). 
1.8 One member of the MacMillan Committee expressed hit view. OIl 

this question as follows: "If reductions in the wagel of the worleer. 
are unavoidable, then we will have them made in honest money. At leut, 
we wish to know where we are and not to be made the yictiml of that 
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report states that, ". . . a point will eventually come when, 
taking the world as a whole, international prices will have 
been restored to a level which is appropriate to the then 
existing levels of salaries and wages and to the burden of 
monetary indebtedness." 18 But when this point is reached 
the problem of credit control still presents itself. We cannot 
assume that once this adjustment has been effected all will 
be well. An attempt to arrest the price rise at the point 
indicated may set in motion the train of events indicated by 
Hawtrey in the passage quoted above (p. 221). Then we 
should have to start all over again on an expansion program. 

2. Declining Prices a Result of Rising Prices 
If the decline of prices is viewed as a result of the rise, a 

different conclusion is reached. In the first place, the rise 
is not due to the increase in bank credit viewed as a distinct 
kind of .. money" but to the wider use of that potential 
ability which business men have of acquiring goods without 
paying for them!O Now it is in this rise that the foundation 
for the decline is laid. Prices and production do not in
crease equally. At the same time large volumes of debts are 
contracted which it is hoped will be liquidated by the sale for 
use of the goods produced. But this test comes only after 

supreme confidence trick, a price index to be compiled and corrected ac
cordill&' to ·the conflicting estimates of a committee of economists whose 
minds would invariably be in a state of unstable eQ.uilibrium." MacMillall 
R~po,." p. 245, par. 4-

18 Ibid., p. 1:11, par. 214-
20 .. The power of purchase by persons having capital and credit, is 

much beyond anything that those who are unacquainted practically with 
speculative markets have any idea of ••• a person having the reputation 
of capital enough for his regular business, and enjoying good credit in 
his trade, if he takes a sanguine view of the prospect of a rise of price 
of the article in which he deals, and is favored by circumstance in the 
outset and progress of his speculation may effect purchases to an extent 
perfectlY enormous, compared with his capital." Mi11 (quoting Tooke, 
.. Inquiry into the Currency Principle, pp. 79 and 136-138), Principlu 0/ 
Political EcollOm" vol. ii, p. 11. 
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some time has elapsed. In the meantime there is the risk 
of inadequate sales. Banking policy during this period 
should seek to avoid, to as large a degree as possible, in
voivement in this risk." When the maladjustment of pro
duction and· prices becomes apparent, prices in some lines 
must be reduced and losses taken. Like the expansion, so 
the contraction, the movement tends to become cumulative. 
But the beginnings can always be traced to specific lines of 
activity.21 The interrelationships of the debt structure tend 
to spread the strains. How general the condition may be
come will depend on the extent of the interdependence, the 
volume of debts, and the heights to which production and 
prices have been pushed by the optimism of business and 
the use of credit. 

When the decline sets in it is insufficient to say that an 
expansion of credit will correct it. What is usually meant 
is bank credit. But, as has been pointed out before, this is 
a secondary or derivative form of credit. The original 
source of credit is in business, the use of potential ability to 
purchase without paying. Used in this sense, it is seen that 
the increase in credit instruments reflects an increase of debt, 
and that the amount of unused potential credit has been 
diminished. Credit is Janus-faced, showing the purchasing 
po.wer side in expansion and the debt side in contraction 
or depression. 

11 C/. 
a It is Unextinguished Credit which produces those terrible monetary 

cataclysms which scatter ruin and misery among natiORl." H. D. MacLeod, 
The Theo,., ond Prochee of Bonking (London, 19(2), voL i, p. 28S • 

.. But, while many issues remain obscure, we believe that much may be 
done to prevent disequilibria arising through credit policy if action it 
taken in time. The primary causal disequilibria giving rise to a period of 
depression come into being during the preceding period of rising prices 

. and active business conditions and it it while prices are thus rising that 
the necessary checks must be imposed." Retort of ,he Cold De1egolitm 
of ,he FinollCiol Commit'ee, League of Nations, p. 40. 

II For a discussion of the 1921 depression along theSe lines, He Cassel, 
Money and Foreig,. Exchange of'" 1914, p. 2J4. 
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3. The Debt Problem in a Depression 
The problem faced in a depression, therefore, is that of 

dealing with debts which cannot be paid. I f the condit~on 
is not widespread, nothing need be done. The losses will be 
borne by those who have been over-optimistic. That is the 
essence of private enterprise, if one guesses rightly, he wins; 
if incorrectly, he loses. But when the difficulties have 
become widespread, there is a general feeling that something 
ought to be done. Particularly is this true if the proprietary 
equities are eliminated over a wide area of business so that 
the losses fall on those who had supposed that they had 
purchased fixed obligations. The degree to which the banks 
are involved is also important, for their failure has a more 
important significance than that represented merely by losses 
to the stockholders. Thus an important element in avoiding 
serious depressions is the revision of the financial structure 
of corporations. Trading on too thin an equity, holding 
company abuses, etc. should be prohibited and the prohi
bitions enforced during the expansion phase.2I 

The usual method of treating the situation through credit 
expansion is as a rule the worst method. For it assumes 
that the source of credit lies in the banks and that this credit 
should be extended to those in difficulties. Farmers who 
cannot sell their products at a profit are" extended" further 
credit, thus pushing them ·deeper into debt; railroads which 
cannot earn interest on their fixed obligations are "ex
tended" credit to meet their obligations, etc. These mis
judged values cannot be valorized in this way, for values 
are determined by sales and a debtor who cannot sell his 
products profitably is not aided by loans which enable him 
to keep his product off the market. 

IBCf.: 
If One of the major defects in the economic organization today is that 

debt has so largely taken the place of ownership," Retorl of 'M Gold 
Deltgatiolt of ,Ise Financial Committee. League of Nations, p. 18. 
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There are two other possibilities. One is a general a11-
around forgiveness of debts. This, however, throws the 
burden on those who had no part in the misjudgments which 
led to the inability to pay, and would be met with popular 
disapproval by those holding contractual obligations. 

The same end can be accomplished by indirection through 
monetary policy. But this would be the reverse of what is 
usually attempted. Instead of lending more to those who 
are already over-indebted, the increase in the volume of 
.. money" should be applied at the other end of the economic 
system; that is, it should be given to those who will use it 
in consumption. For it is in consumption that aU values 
arise. first of all the values of consumers' goods, and from 
them the derived values of all forms of capital goods. But 
the government borrowings necessary to accomplish this 
would cause such a large expansion of bank credit on the 
basis of government bonds. that the program would be seen 
in its true light of a debasement of If money .. and not credit 
control at all. 

But. even on the assumption of a fiat paper money, or 
more accurately a fiat credit system, this solution does not 
offer a theory of managemenL For how often is this 
process to be permitted? If expansions of prices are not 
cO!1trolled. there must be a series of such devaluations or 
debasements of the money. a situation which prevailed so 
widely during the Middle Ages. 

Therefore a theory of correcting price declines through 
credit expansion has no place in a theory of credit COIltrol 
If the increase in prices can be avoided there will be no 
collapse of prices to corred If the increase cannot be 
prevented. then the introduction of a program to correct 
decreases reduces to a proposal for a constantly depreciating 
money. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CREDIT CONTROL AND THE GoLD STANDARD 

Introduction 

IN discussing the effects of attempts to control credit by 
altering the size of the reserve base we have been primarily 
concerned with movements of prices and production. In 
addition to these criteria it must be recalled that movements 
of gold, exchange rates and interest rates are important con
siderations in determining credit policy. Although it is 
possible, following classical doctrine, to show that prices, 
production, gold movements, exchange rates, and interest 
rates are related phenomena, there are many recent statements 
to the effect that the stabilization of prices is incompatible 
with adherence to an international gold standard.1 

In considering the various critera of banking policy, there
fore, the movements of exchange rates and gold are posited 
as antithetical to price movements and production. Keynes 
can see very little uniformity in them as guides, while Spahr, 
though setting up prices and reserves as independent criteria, 
suggests that a compromise policy is possible. I 

1 C/., for example: 
.. Thus the attachment of a ,portion of the mercantile community to a 

foreign banking system weakens the effect of the contraction of credit 
upon production." Hawtrey. C"rrency and Credit. p. lIS . 

.. But when the condition of external equilibrium must also be fulfilled. 
then there will be no banking policy capable of avoiding disturbance to 
the internal system." Keynes. Treatise Oft Money, vol. i. p. 349 . 

.. Bank rate policy guided and governed by the tendency of gold to 
move, is a means of maintaining the stability of the exchanges rather 
than the, stability of business." MIICMilla" Report. p. 97. 

I" The second strand is that which is generally uppermost in dis
cussions by practical bankers. They regard Bank-rate policy primarily, 
not as a means of regulating the price-level. but as a means of protecting 
a country'S gold-reserves by regulating the rate of foreign lending. The 
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The belief that the control of credit is incompatible with 
adherence to the gold standard is apparently based on the 
assumption that domestic equilibrium is upset by events in 
other countries. For example, if interest rates abroad should 
change those in force in the domestic markets must change, 
thus disturbing economic equilibrium.' Or again, if some 

point of raising Bank-rate, that is to say, is to make it higher relativel, 
to the interest rates current in other international financial centra and 
so tum the balance of international indebtedness in our fayour b, in
fluencing the international short-loan market ••• it iI b, nq meanI 
obvious how it is connected with our first Itrand, and I \mow of 110 

author who has attempted the synthesis. Moreover-.uperficially at leut 
-it seems to pull in the opposite direotiolL For the object of raising 
Bank-rate is to attract gold or to prevent the loss of ,old, 10 that ill 
effect is to incretJSt the basis of credit above what it would have been 
otherwise. It may be objected that the higher Bank-rate can onl, be 
made effective if the Central Bank reduces ill other assell b, more than 
it increases its stock of gold, 10 that the effect on balance is to decrease 
the aggregate of credit." Keyues, 01. til .. vol. i, pp. 1119-190 (italics bis). 

In a footnote to the above he adds: 
.. This is probably the underlying assumption of the traditional doctrine, 

i. e. that high bank-rate simultaneously reduces the aggregate super
structure of credit whilst iocreasing that part of ill basis which consisll 
of gold. CI. Withers, Mtaning 01 MOM" pp. 276, 271. But I do not 
remember to have seen the acc:uracy of this assumption tested by refer
ence to statistics. According to my theory, it would not be true invariabl, 
but would require various special conditions for ill fulfillment." 

Spahr's view may be illustrated b, the following passages: 
... There are three possible principles involved in credit control. One iI 

to regulate credit in such a manner that the price-\evd remains as stable 
as it is humanly possible to accomplish." 

.. The second priociple which may be fol1owed iI that of attemptin, 
to stabilize the reserve structure." 

II The third principle is a compromise between the first two. It recog
nizes that above all things safety must be secured aDd therefore, the 
minimum reserves must be protected. But when surplus reserves exist. 
then the policy should be one of price Iud stabilization. Reserves are 
ignored or impounded. II Spahr, 01. til .. pp. 23-26-

'"Yet. as we have seen previousl" circumstances rna, oist in which, 
if a country's rate of interest is fixed for it b, outside circumstances, it 
is impracticable for it to reach investment equilibrium at home.· Keynes, 
01. til., vol. Ii, pp. 303-4-
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foreign banking system should expand its loans too rapidly 
losing gold in consequence, some of this gold might find its 
way to the domestic banks and lead to an expansion of credit 
and prices. A third possibility is that, with a stable price 
level at home, the balance of payments may be disturbed, 
leading to gold export, increased interest rates, and con
traction of credit.· Furthermore, if the rates are increased 
at home to curb an expansion of credit and prices, the effects 
of the restrictive policy may be offset by an inflow of funds 
and possibly of gold. 

It would seem that if these contradictory conditions are to 
be dealt with in such a way as to maintain stability of the 
internal price level, gold movements should be ignored, and 
that the gold standard, as it is generally understood, should 
be abandoned. This would mean that the rate of exchange 
would be allowed to fluctuate, since its movements are the 
forerunners ~f gold movements. However, the advocates 
of price-level control through credit policy are by no means 
unanimous in such a recommendation. Keynes suggests that 
the rate of exchange be allowed to fluctuate by two per cent 
above and below the mint par. At the other extreme stand 
Hawtrey and the Gold Delegation of the League of Nations, 
who advocate the movements of gold and exchange rates as 
the guides to banking policy. I Another group (which some-

...... just as the dearer money discourages foreign borrowers, so also 
it discourages borrowen for the purpose of home investment-with the 
result that the higher bank-rate diminishes 11, the volume of home invest
ment. Consequently total investment falls below current savings (assum
ing that there was previous equilibrium), so that prices and profits, and 
ultimately earnings, fall, which bas the effect of increasing B, because it 
reduces the costs of· production in terms of money relatively to the 
corresponding costs abroad." Keynes, 01. cit., vol. i, pp. 214415-

... An external drain is subject to much more rapid changes, and is 
therefore more susceptible of management. The outward sign of the 
conditions that cause an export of gold is an unfavourable exchange, and 
the problem of managing the currency constantly presents itself as the 
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times includes those who at some places in their discussion 
propose another policy), while apparently adhering to the 
gold standard, indicate that gold movements can be offset by 
central bank policy.' Somewhere between are suggestions 
for compromises, sometimes the exchange rate is to be the 
guide, and sometimes it is to be disregarded in favor of the 
price level.' 

Thus the student of banking is presented with the question. 
Is the control of the domestic price level incompatible with 

problem of inducing a favourable tendency in the foreign exchange .... 
Hawtrey, 01. ci,., p. no. 

H The most important of these principles it that, .. • general rule, 
gold movements should not be prevented from making their influence 
felt both in the country losing gold and in the country receiving gold. 
Not only should these movements not be prevented from exerd.ing their 
influence, but their working should be reinforced by other ~8pecia1l7 
by changes in the cliscount rates and by open-market operati~hen 
the disequilibrium of which the gold movemenU give evidence cannot 
be removed merely by die effects of those equilibria." League of Nations, 
Relorl of ,he Gold Delegatio,., 1932, par. 81, p. 24-

• .. Broadly speaking, the United States continued throughout the poet
war period to gain gold. • • • It had been the avowed policy of the 
Federal Reserve Authorities to regard this gold Mock ... trust fund, 
and therefore to prevent such an expansion of credit in the United States 
as would necessitate the permanent retention of the whole Mock .. a 
permanent reserve. The policy of gold .terilization w .. the objec~ 
expression of this point of view." MlJCMilla" Reporl, par. IsS. p. 70. 

"In view of the great importations of gold into the United States, the 
Reserve System more and more, after the close of the war, cealed to 
regard the ratio as an indicatioD of any considerable influence with 
reference to rates, and in the annual report for 1923 already referred 
to, it expressly rejected the doctrine that there w.. any connection be
tween the two, stating directly that while it it to the reserve ratio that 
the public in most countries looD to get an indicatioD of changes in the 
banking position, the great rearrangement and redistribution of gold hal 
altered this significance of the ratio, so that today , the ratios have lost 
much of their value as administrative guides:" Willi! and Steiner, 
01. tit., p. 522. 

'See footnote 2, this chapter, quoting Spahr, The Federal Rtlerw 
Sys'em a1lll the COfItrol of Credi,. 
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the maintenance of the gold standard? If so, shall the gold 
standard be abandoned? If the gold standard is abandoned, 
shall exchange rates be allowed to fluctuate without limit or 
shall such fluctuations be held to some predetermined per
centage? If the gold standard is to be maintained, must 
banking policy be guided by gold movements and exchange 
rates or can the movements of gold be offset by central bank 
policy? 

Gold Movements An Indicator of MaJadjusted Industry 

Our analysis of clearance (Chapter IV) serves to indicate 
the role of gold iJl a credit economy. From that study, we may 
conclude that the loss of reserves indicates a lack of equival
ence of values in the exchange between various individuals 
and groups of individuals, within an economy. In discussing 
the maintenance of clearance between banking systems, we 
were in effect discussing the international aspects of this 
problem. Since there are so many proposals to abandon the 
gold standard in favor of a .. managed currency", it seems 
advisable to expand this phase of the discussion in an effort 
to understand more clearly the meaning of the gold standard 
and the problems which would be involved in the manage
ment of an inconvertible currency. It will also lead to a 
clearer understanding of the problem involved in the main
tenance of reciprocal exchange between various industries 
and geographical sections at home. The differences between 
the policies dictated by the quantitative and qualitative 
methods of control can also be readily contrasted. 

As a key to an analysis of the situation we may take the 
statement of Hawtrey, that, .. the outward sign of the condi
tions that cause an export of gold is an unfavorable ex
change." • And the same might be said of an import of gold. 
Too often, the movement of gold as a sign of underlying 

• See footnote S in this chapter. 
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conditions is overlooked, and all emphasis is placed on the 
movement of gold itself. Gold movements are thus blamed 
for upsetting the financial mechanism and consequently 
trade, industry, or business. Instead, attention should be 
given to the conditions which caused the gold movement and 
the possibilities of correcting them. If these conditions 
cannot be dealt with in some other way, it will usually be 
found hopeless to attempt to deal with them through the 
monetary mechanism, and in the iong run it will be better to 
allow the movements of gold to have whatever influence they 
may and thus effect a correction which, though painful, is 
necessary. 

In examining the conditions which cause a movement of 
gold we shall also gain an insight into the significance of 
the gold standard which may assist in deciding whether or 
not it is a desirable monetary mechanism. 

Causes of Gold Movements are Internal 

The broadcast division of the causes of gold movements 
is into those which are due to conditions within a given coun
try, and those due to conditions outside it. In the theory 
that internal equilibrium may be upset because some other 
country finds it necessary to export gold or to raise its inter
est rate to prevent the exportation of gold, there is the inher
enfassumption that the disturbing conditions lie outside the 
country under consideration. This view overlooks the fact 
that a country can neither gain nor lose gold unless its own 
balance of payments is such as to make it profitable either to 
import or export gold. This is to say, equality of debits 
and credits in the balance of international payments of a 
country is the equivalent of perfect clearance for an indi
vidual bank. It is the counterpart of equality of purchases 
and sales in the individual business. This clearance of 
debts against credits is in aU instances the essence of the 
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credit system, it is that by which the credit system is 
maintained. 

Under a simple organization of international economic 
relations, the nature of this balance was expressed in terms 
of purchases and sales of commodities between any given 
country and all others. If a country purchased as much as 
it sold, then it neither gained nor lost gold. The sales paid 
for the purchases through the clearing mechanism of bank
ing. It is clear that a country could neither gain nor lose 
gold unless its sales exceeded its purchases or vice versa. 
But with the development of international financial relations 
to include not only temporary short term indebtedness, due 
to the variations in the flow of goods into and out of a 
country with the seasons, but also direct investment and 
security ownership across national boundaries, the relation
ships became more obscure. It is now no longer'necessary 
for imports to equal exports" Differences may be made up 
by borrowing or lending, depending on whether the balance 
in the other items is unfavorable or favorable. 

Causes of Gold Movement Dependent on the Stage of 
Economic Maturity of the Country 

Under a system of international borrowing and lending, a 
nation can have only one of two trade balances; it can either 
export more than it imports, or import more than it exports. 
But it can have these trade balances under four different 
conditions, depending on the state of its economic maturity. 
The causes of disequilibrium in its balance of payments must 
therefore, be discussed separateiy for the varying conditions. 

I. The First Stage 
In a .. new II country, one in which the amount of resources 

• The terms II imports II and .. exports II are here used to include all 
commodities (ex«(>t gold) and all services such as transportation, 
royalties, tourist expenditures, etc., but DOt loans. 
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is greater in proportion to its capital than in more developed 
countries, the profit possibilities resulting from the use of 
more capital in relation to resources and labor are greater than 
elsewhere. Enterprisers seeking to take advantage of the 
greater profit possibilities within the country will, therefore, 
try to borrow abroad. A superficial view of the results of 
such a transaction leads to the conclusion that this will disturb 
the balance of payments of the" new" country. The banks 
will suddenly have more claims on foreign banks than before. 
and they are apparently then in a position to import gold. 
But by hypothesis, the purpose of the borrowing is. to take 
advantage of profit possibilities in the use of more capital. 
Since the country is little industrialized, equipment will be 
cheaper in more advanced countries and imports of this 
nature will balance the borrowing in the international pay
ments. The banks, therefore, will have no excess claims on 
other countries. 

2. The Second Stage 

The first stage is thus characterized by an import balance 
of trade which is offset in the balance of payments by loans. 
When interest payments become due, they must either be 
offset by a relative shift in the trade balance toward more 
exports or more loans. But if the latter conditions prevail, 
the-time will come when annual interest payments will over
take annual borrowings and exports must exceed imports. 
This is the second stage-a favorable balance of trade and 
the excess credits thus obtained offset by the debits on interest 
account. 

3. The Third Stage 
In the third stage of economic development a country also 

has an export. balance of trade but the financial conditions 
are differenL With the increasing industrialization, foreign 
borrowing become.s less and Jess profitable. At the same 
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time, the profitableness of lending to other countries becomes 
apparent. Thus in this stage, the favorable balance of trade 
is offset by loans in excess of borrowing. The interest pay
ments made to other countries are larger than borrowings 
plus interest payments received, so that the country is debtor 
on financial account and creditor on trade account. 

4. The Fourth Stage 
The fourth and final stage of economic maturity is char

acterized like the first by an import balance of trade. The 
financial situation accompanying it, however, is different. In 
the final stage, the amount of interest received annually on 
previous loans exceeds the volume of new loans. Thus the 
country is creditor on financial account and debtor on trade 
account.10 

10 It may be of assistance to summarize the four stages briefly in terms 
of symbols. 

I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

Credits Debits 
B 

B 

I 
nr 

I 
nr 

+E=I+I wh~re B >1 and 1 >E 
np np 

+E=I+I where 1 >B and E >1 
np np 

+E=I+L where E >1 and L >1 
nr 

+E=I+L where I >E and I >L 

E=Exports 
I = Imports 
B = Excess of borrowing over lending 
L = Excess of lending over borrowing 

nr 

I = Excess of interest paid over interest received 
np 

I = Excess of interest received over interest paid 
lIT 

See Madden and Nadler, Foreign Securities (New York, 1«)27), ch. vii, 
for three of these stages. 

Keynes states the problem of external equilibrium as follows: 
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Gold Exports by (J Debtor Count" 

In either of the first two stages. gold exports might result 
from an excess of imports plus interest payments due other 
countries over new borrowings plus exports. The difference 
between these stages is that in the first there is a greater 
possibility of offsetting the excess debits by further borrow
ing. If this policy is followed for a long enough period. 
the country will soon be in the second stage. for since the 
interest payments will mount at the rate of compound interest. 
the volume of new borrowing will likewise increase in this 
fashion and it is unlikely that a country could increase it. 
foreign borrowings indefinitely at the same rate. The prob
lem of a debtor country thus appears to be that of improving 
its trade balance. The most critical period i. the transition 
from the first to the second stage because during that period 
the trade balance must change from an II unfavorable JJ to a 
II favorable JJ one. 

The significance of gold exports lies in the conditions of 
the domestic economy which they indicate. Some section. 
of the economic structure are being maintained by imports 
which other sections of the domestic economy are unable to 
pay for by exports. The difference between this condition 
and that of the simple case of imports paying for exports i. 
that in the case of the debtor country. exports do not pay 
for a like amount of immediate imports. but are largely 
necessary for the payment of service charges on the debts 
incurred in the acquisition of capital equipment. The gold 
exports can hardly be considered a disturbing influence to 

..... the problem of currency management presents itself not as • prob
lem of keeping 1= S, but as a problem of keeping B = L, where B u the 
value of the Foreign Balance and L the value of Foreign Lending ••• • 
Treatise 011 MOfIeY, vol. i, p. 213- This does not recognize the c0m

position of the balance of payments in lufficient detail to indic:atc the 
alterations which must be made in different condi.tions of economic 
development. 
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domestic equilibrium. They merely indicate that the domes
tic economy is not in equilibrium. This is so even though 
the price level and production are stable. These superficial 
evidences of stability exist only because a part of the com
munity is being maintained by imports from outside the 
economy, without compensation. The necessary condition 
for permanent stability namely, that the various sections of 
the economy mutually maintain one another, is not present. 

It is argued that if the central bank followed the dictates 
of the gold movements and restricted credit, prices would 
decline, production would be curtailed and a general business 
depression would follow. Therefore, the abandonment of 
the gold standard is advocated. The substitute for the credit 
restriction would be a declining rate of exchange. But a 
declining ra.te of exchange would have quite as serious effects 
on the domestic economy as has the credit restriction. The 
prices of imported products would rise. If the central bank 
were following the price index as a guide to credit policy, a 
credit restriction would be indicated just as it would have 
been by the gold movements. Industries dependent on 
foreign borrowing for capital equipment would find it more 
difficult to expand, thus causing unemployment. This un
employment would lead to a decreased demand for domestic 
products, and all the symptoms ordinarily associated with a 
depression would follow. Furthermore, those who had to 
make interest payments on previous foreign borrowings 
would find difficulty in doing so and in some cases this might 
lead to bankruptcies. 

It should be pointed out that exports might receive a 
temporary stimulation from the exchange depreciation which 
would continue as long as the depreciation was occurring. 
But this would be at the expense of foregoing foreign bor
rowing. There would not only be a reduction of foreign 
borrowing, but a total cessation, for the defaults which would 
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occur as a result of the exchange depreciation would so 
impair the credit of the country that other countries would 
not want to make further loans. 

The gold exports are thus seen to indicate the necessity for 
the improvement of the trade balance. and possibly for the 
development of a .. favorable balance" in case the country is 
passing into the second stage. Analysis of the conditions 
leading to the export of gold indicates the banking policy 
which should be pursued. Since the amount of interest pay
ments is fixed by previous contracts. no immediate change 
can be effected in this direction. The ends to be accomplished 
are: an increase in exports. decrease in imports. and 'decrease 
in borrowing abroad. One or more of these may be neces
sary. depending on the gravity of the situation. The objec
tions to the restriction of credit as a result of the gold export 
arise mainly from the fact that banking policy is thought of 
in quantitative terms. The central bank is thought of as 
raising rates and using open market sales to reduce the 
amount of member bank reserves. Thus a general restric
tion of credit, trade. and production may be expected to 
follow. It is a hit or miss policy which mayor may not re
.strict foreign borrowing and imports. and can hardly be 
expected to increase exports. These. however. are the fac
tors which the situation demands should be controlled. 
Furthermore. as was pointed out in Chapter VI. the effects 
of a credit restriction imposed quantitatively are most likely 
to fall primarily upon loans to the government. public util
ities. transportation enterprises. and construction activities. 
The desire to avoid the effects of the credit restriction can 
readily be appreciated when it is thus presented. for it is 
apparent that the whole economic structure must be disrupted 
in order to accomplish the results demanded by the situation. 

By considering qualitatively. the control of credit, it is 
possible to deal directly with the factors involved. As re-
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gards the stimulation of exports, there is little that the bank
ing system can do. Perhaps the department of commerce 
of the government might follow a .. trade" expansion pro
gram. But if this is met with tariff increases abroad, over
whelming competition, or other opposing forces, it is useless 
to expect that the banking system can offset them. What it 
can do is to frown on the financing of import transactions 
through a more careful scrutiny of applications and by in
creasing refusals. We have seen in the analysis of the con
traction of credit that ultimately the restriction of the central 
bank must be supplemented by qualitative restrictions by the 
member banks. We are here suggesting that the restriction 
be applied where it will do the most good· rather than by a 
blind curtailment all around. 

It may be that the banks of a country in such a state as that 
here outlined could do little to stop foreign borrowing. It 
may be that government intervention to discourage this will 
be necessary to give the required force to a restrictive policy. 
On the other hand it may be that the force of the opinion 
of the central bank on the financial community would be 
sufficient. With a central bank having for officers leading 
members of the financial community, such as the federal 
reserve banks have, their conclusions as to the nature of the 
situation might bear sufficient influence to discourage the up
setting activities. Looked at from the point of view of the 
creditor countries, it is evident that if they gave full attention 
to the condition of the debtor country, they would take these 
factors into consideration in making loans and thus would 
reduce the volume of credit extended. 

Some evidence that attempts to deal directly with the inter
national economic relations between countries may be seen 
in the introduction of foreign exchange control by many 
countries in recent years.ll It may be that in this wayexces-

11 For a discussion of recent developments in exchange control see: 
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sive borrowing, lending, importing, and exporting will be 
avoided and the disastrous effects of banking policy brought 
about by maladjusted conditions prevented. 

Gold Export by a Creditor Country 

The transition from the second to the third stage is not 
likely to cause serious difficulties. A favorable balance of 
trade is compatible with both conditions, and having been 
developed during the second stage, it need only be maintained. 
The difference between the stages is brought about by a 
change from a debtor to a creditor country. Since inter
national capital movements are not subject to so many restric
tions as are trade movements, the alterations in the financial 
conditions are characterized by greater flexibility than are 
the alterations of trade positions. 

Interest payments being a fixed quantity, the export of 
gold from a creditor country in the third stage is caused by 
a rate of annual lending in excess of the favorable trade 
balance. In the fourth stage, also, the rate of foreign lend
ing is likely to be the cause of gold exports. In either stage, 
the gold exports may be interpreted, as in the case of debtor 
countries, in terms of excessive imports. Viewed in this 
way, the significance of gold exports as indicators of a do
mestic economy which is not in equilibrium would be the 
same as that discussed above. However, in the case of a 
creditor country it is more logical to interpret the gold exports 
in terms of an insufficiency of commodity exports. 

The effect of this export of gold on bankers who are oper
ating under the gold standard would be to cause them to 
. attempt to curtail credit, through higher interest rates and 
closer scrutiny of applications. A central bank which at
tempted to follow the exchange rates and gold movements 

c. R. Whittlesey, .. Exchange Control," AmericQII EcOfJDmj& RnNw, 
vol. xxii, no. 4. December, 19320 
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as a guide would in reinforcing the effects of the gold move
ments, institute a restrictive policy of higher rates and open 
market sales. The objection to this is that such a policy 
would work hardships at home by discouraging investment 
or causing the price level to fall, thus bringing unemployment 
and falling wages.IZ The assumption is that all is well at 
home, and that there is no reason to inflict these hardships on 
domestic industry because the international transactions do 
not balance. But as in previous cases, it can be shown that 
there is something radically wrong at home and that a restric
tion should be instituted. However, some of the hardships 
would be averted if the restriction were applied where it was 
needed instead of in a general way, which is, moreover, the 
only way as long as we think in terms of total quantity of 
credit, total production and price indexes. In the case of 
excessive lending abroad, foreign lending should be curbed 
and where imports are excessive this activity should be re
stricted. It may be necessary to curtail both. 

The rate of lending should be determined by the real rate 
of interest, which is determined by the profitableness of 
capital investment, or the earnings of capital. These in turn 
depend on wages. Now, if foreign lending is justifiable, 

11 See Keynes's statement, footnote 17, Chapter VII above. 
C/. also: 
.. Thus, what we have claimed in Chapter XIII as a virtue in Bank

rate regarded as an instrument for restoring long..period equilibrium
namely, that it works both ways, tending to decrease foreign lending and 
also to increase the foreign balanc:e-becomes a vice, or at least an awk
wardness, when we use it to check foreign lending, the excessiveness of 
which may be due to temporary causes without our having any wish to 
go through the painful readjustment of the wage-structure which must 
precede a material increase of the foreign balance. Since the influence 
of Bank-rate on foreign lending is both quick in taking effect and easy 
to understand, whereas its influence on the internal situation is slower in 
operation and difficult to analyze. the awkwardness of handling such a 
double-edged weapon is being but slowly realized." Keynes, 01. cit., 
vol. i, p. 350 (italics his). 
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then sufficient exports ought to be possible because the coun
try is by the fact of its lower rate of interest more efficienL 
If the lending results in gold exports, then there is pritJkJ 
facie evidence both that its industry is not efficient enough 
to undersell other countries and that the rate of interest is 
too low. Thus the effect of an increase in the rate of interest 
would be to curb foreign lending by making the rate less at
tractive in comparison with other countries. This is objected 
to because it curtails investment at home. It does not appear 
that this is necessarily so. For if the savings are genuine, 
they will seek domestic securities instead of foreign, thus 
pushing up their prices, and lowering the rate of' interest 
again. The function which has thus been performed is in 
testing the genuineness of the low rates of interest. Loans 
in excess of exports, when paid to third parties, come back 
on the lending country as demands for gold instead of for 
commodities. Thus the significance of the gold exports is 
that, although interest rates are in such adjustment as to 
encourage investment in foreign securities, the efficiency of 
domestic industry is not sufficiently above that of other coun
tries to prevent excessive imports and stimulate compen
sating exports. A higher rate of interest is then not some
thing which is caused by gold exports. These merely indicate 
that interest rates are out of adjustment and that more in
vestment should be made at home before savings seek 
employment elsewhere. 

The immediate effect of the gold outflow is the reduction 
of purchasing power in the hands of some members of the 
community. If the banks attempt to offset this by the crea
tion of more bank credit, say through the purchase of securi
ties by the central bank, they are continuing a maladjustment 
not only of the international clearings but of domestic ones 
as well. From the international point of view this reduction 
in purchasing power makes less available for the purchase 
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of imports, or foreign securities, or domestic products, the 
prices of the latter tending to fall, thus stimulating exports. 
Domestically, savings and investment are in equilibrium only 
because part of the savings are being sent abroad, uncom
pensated by exports. The price level is stable only because 
some goods are added from the outside uncompensated for 
by exports. I f the effect of the gold flow is reinforced, the 
decreased purchasing power will cause either a decline in 
the amount loaned abroad, or reduced consumption of im
ports or domestic products, in which latter case their prices 
will fall. Thus a policy which sustains the lending deprives 
the community of the lower prices.lI 

Our suggestion here is the same as that previously made, 
namely that the restriction rather than being general and 
roundabout, should be specific and directed to the immediate 
causes. It should aim at the restriction of importing and 
foreign lending. The readjustment will not be without fric
tion and difficulties to trade and industry, but at least it will 
in the first instance curb those elements which need curbing 
and if this results in disturbing the business of other produc
ers it is unavoidable. The generalized restriction, on the 
other hand, starts out by upsetting everything else and hopes 
eventually to reach the cause of the difficulty. 

There is another condition which might cause a creditor 

18C/.: 
If This means that the workers in an old country cannot obtain directly 

the benefit of its large capital accumulation, in the shape of higher 
wages, ahead of the workers in the rest of the worl~cept in so far 
as ·there is a drag on foreign lending due to the unfamiliarity of its 
investors with foreign outlets, to the risks, real or supposed, of lending 
abroad, or to discriminatory taxation (and the like) against such lending. 
Unrestricted foreign lending may lead to the more rapid growth of a 
country's wealth, but it does this by putting off tfte day at whicb the 
workers in the country can enjoy, in the shape of bigher wages, the 
advantages of this growing accumulation of capital." Keynes, 0'. cit., 
vol. ii, p. 313. 
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country to be faced with gold exports. This is the case in 
which its debtors are unable to maintain payments for debt 
service, while the creditor continues to make loans. At 
bottom, this is a result of insufficient imports by the creditor. 
When this condition is reached, new loans take the form of 
gold exports. This situation, the significance of which is 
the same as that discussed under gold imports by a creditor 
nation, requires a restriction of exports and lending. 

Gold Imports by a Debtor Country 

The import of gold into a debtor country is the result of 
foreign borrowing in excess of the unfavorable trade balance 
in the first stage. It is probably best interpreted in terms of 
the relationship between borrowing and importing. In the 
second stage, although it is characterized by an export balance 
of trade, the gold imports are still most correctly thought of 
in terms of the relationship between imports and borrowings. 
This follows from the supposition that the borrowing 
occurred in the effort to secure capital goods or manufactured 
products from other countries. This is the usual situation 
in a debtor country. 

The importation of gold is most likely to occur during the 
period of transition from stage one to stage two. As the 
country becomes more industrialized, it will be able to supply 
itself with more of the products which it previously imported, 
thus reducing the necessity of borrowing and importing. 
The incoming gold will enable those receiving it to purchase 
part of the domestic production, thus reducing exports, or 
to purchase abroad, thus increasing imports. At the same 
time, it will tend to lower interest rates and to make borrow
ing abroad less profitable. The gold imports are thus a 
signal that the time has come when foreign borrowing need 
be relied upon to a le~ser degree. 

On the assumption that the inflow of gold will cause a 
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rising price level or disturb the equilibrium of savings and 
investment, it has been suggested that the central bank pre
vent bank reserves from being affected by the sale of securi
ties. This proposal overlooks the significance of the gold 
imports as an indication of the state of the domestic economy. 
The increasing efficiency of the country is making the exports 
possible. If these are resulting in gold imports, the workers 
in the community are being deprived of part of their con
suming power when the gold is " sterilized". The" sterili
zation " keeps the price and wage level lower in relation to 
those in other countries and at the expense of the standard of 
living of the community prolongs the period during which 
the process of borrowing abroad and manufacturing for 
export is profitable. The gold imports do not destroy the 
equilibrium of the domestic economy. It is already out of 
equilibrium, for any stability of the price level which may 
exist is maintained only by preventing the community from 
exerting an amount of purchasing power for goods or securi
ties equal to the amount of the " sterilized" gold. 

Gold Imports by a Creditor Country 

An import of gold is more likely to occur in the case of a 
creditor country than in that of a debtor. A debtor nation 
is subject to the necessity of developing an export balance of 
trade. This is particularly true during the transition period 
between the first and second stages. Similarly a creditor 
nation is under the necessity of increasing the proportion of 
imports relatively to exports, a process which finally culmin
ates in an import balance in the fourth stage. As the prob
lems of creditor nations have been of importance to the 
United States and England in recent years, we shall give 
detailed attention to this subjecL 

Although the main lines of analysis are the same as those 
which have been discussed, there are differences in the em-
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phasis which must be given to the various facton. The 
banking policy to be followed will also be different from 
that in other stages. Many of the problems discussed will 
be familiar to the reader because of their prominence in recent 
events. 

When a country in the third stage begins to receive gold 
it can hardly be said that the export of this gold from foreign 
countries is due to conditions in the foreign and not in the 
lending country, even though the price level in the latter has 
remained stable. Its internal equilibrium is no more upset 
than is that of an individual enterprise when its creditori 
cannot pay. By making sales on credit, a business ~ncern 
may be able to maintain production at an even pace. But if 
the result is to place a larger burden of debt on its customers 
than they are able to pay, the equilibrium was only apparent 
in the first place. The same is true of a nation which is 
maintaining a stable price level and balanced production by 
selling to foreign countries more than they are able in the 
long run to pay for by exports. Credit relationships are 
always reciprocal and gold movements are only the outward 
sign of underlying conditions. If one country has borrowed 
too much, another has loaned too much, and if the one which 
has borrowed too much loses gold, the one which has loaned 
toa. much will gain gold. I f one country has bought too 
much and loses gold, the one which sold too much will receive 
it. We can, therefore, look to the balance of payments of a 
country which is gaining or losing gold for the explanation 
of the movement. With gold coming in as a result of a 
trade balance in excess of loans, it is objected that the gold 
influx will upset the domestic equilibrium either by causing 
the price level to rise or by forcing down the rate of interest 
and thus upsetting the balance between saving and investment. 
But although the level of prices is mathematically steady, and 
although the rates of saving and investment are apparently 
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equal, it still remains true that the economy of such a country 
is maladjusted. This is true domestically as well as inter
nationally, for the production of the goods which have been 
exported should have given rise to income to be used in the 
purchase of other goods. But what has been received in 
exchange for the goods exported? Savings are apparently 
not large enough to increase foreign lending sufficiently to 
offset the exports and those who have made sales to the 
exporters have not received an equivalent in imported goods. 
If the domestic economy is to be balanced within itself, then 
the exported goods must be sold at home and it will become 
evident that the price level is not stable, for these increased 
sales will force down the prices of the goods involved. 
Superficially it would appear that a readjustment would be 
thus affected and that the rate of efficiency earnings at home 
would go up. This does not necessarily follow, at least not 
immediately. For the readjustment of the prices may bring 
failures among the exporters, throwing men out of work, 
decreasing the amounts which they have previously purchased 
from domestic industries, and thus causing difficulties in 
those branches of industry and trade. The readjustment of 
an economy which is overdeveloped in some lines is not a 
simple matter of altering the general price level. Nor is the 
maintenance of equilibrium merely a matter of preventing 
the price level from changing. And, if stability of the 
domestic price level is dependent on exports which are not 
balanced either by imports or loans, the equilibrium of the 
economic balance rests on the removal of some of the goods 
from the circle of exchange without compensation. 

In the fourth stage, a country is probably most susceptible 
to gold imports. The major credit items in the balance of 
international payments are the interest to be received and the 
payments for exports. The major debit items are new loans 
and imports. The interest items are a predetermined quan-
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tity depending on previous loan contracts. They are also by 
hypothesis substantial and are really a primary cause of dis
turbances in the equilibrium of payments because of the fixity 
of their amount. The other items, so to speak, must be 
adjusted to them, for disequilibrium cannot be corrected by 
alterations in this sum. As in most economic problems, 
difficulties in international relations are likely to be most 
acute during transition periods. A country, passing from 
the third· stage to the fourth stage, is confronted with the 
necessity, brought about by its financial relations, with other 
countries, of reversing its trade balance from a favorable one 
to a unfavorable one. These financial relations, on the other 
hand, are not incidental or superficial or the result of chance. 
They are the reflection of fundamental differences between 
countries in the earnings of capital. The difficulties which 
they cause are at root the result of the separation of financial 
and commodity transactions in a modern economic commun
ity in the sense indicated by Keynes in the distinction which 
he makes between II savings" and II investment". That is 
to say, while a balance of trade which harmonizes with the 
financial relationships must exist, each goes its own way 
independently of the other. 

During the second and third stages, when there is a favor
able balance of trade, industries depending more or less 
largely on export markets develop. When the fourth stage 
is reached, these.have become integrated with the rest of 
the economic syst~m in the sense that the part of the popu
lation engaged in the export industries receives from other 
members of the community the goods which it consumes. 
Those who supply the workers engaged in the export indus
tries receive their compensation in the form of imports, and 
savings in the form of foreign securities. When the fourth 
stage is reached, the proportion of this exchange between the 
members of the home community which consists in imported 
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goods must increase, otherwise the domestic economy is out 
of equilibrium, for those who are maintaining the workers 
in the export industries receive nothing in exchange. 

The import of gold is thus either a sign that the volume 
of new lending is not keeping pace with the exports or that 
imports are not growing rapidly enough in relation to interest 
payments. The second of these is the more important. 
For, with the steadily mounting receipts on interest it is 
unreasonable to expect that the annual volume of new loans 
can grow indefinitely. In order to offset a favorable balance 
of trade plus the increments to interest receipts, the volume 
of new loans would have to increase annually at the rate of 
compound interest. There must come a time when the in
terest receipts will exceed the annual new loans and at that 
time, imports must exceed exports. This gives us a clue to 
banking policy in regard to the inflow of gold. Shall its 
effects be offset, reinforced, or the rate of exchange allowed 
to increase? 

There has been frequent expression of the opinion that 
this inflow of gold can be offset through banking policy.a 
The thought is that the importation of gold is a disturbing 
factor in the domestic economy. It is likely to depress in
terest rates, and to cause prices to rise through the expansion 
which it initiates in bank credit. 

There are obvious limits to the degree to which this influx 
of gold can be offset. The chief of these is the quantity of 

16 CI., for example: 
"The successful management of the dollar by the Federal Reserve 

Board from 1923 to 1928 was a triumph-mitigated, -however, by the 
events of 192~30 for the view that currency management is feasibile, 
in conditions which are virtually independent of the movements of gold." 
Keynes, ot. cit., vol. ii, p. 258 . 

.. Under the wise guidance of Governor Benjamin Strong of the New 
York Bank they pursued a .policy of stabilization, which prevented any 
serious fluctuations of the price level from 1922 to 1929-" Hawtrey, 
Th, Art 01 Central Ba,lking, p. 209. 
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salable assets which are held by the central bank. When 
these are gone, and the member banks out of debt, any further 
inflow of gold is so much clear gain in the reserves of the 
member banks. Interest rates will decline in spite of an 
effort of the central bank to keep its ~wn discount rate up. 
for since it is not acquiring assets its rate has no influence 
whatsoever.il 

But a more interesting question is whether the inflow of 
gold is really the disturbing factor which it is assumed to be. 
If it is not, then its effects should be reinforced by bank 
policy; if it is, then the gold standard should be abandoned. 
The reinforcing policy would be one which reduced interest 
rates and made borrowing easy. The effect of this on the 
international balance of payments would be to stimulate lend
ing abroad. This is the only factor in the balance of pay
ments which can be sufficiently influenced by banking policy 
to correct the disequilibrium which is causing the gold im
ports. If there has been a temporary decline in the rate of 
foreign lending and it can be expected that the required rate 
will soon again be in force, the decline in the rate of interest 
may prove a sufficient stimulus to short-term lending to tide 
the situation over until· these short-term loans can be re
funded by long term issues. On the other hand. it may be 
necessary to bring market rates down to the real rate which 
should prevail as a result of the higher rate of efficiency 
earnings of capital as compared with those abroad. This is 
to be expected in the case of a creditor country. Thus the 
gold imports would lead the banks to recognize the real 
situation, which might. be sufficient to correct the gold flow 
by incr~sed lending. 

lICf.: 
II Under a gold standard no system of management can stand up in

definitely before a continued influx of gold of an amount far greater in 
proportion than the growth of balances required by the banking system 
at large." Keynes, 0'. cit., vol ii, p. 259-
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But, as we have pointed out, there is a limit to the extent 
to which a country can extend the volume of its annual 
foreign investment. If this limit has been reached, and real 
and market rates of interest are in adjustment, or if ques
tions of risk are at the root of the disequilibrium, then there 
is but one alternative, the balance of trade must be shi fted 
toward a greater proportion of imports. Assuming that this 
is the condition which a country is in, then the inflow of gold 
is not a disturbing factor to the domestic economy. The 
domestic economy is already maladjusted in the sense that 
part of the goods produced are not fitting into the exchange 
process at home, and are leaving the country without being 
offset by imports or securities. The stable price level is 
fictitious. Someone in the community is being deprived of 
consumption or savings to the extent of the unoffset exports. 
The inflow of gold is the concrete evidence of this purchasing 
power, this right to additional wealth which is available to 
the community. If those in control of the banking system 
attempt to offset it, they are aiding the continuance of in
equality of exchange between members of the community. 

If this gold becomes available as purchasing power, that 
is, if it is not offset, it may have the following effects. It 
may either increase the demand for domestic goods, thu:i 
absorbing some of the exports, or stimulate domestic invest
ment, or it may stimulate the demand for foreign goods, thus 
increasing imports. There might be a slight rise in prices 
but there is no reason to suppose that importers would in all 
cases insist on higher prices before they accepted further 
orders, or that those who are exporting would ask higher 
prices if more goods were bought. If the purchasing power 
thus made available first comes into the hands of those whe 
prefer to engage in industry, there may be an increase in 
investment and subsequently an increase in income which 
then can be spent for commodities, as indicated above. Thus 
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we see that allowing the gold to become effective as purchas
ing power really restores domestic equilibrium, through draw
ing the previously unbalanced commodities into the domestic 
exchange process or substituting for them imported goods. 
Or it may stimulate domestic investment since by hypothesis 
people are not increasing the holdings of foreign securities, 
otherwise the inflow of gold would not have taken place. 
This increased domestic investment may lead to higher prices 
temporarily but when the goods resulting from this invest
ment come to the market these prices cannot be sustained. 
The net result is the absorption of additional goods by the 
domestic market which previously did not enter <into the 
equilibrium of exchange either at home or abroad. 

There may be some industrial disturbances as a result of 
these shifts. But there will never be devised an economic 
system, based on the division of labor, which can meet with
out difficulties the shifting demands of consumption and the 
consequent transfer of capital and labor. The least that can 
be done is to refrain from augmenting the ultimate difficulties 
by policies which prevent the readjustments from occurring 
when the need of them is evident. In this instance, offsetting 
the effects of the gold imports would only encourage the 
further exportation of goods which would remain uncom
pensated, either by imports or foreign securities, thus delaying 
and magnifying the readjustment which would ultimately 
be necessary. The error lies in assuming that the gold im
port •• just happens", thus upsetting the domestic economy, 
instead of taking it for what it is, an indication of malad
justed production and consumption and attempting to set 
this right as soon as possible before it becomes worse. 

The theories which view the gold imports as a disturbing 
factor emphasize its effects in increasing the level of prices. 
This is supposed to come about in ways indicated by the 
different theories. In the simplest form, the increase of 
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bank reserves expands bank credit, hence there is more pur
chasing power and higher prices. It is also frequently 
assumed that the expansion of bank credit is some multiple 
of the increased reserves and hence the increase in prices is 
magnified. We have previously pointed out the error in this 
assumption, namely, that the support to the expansion of bank 
credit is clearance and not gold. Furthermore, as was also 
pointed out, the mere possession of gold by a bank does not 
increase the potential credit of the community. Receiving 
gold, a bank does not alter its lending policy. If the importa
tion of gold improves the credit position of customers of 
banks, or the condition of member banks, then they are en
titled to the increased purchasing power, and no fetish of a 
mathematically stable price level should be permitted to inter
fere with the establishment of the equality of exchange, or 
the correction of a condition in which some members of the 
community are sustained by the rest of the community in the 
production of goods which do not enter into exchange either 
at home or abroad. 

The other theories emphasize the effect of the lowered 
interest rates on investment, either through cost or capital 
value. Of this we have spoken above where we discussed its 
relation to the re-establishment of adjustment between the 
elements of the domestic economy. In the last analysis an 
increase in the level of prices and income might be necessary 
to place the country in its proper relation to others, as 
determined by the efficiency earnings of workmen. Other
wise, the more productive creditor country would have no 
advantage over less developed countries in competition for 
internationally sold goods. 

Summary of the Significance of Gold Movement 

A credit system exists by virtue of the fact that it permits 
the indirect exchange of goods whose values are stated in a 
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common denominator of value. Credit instruments record 
the values of goods bought and sold and are liquidated by 
offset. The process is well illustrated by international econ
omic relations for it is easy to think in terms of one country 
in its relation with others. Furthermore, the necessity for 
an equality in the debits and credits on international account 
has long formed an integral part of economic and monetary 
theory and the principles are therefore generally familiar. 
For this reason we have presented the international aspects 
of credit control first. 

As long as equilibrium is maintained in the balance of 
payments, there is no movement of gold. We have tried to 
show how far that equilibrium may be secured through addi
tional borrowing and lending. Gold movements thus become 
indicators of an inequality in the exchange of good.. Thi. 
inequality is quite as much within the domestic economy as 
in the international. A banking policy which attempts to 
ignore the gold movement in the hope of avoiding its .. dis
turbing " effects prolongs and aggravates the maladjustment 
when the gold standard is adhered to. I f the gold standard 
is abandoned, the effects on the domestic economy are no less 
disturbing than those following a credit policy dictated by 
the gold movements. 

In and of themselves, the gold movements do not insure a 
smooth flow of trade and an easy adjustment to new con
ditions. They are, as a matter of fact, likely to cause serious 
disturbances to the economic structure. This, however, is 
the result, of previous credit policies which have permitted 
the development of maladjustments which may be brought to 
light by gold movements only after they have existed for 
some time. The corrective measures are then likely to cause 
such serious maladjustments as to encourage efforts to avoid 
them. Gold is usually made the scape-goat and blamed for 
the ills that have befallen the community. 
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The aim of credit control should be the avoidance of the 
development of maladjustments. The potentialities of the 
credit and banking system should not be abused, but should 
be employed in such a way as to accomplish the primary 
purpose of offsetting obligations; those which cannot be 
offset should not be incurred, thus avoiding the necessity of 
liquidating them in gold. 

The Abandonment of the Gold Standard 

The functions of the gold standard cannot be discussed 
without specific attention to the proposals to abandon it. 
There are two main lines of approach. One emphasizes the 
shortage and maldistribution of gold. The other asserts 
that the abandonment of the gold standard dears the way for 
alternative means of securing an adjustment in the industrial 
and financial relations of one country with others and between 
various groups within a country. 
I. Gold Shortage and Maldistribution 

The first view oversimplifies the situation and places the 
emphasis on the wrong elements. In the MacMillan Report 
the decline in prices is attributed to the maldistribution of 
gold.'- It should be obvious that the mal distribution is due 
to the course of trade and that this itself is maldistributed. 
That is to say, some good3 are being disposed of without 
equivalent values flowing in the other direction and thus the 
banks are called upon to provide this value in the form of 
gold. 

The basic error in this view is an over-emphasis on the 
monetary system and the assumption that a breakdown in 
financial relations causes a breakdown in trade and industry 
and prices. It arises out of a false analysis of money, 
through which credit is looked upon as a form of money in 

Ie .. A maldistribution to which is to be attributed a large measure of 
responsibility for the heavy fall in prices in recent years." MacMillmt 
Report, par. lSI, P. 67. 
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the sense of being a substitute for gold. This concept we 
have reviewed in an earlier chapter where its unsatisfactory 
character was pointed out. The price level as the represen
tative of the value of money becomes all important. Changes 
in the level of prices come to be looked upon as results of 
changes in the value of money. Realizing that little can be 
done to alter the supply of gold, it is hoped that the level 
of prices may be controlled through superficial regulation of 
the demand for gold!' But the demand for gold cannot be 
regulated, for as we have seen, it is the result of the complex 
interaction of various groups in an exchange economy. But 
as long as the problem is dealt with in quantitative terms 
alone all of the intricate variations in reciprocal demands for 
goods, the variations in production, are averaged together in 
production indexes, price indexes and volume of credit. 
When one does not get beneath the surface of gold move
ments, he is likely to make such suggestions as that creditor 
countries which are receiving gold could alleviate the difficul
ties which are growing in debtor countries by merely lending 
more. The conditions which make lending possible are en
tirely overlooked and the conditions which establish trade 
are not taken into account. 

A recent statement of what banks are supposed to be able 
to. do is found in the following statement by Sir Arthur 
Salter. 

What could the gold countries do, especially the two with a 
large gold surplus? 

They must first perhaps see that their own banking system is 
so supported as not to threaten large-scale default or insolvency 
and lead to personal hoarding of gold. Subject to this they 

1'" Aclart from this, gold has depended, and will continue to depend, 
for its stability of value not so mulfJ on the conditiOl1l of ill lupply, as 
on deliberate regulation of the demand. " Keynes, 01. eit .. vol. ii, p. 294-
See also" Memorandum of Dissent" by Professor Gustav Cassel, R~lorl 
of the Gold D~leg(J'itm, p. 74-
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could first bring back prices toward their 1929 level by creating 
as much new money as their stock of gold will bear without 
endangering the gold parity of their currencies. This policy 
will be useless unless it is allowed to have its normal effect on 
the course of trade, increasing internal prices and imports and 
diminishing exports; an unattractive prospect but perhaps better 
than the only alternative, which is that the whole adjustment, 
and not a part only, should be at the expense of their exports.11 

We shall not discuss the bank-failure record in this country 
during the past three years as evidence that our banking 
system is not supported against default as he indicates it 
might be. The important point is the recourse to a general 
increase in prices to correct a defect in the international trade 
of the country. This is supposed to increase imports and 
decrease exports. But even the author of this proposal rec
ognizes that the business men of the country must agree to 
allow the increase of imports to take place. I f they will be 
willing to do this after the expansion of credit takes place, 
why not do so before? If they are unwilling to reduce tariffs 
before the credit policy is adopted, why should they willingly 
do so afterward? And what would happen if they used the 
additional credit to finance further exports with no increase 
in imports? In either case the business men of the com
munity must come to the realization that trade is reciprocal. 
Although he probably does not intend to, Sir Arthur has 
given most convincing proof that the banks are the hand
maids of business and not its master. They can finance 
trade if there is trade, but they cannot force trade where 
there is none. 

2. Fluctuating Exchange Rates 
In the greater part of his Treatise Keynes adopts the more 

complex view and does not suggest the abandonment of the 

18 Sir Arthur Salter, K. C. B., Recovery, tM Second EUorl (New 
York, 1932), pp. 328-29-
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gold standard merely on the basis that there isn't enough 
gold to go around, or that a maldistribution has made it 
impossible for some countries to operate a gold standard.I' 
He even admits that in the .. long run .. there is no divergence 
between the rates of interest applicable to domestic and inter
national conditions. It is merely during these .. transition 
periods" (which have bothered economists for so long) that 
difficulties are encountered.'o His solution of the difficulties 
in which England finds herself, is devaluation, as contrasted 
with the program which' would have to be followed if the 
gold standard were to be maintained. On the o~er hand, 
the United States, also a creditor country, should ignore the 
gold imports; in fact, the assumption that they have done 
just that has been hailed as a triumph for managed currency.·1 

It seems logical to suppose that ignoring a .. transition .. 
will not help in getting through it. Perhaps if the United 
States had not ignored its transition, or if England had 
recognized hers, or in fact, if the whole world had admitted 
the transition necessary after the world war, the ultimate 
results would not have been as bad as they are. If the United 
States had recognized-if its industrialists had realized
the implications of its newly acquired position as a creditor 

18 The same thought is expressed in the MtltMillofi R~/tJrl: 
-i'Indeed, even a large increase in the current lupptiet of new gold 

would not do much good so long as the caUlet persist which haYe led 
to the present maldistribution of gold. For the additional .uppliel would 
soon find their way to flhe same destinatiolL" MtltMilllJfI R,ptJrl, par. 
IS4, p. 69-

Ct. footnote 16 above. 
10" Now changes of bank-rate which are aimed at "reserving equili

brium between Band L may be expected to exercise a disturbing effect 
in the first instance on the equilibrium between I and S. But we .hall 
see that-apart from the difficulties of the transition-there u alwaY' 
a level of bank-rate which is compatible in the long run both with the 
equilibrium of B and L and also with that of I and 5." Keynes, 0/. tit" 
vol. i, p. 214-

II See reference to Keynes, footnote 14, thiJ chapter. 
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nation in the fourth stage of maturity, and had adopted a 
policy which would have aided the development of an import 
balance instead of adopting as they did one leading to an 
export balance, some of the present difficulties might have 
been averted. Or if they had realized that this would be a 
slow process, our bankers might have been a little less eager 
to increase foreign lending as rapidly as they did. Certainly 
it is not for the bankers to ignore tariff legislation and 
attempt to act as if it did not exist, or to attempt to offset it. 
I f it cannot be prevented, then they must act in accordance 
with it. They cannot create values of themselves. It is 
useless to ask for more lending to debtors who are unable, 
through our own policy, to meet their existing obligations. 
Perhaps if the English bankers had realized their transition, 
they also would have been less willing to lend. All of these 
readjustments require the cooperation of government and 
industry. They cannot be accomplished through banking 
policy alone. The banks can finance trade, (sales and pur
chases) they cannot create it. 

There may come a time in the history of a country when 
its economic system becomes so badly adjusted that drastic 
measures need to be taken to help it get righted. By follow
ing a policy of neglect long enough, sufficient maladjustment 
may develop so that devaluation is a more expedient method 
of meeting the situation than is contraction of credit. But 
the situation should be recognized for what it is, a partial 
repUdiation of debts all around. The country must then set 
to work to correct the difficulties. 

At the risk of being tedious, let us repeat in more concrete 
terms what we have said before. The export of gold indi
cates not only that the external balance of payments is upset, 
but also that the domestic economy is not in equilibrium. 
To illustrate the significance of fluctuating exchange rates 
let us substitute for" imports ", .. clothing"; for" exports ", 
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.. grain", for II domestic products", .. food ", and for 
"country", the Federal Reserve District of Minneapolis. 
Imagine that a large section of the population is engaged in 
the production of grain which is exported. Further, suppose 
that those so occupied are maintained through the production 
of food by other members of the same district. And finally, 
all use clothing which is imported. For simplicity, let us 
suppose that financial transactions, borrowing and lending 
from outside, are negligible. Now a situation arises in 
which income from grain sales falls off. An unfavorable 
balance of trade exists, gold flows out. Let this. develop 
into a serious situation. Shall the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Minneapolis, go off the gold standard, or restrict its loans? 
Suppose that they want to II keep the domestic price level from 
falling", and continue to extend credit to the growers of 
grain so that the volume of credit does not contract as a result 
of the gold exports. The grain growers continue to consume 
food raised by others, and they all continue to consume as 
much clothing as before. The obvious result is that the 
producers of food maintain the growers of wheat without 
receiving reciprocal value in exchanges. Credit has been 
inflated, for it is being established on the books of the banks 
at a more rapid pace than the creation of economic values. 
It may still be in harmony with .. production" but part of 
what is being produced is not entering into exchange either 
at home or abroad. Also there is no unemployment, but the 
grain growers except for the fact that they get more exercise 
might as well be engaged in twiddling their thumbs. They 
are certainly not employed in an economic sense. 

Who would hear of the Federal Reserve District of Minne
apolis going off the gold standard! But why not? In some 
parts of the world it would certainly be a country in itself 
with the assumed right of having a fluctuating exchange rate 
if it wished. What the situation requires is -the shifting of 
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some of the grain producers into other industries. They 
may have to be forced to go bankrupt to encourage them to 
do so. This, although painful, seems the most effective way. 
Going off the gold standard would merely indicate that the 
whole district was going to settle for so many" cents on the 
dollar". This might be necessary because of the acuteness 
of a situation which has been developing over a period of 
years. And after this had been done, it would be necessary 
to alter the nature of production within the area or the whole 
process would have to be gone through again. That is, there 
would be a continual depreciation of the rate of exchange. 

It may very we)) be that the English situation at present 
can best be met by devaluation. Perhaps the pound was 
revalued at too high a figure in 1925. At any rate prices 
and wages seem to be too high internally to permit successful 
competition of British exports in the world market. II But 
this cannot be offered as a theory of credit control. In his 
Treatise Mr. Keynes allows for only a sma)) fluctuation in 
the rate of exchange-four per cent. The assumption is 
that any disequilibrium in production could be corrected by 
this amount of variation. He assumes that when the rate 
of exchange has reached the limit, the banking system can 
then control the situation. But if it can control it at that 
figure, why not at par? The introduction of this variation 
would only be a new disturbing element.2a There would be a 
return to currencies of uncertain value such as existed in the 
United States prior to the establishment of the national 
banking act and in the world at large after the world war. 

II See Re/,lW' of 'he Gold Delegation, League of Nations, 1932, p. IS. 
18" In addition to the difficulties of management inherent in such a 

system, there would arise once again the continually varying foreign ex
change rates which the Genoa Conference regarded as so serious an 
impediment to the restoration and extension of international trade. The 
virtual elimination of this exchange uncertainty was the main monetary 
achievement of the last decade." Repor' of ,he Gold Delegation, League 
of Nations, 1932, par. 79. p. 24-
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The export of gold, therefore, indicates unbalanced trade. 
It indicates that there is not exchange of equivalent values. 
And a banking system, or a bank, or any group of banks 
which is losing its gold or its reserves, is providing credit 
to someone who is not producing values equal to those written 
on the books of the bank. Credit must be restricted. And 
credit would have to be restricted with any type of monetary 
system which attempted to maintain such economic balance
justice, some might call it. This would be true even if there 
were no gold standard, but a .. managed money ". 

The Value of the Gold Standard 

Quantitative control through the central bank, how
ever, can offer only a general restriction. It would be much 
more direct, and in the long run much less drastic, to restrict 
that which is uneconomic,-in the example above, the grain 
growers. The value of the gold standard is found in the 
concrete reason which it gives the banker for his action. He 
can refer to his own imminent bankruptcy, or to that of 
his customer, unless he takes this step. Without it, his case 
would be weaker, and through political pressure, influence of 
business men on the directorships of banks, and public 
opinion of workmen, there would be a tendency to continue 
lending to those who no longer had an economic right to bank 
credit, thus prolonging the disequilibrium. When we can 
find an economic system based on the division of labor, in 
which concerted intelligent action of industrialists, farmers, 
and bankers can keep an equivalence of exchange values of 
the goods produced, then the gold standard can be abandoned. 
Until then it serves the useful purposes of pointing out mal
adjustments and forcing the readjustments necessary. This 
is the real problem behind the management of money. 

Reasoning quantitatively, the time for the abandonment of 
the gold !ftahdard seems much closer. For since most of 
our media of exchange are credit instruments, it seems rea-
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sonable to suppose that gold might be dispensed with alto'
gether.24 The world seems to worship gold when it forms 
the largest element in the monetary system, " but when gods 
are no longer seen in a yellow panoply walking the earth, we 
begin to rationalize them; and it is not long before there is 
nothing left." 2D But the god is far from disappearing from 
the world as yet. He will not disappear in this manner. 
From the volume of controversy about the gold standard, one 
would not gather that gold had ceased to walk the earth. 
Although the amount which is actually used in exchange is 
relatively small, it appears to be of tremendous importance. 
The way in which gold will disappear, will be through the 
organization of banking in such a way that the clearance of 
credit and debt can take place over the whole world and this 
can take place only when the management of credit is so con
ducted that the clearance actually does take place. Then 
there will be no need to export or import large quantities of 
gold, to force bankers to mend their ways and to bring about 
such adjustment of production that goods will exchange with
out leaving unpaid balances. But we are yet from this point 
of view a long way from abandoning the gold standard. 
The yellow god still walks the earth, and though infrequently, 
yet with a terrible vengeance, and with at least enough force 
to set parliamentary committees to work, to cause long con
gressional investigations, and lengthy reports by the League 
of Nations. 

14 .. Thus the long age of Commodity Money has at last passed finally 
away before the age of Representative Money. Gold has ceased to be a 
coin, a hoard, a tangible claim to wealth, of which the value eannot slip 
away so long as the hand of the individual clutches the material stuff. 
It has become a much more abstract tlhing-just a standard of value; 
and it only keeps this nominal status by being handed round from time 
to time in quite small quantities amongst a group of Central Banks, on 
the occasions when one of them has been inftating or deftating its man
aged representative money in a different degree from what is appropriate 
to the behaviour of its neighbors." Keynes, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 292. 

IS Keynes, T"tatist, vol. ii, p. 291. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE THEORETICAL BASIS 

Evidences of the Qualitative Nature of Credit Control 
WE tum now to the domestic control of crediL At 

several points in the discussion of quantitative control, this 
method was demonstrated to be inadequate and incomplete 
and evidence was given that greater resort to qualitative 
methods is necessary. The following chapters will be de
voted to a study of the lines along which qualitative analysis 
and control may be expected to proceed. 

I. Controlling Prices at the Tuming Points of the Index 
In the study of the major criterion itself-the price-level 

-the first difficulty is encountered. The fact that the price
level is an average is sufficient evidence that it can be in· 
fluenced by the movement of a single price or a group of 
prices related to the same industry. Furthermore, in the 
course of our discussion doubt has been raised as to the 
validity of the " objective mean variation concept" of prices 
as a measure of the value of money. For this statistical 
m~tJ.lod of determining the " value of money" to hold true, 
the variations of the individual items in the averaged data 
must be independent in their movements. But they are not. 
The increase in any price will become the source of increases 
in others, for the increased amount spent for this com
modity does not mean that less must be spent for others. 
Increasing prices mean increased potential credit and hence 
increased purchases by business men. The increased bank 
credit is a secondary effect of the increased business credit. 
Recognition of this leads to the first deviation from the 
straight quantitative technique for restrictive measures must 

266 
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be taken when a few prices have started to rise. This leads 
to the suggestion that specific control of credit is called for, 
rather than a general restriction. 1 

In the same way, the price level presents difficult problems 
when it has started to decline. A review of the conditions 
existing at such a time leads to the conclusion that the 
quantitative approach presents the paradox of corr~cting a 
condition caused by an over-expansion of credit, by still 
further expansion. The fetish of the mathematical stability 
of the price-level leads to the necessity of either preventing 
the declining prices from continuing their course or of 
offsetting this decline by increases in other prices. 

The expansion of credit for the purpose of increasing 
prices is balked by an inherent difference in the nature of 
increasing and decreasing prices. Whereas a rise in prices 
can be controlled by curtailing bank credit in the lines 
affected, thus reducing the amount bought by business men, 
there is no counterpart of this in controlling a decline. There 
is no way by which purchasing power can be put into the 
hands of those who buy the goods. The decline in prices 
reduces the credit standing of the business men involved and 
there is no inducement for them to buy larger quantities, 
unless consumption demand can be stimulated.· But there 
is no way of doing this. For even if more bank credit is 

1 C/., .. And, indeed, I am of the opinion that, in the near future, 
monetary theory wi\l not only reject the explanation in terms of a direct 
relation between money and the price level. but will even throw over
board the concept of a general price level and substitute for it investi
gations into the causes of the changes of relative prices and their effects 
on production." Hayek, Prices and Production. pp. 2S. 26 • 

.. It should be noted. also. that there is nothing about a stabilization 
policy which would prevent the regulative body putting much of the 
pressure upon the wheat ••• and reducing it on cotton. It seems reason
able to believe that pressure may be placed at the points desired under a 
policy of stabilization just as it has done at present." Spahr, Federal 
RtsenJe Bonks and the Control 0/ Credit. p. 10. 
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put into the hands of consumers, say by way of stimulating 
investment relative to savings, there is no assurance that 

• they will spend the increased income for the goods the prices 
of which are falling. 

The unfortunate result of this is that the use of bank 
credit is often perverted. That is, those utending such 
relief, instead of putting into the hands of buyers the in
creased credit, which would be necessary to stimulate the 
demand for goods, put it into the hands of the sellers. Thus 
there are put forward various valorization schemes by which 
the producers of unconsumed goods are extended more credit 
in order to keep their products off the market. The hope, 
either expressed or implied, is that somehow and sometime 
the former prices will prevail and thus justify the credit. 
But if there is a real alteration in the relative values of 
goods, as determined by consumption, this will never occur 
and that which was thought to be an utension of credit 
becomes a recognized loss. In the meantime the situation 
has been made worse, for instead of being curtailed, pro
duction has been stimulated. 

The alternativt: course is to increase the prices of other 
goods. This at least has the merit of recognizing the 
necessity of maintaining relative values in the proportion 
determined by free choice in consumption. But it also 
admits· the necessity of an ever-increasing price level, for 
once prices have increased they must not be allowed to 
decrease, and in order to prevent the level of prices from 
falling prices of some goods must be raised in order to 
place them in proper relation to the prices of other goods, 
which conditions of supply and demand are causing to faIL 
While approving the general idea that the banks ought to 
keep the price level stable, the members of the MacMillan 
Committee merely throw up their hands when the sound-
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ness of such a program is presented to them! An attempt 
to deal with this problem quantitatively provides no 
explanation as to which of the possibilities is likely to follow, 
for aU that is wanted is an increase in the price level, and 
this is to be brought about by merely increasing the total 
quantity of bank credit. But the problem of relative values 
cannot be ignored. If the expansion of credit should either 
increase the prices of those goods which are falling, or hold 
them constant, then other prices must rise. And if this is 
brought about by lending more to those who have the un
consumed goods, a greater expansion of credit must be made 
than would at first appear necessary, for a large part of it 
will be needed just to .. carry" the excess production until 
the credit eventuaUy .. seeps" through to the buyers. 
Furthermore, there is no assurance that the increased in
comes will be spent in such a way as to bring about the 
desired price relationships! 

2. Adoption of Qualitative Instruments 

In the second place, there has also been an infiltration of 
qualitative ideas in the field of the technique of control. 
The quantitative approach too greatly simplifies the problem 
of central banking and shows no relationship between other 
banking functions and credit control. It does not discuss 
the basis upon which the central bank should expand its 
liabilities, but merely suggests that at times it should in
crease them and at other times decrease them. It gives no 
indication that there is a problem involved in the theory of 
central banking as such. Discount policy is narrowly viewed 

I .. The general price level, for instance, might fall because of a heavy 
fall in the price of one commodity, e. g. wheat or cotton. Are Central 
Banks to attempt to counteract this influence by a general rise in other 
prices? We do not think it necessary to give a dogmatic answer to such 
questions." MacMillan Repof", p. 129-

a See Robertson, Banking Policy and 'he Price Level, pp. 29-33. 
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in terms of interest rate and open market operations guided 
by some single criterion. Nothing is said of discount policy, 
in terms of the assets to be acquired, as the subject is pre
sented by Beckhart, for example.· 

The diffiCulty with which those using the quantitative 
approach are confronted, in explaining a contraction of 
credit on a mechanistic basis through the influence of interest 
rates, leads to the recognition of the necessity for qualita
tive action on the part of member banks. Following an 
increase in the central bank rate, it is necessary to find a 
reason why the member banks should increase their rates. 
But even supposing that they did, the more difficult problem 
arises as to why this increase should deter borrowers. The 
answer given, as we have seen, is that because of traditions, 
moral suasion, or the psychological reactions of the bankers, 
the member banks follow the lead of the central bank. It 
is necessary, therefore, that they scrutinize applications more 
carefully and discriminate. But no basis for discrimination 
is offered.' 

In addition to closer scrutiny and discrimination, the idea 

4 Discou,,' Policy of 'he Federal Reseroe System, p. 2. .. It includea 
the type of paper eligible for discount, the type of collateral which a 
central bank will accept against advances, and the Yarioua methoda it 
employs to protect its gold reserves." 

Hawtrey in The A,., of Cent,.al BlMkiKg also rec:ogniza that, .. In 
fact if the cwacter of the assets held by the central bank is lulliciently 
restricted, the effect is much the same as if their flOl_ were limited, .. 
p. 198. (Italics his.) 

, See R. G. Hawtrey: II Short of an absolute refusal to lend, there is 
much that banker. caD do to restrict credit. They can apply a more 
severe standard to the security offered; they can reduce the maximum 
period for which they are willing to lend; they can discriminate as to 
the purpose for which the borrower wants the loan. A banker know. 
much of the affairs of his customers, and can often practically "eto 
hazardous or unnecessarY enterprises, or can, at any rate, exercise much 
influence, in advising caution." C,,"mc, Grid C,.edit, pp. 23-24-
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of .. rationing" has also been proposed.· Care should be 
taken. however to avoid the assumption that the banks have 
a fixed amount of credit which they •• ration" between in
dustries, as does a mess sergeant when supplies are low. 
It should imply that industries, like individuals, may have 
different credit standings. 

3. The Demand for Gold 

Analysis of the causes of gold movements provides the 
key to the approach to credit control Ha\\"trey says that, 
.. on the other hand, if credit is adequately controlled the 
drain of gold can be stopped. . . .'" This is usually taken 
to mean that if a proper reserve percentage is maintained, or 
if an excessive amount of credit is not extended, the gold 
reserve can be maintained. Conversely, gold has been 
thought of as a controller of credit. Drain of gold (or 
currency), or a reduction of the reserve percentage below a 
.. safe" figure, has been recognized as a limitation to the 
expansion of credit. But these controls operate slowly.' 

• Cf .. .. The most obvious weapon at the disposal of the banIcing-system 
for mitigating the rise in the price-Ievel is of coarse the manipulation of 
its moocy rates of interesL ••• The second weapon at the disposal of 
the banking-system is the sale of Go.o nmmt securities. •.. The third 
weapon at the disposal of the banking-system is the direct limitation by 
rationing or other means, of the quantity of new Ioans." Robertson, 
01· cit., pp. 76-78-

It would seem that the .. most obvious weapon at the disposal of the 
banking system" would be the ones used rYerY day, namely, refusal, re
duction of the amount applied for, and convincing borrowers of the in
advisability of the loans requested.. 

.. Extensions of credit. 011 the part of a centnl bank, may be restricted 
either by raising the discxllmt rate, and thas eliminating the marginal 
borrower ••• or by rationing credit in accordance with a predetermined 
scheme. " Beckhart, 01. cit .. p. IJ. 

, C",.,ntey IIIlIl C "nlil, p. 76-
• .. A statutorY regulation of resenes, such as is established in the 

Vnited States, does little to promote sound banking. Apart from the 
obvioas criticism that just at the time wben the banks ought to be using 
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Before they become effective, gold movements are likely to 
occur as the result of the breakdown of clearance. Atten
tion must therefore be given to the way in which the super
structure of bank credit is built up with the aim of main
taining clearance and reducing the demand for gold. The 
significance of maintaining reserves thus becomes of im
portance, not only in itself as a II protection" to deposits, 
but in the indication which it gives that what is being pro
duced is being exchanged, which is the fundamental purpose 
of economic activity. 

The proper study of credit thus involves a study of ex
change, relative prices, the balance of production, and the 
amount of debt incurred for various purposes in addition to 
the total quantity of credit, price averages, and production 
indexes.· It is not sufficient merely to study total consump
tion in relation to total production or the flow of goods as 
measured, for example, by a general index such as carload
ings. These totals must be broken down so as to show the 

their reserves, they cannot pay them out without reducin, them below 
the legal proportion, there is the serious weakness in the .ystem that it 
does nothing to prevent that inflation of credit which leads to the dellle
tion of the reserves. Either an individual bank or the bankm, com
munity as a whole remains free to set in motion forces which must in 
time reduce ·the reserves below the proportion, and when this inevitable 
result comes about, the effect of the legal limitation i. only to intensify 
the difficulty by stopping fresh business." Hawtrey, 01. ,il., p. 2Og. 

.. If the foregoing interpretation is correct, the trade cycle i. a credit 
cycle, and is traceable to a defect in the gold standard &I a regulator of 
credit. Conformity to the gold standard sooner or later keeps a credit 
movement within bounds, but rIOl loon mo"gh. The credit cycle occur. 
because it takes years for the restrictive influence of gold to make itself 
felt." Hawtrey, The Cold Slandard in Theory and Pracliu, p. 82. 
(Italics his.) 

II C/., .. The gold movements [192IJ could be further analyzed, how
ever, and in such a way as to make recent developments in trade and 
production the ultimate and decisive considerations." Reed, Federal Re
serve Policy, 1921-193°, p. 13. 
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consumption of individual commodities or, more accurately, 
the relative consumption and production of various goods 
and the prices at which they are selling. Furthermore, the 
prices at which a given commodity is selling in various 
stages of production become of paramount importance. 
Since the process of production is carried on under a system 
of division of labor, and the chain of manufacturers and 
traders involved from the extraction of raw materials to the 
final consumption of a commodity may be quite long, there 
are many opportunities for important changes in demand 
and relative values to occur between the beginning and the 
end of the process. 

The theory of banking is thus a part of the theory of ex
change, as would be supposed from the general agreement 
that credit instruments are media of exchange. Of this the 
quantitative approach says nothing. It considers money and 
credit independently of exchange and studies the relation be
tween the total volume of the media of exchange and the total 
volume of goods in order to determine prices. The qualita
tive approach, on the other hand, studies the relations be
tween goods and goods, prices and prices. It views credit 
as related to production in the sense that the production must 
result in goods which, when subjected to the test of ex
change, will prove to have the value stated in the extension 
of the credit. If they do not have such value, then clearance 
will break down and the bank will lose its reserves, or its 
gold. Thus the loss of gold or reserves is the sign that 
credit has been improperly extended. The study of credit 
becomes a study of the conditions under which credit may 
be granted. The control of bank credit becomes a problem 
of deciding to what extent debts contracted for the purpose 
of engaging in a certain enterprise may be made the basis 
for a generally acceptable medium of exchange. 
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4. The Attitude of Bankers 
Thirdly the practical banker has long realized the qualita

tive nature of credit. He would never think of merely in
creasing the amount of his liabilities without at the same 
time taking into consideration how the additional credit was 
to be employed and who was to employ it 10 Why this 
aspect should be overlooked in the consideration of the 
aggregate of credit when it is not an individual case is not 
clear. Recently the federal reserve banks have indicated 
the recognition of the need for qualitative methods. In the 
hearings before a Subcommittee of the United States 
Senate the use of credit tests was discussed as well as the 
alteration of acceptability requirements, and the significance 
of the condition of the applying bank.l1 

Inflation 

The qualitative view also leads to a clearer understanding 
of how expanding bank credit increases prices. This is 
usually explained on the basis that bank credit expands 
faster than production. It is not that credit expands faster 
than production, but that it expands faster than ria/Uti, 

which causes the increase in prices. That is, although the 
total quantity of credit is expanding at the same rate as 
production, if some of the goods produced do not eventually 

10 U A clothing merchant proposes to set up in busineSl. He expecta 
to carry a stock of goods worth on the average about $25,000. If he 
without capital of his own. should make application for a bauk loan of 
that amount, the application would in all but the most exceptional caJa 

be refused, because the banker, who '-'dies 'hieft' .h,l"ndI 01 o.lurs, 
cannot advisedly place those funds where so large a risk would obtain. H 

Phillips, BaHk Credit, pp. 4-5 (italics mine). 

11 HeariHgs 011 S. Res. lI, list Congress, Third Session, pL 6, answers 
to questionnaire 'I, pp. 'I08-'In. 

See also, Willis and Bogen, ltwes'mmI BlMlilmg (New York, 192\1), 
pp. 290-92, for a discussion of the efforts of the federal reserve banb 
to eliminate speculative paper from bank portfolios by the use of differ
ential interest rates. 
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command as much bank credit when they are sold as was 
estimated when they were produced, there is somewhere in 
the community an amount of purchasing power, earned by 
some of the factors of production, which is devoted to the 
purchase of other goods, thus increasing their price. In
flation is seen to be a process of extending credit in excess 
of the amount warranted by the ultimate exchange value of 
the goods as determined by the community in their valuation 
of the goods in consumption. It would be quite possible, 
therefore, for a critical situation to develop even though 
credit and production were keeping pace. The producers of 
goods which did not command the expected price would have 
to curtail production. The workmen thus left unemployed 
would have to reduce consumption and thus upset the 
balance of production in other industries. If the loss to 
the first producers mentioned above was so great as to in
volve the banks, they would pass on the contraction to others 
through the curtailment of their activities in other directions. 
If they failed, their losses would be transmitted to depositors 
who would have to alter their demand schedules. Thus 
banking, in order to avoid inflation must continually guard 
against recognizing values in the extension of credit which 
do not materialize when the goods are subjected to the test 
of sales. Most dangerous of all is the further extension of 
credit to carry customers who are unable to sell at the prices 
needed for profit. 

Deflation 

The obvious way to avoid deflation is to avoid inflation. 
The quantitative view being concerned only with the preven
tion of an increase in prices does not examine the causes of 
the increase. No reference is made to the basis on which 
credit is expanding. Quantitative control is expected to 
correct a decline in prices by a further expansion of credit 
which, viewed in the most favorable light, depends on a long 
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and roundabout process of .. seepage" of credit from the 
points at which it is introduced either to the goods which 
are declining in price or to others. Since the problem in
volved is the readjustment of relative prices, the only con
clusion is that the basis of valuation must be changed. For 
to raise the prices which are falling, implies a new basis of 
valuation. The only other possible alternative, namely, to 
assume that the generally increased incomes will alter the 
relative demands in such a way that those prices which are 
falling will stop and those which are not falling will remain 
stationary, is based on too optimistic a view to be of, use. 

Credit Theory and the Theory 01 Value and Exchange 
Credit theory is thus seen to be a part of the theory of 

value and exchange and jndustrial equilibrium. But it must 
not be assumed that the banks can maintain industrial equili
brium. Goods may be produced which do not bring the 
expected prices and losses will be incurred. But these losses 
should be sustained by the entrepreneur and should involve 
the banks as little as possible. The banks should assure 
themselves that the proprietary equity of business is large 
enough to bear the burden of these losses. Their function 
is to study exchange and the extent to which they are war
ranted in creating media of exchange for the facilitation of 
tlie-process. They must study the conditions under which 
credit is to be granted and the amount which may safely be 
added to their liabilities and yet permit clearance to take 
place, for as long as clearance is taking place, exchange is 
also. The nearer they can approach to the maintenance of 
perfect clearance, the less important becomes their gold 
reserve, because it is unused. And when banking is so 
managed that the gold reserves are never used, they can be 
disregarded and we shall then' have a truly .. managed 
currency" . 



CHAPTER X 

CREDIT THEORY AND CREDIT ANALYSIS 

Goods and Credit 

A review of the theory of credit indicates that, " there must 
be an exchangeable something from which a credit derives, and 
any medium representative of such credit can only be valu
able while that something exists, and is available." 1 Credit 
must be viewed as the representative of exchange values 
stated in terms of the money of account. It must, therefore, 
represent goods intended for exchange. If the total volume 
of credit is to be thus representative, the safest practical 
course to pursue is to relate, as nearly as possible, the in
dividual extensions to the goods involved. In extending 
credit the bank constantly estimates such exchange values 
and establishes them on its books for the use of the com
munity in exchanging the goods produced under a system 
of subdivided labor. Since bank credit is redeemable in 
gold the extension of credit guarantees the values. They 
must, therefore, be estimated as nearly correctly, as possible. 
Thus if the analysis is correctly made, there will be no need 
for gold--or reserves--while the more incorrect the esti
mates, the more reserves will be required.s The banks must 
also make sure that when the goods on which the credit is 
based are finally acquired for consumption or ownership, 

1 Goodliffe, Cr,dil and Currntry. p. 2-

S Contrast this with the view implied in the following: " ••• the lead
ing safeguard against insufficiency of cash lies in a large cash reserve." 
Fisher. TI" Purchasing Pow« of MoMY. p. 4J. 
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their liability ceases.' A review of the technique of credit 
analysis used by banks, indicates that it lays a founda
tion for the development of methods of credit control in its 
broader aspects. 

Contrasted with this is the widely held view that the 
banks create or provide credit, independently of the bor
rower. That is, it is thought that they provide a medium 
of exchange, usually assumed to be based on their reserves, 
for which borrowers compete. The control of credit thus 
becomes a problem of adjusting the total quantity of credit 
to the quantity of goods. The view taken here is that the 
borrower already has credit by virtue of the possession of 
certain goods. By basing the individual extensions of 
credit on the proper kinds of goods, the total volume of 
credit becomes of secondary importance. However, being 
so based, it is more properly related to the total volume of 
goods for it becomes the representative of exchange values 
individually analyzed. This is the fundamental distinction 
between the quantitative and qualitative approaches. 

Dependence of Bank Liabilities on Bank Assets 

The significance of this for the banker is that he is 
required to reverse his view from the concept of lending the 
" funds" of his depositors to the concept of establishing 
liabilities through the acquisition of assets. He must come 
to regard each extension of credit as an addition to the fund 
of unexercised claims to goods held by the community. He 
must constantly bear in mind the method by which he will 
.meet this liability. If the credit system is to be maintained 
without strain, this must come about through the acquisition 

• C/., .. The genius of credit is its eventual liquidation. To protect 
this liquidation it must never be used beyond the reasonable risb of busi
ness. When the assets of a business or the community on which the 
credit is based are in danger of not realizing sufficient to redeem the 
credit, then there is credit inflation." Tregoe, 0'. cit .. p. 42. 
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by his debtors of a sufficient amount of the credit fund, 
through the sale of goods, to liquidate the bank's liability; , 
such liability must be used by the community to command 
goods-not gold. 

It is true that the individual banker who is gaining de
posits, say by increasing the number of his depositors who 
are not borrowers, is apparently able to make loans because 
he has deposits. But this explanation can not hold for the 
entire banking system. The banks as a whole have deposits 
because they make loans. The growth of deposits may indi
cate that the volume of exchanges has grown; that is, that 
the volume of goods produced has increased, and that the 
volume of goods consumed has also increased, and that 
therefore, the value of goods, in existence at anyone time 
represented by bank credit is larger. But it might also 
indicate that the amount of goods produced, relative to the 
amount consumed, has increased. The volume of un
exercised claims to goods-bank credit-would also in
crease. Thus, while the amount of goods in existence is 
larger, and the volume of bank credit is also larger, the con
dition of business is not the same as in the first instance. 
In the latter case, merely the amount of goods has increased, 
while in the former, the flow has also increased. Therefore, 
an increase in the volume of credit must be interpreted in 
the light of the flow of goods, rather than in that of the 
amount produced or in existence. 

An increase in the volume of bank deposits, then, does 

," No more of this currency can be issued safely than the banks can 
find not merely safe men to borrow, but men who have something with 
which they can actually redeem it from the hands of the public, and 
restore it to the issuers . 

.. If the circulation is not kept active by the demand of the debtors, 
and if they do not return it at as rapid a rate as that at which it is 
issued, payment will be demanded of the banks at a rate with which they 
cannot possibly comply." Colwell, op. cit., introduction, p. II. 
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not mean that the bankers have more" fund." to lend. It 
may mean that, as a group, they have already loaned too 
much. For if their loans have led to an increase in the 
volume of goods which are neither consumed nor selected 
for ownership, the incomes earned in their production will 
accumulate in the form of bank credit or unexercised claims 
to goods. If these deposits are then considered as "money" 
which the banks can make available for investment in fixed 
capital or real estate, such investments will be subject to 
depreciation in value. For since the value of capital goods 
is determined by earnings from the sale of consumption 
goods, and since production is already running ahead of 
consumption, when the goods resulting from the new invest
ment come to market the maladjustment will be of the second 
order of magnitude. This is the same problem which was 
treated above in the discussion of the conditions of the 
growth of bank deposits accompanied by a growth of invest
ment. Therefore, if the bank deposits or •• money" which 
the community has is to remain stable in value, the banks 
must assume the responsibility of determining the existence 
of these values before adding to the community's" money " 
accumulations. Thus inflation of bank credit i. avoided. 
Inflation is a result of the overestimation of value. in the 
extension of credit. The effect is a growth in the uncon
sumed goods of the community or stock of finished products. 
These goods prove not to have the values at which they 
were estimated. The incomes earned in their production are 
not equal to the amounts ~pent for them. Thus there is a 
growth of bank deposits. In the second stage, when the 
volume of goods becomes still larger, and prices fall, the 
quantitative method of control would suggest that there is 
an insufficiency of .. money" and that the banks should 
extend still more credit. 

The total volume of bank deposits must, therefore, be 
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viewed as a .. flux ". The production of values is the basis 
upon which it may be increased. The consumption of goods 
should lead to its reduction. If production and consumption 
are equal and unchanging in volume the total amount of 
credit remains the same. This relationship between the 
total volume of goods and credit has led to the view, which 
is rather widely held, that the total quantity of credit may be 
thought of as consisting of units or counters, like fiat money, 
which are passed from hand to hand, and while performing 
the function of a medium of exchange, themselves remain 
always the same.· But such a view gives no test of the 
representativeness of bank credit as the monetary equivalent 
of exchange values. To determine its representativeness 
bank credit must be constantly liquidated and renewed and 
the goods sold as well as produced. The validity of the 
total volume of credit can be maintained only by building up 
such a total from well tested extensions. The credit should 
not be allowed to remain in existence longer than the ordi
nary processes of marketing require for the disposal of the 
goods. Thus, although a constant total volume of credit 
may exist, it will be continually based on new loans, constant 
substitution of new portfolios for old. The banker's view 
of this should be that his extensions of credit are adding to 
the total volume of credit, rather than that he is lending 
something which is already in existence--that is to say he 
must learn to think trom assets to liabilities, rather than 
trom liabilities to assets. 

Credit Theory and Credit Extension 

The proper control of credit should begin with and rest 
on the extension of credit, the aim being to keep the volume 
of credit as nearly as possible equal to the exchange value 

• Consider for example the M'V' of Fisher's equation of exchange and 
other similar statements. 
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of the goods which industrial, commercial, and agricultural 
activities are making available for sale. The more accur
ately individual extensions are made, the more nearly repre
sentative the aggregate will be. There are many indications 
of this view ·of credit in the literature of the sub jecL • Con
versely, the loss of reserves by a bank or banking system 
must be viewed as indicative of improperly extended crediL 
It then becomes necessary for the bankers to examine their 
portfolios to determine what part of their business is causing 
the drain. It will be found in those loans which are not 
being repaid, that is, loans which have to be renewed while 
the borrowers are holding unsalable goods, usually in the 
expectation that conditions will soon improve and they will 
be able to sell the goods at the anticipated price. The only 
way in which these values can be tested is through sale of 
the goods, and borrowers should be forced to face the real 
situation by such a tesL This should preferably be done 

• For example: ". • • I wish to point out ••• the inaccuracy of the 
statement that all credit rests on a gold basil •••• But commonly, in this 
connection, gold functions, not as the value basis lying behind the credit 
instrument, the existence of which justifies the extension of the credit, 
but rather as the sttmdard of defwred IGymnWs, by means of which the 
credit instrument may be made definite. The real basis of the value of • 
mortgage is not a particular sum of gold, but rather the value of the 
farm, expressed in terms of gold. The basis of a bill of exchange is 
not a ,articular swn of gold, but rather is the value of the goods which 
changed hands when the bill of exchange wu drawn, supplemented by 
the other possessions of drawer, drawee, and the endorsers through whose 
hands it has gone. Even a note unsecured by a mortgage, or not giftll 
in payment for a particular purchase, is based, in general, OD the value 
of the general property of the man who gives it, and on the value of his 
anticipated income." Anderson, The YGl", of Mtme7, pp. 3»-327 (italics 
his) • 

.. If we continue to follow up the ultimate basis of the bank's liabilities 
we shall find it in the visible tangible wealth of the world." Fisher, 
01. cit., p. 41 . 

.. The notes issued by banks, in discount of commercial paper, must 
correspond as the paper discolDlted does to the value of the goods for 
which it was given." Colwell, 01. til., p. 2J5-
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before their committment becomes so large as to be totally 
ruinous if their estimates are wrong. Instead, then, of a 
general contraction, pressure should be placed on those 
borrowers and those industries which are causing the diffi
culty. It is of course, not necessary to contract in all cases 
when reserves are moving. The movement may be tempor
ary, due to seasons or similar understandable causes, and the 
bank or banking group may be tided over by inter-bank 
borrowing or rediscounting at the central bank, thus evening 
out the flow of goods and reserves for short periods. How
ever, experience and custom should not be relied upon, for 
conditions constantly change and it is the unexpected changes 
which are the most dangerous. Only careful analysis and 
interpretation of the character of banking portfolios can 
point the way. And one of the chief reasons why the credit 
structure periodically becomes so hopelessly upset is that 
such information in the aggregate is sadly lacking. 

There are many elements in the banker's attitude toward 
the extension of individual loans, which emphasize the 
necessity of relating each grant of credit to the value of 
specific goods. He does not always recognize the same 
necessity when viewing credit in the aggregate. This over
sight grows out of a lack of appreciation of his function 
of providing a medium for facilitating the exchange 
of the goods on which the credit is based. He still con
siders that he is lending the " money" which the depositors 
have entrusted to him. The accumulation of bank credit, 
or unexercised claims to goods, has not the proper signifi
cance for him. These" funds" are, therefore, devoted to 
the purchase of securities, or loaned to others for that 
purpose, as though they represented some inherent value. 
It is not recognized that bank credit is being written up 
faster than goods are being consumed and that, therefore, 
the values of the goods upon which it is based, will ultimately 
prove to be less than their costs of production. 
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But even though the extension of credit is considered to 
be nothing but the relending of money deposited in the bank, 
practice and experience have led to the development of 
certain tests and requirements. These tests, which borrow
ers must meet, coincide with the view that the bank is 
estimating exchange values and establishing them upon its 
books to be available as purchasing power while the goods 
are in the processes of manufacture and marketing.' 

One evidence of the close dependence of credit on goods, 
which is insisted upon, is' found in the types of loans which 
are made. Broadly, loans and discounts may be. classified 
as secured and unsecured. Those which particularly 
illustrate the view here outlined are the loans secured in one 
way or another by commodities. 

This security may be obtained in various ways. Bills of 
exchange with shipping documents attached, trust receipts, 
and warehouse receipts are the most common. To the 
banker such security is a method of making the loan "safe" j 
it provides him with something by means of which he can 
" get his money back .. in case the borrower is unable to pay. 
To the theorist, who is attempting to understand the 
mechanism of a complicated system of exchange, it seems 
that the collateral is a method of relating the credit to the 
underlying goods whose values it represents. The produc
tion of the goods has created exchange value, and the exten
sion of bank credit has made this purchasing power available 
to the producer in a generalized form.. The test of the 

'The technique and problems here reviewed are given in detail in luch 
books as: 

Wall and Duning, Ratio AruJlYN of Fitumeiol SIaI""""" New 
York. 1928. 

Prendergast and Steiner, Credit tmd 1tl Ultl, New York. 1931. 
Schluter, W. Co. Credit AruJlYN, New York. 1925-
Schwulst, E. B., The Estnuio" of Blmi Crtdit, New York. 1921. 
Guthmann, H. G .. The AruJlYN of Fi_iol StlJlnnmtl, New York. 

1925· 
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correctness of the estimate of the value of the goods is found 
in the ability of the goods to command from the community 
an equal or larger amount of bank credit than was extended 
to the borrower. If they do, then the debt to the bank can 
be liquidated by the sale of the goods. If they do not, then 
the bank must make good the value in another generally 
acceptable value-gold. This is true whether the bank must 
ultimately sell the goods itself or whether the borrower does 
so. If the value has been overestimated, there has been in
flation; if underestimated, the business community is not 
using all of the potential purchasing power representated by 
the goods produced. This is not the same as deflation which 
is the process of restoring representatives of value to their 
true value. Deflation is always preceded by inflation. 
Changing the basis of valuation in either direction will have 
effects similar to inflation and deflation in that prices will 
tend either to rise or to fall, depending on the direction in 
which the change is taking place. For example, if goods 
which have previously been made the basis of credit exten
sion at 50% of their estimated value are admitted to ex
change by the banks at 75% of this value, there will be an 
all around increase in the available purchasing power. Or 
if goods which have heretofore been excluded from ex
change are suddenly made the basis of credit (introduction 
of installment selIing, for example) there is an all-around 
increase in purchasing power. If this leads to the expansion 
of fixed capital, on the assumption of continuing increases 
in demand, real inflation may follow. And conversely, 
decreasing the percentage of the estimated value which will 
be loaned on goods or excluding goods which have, here
tofore. been admitted to exchange through the, extension of 
bank credit, will lead to an all around decrease in the amount 
of available purchasing power and to a lower price le\·el. 
If the decline in sales is interpreted as the permanent rate of 
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decrease this leads to a downward revision of aU values and 
a real deflation will follow. 

At the risk of tedious repetition, it should be pointed out 
again that the admission of goods to exchange by pennitting 
their use as security for the extension of credit applies only 
to goods intended for exchange. When lands and buildings 
are so treated real inflation is taking place, for as pointed out 
above, there is an addition to the volume of bank credit 
unaccompanied by an equal increase in exchange values. If 
a man owning a building, or land, is permitted to offer it as 
the basis for a grant of bank credit, thus enabling him to 
make its value available as purchasing power he is in effect 
retaining ownership and use of the property and spending it 
too. When he acquired these assets, he devoted a part of 
his previously unexercised right to goods to their ownership. 
If he now retains tIlat ownership and spends the value (or 
whatever percentage the bank allows) too, there has been 
added to the total of bank credit an artificial purchasing 
power which the borrower does not have. If he wishes to 
exert part of the value of these goods as purchasing power 
for others, someone else must lend him a part of their un
spent purchasing power in order that the value of the ex
changeable goods in the market be kept equal to the bank 
(jeposit subject to check. The requirements which bor
rowers must meet indicate that .. unsecured" loans, no less 
than .. secured" loans, are based upon goods intended for 
exchange. 

Much discussion of the conditions under which credit may 
be granted refers to the character of the borrower. This is 
extremely important, and the investigation of this element 
should not be relaxed. There have always been and appar
ently will continue to be business men whose word is not as 
good as their bond. Honesty has not yet become so general 
that men will not have to be sued for their just debts. But 
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willingness to pay just debts is not sufficient to assure the 
bank that the debts will be paid. A man might be ever so 
honest and yet be unable to pay. It is from the point of 
view of the ability of the borrower to meet his obligations, 
that the bank must primarily view its loans. Again we 
must point out that while the banker considers the matter 
merely from the point of view of" getting his money back ", 
for the economist there is a broader significance to the 
investigation centering about the question of the means by 
which the debt is to be liquidated. 

When character alone is considered the assumption appar
ently is that it indicates not only honesty, but business ability, 
the ability so to manage the enterprise as to make it profit
able. Consideration of character assumes that the borrower 
is a sufficient judge of his business to know whether or not 
he will be able to repay at the appointed time, and that he 
will be able to control conditions to such an extent that he 
will be able to do so. 

Statement Analysis and the Theory of Credit 
Some bankers, however, are coming to realize that they 

too can have a part in the investigation of these conditions.8 

Interestingly enough from our point of view, the first ques
tion to which bankers have directed their attention was as 

8" To the extent to which the modern method is adopted, the granting 
of credit ceases to be a highly personal transaction, depending upon the 
relationship between the two parties and subject to psychological attrac

. tions and prejudices. Instead, it tends to become a routine process, by 
which an individual automatically receives credit when he shows himself 
to be the owner of certain kinds of property, and can demonstrate that 
he desires to use the credit in some acceptable economic undertaking. To 
a much greater extent than was previously the case, we can say that 
credit tends to be based upon economic goods; and parenthetically it may 
be suggested that this is due, in part at least, to a raising of the general 
standard of business ethics, which has made a close study of character 
less important than it was half a century ago." James, TIt~ EcollOfftU:s 
of MOKry, C,.edi, ond BaKkiKg, p. 113. 
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to whether the borrower was in possession of goods in an 
amount sufficient to meet the debt from the proceeds of 
sale. Furthermore, they considered only certain kinds of 
goods namely, current assets, or those goods which were in
tended for sale. This investigation found expression in 
the current ratio requirement (current assets divided by 
currept liabilities), which has become practically standard
ized as a part of the information required concerning a 
prospective borrower. By insisting that the borrower has, 
say twice as many current assets as liabilities after the loan 
has been made, the bank is assuring itself that the applicant 
has exchangeable goods or the promises of his customers to 
pay for such goods as have already been sold! It is certi
fying that the borrower has exchange value or purchasing 
power, the amount'of which the bank estimates and estab
lishes in generalized form on its books as its own liability. 

But the mere possession of physical assets is insufficient 
proof that the owner is entitled to a stated amount of credit, 
or that he has by virtue of such possession any given amount 
of purchasing power. These goods must be interpreted in 
terms of exchange or sale value. Current market prices are 
only approximate indications. The only sure test is actual 
sale at'that price. The bank is thus always faced with the 
risk of incorrectly estimating the exchange value, and of 
subjecting itself to the possibility of having to make up 
errors out of its reserve. 

The degree of risk is, however, to some extent measurable. 
Accounts and notes receivable in the hands of the applicant 
represent goods which have already been subjected to the 
test of sale although payment has not yet been received. 
There is a contract to pay a definite sum of money. The 

• Obviously this ratio will change from industry to industry depending 
upon the salability of the goods involved. For a fuU discussion of thla 
point see WaU and DWling. 
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goods have to that extent been valued and expressed in terms 
of the money of account. But, before the purchaser can 
meet his obligation he must sell the goods. I f the customer 
is a consumer he has purchased the goods with future income 
which must be earned before the conditions of the sale are 
complete. In terms of the theory of value, he has had a 
sufficient desire for the goods to. make him willing to pay 
the stated price, provided he has the money. But he has 
yet to get the money, so that only half the requirements of 
real demand are met. Thus while the credit extended by 
the bank may be based on accounts receivable, the degree of 
risk involved will depend on the remoteness of the borrower 
from the consumer. 

Looking backward from sales, the degree of risk increases 
with the remoteness of the goods from a salable condition, 
accounts receivable being the first degree. The second is 
the stage of salable inventory. This has yet to be subjected 
to the market test. During the time required to sell the 
inventory, there are many possibilities of changing market 
conditions. The third degree of risk is represented by 
goods which are in the process of manufacture or the raw 
material stage, for the time required to bring them to the 
market is still longer. Finally, there is the plant and equip
ment or fixed capital, the value of which will depend on the 
production of salable goods. These are so far removed 
from the market test as to be unsatisfactory as a basis for 
the extension of bank credit. Further objections are dis
cussed below (p. 29 I ) . 

Thus the mere confirmation of the possession of goods by 
inspection of the borrower's statement is insufficient to 
warrant the bank in creating a medium of exchange. Credit 
analysts have developed other tests for the ascertainment of 
the degree of risk involved in establishing values in the form 
of bank credit· as determined by the factors mentioned above. 
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Besides the ratio of the current assets to current liabilities, 
the ratio of the fixed assets to the net worth of the enterprise 
is used to determine whether the net worth is large enough 
to provide all of the capital required. When it has been 
established that the basis of the bank credit will be the 
current assets, which are unencumbered by debt, these are 
tested in various ways to· determine their salability. One 
of the more common tests is to compare the proportion of 
the current assets, consisting of inventory, with accounts 
receivable. The nature of the inventory, consisting of 
finished goods ready for sale, goods in the process of manu
facture, or raw materials, is also recognized as important. l

' 

Furthermore, the salability of the merchandise is tested by 
comparison of the current assets and their major compon
ents, accounts receivable and inventory, with sales. 

There is an additional significance in these last tests when 
they are viewed in the light of credit theory. Since the ex
tension of bank credit makes the purchasing power of the 
goods available to the owner, in anticipation of their ulti
mate sale and payment, there has been added to the volume 
of the medium of exchange an amount equal to the loan for 
the period of the selling process. This should be withdrawn 
when the goods have reached their ultimate destination in 
consumption or ownership.l1 If it is not, credit has been 
inflated. Comparison of the receivables and the inventory 
with the sales provides an approximate test of the time 

10 For a discussion of the analysis of inventory, see Wall and Duning. 
11 Ct. the following passage from Colwell: 
.. The distribution of trade is governed by the order of consumption. 

The time given upon sales should be controlled by the lame rule j creditJ 
should not be prolonged for a year, but should be governed by the 
progress of consumption. That which is consumed should be paid for, 
and that which cannot be consumed should not be represented by paper 
in the processes of the credit system, in any of its agencies." Tit, WilY' 
and Means 0/ Payment, pp. 496-497. 
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required for sale and collection. Other tests, as well as a 
study of trade practices, are used to supplement this.lI The 
banking tradition of requiring borrowers to payoff all of 
their indebtedness to the bank at least once a year also 
emphasizes the same point. 

Thus credit analysis in the United States, while not based 
on credit theory, has developed in such a way as to restrict 
the granting of bank credit in the directions which credit 
theory would indicate. It attempts first of all to determine 
whether the applicant is in possession of exchangeable goods 
(or debts of customers who have already agreed to pay for 
such goods at a stated price) and then applies various tests 
in order to form a basis for judging the probable exchange 
value of such goods. 

Capital Goods and the Extension of Credit 

At root the problem of credit control is the maintenance 
of the volume of credit in equality with the value of ex
changeable goods. The successful operation of the credit 
system depends on the accuracy with which the value of the 
goods on which the credit is based is gauged. When credit 
is extended to a larger amount than the exchange value of 
the goods, inflation occurs. Someone has been enabled to 
purchase more than the exchange value of the goods which 
he possesses warrants. If carried out on a broad scale, 
there will occur a rise in prices. But because some have 
spent more than the sale of their goods returns to them, there 
is also a volume of debts which cannot be paid on the basis 
on which they were contracted. This leads to forced sales 
of goods, declining prices, failures, unemployment, in short, 
to a depression. The greater the inflation, the more serious 
the depression. And the depression cannot be corrected by 
extending more credit and creating more debts. Incon-

11 For a thorough discussion of this phase of credit practice see W. H. 
Steiner, TI" Mrchanism 0/ Commercial Crrdil (New York, 1922). 
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vertible credit might alleviate the situation, but only by a 
devaluation of the money of account. But a currency of 
fluctuating value is the evil which the quantitative control 
of credit is intended to correct. 

The conclusion, therefore, is that the control of credit 
must aim at preventing inflation, i.e. the extension of credit 
where it is not economically justified by the exchange values 
of the goods on which it is based. If inflation can be pre
vented, no deflation can follow. 

The first principle of credit control, then, is that the 
volume of credit should not increase faster than the aggre
gate of the value of exchangeable goods. This means that 
credit should not be extended to any individual who does not 
have in his possession goods which are exchangeable and 
which he intends to exchange or sell, and that credit should 
not be extended except for the acquisition of such goods. 
The type of goods and the intentions of the borrower are, 
therefore, of paramount importance. Thus loans on resi
dences, on buildings, lands, etc., are to be excluded.1I The 
result of the expansion of bank credit on the basis of such 
goods as these is to place in the hands of the community an 
amount of purchasing power in excess of the goods offered 
for sale, which leads to an increase of prices. In other 
words, one is enabled by such a bank credit expansion to 
own his house and spend it too. Likewise, the acquisition 
of such goods should not be made the basis for expanded 
bank credit, for ownership should be the result of savings. 
In either of these cases, more purchasing power is put into 
the hands of the community than will be returned to the 
banks by sales and liquidation of the 10ans.16 Prices will 

18 C/., .. To remember the difference between a bill of exchange and a 
mortgage has long been the golden rule of banking." SL Clair, 0/. til., 
P·152. 

H This is the problem of clearance between the banks and the public 
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tend to rise and the transactions themselves offer no ex
planation of how the debts are to be liquidated. 

This is not to say that the production of capital goods, 
when such goods are intended for sale, should not be the 
basis of bank credit. The production of capital goods, like 
the production of any other goods, adds to the volume of 
exchangeable goods in the community and to the total of 
exchange values, and is, therefore, a proper basis for the 
expansion of bank credit. These goods are intended for 
sale by the producers, and when such sale takes place, there 
will be withdrawn from the community an amount of bank 
credit equal to their value. This should come from savings. 
The net effect of such a transaction may be summarized in 
the following sequence: goods produced, bank credit ex
tended-goods sold, bank credit reduced; result, movement 
of goods frQm producer' to ultimate owner facilitated by 
the credit system. 

I. The Difference between Collateral and Purpose of the 
Loan 

The limitation imposed above on the use of mortgages 
and securities as the basis for an' expansion of bank credit 
does not exclude their use as collateral per se. The col
lateral offered does not necessarily have a direct relation to 
the underlying transaction. It does not necessarily indicate 
the borrower's intention. A dealer in wheat might con
ceivably offer securities as collateral for bank credit which 
he intends to use to finance a shipment of wheat. The col
lateral merely indicates that if the transaction fails, he is 

as discussed above. Colwell seems to emphasize this in the following 
passage: .. As the !pecial function of bank currency is to pay debts to 
the banks, the rule of issue should be not what they can put into circula
tion, whether deposits or notes, but what they can recall by the payments 
of their debtors; for if they do not return the notes, the banks can nevn' 
redeem them." Op. tit., introduction, p. 12. 
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willing to sell something else to meet the obligation. Such 
loans, however, invalidate banking statistics, for it is impos
sible for bankers to determine the condition of credit from 
an analysis of bank statements if a large volume of such 
transactions exists. For the sake of commercial bankers 
and central bankers who find it necessary to know credit 
conditions, it would be advisable in bank statements to 
classify loans in such a way as to emphasize their real 
nature. 

2. Lending and Extending Credit 
It is also not intended to imply that .. borrowing" for 

the purpose of· acquiring capital goods should not be per
mitted. This is a necessary process in an industrial society. 
But it should be true borrowing and lending and not credit 
extension. What is loaned is that portion of income which 
is not devoted to the purchase of consumption goods.. It is, 
therefore, available for the purpose of investment or the 
acquisition of capital goods. But these goods need not be 
purchased by the one who has the purchasing power. He 
may lend this purchasing power to another. This, however, 
is not the same as the extension of credit. It results in the 
addition of no new purchasing power and does not disturb 
the relationship between goods and credit.u 
- Investment banks, savings banks, trust companies, etc. 

perform the service of bringing such borrowers and lenders 
together on a large scale. This banking activity is usually 
given due consideration in discussions of banking theory, but 
often is looked upon as the only function of banking. It 

11 C/., .. Savings banks do not create deposits when they make 1oaDJ; 
they simply invest or lend an aDIOlUlt which does not exceed their capital 
and surplus and the deposits previously acquired. Other banks do DIOre 
than this. They lend their credit and are able to do 10 because they 
provide substitutes for coined money which are generally acceptable for 
most purposes." Dunbar, The Theory tm4 Hist0f7 0/ BlMlimg, p. IS. 

18 C/.: .. Being saved and invested, it simply conveys to the Company 
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The relationship between goods and credit is not disturbed 
by the introduction of an intermediary step, that of trans
ferring the purchasing power thus acquired as income. But 
this relationship is disturbed if additional media are created 
for the purchase of capital goods over and above that ex
tended at the time of their production. 

The difficulty in the situation is that any bank finds it 
confusing to separate its extensions of credit from its loans 
of deposits. Every bank has some real savings in the form 
of capital and surplus and undivided profits which may 
properly be used for the purchase of capital goods. After 
it has purchased a building and other permanent assets for 
its own use, there may be something left over which can be 
loaned to others through the purchase of bonds. It will 
also have some" real" savings deposits. If the depositors 
have specifically stated at the time of deposit that it was 
their intention not to use these "funds" in consumption, 
they may safely be loaned to others for investment purposes. 
Unavoidable difficulties may later arise should a large 
number of the depositors change their minds, which is likely 
to be the case if the depositors become unemployed and must 

a power to purchase engines, rails, and other capital-goods needed to 
establish and carry on the business. As such it creates no new volume 
of purchasing power, but only shifts the direction of its application." 
J. A. Hobson, Gold, Prices ond Wages (London, 1913), p. 19 • 

.. It is evident, however, that in its simplest form, so far as production 
is concerned, credit cannot directly increase the actual means of produc
tion which are potentially at the service of a nation, but can only transfer 
the right to use these means from one member of the commWlity to 
another." Palgrave, op. cit., p. 451 . 

.. Essentially credit seems to be a condition which enables a person to 
extend his control, as distinct from his ownership, of resources." Lav
ington, Tlae Englisla Capitol Mo,.lut, p. IS • 

.. It seems strange that there should be any need to point out, that 
credit being only permission to use the capital of another person, the 
means of production cannot be increased by it, but only transferred." 
J. S. Mill, ot. cit., vol. ii, p. So. 
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live on their savings. But in addition to those deposits 
which are definitely stated to be savings deposits, there may 
be a more or less fixed percentage of other deposits which 
are never '\Yithdrawn. What this percentage is can be 
determined only by the individual bank through an intelli
gent analysis of its liabilities, based on a study of the turn
over of its individual deposits. 

Credit control should, therefore, start in the individual 
bank. There is no need to wait until there is general will
ingness to submit to central bank action because a rise in 
prices has become so widespread as to be admitted by all. 
By keeping each of the banking units in a sound condition, 
the condition of the whole is kept sound. The central bank 
can be of assistance by taking into consideration the asset 
and liability relations in the individual bank when it applies 
for rediscounts or loans. It is not sufficient that the borrow
ing bank be abie to comply with the technical requirements 
of the central bank. The former may very well be able to 
present the proper kind of paper, and yet be in such a con
dition as to be a menace to the whole banking and industrial 
system. In other words, the credit position of the bank 
as well as the particular pieces of paper presented for dis
count should be taken into consideration. 

Thus the first step in credit control is the analysis of the 
liabilities and assets of the individual bank. Furthermore, 
such control need not depend on a broad desire, on the part 
of the individual bank, to assist in maintaining economic 
equilibrium or the stability of the price level. From its 
own point of view, the policy of expanding its liabilities on 
the basis of securities is dangerous. For all extension of 
credit is an anticipation of value. Obviously, the longer 
the period of anticipation, the greater the danger that the 
value will not materialize. Since the value of securities de
pends on earnings over a long period, their value is sub jed 
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to variation. But once these values have been established 
on the books of the bank by the extension of credit, they 
must be met in fulJ.1' 

From the point of view of the community as a whole, 
however, there is another very important aspect involved. 
All extensions of credit result in a temporary increase in the 
amount of II money" over the amount of goods. When a 
borrower is granted a II loan" the community has an in
crement of purchasing power which before did not exist. 
But the borrower also has in his possession goods intended 
for sale, or he is engaged in the production or purchase of 
such goods. When he sells his goods, and repays his debt 
to the bank, an equivalent amount of purchasing power is 
subtracted from the total available to the community. The 
less the time between his borrowing and re-payment, the 
less will be the effect on prices; and, conversely, the longer 
the time, the greater the disturbance to prices. Therefore, 
when bank credit is extended for the purpose of acquiring 
capital goods for ownership, there is an increase in the 
demand for goods and in the total amount of credit in the 
community, which is not liquidated until the borrower offers 
something to sell. If what is offered for sale is the product 
of the use of the capital equipment, and not the capital equip
ment itself, a relatively long time must elapse between the 
borrowing and the repayment. Thus there will be a tend
ency for prices to rise at the time of the expansion of credit 
and to fall when liquidation occurs. Credit, therefore, which 

If Hawtrey emphasizes this very clearly in the following statement: 
" Long-term investments are liable to an indefinite capital depreciation, 

and consequently the banker needs short-term investments, not merely to 
help him in maintaining cash payments on demand, but to keep him sol
vent," ClWf'mcy IJNd C,.~dit, p. 19B. 

Again: "The vice of such practices is not so much that the invest
ments are for long terms or that the capital is not repayable-indeed in 
the case of mortgages the capital is repayable-tlut that the value of the 
investments themselves is doubtful." Ibid., p. 199-
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is extended on the basis of capital goods has an inherent 
tendency to cause fluctuations in the level of prices. 

3. Equilibrium of Savings and Investment 

No more definite statement of the need for the policy 
here outlined could be given than that of Keynes, when he 
says, .. Thus the conditions for the equilibrium of the 
purchasing power of money require that the banking system 
should so regulate its rate of lending that the value of 
Investment is equal to Savings." I' Others have- also pointed 
out this necessity!' .. Investment". however, must be in
terpreted as the cost of new investment and not the value of 
investment. All that the banking system can do is to main
tain equilibrium between savings and the cost of int'tsl
ment.20 The banks should have no part in the risk of in
equality between the cost and the value; it is the entrepreneurs' 
and should be borne by them. And with Keynes' theoretical 
reasons we are in substantial agreement, as pointed out 
elsewhere. 

It would seem that the most direct way of maintaining 
equilibrium between savings and the cost of new investment 
would be to prevent the expansion of bank credit for the 
purpose of creating capital equipment. Thus the volume of 
savings and new investment would be left to determine the 
rate of interest, which is the hypothesis upon which most 

18 Treatise on MOMY, voL i, p. 152-

18 .. Securities were created and thrown upon the market without in
telligent measurement of the public', abilities to absorb them." Tregoe, 
op. cit., p. 1S [in reference to 1!)28-29]. 

CI., for example, It ••• demands for capftal must, by means of the 
rates of interest of the banks, be limited to the amounts of funds .up
plied by current savings, so that DO artificial purchasing power, with its 
accompanying rise in prices, will be created." Cassel, M one, ond F or
nun Esclwnue Since I9I4, p. 104-

20 Mr. Hawtrey makes the same criticism of the Savings-Investment 
concept. See The Arl 01 Central BfJlllling, p. 348. 
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interest theories are built. If the volume of savings in';' 
creased faster than the rate of investment, the rate of interest 
would go down, thus stimulating new investment. If this 
does not follow, the country has moved permanently into a 
new stage of maturity, as outlined in the discussion of the 
international aspects of credit control above. If the bank
ing system attempts to stimulate investment by forcing the 
rate of interest still lower, it is assuming the risk that the 
investment will not return sufficient earnings to justify itself. 
And if the value of the investment ultimately turns out to 
be less than the cost, the banking system is responsible for 
the resulting depression. It will not only be responsible, but 
will be holding the frozen assets, which cause so much 
difficulty in bad times. And the only way to avoid having 
them in the depression is not to acquire them in an 
expansion. 

Likewise if investments increase at a greater pace than 
savings this will tend to cause an increase in the rate of 
interest. If this cannot attract the necessary savings, either 
at home or from abroad, then the rate of investment must 
decrease.1l 

Thus the rate of interest is left to be determined by the 
basic factors of the demand for savings as related to their 
supply. These factors in turn are determined by the econ
omic conditions of the country and of the world, in so far 

11 Robertson places responsibility on the banks for providing the neces
sary .. savings ". When there is an insufficiency of "lacking ", the banks 
should, by expanding credit, cause .. forced lacking ". This advice, fol
lowed, will lay them open to the dangers pointed out above, namely, the 
frozen condition and insolvency to which they will be subjected if the 
investment is uneconomic and a revaluation of the investment becomes 
necessary. Of course, if they do not need to maintain convertibility, 
they can valorize their mistakes by expanding the inconvertible credit 
still more. This, however, will bring about a change in all valuations, 
with the result of devaluing the money of account. But stability in the 
value of the money of account is the desideratum of credit control. 
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as financial markets are worldwide, the rate of investment 
being determined by the opportunities for profit, and savings 
by a host of personal considerations.--

Keynes's interpretation is the reverse of this, namely, that 
the rate of interest can be determined by the banking system, 
and will in tum determine the rates of savings and. invest
ment. Furthermore, his treatise seems to be concerned 
primarily with the depression phase and the problem of how 
to cure it.·1 There is, therefore, great emphasis on the 
efficacy of increasing credit and lowering the rate of interest. 
But since it is unbusinesslike for the banks to add to .liabilities 
which they are already unable to meet, this seems to be an 
attempt to place the blame on the medium of which there is 
an insufficiency namely, gold. If only the banks were not 
hampered by the necessity of meeting their obligations in 
gold, enough " money" could be provided. But experience 

II This is probably at bottom the disagreement which exist. between 
what Edie calls the II school of industrial equilibrium" and the .. school 
of monetary policy ", the monetary policy school assuming that the rate 
of interest can be determined by the banking system, which can in turn 
determine the rates of saving and investment; the equilibrium school 
holding that the rate of interest is determined by more fundamental ec0-

nomic factors and cannot be artificially altered by banking policy without 
destroying the soundness of the debt structure. 

Note: II Gradually, the attempt to do 10 &ettled down to two main 
sChools of thought, the one a school of industrial equilibrium, the other 
a school of monetary policy." Edie, Bankl tm4 P"oslnit" p. ... 

II " ••• there is much more foundation for the view that it is Ilump. 
which may sometimes get out of hand and defy all normal methods of 
controL • • • My remedy in the event of the obstinate persistence of • 
slump would consist, therefore, in the purchase of securities by the Cen
tral Bank until the long-term market-rate of interest hat been brought 
down to the limiting point. ••• If the Central Bank lupplies the member 
banks with more funds than they can lend at short-term, in the first 
place the short-term rate of interest will decline towards zero, and in 
the second place the member banks will soon begin, if only to maintain 
their profits, to second the efforts of the Central Bank by themselves 
buying securities." Keynes, 01. cit .. voL ii, p. 371. 
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bids us be cautious, for wherever inconvertible paper or 
credit has been in use, the rate of interest has increased, not 
decreased, with the increase of money. Prices also tend 
to rise, but only because the basis of valuation has been 
changed. In short, the money of account has been devalued 
in order to make the payment of debts easier. 

Thus we should put the emphasis on controlling inflation. 
In this way the contraction of debts which cannot be liqui
dated is avoided. The first and broadest step is the pre
vention of the expansion of credit on the basis of capital 
goods and land. I f just this much could be done, the 
banking system would have gone far in doing its share 
toward the prevention of inflation and subsequent deflation. 
Misapplications of capital, even on a large scale, might not 
be avoided and there might 'still be alternating periods of 
prosperity and slump. But they would not be so extreme. 
The depression phase, particularly, would be tempered, for 
the losses and failures would involve only savings. 



CHAPTER XI 

CREDIT ANALYSIS AND CREDIT CONTROL 

Introduction 

WHETHER the problem of credit extension is approached 
from the bankers' view of .. getting his money back" or 
from the theorist's view of establishing the exchange value 
of goods in a generally available form, much the same type 
of analysis is required. Both emphasize the necessity of 
correctly estimating the sales value of the goods on which 
the credit is based, the banker's view requiring that the 
borrower be able to sell, collect, and repay; the theorist', 
that the purchasing power of the goods be correctly esti
mated, to prevent inflation and its consequent effects. 

Earlier statements of the credit problem phrased it in 
terms of the three .. C's", character, capacity, and capital 
If an applicant for a loan had the reputation of honesty, had 
demonstrated business ability, and had sufficient capital of 
his own, it was assumed that he would be able to repay at 
the designated time. By establishing sufficiently high stand
ards, the risk that the bank would not get its money back 
could be reduced. 

But with the growing recognition of the importance of 
the goods involved in the transaction, there also came the 
realization that factors other than those immediately related 
to the borrower and his business affected the risk. The 
earlier type of analysis is in a sense performed in vacuo for 
it concerns itself only with the individual. It forgets that 
a borrower, be he individual or corporation, is a part of an 
economic complex. His ability to make repayment, the all 

302 
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important condition prece'dent to granting credit (character 
or willingness aside), is not determined solely by his own 
financial condition and business capacity. His fortunes are 
affected by the prevailing winds and tides of the industry 
of which he is a part as well as by that nebulous entity, 
.. general business". Over these he has no direct control, 
except as his actions become a part of the aggregate which 
gives the net result with which all are faced. 

The Four Risks of Credit 
This expanded view is exemplified by the restatement of 

the risks of credit extension given by Messrs. Wall and 
Duning.1 The three risks which they emphasize are the 
personal, the financial, and the general business. The nature 
of the personal risk has long been understood and fully 
allowed for. The financial risk is usually analyzed in the 
manner described in the preceding chapter, and is based 
primarily on financial statements submitted by the applicant. 
But, as we have seen, the chief factor on which dependence 
is placed is the amount of current assets. A larger or smaller 
proportion of these is inventory. The ability of the bor
rower to repay will therefore depend ultimately on the price 
at which this can be sold. The analysis must, therefore, go 
beyond the individual. The financial analysis can go no 
farther than the determination of the possession of goods. 
The estimate of their value must be based on the operations 
of similar producers or traders as well as on the .. general 
business" situation.-

This part of the credit risk is inadequately expressed by 
the third of the Wall and Duning risks, namely, .. general 

1 Ratio Analysis 01 Financial Statements. p. 14-

a CI.. .. Production may be regarded as making society the debtor of 
the producer. But the ultimate amount of the debt is speculative; it 
depends on the market for I!he product." Hawtrey. CUfTmcy and Credit, 

P·191. 
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business OJ. What is apparently intended can be better ex
pressed as two risks. The first, for want of a better 1WIlC, 

might be called .. industrial risk". It is the risk which is 
attached to a whole industry dealing in a particular com
modity, say copper. Since the price of copper will depend 
on the production of aU of the producers, as contrasted with 
the total demand, the true financial condition of anyone 
borrower engaged in the copper industry cannot be estimated 
from his financial statement alone without reference to the 
conditions of other similar companies and the market for 
the product. The degree of the risk is determined by the 
conditions of supply and demand in the market, by the in
fluence they are having on the growth or diminution of 
stocks on hand, and ultimately by the tendency of the price 
to increase or decrease. The limitation to the concept of 
the .. industry risk" is that it goes no farther than relative 
prices, that is to say, the probability of the price of copper 
maintaining its relation to other prices, the other prices re
maining constant. 

The second element in the external risk might, also fo.r 
want of a better name, retain the designation, .. general busi
ness risk". This will be determined by the perfection of 
the adjustment of production and consumption each con
sidered as aggregates. We are thus brought back to the 
point at which the quantitative school starts and stops. What 
Keynes says of the necessity for equilibrium between savings 
and investment is pertinent at this point. The view ex
pressed by Edie, that the volume of credit must not increase 
faster than production, is also a simple statement of the same 
requirements. His thesis, however, says nothing of flal,US, 
being based merely on physical volume. The consideration 
of consumption is entirely omitted; his analysis is, therefore, 
less adequate than that of Keynes. 

The risks involved in extending credit may be summarized 
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as follows. The borrower may not be honest or may have 
insufficient business ability. Secondly, even though his 
honesty and ability has been established, his financial con
dition might be such that he would be unable to compete 
with the other units in the business in which he was engaged. 
Thirdly, though the applicant be in good condition relative 
to the other companies in the industry, the industry as a 
whole may be in such a condition as to be unable to main
tain its position in relation to other industries. Finally, 
though the industry be in satisfactory relationship to other 
industries and apparently able to maintain its position, the 
whole industrial structure may be out of adjustment with 
consumption. 

This latter condition is usually characterized by rising 
prices, expansion of bank credit, increased security holdings 
by banks or loans on securities, and the development of strains 
on banking reserves. These strains tend to become cumu
lative as the struggle to maintairi reserves spreads, finally 
leading to a reduction in the willingness of banks to extend 
credit, forced sales of goods and securities, and declining 
prices. 

Quantitative Control and the General Business Risk 

It is the fourth and most general risk with which the 
quantitative approach is concerned. But we have attempted 
to show in preceding chapters that the prevention of a 
depression can best be dealt with qualitatively, i.e. through 
the control of the character of banking assets. A depres
sion is the result of a cumulative and insidious process of 
inflation. Some banks, perhaps all banks, have been extend
ing credit on the basis of goods valued at amounts which 
they are unable to command when brought to the market. 
There develops gradually an accumulation of .. funds" 
which are deposited ill b~ks, these deposits, which are 
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assumed by the banks to be II cash .. , ultimately find their 
way into the purchase of securities and other long term 
loans. The bank credit extended on the basis of the goods 
which do not enter into exchange at the values estimated is 
available for the purchase of other goods and securities. 
This causes a tendency for such prices to rise. The banks 
which made the erroneous extensions of credit find that 
their clearing balance becomes steadily unfavorable, and 
strains develop in various areas of the banking structure, 
spreading from one to another, as the scramble for reserves 
develops. If, at this point, the central bank provides these 
reserves by expanding its liabilities, it is trying to valorize 
the mistakes instead of attempting to correct them. I f a 
banking system has any hope of maintaining the equivalence 
of exchange, or an equality of trade, this must be avoided. 

When quantitative analysis indicates that an expansion of 
bank credit is leading to an expansion of prices, or of 
security holdings or loans by the banks, that in short, the 
cost of new investment is not equal to savings, an effort must 
be made to determine which line or lines of goods are being 
made the basis of an excessive amount of credit. These 
extensions should be restricted, the heaviest pressure being 
placed on those units which are the worst offenders. 

Because the true nature of credit is seldom taken into 
consideration, little thought is given to credit control until a 
bad situation develops, until prices have already risen so that 
the rise is apparent to everyone, until the banks are full of 
securities and security loans, until, that is, many of their 
assets are frozen. The remedy is then so unpleasant that 
no one wants to take it, and nothing is done. The strain 
finally becomes so great that the financial structure breaks 
of its own poorly distributed weight. Thus a policy based 
on the condition of II general business" is likely to defer 
action too long, and when action is finally taken it comes 
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in the form of an attempt to deal with the prob!em 
quantitatively. 

The better policy is one based on the reverse view, that 
is, the building up of the concept of credit control from the 
individual to the aggregate. If individual extensions are 
thoroughly analyzed, if industries are carefully and con
stantly taken into consideration in credit extensions, it may 
be that the final stage of general maladjustment can be 
avoided. 

Analysis of Individual Statements 
Bankers should first of all develop and improve the 

analysis of the financial condition of individual borrowers. 
The trail toward this goal has been well blazed by Alexander 
Wall. He has devised a procedure for the thorough and 
uniform treatment of all statements. This systematized 
analysis produces the information which most bankers 
realize is needed but which is usually arrived at in a less 
orderly way. His method has the advantage of bringing 
to the analyst's attention facts which a more desultory study 
would be likely to overlook. 

In order to take full advantage of this method of analysis, 
bank credit departments might well make some changes in 
organization. In the first place expenses could be reduced 
by having the necessary.calculations on all statements which 
are submitted, made as a matter of routine by employees 
who are not trained analysts but merely computers. This 
would require that the statements be first submitted to a 
trained personnel for a review and classification of items into 
the proper categories. Supplementary data such as auditors' 
reports should be consulted in order that the grouped data 
may represent as nearly as possible the desired categories for 
subsequent interpretation. After such a study, the grouped 
data should be submitted to the computers. The results 
would then be returned to the analyst for interpretation. 
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The second improvement in departmental organization 
would tend toward a higher degree of specialization among 
the analysts. In this way more intelligent interpretations 
would be ~de because, by becoming familiar with an in
dustry or a group of related industries, the credit man would 
know what types of financing are best suited to the company 
under consideration, what the terms of trade are, and what 
proportions to expect between the various groups of balance 
sheet items. 

Contrasted with this type of organization, most bank 
credit departments at the present time rely on the analyst 
to report on any type of company under consideration. He 
must pass from one industry to another no matter how 
widely different may be the conditions under which they 
operate. Furthermore, since he makes the entire analysis 
himself and under the stress of high speed work, he does 
not have time to make all the necessary computations and 
must rely too largely on inspection of the data. This method 
does not leave the useful records which orderly and complete 
computations would, so that when comparisons between 
companies are wanted, most of the process of inspection 
must be repeated. A continuous accumulation of such 
analyzed balance-sheet data will be necessary to the develop
ment of a science of credit analysis. 

Analysis of the Industrial Risk 

This individualized view of credit must be expanded to 
encompass an industry. For the maintenance of a sound 
debt-credit structure it is important to know the same facts 
about an indust!'Y that are known about the units of which it 
is composed. To some extent, there are fragmentary at
tempts at present to take these into consideration. For some 
industries there are fairly accurate indexes of sales, inven
tories, production and prices. This is a good start toward 
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the ultimate end of estimating the credit position of the in
dustry in question. Such information, is, however, difficult 
to obtain. Corporations do not want their sales known, 
although it is the all-essential information if a prediction 
of the fate of the industry is to be made. It is only recently 
that such data have been divulged on any useful scale. But 
until they are known for every industry, and for every stage 
of the process, from consumption through the various pro
cesses of marketing and manufacturing backward to the 
extraction of raw materials, little progress can be made 
toward complete credit analysis. 

Use of Composite Statements 

The present fragmentary data must eventually be sup
planted by full and regularly analyzed information. A basis 
for such study has been laid, also chiefly by Mr. Wall in 
cooperation with the Robert Morris Associates, in the 
analysis of composite balance sheets and income statements. 
Mr. Wall's use of such data is different, however, from that 
here contemplated. His method was developed out of a 
need for estimates of proportions to be expected between 
balance sheet and other financial data of any company apply
ing for a loan. This led to the computation of average 
ratios from the composite statements of similar companies. 
Thus, while the " rule-of-thumb" requirement that current 
assets be twice as large as current liabilities has become gen
erally accepted, it was found that in some industries much 
higher proportions were constantly maintained by the more 
successful units. Likewise in other industries, a lower ratio 
was not incompatible with successful operation. Similarly, 
it was found that, on the whole, manufacturing establish
ments needed more fixed capital in relation to current assets 
than was required by trading or merchandising enterprises, 
such a wholesalers, and that these ratios, varied between 
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manufacturers and between wholesalers. The other ratios 
were found to vary also from industry to industry and pro
cess to process within industries. It became necessary. 
therefore, for a credit man who was called upon to judge 
the condition of a prospective borrower, say a manufacturer 
of shoes, to know how the financial statement of a shoe 
manufacturer should look. From a comparative review of 
the statements of the applicant over a period of time, the 
trend toward a better or worse condition could be determined. 
Furthermore, it would be expected that the financial structure 
of the company under consideration would conform to that 
found to be typical for companies of its size. Finally, the 
average ratios were used for the comparison of progress or 
retrogression in the credit position of the individual com
pany as compared with others. If any given company were 
improving, . it might be that others were improving more 
rapidly, thus indicating a relative downward trend. 

This type of analysis represents a necessary refinement of 
the study of individual units. Although it goes no farther 
than the individual it contains a basis on which a broader 
view· of the credit problem can be built. Once we have 
become accustomed to the use of composite statements based 
on companies within an industry, sub-grouped by proc~sses 
and size, there is the possibility of analyzing in complete and 
orderly fashion, industrial processes as carefully as the 
analysis is made in the case of individual borrowers. As 
banks accumulate more and more statements, the analysis 
can be made more accurate and useful. 

The point which is overlooked by the individualized an
alysis is that the average ratios have a deeper significance 
than mere standards with which to compare the separate 
enterprises. Changes in the average ratios should be in
terpreted as indications of changing credit conditions in the 
industry as a whole, that is, changes in the risk involved in 
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making these goods the basis of credit extension. It is not 
sufficient, for example, to ascertain, as can be determined 
from a current ratio, that a given concern is in possession of 
an inventory and receivables which bear a proper relation
ship to current indebtedness. The total of such goods about 
to be offered to purchasers, as well as the total amount of 
credit extended against them, as determined by a current 
ratio based on a composite statement, forms an important 
element in the .. industrial risk ". 

Thus each of the salient relationships brought out by 
the refined financial analysis has a counterpart in the aggre
gated statements. Each has its use in determining whether 
the type of economic good involved is being made the basis 
of too large a volume of credit. Current ratios for in
dustries will not only show that the total volume of credit is 
increasing with an increase in the volume of goods, but will 
also show which goods are responsible for the growth in 
credit. A current ratio which indicates that the burden of 
debt based on a given commodity is increasing, may be in 
itself evidence that the liquidation of the debt by the sale of 
the goods will be difficult or impossible. But if the current 
ratio is supplemented by comparison of both the current 
assets, as a group, and subgroups, consisting of receivables 
and inventory, with sales, further evidence is obtained. 

Or, again, the composite balance sheet might indicate an 
increase in the amount of fixed assets in the industry. A 
comparison of these with the sales of the industry will assist 
in estimating the justification of this increase. And further 
as the banker is unwilling to finance a borrower in the 
purchase of fixed assets, and wishes to know the relationship 
between the fixed assets and the net worth of the business, so 
for the industry as a whole, a ratio of net worth to fixed 
assets will indicate whether there is a sufficient capital accu
mulation to absorb losses which might occur. A related test 
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is the comparison, of the total debt with the net worth. The 
final element in this phase of the analysis requires that the 
banks examine their own condition. Although the fixed 
assets are being financed by the issue of bonds or stocks, and 
although the proportion of bonds in relation to the net worth 
is not excessive, it might be found that the banks have been 
expanding their liabilities on the basis of these same fixed 
assets by purchasing or lending on the bonds or stocks. 
Bankers and theorists often overlook this possibility and 
even suggest that there is no reason why bank credit cannot 
be expanded just as. well on securities as on so-alled liquid 
loans. While they are very cautious about providing the 
fixed capital for individual enterprises, they are lesi cautious 
when considering the growth of demand deposits in the 
aggregate. Thus we come to the conclusion stated pre
viously, namely, that bank deposits should not expand on 
the basis of bonds and stocks. 

There is another aspect of the analysis of the statements 
of companies which are engaged in the same type of busi
ness, which should be emphasized. In addition to the use 
of the composite statement as a reflection of the condition of 
the industry, the individual statements of which it is com
posed must be studied separately. The composite statement 
is- subject to the same limitations as all averages, namely 
that it conceals a great deal of essential data. In this case 
there may be a sufficiently large number of companies in 
financial difficulties to start a wave of liquidation which will 
pull the good companies down by lowering the values of 
their inventories. Reliance cannot, therefore, be placed on 
the composite statement alone; the condition of the industry 
must also be determined by a joint review of the individual 
companies of which it is composed and the net result of 
their combined operations. 
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Credit Extension and Credit Control 

Such analysis of the credit position of industries holds a 
key place in the study of credit. It is, so to speak, a con
necting link between the extension of credit, as the banker 
sees it, and the control of credit as the theorist sees it. 
Theorists have been too much concerned with the question, 
.. how much credit is necessary to carry on a nation's or the 
world's trade." They have isolated one element in a com
plex credit system, the total volume of credit, and have 
sought a criterion by which this factor should be regulated. 
Theorists, fascinated by gold, which at one time was an 
important medium of exchange and is now used to settle 
unpaid credit balances, have assumed gold to be the basis 
on which the superstructure of credit rests. The importance 
of clearance as the support of the credit structure has thus 
been entirely overlooked. When the problem is approached 
from the point of view taken here, the commodities upon 
which the credit has been extended become of paramount 
significance. While some writers have stressed the import
ance of a proper relation between goods and credit in order 
to maintain price stability, these elements have been treated 
as independent variables. No consideration has been given 
to the specific goods which have been made the basis of the 
debt-credit structure or to the likelihood of an incorrect 
estimate of the values of the goods leading to the creation of 
artificial purchasing power. This results in raising the prices 
of other goods, while leaving those on which the credit was 
based incapable of commanding enough bank credit, when 
sold, to liquidate the debt which was the basis of the credit. 
Goods have been viewed as physical quantities without 
recognition of the fact that when they have been made the 
basis Of bank credit they are transferred to the realm of 
values. 

The banker, on the other hand, has been concerned with 
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the ability and willingness of borrowers to·repay. Although 
he has come to recognize that the ability to repay depends on 
the possession of certain types of goods, he has not taken 
sufficient cognizance of the interdependence of similar enter
prises. He· has not, in other words, considered the posses
sion of similar goods by other concerns. Furthermore, he 
has not realized that the "loans" which he was making 
were building up the aggregate of bank deposits on the basis 
of the goods to which he was looking as the source of 
repayment. 

Credit Analysis Viewed from the Banking Side 

Viewing credit extension from the point of view of credit 
control, that is, starting from the banking side of the credit 
structure rather than from the industrial, we arrive at the 
same type of analysis. But we also see that there is need 
for improvements in the type of banking data available. It 
is not sufficient merely to isolate one item, the total volume 
of deposits. Attention must also be given to the type of 
debts which form the basis of these deposits. Emphasis 
must be shifted from the quantity of banking liabilities to 
the quality of the assets. In the section on capital goods 
and credit extension, and at other points in this monograph, 
reasons were given why deposits should not increase on the 
basis of securities. But after allowance has been made for 
this limitation there is need for further analysis of bank 
assets. They should first be classified according to the in
dustries out of which they have arisen. That is, we should 
know on which goods the hope of liquidation has been 
placed. The volume of credit which is found to depend on 
specific types of goods should then be related to the factors 
affecting their probable sales price as outlined above, and to 
the other elements in the financial structure of the industries 
involved. 
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A further step in the analysis of credit, from the banking 

point of view, involves a study of clearance. Clearings 
figures have been used mainly as indexes of the volume of 
II trade". Trade, however, must be interpreted as the ex
change of goods, not merely as the volume of sales, regard
less of whether they are being paid for or not, and irrespec
tive of their distribution. Bank clearings should, therefore, 
be studied in relation to the movement of reserves, that is, 
the proportion of checks cleared to the amount of the un
settled balance should be ascertained. Thi~ should be done 
for each bank, each clearing center, each federal reserve 
district, and for the country as a whole in relation to other 
banking systems. Thus the growth of unbalanced sales or 
purchases can be measured. In this wayan estimate of the 
soundness of the credit system, as a means of making ex
changes without the use of money, can be made. If trade is 
requiring an increasing proportion of" money", in the sense 
of reserves or gold, then the credit system cannot perform 
its function. If credit has already been extended in such a 
manner as to give rise to sales or purchases which are not 
balanced by reciprocal purchases or sales, then it is on the 
road to a breakdown. 

Thus the degree of perfection or imperfection of clearance 
is an index of the soundness of the credit structure. If a 
bank or group of banks has a persistently unfavorable clear
ings balance, it is warned to examine its assets closely to 
determine which debts are not being repaid and which of 
its extensions of credit are giving rise to the drain of 
.. cash". It is these which should be restricted. But it is 
a wiser policy to anticipate this condition by thoroughly 
analyzing the extension of credit, when first made. to 
determine the personal and financial risks of the individual 
borrower, and the commodity risk connected with the in
dustry involved. 
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The industrial and banking data at present available are 
hopelessly inadequate to provide the information necessary 
to determine the soundness of the credit structure in the 
manner outlined above. But broad generalizations cannot 
be substituted. If it is impossible to know the condition of 
trade and industry, then the banking system must continue 
to operate blindly and be subjected to periodic strains 
and crisis. 



CHAPTER XII 

THE ADMINISTRATION OF CREDIT CONTROL 

The Aims of Credit Control 

JUST as it has become necessary to abandon the search for 
single guides which will indicate properly the total volume 
of credit, so the effort to place on single instruments the re
sponsibility for the control of the credit system must be 
relinquished. The constant attention of the banks must be 
directed to the all-important function of testing the credit 
of prospective borrowers and to examining the bases upon 
which the credit structure is built. This must start with an 
analysis of the individual applicants, checked by reference to 
the credit position of the industry involved, and finally inter
preted in the light of the conditions of clearance between the 
banks as a whole and the public, as shown by the relations 
between savings and investment, production and consump
tion. In addition, the banks have a further check in the 
analysis of the perfection of clearings of individual banks, 
groups of banks and the banking system as a whole, and of 
the condition of their portfolios. 

The Instruments of Control 

The instruments of control are those in use daily by every 
bank, namely, the refusal to make loans and the scaling down 
of the proportion of the estimated sales values which it is 
willing to recognize as a basis for bank credit. While in
creased interest rates may prove of some assistance in reduc
ing the willingness of the applicant to borrow, we have seen 
that in most cases they are ineffective because they cannot be 
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raised sufficiently. But more serious is the implied assump
tion regarding the nature of credit upon which such reason
ing is likely to be based. This assumption is likely to invert 
the relationship between business and banking by suggesting 
that the banks have a commodity, credit, which they are 
willing to" sell .. to the highest bidder, thus distracting atten
tion from the analysis of the borrower. 

The Difficulties of Control 

Much more difficult, though, than the questions of guides 
to credit control and the instruments of control is that of 
administration. The reason for this is that nobody wants 
credit controlled. The quantitative approach offers no less 
difficulty than the qualitative; in fact, it presents more. 
Since everyone is in business for profit, no one wants to 
curtail operations; bankers no more than industrialists. If 
the quantitative method is followed, there is no discrimina
tion between borrowers and industries; there is merely a 
general increase in the difficulty of obtaining banking 
facilities. Everyone, therefore, is opposed to restriction, 
and some whose activities are not particularly risky add 
weight to the opposition by emphasizing the effects which 
the policy will have on them. Evidence of this was given 
in the United States in 1929. Although there was a fairly 
wide recognition of the fact that the amount of credit being 
extended to the stock market should be reduced, there was 
also a desire not to penalize industry. So it will always be 
with quantitative control,-there will always be a feeling 
that certain activities should be restricted and others noL 
The opposition will therefore be able to prevent the adoption 
of any restrictive measures. 

I. Discrimination between Industries 
When qualitative control is suggested, on the other hand, 

the opposition is based on charges of discrimination between 
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industries, the too autocratic powers of the bankers, etc. 
This is partly due to a misunderstanding of the nature of· 
credit control. It is often assumed to be identical with in
dustrial control; that is to say, with the direction of industry 
itself. It is, therefore, objected that the bankers are no 
more omniscient than business men and should not attempt 
to favor one industry while curtailing another. The use of 
the word .. rationing" in conjunction with .. credit" has 
probably led to identification of qualitative control with the 
.. rationalization" of industry.1 But this point of view has 
a somewhat perverted orientation. The qualitative control 
of credit does not imply that business men are to be re
stricted by the banks from undertaking whatever endeavors 
they wish, provided that the risks are properly allocated. 
The entrepreneur's risk should be borne by the net worth 
of the business. It should be provided for out of the 
accumulated income of the community. The securities which 
business offers should be sufficiently differentiated so that 
the investor can estimate the proportion of the risk which 
he is bearing. The banks are merely interested in facili
tating exchange. When an industry can prove clearly that 
it has exchangeable goods whose value can be fairly well 
estimated, the banks are justified in providing the media of 
exchange. And if an industry accumulates such a volume 
of goods that, when compared with the current sales and 
consumption of these goods, there is reasonable doubt as to 
their exchange value, the banks are justified in reducing the 
volume of media of exchange which they are creating on 
the basis of such goods. 

1 For a discussion of credit rationing, see Pigou, Industriol Fluctuations, 
part ii, ch. v. The author does not feel that his discussion of com
modity rationing is applicable to credit because of the difference between 
commodities and credit. The problem of attempting to estimate the 
credit of an industry is different from that of equitably distributing a 
limited quantity of goods. (See p. 271.) The reader will find Pigou's 
other objections discussed at various points throughout this volume. 
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Once we become accustomed to the thought that the basis 
of credit is to be found in goods and that it therefore differs 
between industries, it should be no more difficult to recognize 

• that some indust,.ies are in a position to borrow more than 
others, than it is to see that some individuals are able to 
borrow more than others. 

2. Directing the Flow of Credit 

A further difficulty which is often advanced in regard to 
dle administration of credit control is that the flow of credit 
cannot be directed. It is said that once created it ~nnot be 
kept out of some channels, while being permitted to enter 
others. Although this criticism is frequently directed 
against qualitative control, it is really an objection to quanti
tative control. As an example of this difficulty, the follow
ing passage from Reed is illustrative. .. As an indicator, 
however, of the special need of easier credit, attention might 
be called to the course of agricultural prices. During the 
first half of the year the Bureau of Labor', price indices, old 
series, showed that farm products were falling even relatively 
to general wholesale prices." I As this would cause the price 
index to decline, the quantitative approach would require that 
credit be expanded. But, says Reed in a footnote to the 
above passage, .. It was not, of course, easy to maintain that 
more abundant credit could be confined in its price effects 
mainly to agricultural products. Many mild price infla
tionists went no farther than to insist that it would be desir
able to take the ckance that price improvement in gen(''ral 
would improve the adjustment between various classes of 
prices." There seems, however, to be an equal chance that 
the increased credit would affect other prices, thus increasing 
.the maladjustment, and making the farmers' ultimate fate 
still worse. The same objection would apply to a gen-

• 0,. til .. p. 71. 
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eralized restriction of credit. Qualitative control, on the 
other hand, is concerned with preventing the inflati~n of 
credit through the admission of goods to exchange at a 
higher valuation than the market ultimately places on them. 
Such control is, therefore, primarily concerned with restric
tions, specific rather than general. The objection to this is 
that credit cannot be prevented from flowing into certain 
channels. On closer analysis, however, this method seems 
to have greater probability of success than the quantitative. 
Inherent in the assumption that the flow of credit cannot Be 
controlled is the assumption that credit is like water, some
thing which the banks pour out, which is to be competed for, 
and which will flow where the highest rates will be paid. 
The fact is overlooked that the banks do not increase their 
liabilities without at the same time increasing their assets. 
Over the latter they certainly should have some control. It 
is true that once created, credit cannot be controlled, cannot 
be forced for the purchase of farm products, cannot be pre
vented from going to the automobile industry and from 
being encouraged to go to the textile industry. It is over 
the extension of credit that the banks should exert control. 
Suppose, for example, that it is desired to restrict the 
amount of credit which the banks are extending to the 
manufacturers of automobiles. How can the banking policy 
be circumvented? 

One possibility is that the automobile manufacturers might 
purchase more on credit from the steel industry, which in 
turn would borrow more from the banks. But if the 
analysis of the steel industry were also a part of the regular 
analysis of extensions to individual steel companies, it would 
soon be seen that the increase in the current assets of such 
companies, traceable to the increase in accounts receivable, 
was due to larger debts owed by the automobile industry. 
The credit position of the steel industry would to that extent 
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be impaired. So with the other purchases of the automobile 
industry. It is, therefore, necessary that the analysis of 
industries be continuous and complete if the banks are to 
perform th~ir function properly. 

A second possibility is that the automobile industry might 
circumvent the banks by floating securities. But since it is 
one of the requirements of credit control that the banks shall 
not expand their demand deposits on the basis of securities, 
this flotation would have to be in competition with other 
securities. If, after careful investment analysis, people pre
ferred to risk their savings in the automobile industry rather 
than in others, that is their privilege. But if the venture 
failed, the banks would not be called upon to make the error 
good out of their reserves, thus imperiling the deposit. of 
their customers who had no intention of risking their funds 
in the automobile trade. 

3. Control of the Banks 

In so far as the directorates of banks are dominated by 
industrialists, the difficulties of credit control are increased. 
It is obvious that the borrowers will be hesitant to control 
themselves. This situation is more likely to exist in the 
field of commercial banking than in central banking. 
- -But the central banks are faced by a similar problem. 
This is particularly true of the federal reserve banks. One 
third of each of the directorates of the twelve banks is com
posed of business men. Unless they have come to take a 
broad view of industry as a whole, and individual industries 
as the units of which it is composed, they are likely to be 
opposed to uedit restriction, particularly if their industry is 
to bear the brunt of the pressure. A second third of the 
directors are bankers. If they, in their capacity as bankers, 
have not grasped the view of industries as applicants for 
credit, as opposed to individuals, they are not likely to take 
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this view as central bankers. Furthermore, if their business 
is increasing, and they have not been able, as individual 
bankers, to detect the inflation they are not likely to do so as 
central bankers. We have, thus, the spectacle of a promi
nent New York banker who was also a director of the 
federal reserve bank of his district, using the funds of his 
bank to defy the restrictive policy of 1929 imposed by the 
federal reserve bank. 

The remaining directors of the federal reserve banks 
are appointed by the Federal Reserve Board. In so far as 
these directors are subject to political influence, they are 
likely to oppose credit restriction. For if such restriction 
brought to light business difficulties, undesirable political 
conditions might follow. If the analysis of the credit 
position of the farmers, for example, indicates that their 
products will not sell at a sufficiently high price to liquidate 
their debt, the proposal to curtail credit to them would be 
strenuously opposed. There are many farmers and each has 
a vote. The same reasoning applies to other industries, 
either because of the number of people engaged in them, the 
size of their contributions to the campaign funds, or the 
general desire not to hurt any business. What is usually 
done in situations of this kind is to lend more to those who 
have poor credit positions, in order that they need not sell 
their products. Sometimes an all-around increase in credit 
is proposed in the hope that the unfortunate industries will 
somehow benefit. In any event, directors appointed by the 
Federal Reserve Board would naturally be bankers or busi
ness men, and not primarily central bankers interested solely 
in the problems of central banking. 

Qualitative Credit Control and a tt Planned Economy" 

In view of the difficulties of controlling credit qualita
tively, it is an interesting question whether credit can be 
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controlled in an .. unplanned" economy. Sir Basil Blackett 
is of the opinion that, .. a stable price level is impossible 
without plann~g in other economic and political fields ... • 
It would obviously be easier to obtain uniformity of opinion 
in regard to the condition of industry if the control of in
dustry were centralized. A uniform banking policy would 
be obtained under a concentrated organization of banking. 
It may be that in time there will come a recognition of the 
necessity of creating a monopoly for the issue of deposit 
currency, similar to that which has come to be generally 
established for the issue of note currency. The currency 
problem, however, would exist as a distinct problem in a 
planned "economy. There would be many differences from 
that which is found in an unplanned society. Owing to the 
existence of a single bank, there would be no interbank drain 
of reserves. The situation would be similar to that dis
cussed in Chapter IV where a community with only one 
bank was used as an i1tustration. Assuming that the com
munity was allowed free choice in consumption, there would 
arise the problem of dealing with industries whose goods 
did not command as much in consumption as was spent in 
their production. This could not result in a shifting about 
of bank reserves, but would have an inflationary effect. One 
6£' three policies might be followed. The first would be a 
continuous inflation of the currency. Secondly, assuming 
all industries to be centralized, losses in one direction might 
be made up by profits in another so that bank advances 
would always be paid off. Thirdly, each industry, as welt 
as each geographical section of the country, might be made 
to stand on its own feet and be required to meet its obliga
tions in much the same way as it is done at present. Under 
a planned economy, however, the monopolistic control of 
industry might permit an easier adjustment of production to 

• Sir Basil Blackett, PI/Jll1led Mtmey (New York, 1933),P. 21. 
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consumption than that which now takes place. Since prices 
could be fixed, there might be some adjustment of consump
tion to production. There have been attempts to fix prices 
in the present economic system. These however have been 
instituted for the purpose of fixing profits, and since pro
duction is not monopolistically controlled, it has usually been 
found that, ultimately, production and consumption de
termined the price so that the price agreements became 
ineffective. 

It is obviously impossible to discuss the monetary aspects 
of a planned economy in this treatise. They cannot be dis
cussed independently of the social aims and the methods of 
planning and control which might be adopted. But it is 
the belief of the author that much the same methods of 
approach to the currency problem would have to be followed 
as those here outlined. 

The Role of the Individual Banks in Credit Control 

In spite of the obvious difficulties with which the control 
of credit is confronted, there are still many improvements in 
banking technique which can be adopted. The difficulties 
cannot be ignored or evaded but must be faced. I f round
about methods are adopted some way will be found to 
circumvent them. 

At the root of the technical difficulties is the need for 
uniformity of action among a large number of individual 
banks.' If the time has come to restrict credit in certain 
industries, all banks must realize the necessity. If an in
dividual bank attempts to pass on loan applications, in the 

• Prendergast is one of the few authors who recognizes this. He says, 
for example: .. It is probably one of the weaknesses of the system that 
its good management must depend upon the collective judgments and 
will of a very great number of men and interests, each acting for him
self, almost always on his own individual ideas of. right and wrong, of 
accuracy and inaccuracy, responsible only to himself." Op. cit., p. J7. 
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light of broader considerations than the condition of the 
individual applicant, it may stand to lose customers to other 
banks which do not have such a view. It is, therefore, 
difficult to /lecure strong action in the early stages of infla
tion. It is, furthermore, expensive for each bank to make 
a complete analysis of each industry, and is actually an un
necessary duplication of effort. 

But granted these obstacles, it should be possible, to 
develop a general understanding by bankers and business 
men that the credit position of individual industrial units is 
affected by the condition of the industry in generat.. Just as 
business concerns, in seeking to establish their credit stand
ing, have come to recognize the necessity of presenting state
ments showing their financial condition, in addition to those 
showing their personal qualities, so they might be led to 
realize tl@t their individual statements must be interpreted 
in the light of other statements from similar companies. 
They do not exist independently of other elements in the 
business structure. If all well-managed banks took this 
stand, industry would hesitate to resort to less intelligent 
bankers when they had been refused by the better ones. They 
could not have recourse to the money market for there they 
would be subjected to even closer scrutiny. Furthermore, 
such analysis of the credit standing of business men might 
encourage them to refrain from seeking unwise loans. 

Thus it is seen that the development of credit control is 
not an over-night process that can be instituted by a central 
bank :which suddenly discovers the quantity theory of mOney. 
It will depend on a gradual broadening of their grasp of the 
economic structure on the part of bankers and business men. 

The Role lJ/ the Central Bank 

In this work the central bank is admirably adapted to the 
position of leader. It is avowedly a public service institu-
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tion, placing the stability and equilibrium of the economic 
system as a whole above its own profit, and above the 
advantage of one group at the expense of others. It can 
seek to curb those whose activities are endangering the 
welfare of all. 

I. Providing Information 

As a result of its dealings with all banks and all industries 
it is in a position to gather and make available the informa
tion which it is too costly for each bank to obtain for itself. 
Leaving the analysis of the individual industrial units to the 
member banks, it should devote itself to the study of the 
condition of each industry and of the economic structure as 
a whole. By reports on specific industries and interpreta
tion of the data thus obtained, it can make available to the 
member banks the information which must form the basis 
of their uniform action. I While some may object that such 
activities would II hurt" their business, the social point of 
view would hold this course to be more reasonable than to 
allow the business of some to hurt all. The central bank is 
thus justified in preventing its liabilities and those of the 
member banks from being poured into the stream of incomes, 
which the recipients consider as representative of definite 
values while as a matter of fact they are artificial. Eventu
ally this artificiality will become apparent and the results will 
be much worse than those of the restriction. 

B Foster and Catchings make this service a function of government . 
.. By means of this information service • • • rather than by means of 
price-control, the Government will find its opportunity to aid in stabil
izing production:' Money (New York, 1911), p. 194- Political difficul
ties make this less satisfactory than the banking method. Government 
agencies might be tempted to stress the satisfactory situations rather than 
the unsatisfactory ones which it is necessary for the banks to emphasize. 
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2. Approach to Industry through the Study of Banking 
Conditions 

As a supplement to the industrial analysis, the central 
bank should make a banking study. The point of departure 
should be the perfection of clearance in various centers. 
Thus the course of trade can be determined and when this 
study is coupled with an analysis of bank portfolios and of 
the position of the various industries, a basis can be "laid for 
corrective measures. • The central bank can thus locate the 
inflating banks and industries and institute restrictive 
measures of its own where needed and, by the encourage
ment of an enlightened attitude on the part of the banks and 
business men, secure their cooperation. 

3. Control through its own Operations-Acceptability of 
Paper 

The central bank may approach the problem of credit 
extension from two points of view. It can consider the 
paper which it either re-discounts or purchases, thus placing 
emphasis on its own portfolio and making it as liquid as 
possible; or it can place emphasis on the borrower and his 
credit position, be it bank or industry. This latter approach 
requires a broader interpretation of elegibility and the 
formulation of requirements which would have to be met. 

• Note the improvements in the publication of banking data which the 
MtJCMillatt Report r~ 

Money at can 
Money to the money market 
Money to the stock exchange 
Money in foreign securities 
Loans to "productive" industry (mining, manufacture, etc.) 
Loans to commerce. transport. distribution 
Loans to finance. insurance, etc. 
Loans to agriculture 
Loans to per5(!DS in professions, eotertainments. etc. 
Loans to private persons, building, anel otbers.-Par. 410, pp. 175-176,. 
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It still remains true, however, that the accumulation in the 
portfolios of the banks of the paper of over-extended in
dustries is one of the causes of inflation. If, after careful 
analysis of an industry, the central banks decides that there 
is insufficient proof that the commodities in which the 
borrower deals are likely to sell for the prices at which the 
current estimates are being made, caution should be exerted 
in accepting the paper for re-discount or purchase. Member 
banks should be informed of these situations and urged to 
cooperate.? 

4. Basing Rediscounts on Condition of Applying Banks 
More important however, than the paper submitted is the 

condition of the bank seeking rediscount facilities. A bank 
which attempts to increase its reserve balance through bor
rowing at the reserve bank does so as a result of its total 
operations. It is true, that some part of its portfolio is at 
fault. But it might not present that part for rediscount or 
collateral. It could, therefore, borrow from the central 
bank and continue making the same errors in its own loan 
policy. Thus the eligibility requirement, reinforced by 
acceptability provisions, is more useful as a method of keep
ing the portfolio of the central bank in good condition than 
as an instrument of credit control. If a bank were per-

'Willis and Steiner, in the following passage, indicate that the federal 
reserve banks have the power to alter their attitude toward various kinds 
of paper: ... The fact that in recent years it has been deemed best to sim
plify the rate structure by making rates more uniform throughout the 
country, and comparatively uniform in their application to different types 
of paper within the System does not in any way infringe upon the power 
originally assumed and constantly exercised by the Board in its earlier 
years-that of changing rates as between districts and classes of paper 
and maturities, provided only that its treatment of all members in a dis
rict is identical and without discrimination." Op. cit., p. 89. 

See also part vi, Hearings 0" S. Res. ,/1 before a Subcommittee of the 
Committee on Banking and Currency, U. S. Senate, 72nd Congress, 300 
Session. 
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mitted to follow the practice outlined above, it could readily 
get into such a condition that it would hold nothing but 
badly frozen assets and then, having no basis for further 
borrowing, be subject to bankruptcy. It would thus destroy 
confidence in other banks, and in general be a menace to the 
whole banking structure. It is to avoid the cumulative 
progress toward such a condition that the central bank should 
develop the policy of considering the condition of the 
borrowing bank rather than the paper submitted. 

Such a policy was recognized in the Phelan Amendment, 
passed in 19~0, in the provision that rediscount rates might 
be graduated or made progressive on the basis of the amount 
of the advances and discount accommodation extended by 
the federal reserve bank to the borrowing bank.' This 
amendment was, however, revoked in 1923 with the passage 
of the Agricultural Credit Act. 

5. Relation to the Money Market 

In addition to th~ continuous study of industries and 
banks, the central bank has other functions of which the two 
most important are: first, its relation to the money market, 
and second, its relation to the foreign exchange market. 
While it is impossible to control the whole credit structure 
th_rough operations in the money market, there are several 
other functions which the central bank can perform. For 
example, Burgess points out that the operations of the 
federal reserve banks have been instrumental in reducing 
the spread between the rates of interest charged for paper 
of various maturities, and between the rates in the east and 
those in the west. They have also been responsible for a 
reduction in the amplitude of the seasonal fluctuations of 
market rates, and the height to which panic rates rise" 

8 Willis and Steiner, 0'. cit., p. 523. 
• The Reserve Banks and the MOM, Mariet, p. 295. 
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Thus within the bounds set by the economic maturity of the 
country, and the shorter-run conditions of business, the 
central bank can be of assistance in preventing violent and 
temporary divergences of market rates from these norms. 
A phase of this function is the assistance which it can give 
to government finance for the short periods between tax 

dates. The central bank must exercise caution, however, to 
avoid becoming the permanent source of such loans. 

Underlying the whole consideration of the money market 
is the necessity of keeping in a liquid condition the bank 
credit already extended. We have seen how the credit 
extended to industry becomes income. When this income 
is not paid out for consumption or ownership it accumulates 
as bank deposits until the community decides how it is to be 
spent. During the interval of decision these "funds" 
accumulate in the money market. There is always the 
possibility that this is a sign of inflation; that is, that some
where in the banking system credit is being extended on the 
basis of goods which are not entering into consumption at 
the same rate as they are being produced. This is artificial 
purchasing power in the sense that it is in excess of the 
exchange value of the goods. If these funds become con
gealed into fixed assets through security purchases or 
security loans, they will not be available should the depositors 
decide to use them for consumption. Should they so decide 
to use them, they will create an artificial demand for other 
products, which artificiality will become evident when the 
producers who were the original borrowers are unable to sell 
their products. As a result the latter will suffer losses, 
reduce operations, and add to the number of the unemployed. 
The effect on the artificially stimulated industries will then 
be more severe than if they had had to conduct their busi
ness without such stimulation. 

The other alternative is that the banks may use in the 
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purchase of securities, or in making loans on securities, 
accumulating bank deposits, which are in reality savings that 
have not as yet been applied to the purchase of securities. 
The only effect will be a shifting of demand between the 
various types purchased by the banks and those ultimately 
selected by the depositors. On the other hand, if the con
ditions of the money market have been such as to attract 
these funds into commercial uses, rather than into security 
purchases when the banks had .. surplus funds ", the dis
equilibrium caused by the security purchases by the public 
will be such as to upset the security market and bring 
pressure on the short term borrowers. 

Thus, when the funds in the security markets are accumu
lating, there is the possibility of future difficulty no matter 
in which direction the banks use them. The safest policy 
for the central bank to pursue is to prevent a too rapid 
accumulation of such funds and consequent unfortunate 
effects in some directions, by temporarily absorbing such 
funds by sales of its assets in the open market. When the 
bank has determined in ~hich direction the depositors intend 
to use the funds it will then be in a position to expand its 
liabilities again, for its portfolio has been reduced and its 
liabilities are few. In the meantime it should attempt to 
understand the causes of the growth of the funds, and if 
inflationary credit extensions are taking place, seek to curb 
them. 

6. Relation to Foreign Exchange Market 

Enough has been said in another chapter of the conditions 
which might arise to unbalance the international payments 
to show the course of action which the central bank should 
take to correct them. Since the net results of the interaction 
of the domestic economy with those of other countries are 
evidenced in the foreign exchange market, and since the 
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central bank is responsible for the clearance of the debts aris
ing from these international relations, it should give primary 
attention to this market. If imports and e.xports are in
cluded in the study of individual industries, and if the ex
tension of credit is considered qualitatively, the international 
problem becomes part of the general banking and credit 
problem; the distinction between domestic' and international 
trade becomes less important; and the domestic economy is 
recognized to be what is is in fact, merely a part of world 
economy. It cannot be considered independently of it. 
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